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Abstract 

 

This thesis explores the theology and ministry of Bishop Robert Barron, a 

prominent American Catholic evangelist. Specifically, it analyzes the purpose, 

content, and success of his evangelization program in light of the many problems 

facing the Catholic Church in the United States of America since the Second 

Vatican Council (1961-1965). This Council aimed to rejuvenate the Church 

internally and improve its relations with the wider culture. Yet Catholicism in 

the Western world since the 1960s, and especially since the advent of the new 

millennium, has experienced a significant loss of influence and active members. 

For these reasons, Church leaders have called for a New Evangelization, 

directing their attention in particular to the increasingly secular West.  

Barron’s Word on Fire ministry represents the most concerted effort in America, 

home to one of the largest Catholic populations on earth, to actualize the New 

Evangelization. It also seems to be among the most successful, for Barron has 

inspired many laypeople to support Word on Fire, earned the respect of the 

hierarchy and the Vatican, and prompted a substantial number of non-Catholics 

to convert; he has also made a favorable impression upon the wider culture. As 

almost no academic literature exists about Barron or his relationship to the New 

Evangelization, this thesis aims to provide the first comprehensive explanation 

of his popularity and theological significance. 

To accomplish this goal, the thesis explores four key aspects of Barron’s thought: 

his understandings of God, ecclesiology, Tradition, and Catholic humanism. It 

then discusses the logistics of Word on Fire. The thesis contends, firstly, that 

Barron’s success is attributable to his vibrant theology. Although Barron strives 

to be loyal to the Magisterium, he makes a special effort to portray its teachings 

in a fresh, dynamic manner. This helps him to engage with demographics not 
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usually receptive to Catholic evangelization, for example, committed atheists and 

lapsed Catholics. A second factor that underscores his popularity, the study 

argues, is Barron’s innovative use of technology, the internet in particular. For in 

addition to reinforcing his vibrant persona, his use of these media enables him to 

reach an enormous number of people.  

At the same time, the thesis contends that Barron’s unsystematic approach to 

theology and evangelization, though beneficial in many respects, also has certain 

shortcomings. Above all, it introduces an element of inconsistency into his 

theology that, at times, detracts from his main points. In addition, the thesis 

contends that Barron’s desire to transform Word on Fire into a popular 

movement akin to Opus Dei before attending to the downsides of his 

unsystematic style might generate logistical difficulties and damage the 

reputation of his otherwise successful ministry.  
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Introduction 

 

The Aim of this Thesis 

This thesis analyzes the theology and ministry of Bishop Robert Barron in light 

of the many problems facing the Catholic Church in the United States of America 

since the Second Vatican Council (1961-1965).1 It is a noteworthy topic, for 

Vatican II was convened in order to rejuvenate the Church and improve its 

relations with the wider culture, and yet these are precisely the goals that 

Catholics have failed to achieve in many Western countries since the Council’s 

end.2 Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that the Church has experienced a 

significant loss of influence and active members in the West from the 1960s to the 

present day. Among the local churches most affected has been the Catholic 

Church in America, the fourth-largest in the world and by far the largest English-

speaking one. On the one hand, internal dissension and decline are widespread; 

ex-Catholics are now the second-largest ‘religious group’ in America and most 

self-described believers deviate from the Magisterium on one or more doctrinal 

points.3 On the other hand, especially since the sex abuse crisis broke in the mid-

1990s, the American Church has lost much of its credibility in the wider culture, 

so much so that some scholars nowadays believe anti-Catholicism to be “the last 

                                                           
1 Note that everything touched upon in this introduction is discussed at length in the main 

chapters. It is therefore quite brief in terms of discussion and source material.  
2 For the purposes of this thesis, ‘the West’ denotes the highly developed nations of the so-called 

First World. 
3 John Gehring, The Francis Effect: A Radical Pope’s Challenge to the American Catholic Church (New 

York: Rowman and Littlefield, 2015), xiv; Andrew Greeley, The Catholic Revolution: New Wine, 

Old Wineskins, and the Second Vatican Council (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 

Press, 2004), 39. Note that this thesis, in order to avoid a monotonous use of the term ‘Catholic,’ 

sometimes employs the word ‘believer’ as a synonym for baptized Catholics who still identify 

with the faith.  
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acceptable prejudice.”4 One profound consequence of all this has been a 

breakdown in evangelization, convert numbers having shrunk dramatically from 

pre-Vatican II levels.5  

Another profound consequence has been a bitter debate, even on the part of 

Catholics loyal to the Magisterium, about Vatican II’s role in the post-conciliar 

troubles – a phenomenon that has further exacerbated problems. To comprehend 

this point fully, it is worth recalling the minimalist internal opposition to the two 

other general councils of the modern era, Trent (1545-1563) and Vatican I (1869-

1870), which was mainly confined to theological circles and preoccupied with 

one or two doctrinal issues. Although Vatican I created a furor outside the 

Church, for instance, the overwhelming majority of Catholics acquiesced both in 

it and in the Tridentine Magisterium’s subsequent interpretations of it without 

serious problems; those few who objected were usually liberal-minded European 

scholars and their supporters who disputed the meaning of papal infallibility 

specifically.6  

In contrast, a considerable number of laypeople, theologians, lower clergy, and 

prelates from the 1960s to the present day have expressed doubts about Vatican 

II and the post-conciliar Magisterium’s interpretation and implementation of it. 

Moreover, they often do not focus on a single issue, but rather express misgivings 

about the overall ‘spirit of the Council’ – a nebulous term whose content changes 

depending on the person using it, and which frequently contradicts the 

                                                           
4 Philip Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism: The Last Acceptable Prejudice (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2003), title page. Note that in this thesis, the term ‘sex abuse crisis’ is not 

reducible to the child sex abuse crisis, though it constitutes a large part of it, because Catholic 

priests have also been accused of abusing others, notably nuns. 
5 See, for example, Gehring, The Francis Effect, 43. 
6 John W. O’Malley, Vatican I: The Council and the Making of the Ultramontane Church (Cambridge 

and London: The Belknap Press, 2018), 231-236. 
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Magisterium’s interpretation of the conciliar documents.7 Although a 

comprehensive account of this phenomenon must wait until Chapter One, it is 

necessary to remark here that the ongoing debate has further undermined 

evangelization, confidence in Church leaders, and the doctrinal and canonical 

unity of the faithful.   

In recent years, the Magisterium has sought to counter the crisis by means of the 

New Evangelization. Pope Paul VI’s 1975 apostolic exhortation Evangelii 

Nuntiandi is generally regarded as the touchstone document of the initiative, 

although it does not use the precise term: it actually calls for “a new period of 

evangelization” that, drawing upon Catholic teaching, especially as expressed at 

Vatican II, could assist the Church in connecting (or reconnecting) with all the 

world’s cultures and peoples.8 It was not until the pontificate of John Paul II that 

the term ‘New Evangelization’ came into use: he used it publicly for the first time 

in 1979 and normalized its use throughout the 1980s, usually with reference to 

the need to reconnect with ex-Catholics.9 Although these two definitions might 

seem a little contrary to one another – the first implies continuity with former 

efforts of evangelization whereas the second could be construed as a wholly 

novel initiative – they are in fact complementary. This is especially the case when 

the context in which they were used is taken into account. 

In effect, both popes perceived that a renewed emphasis on evangelization could 

play a great, even indispensable, role in helping the Church to overcome its 

current problems and thus realize the fruits of the Council. Internally, for 

example, such an initiative could rebuild unity among the faithful by assisting in 

the correct understanding and implementation of Vatican II. Externally, it could 

                                                           
7 For further information, consult Atila Sinke Guimrães, In the Murky Waters of Vatican II: Volume 

I from the Collection: Eli, Eli, Lamma Sabacthani? 2nd ed., trans. José A. Schelini (Rockford, Il: Tan 

Books and Publishers, Inc., 1999), lxi. 
8 Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 8 December 1975, 2. 
9 Kurt Martens, ‘The Reform of the Roman Curia at the Service of the New Evangelization,’ The 

Jurist 75 (2015): 198. 
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fulfill Vatican II’s desire to interact fruitfully with the wider culture, and 

particularly to reconnect with the ever-increasing number of lapsed Catholics 

throughout the world, above all in the West. In this respect, therefore, Pope Paul 

VI’s description is apt, for it does in fact represent a renewed emphasis on 

evangelization. 

As scholars of the New Evangelization constantly stress, however, this new 

period of evangelization is unique in two respects – hence the usefulness of Pope 

John Paul II’s definition. Firstly, the media of communication in recent times, and 

therefore the media of evangelization, have changed dramatically. The internet 

in particular has deeply affected Western society, so much so that a considerable 

number of young people nowadays engage with religion more through social 

media than through books or radio. As Bishop John Wester aptly puts it, “The 

truth of our faith has not changed. Our Tradition – capital ‘T’ – has not changed. 

But the people of our dioceses are living in a new world.”10 For this reason, 

Wester avows that the need for the New Evangelization to embrace “a culture of 

innovation and experimentation cannot be overestimated,” above all with regard 

to the use of new media.11 Given that most seasoned Catholic evangelists and 

Church leaders grew up before the millennium, around which the use of the 

internet became an integral part of Western society, the difficulties of utilizing 

such new media ought not to be underestimated. 

Secondly, and most importantly, the audience of the Church has changed in 

recent years. No longer is the Church mainly evangelizing infidels (who have 

either never heard of or accepted the Gospel and the authority of the Catholic 

Church), heretics (who uphold a corrupted version of the Gospel and reject the 

authority of the Catholic Church), schismatics (whose version of the Gospel is 

                                                           
10 John Wester, ‘Using the New Media for the New Evangelization,’ USCCB General Assembly 

Meeting, June 2012, accessed 7 January 2020, http://www.usccb.org/about/leadership/usccb-

general-assembly/2012-june-meeting/using-the-new-media-for-the-new-evangelization.cfm. 
11 Ibid. 
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largely sound but who nevertheless reject the authority of the Catholic Church), 

and a small number of lapsed Catholics who have joined such groups. 

Nowadays, in the West, the Church has to minister to an audience that contains 

an enormous, ever-increasing number of lapsed Catholics living in a wider 

culture that is incrementally distancing itself from Christian teachings and 

institutions.  

As Cardinal Donald Wuerl puts it, “At its heart, the New Evangelization is a re-

proposing of the encounter with the risen Lord, his Gospel and his Church to 

those who no longer find the Church’s message engaging.”12 The difficulties 

involved in this endeavor are immense, not least because those who have already 

dismissed Catholicism as passé are precisely those most likely to resist attempts 

to make it seem relevant and interesting. To underscore this point, one New 

Evangelization scholar, the Jesuit Edward T. Oakes, uses a rather extreme 

medical analogy: “It is almost as if nominal Christians have just enough exposure 

to the gospel to render them immune to the real thing, the way an injection 

against the flu uses a dead flu virus in its serum.”13 

In an effort to inspire evangelists to overcome these difficulties, and convinced 

of the importance of their work, the Magisterium since the pontificate of Pope 

Paul VI has maintained the need for a swift and effective realization of the New 

Evangelization on a global scale, but with special reference to the West. In the 

1975 apostolic exhortation Evangelii Nuntiandi, for instance, Paul VI stressed the 

need for a fresh approach to evangelization, complementary to the teachings of 

                                                           
12 Donald Wuerl, ‘What Catholic schools can do to advance the cause of the New Evangelization 

in the world,’ International Studies in Catholic Education 5, no. 2 (2013): 129. Further discussion is 

provided in Greg Willits, The New Evangelization and You: Be Not Afraid (Cincinnati: Servant 

Books, 2013), 27; Susan K. Wood, ‘The Church: A People Sent in Mission,’ in The New 

Evangelization: Faith, People, Context and Practice, eds. Paul Grogan and Kirsteen Kim (London: 

Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2015), 65; Raniero Cantalamessa, Navigating the New Evangelization, 

trans. Bret Thoman (Boston: Pauline Books & Media, 2014), xvi. 
13 Edward T. Oakes, ‘Saved from What? On Preaching Hell in the New Evangelization,’ Pro 

Ecclesia 22, no. 4 (2013): 379. 
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Vatican II, that would both galvanize the faithful and make the Gospel 

understandable and attractive to non-Catholics of all shades.14 During his twenty-

six-year pontificate, John Paul II constantly reiterated this viewpoint in 

prominent documents, notably the 1994 apostolic letter Tertio Millennio 

Adveniente, the 2000 apostolic exhortation Novo Millennio Inuente, and, most 

crucial of all, the 1990 encyclical Redemptoris Missio.15 Aside from the 

popularization of the term ‘New Evangelization’ itself, a noticeable focus of John 

Paul II was on the orthodoxy of the New Evangelization, that it could only 

succeed if it wholeheartedly embraced and promulgated Church teaching, 

particularly that of Vatican II and subsequent magisterial meditations based 

upon it. As he stated at the beginning of Redemptoris Missio, “Twenty-five years 

after the Conclusion of the Council and the publication of the Decree on 

Missionary Activity Ad Gentes, fifteen years after the Apostolic Exhortation 

Evangelii Nuntiandi issued by Pope Paul VI, and in continuity with the magisterial 

teaching of my predecessors, I wish to invite the Church to renew her missionary 

commitment.”16  

Benedict XVI, John Paul II’s successor and confidant, repeated the need for such 

outreach during his own pontificate, above all by founding the Pontifical Council 

for Promoting the New Evangelization in 2010 and by supporting an 

international synod on the subject in 2012.17 Owing to their closeness, Benedict 

                                                           
14 Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 8 December 1975, 2-5. So as not to clutter the footnotes with too 

many internet URLs, note that almost all magisterial and papal statements are sourced from the 

website of the Holy See, and that full references are provided in the bibliography. The only 

documents that include their URLs in the footnotes are minor papal addresses and any other 

document that is not sourced from the Holy See website. 
15 John Paul II, Tertio Millennio Adveniente, 10 November 1994, 21; John Paul II, Novo Millennio 

Inuente, 6 January 2001, 40; John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, 7 December 1990, 3. 
16 John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, 2. Emphasis in original. For further discussion, see Avery 

Dulles, Church and Society (New York: Fordham University Press, 2008), 90-91. 
17 Benedict XVI, Ubicumque et Semper, 21 September 2010. Further discussion is provided in John 

F. Gorski, ‘From “Mission” to “Evangelization”: The Latin American Origins of a Challenging 

Concept,’ in The New Evangelization: Faith, People, Context and Practice, eds. Paul Grogan and 

Kirsteen Kim (London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2015), 31ff. 
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XVI’s views on the New Evangelization are similar to those of John Paul II, 

although by no means identical. As pointed out throughout the thesis, Benedict 

XVI is a little less interested in ecumenism and religious pluralism, and also a 

little more interested in European expressions of the faith. Nevertheless, he is in 

agreement with John Paul II in his belief that the New Evangelization ought to 

ground itself in Catholic orthodoxy. Following Benedict XVI’s resignation in 

2013, Pope Francis was elected pope, and shortly afterward published Evangelii 

Gaudium, an apostolic exhortation that stressed the centrality of evangelization 

to Church life.18 A notable feature of the document is its emphasis on the need for 

visible witnesses in the New Evangelization, for evangelists to embody the 

Gospel principles that they seek to convey.19 

Despite the importance that the Magisterium attributes to the New 

Evangelization, Catholics have struggled to make it a reality. In the words of 

Scott Hahn, arguably the most famous biblical exegete committed to the 

initiative, “Unfortunately, despite all the popes’ urgings to take up the work of 

the New Evangelization, a good many Catholics have politely declined.”20 On the 

one hand, some do not seem to understand the gravity of the New Evangelization 

or, if they do, the fact that it is their responsibility to implement it. As pointed out 

in the next paragraph, even Cardinal Francis George, O.M.I., “one of the most 

consequential figures” in the contemporary American Church, whose loyalty to 

the Magisterium is well-known, fits this description.21 On the other hand, those 

Catholics who are committed to the New Evangelization frequently try to 

actualize it in a strained, haphazard, or impractical fashion.22 In consequence, the 

                                                           
18 Francis, Evangelii Gaudium, 24 November 2013, 30. 
19 For further discussion, see Martens, ‘The Reform of the Roman Curia at the Service of the 

New Evangelization,’ 201. 
20 Scott Hahn, Evangelizing Catholics: A Mission Manual for the New Evangelization (Huntington: 

Our Sunday Visitor, Inc., 2014), 26. 
21 Gehring, The Francis Effect, 131. 
22 See, for example, Greeley, The Catholic Revolution, 89. 
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Church, especially in the West, is still experiencing a significant loss of influence 

and active members.23 The clergy sex abuse scandal has contributed to these 

difficulties by further eroding the Church’s credibility among both Catholics and 

non-Catholics.24    

By 2004, the situation in America had become so serious that, when Cardinal 

George traveled to the Vatican for his ad limina visit, Pope John Paul II was eager 

to know what he was doing to further the New Evangelization.25 George was 

speechless, for he realized that, preoccupied with the Church’s problems, he had 

neglected the Magisterium’s creative solution to them. In consequence, as soon 

as he returned to America, George went to Mundelein Seminary and sought out 

Father Robert Barron.  

Born in 1959 to Catholic parents, Barron was, like George, a native Chicagoan.26 

Feeling called to both the priesthood and academic life, Barron earned a B.A. and 

a M.A. in philosophy from the Catholic University of America in the early 1980s 

and a Licentiate in Sacred Theology from Mundelein Seminary in 1986. That same 

year, Cardinal Joseph Bernardin ordained him a diocesan priest. Throughout this 

whole period, he identified as a Thomist, specifically a sympathizer of those 

schools of Thomism that sought to read Aquinas in the original rather than rely 

on the interpretations of commentators. After Barron had completed three years 

of parish ministry, Bernardin, perceiving his academic abilities, permitted him to 

study for a Doctorate in Sacred Theology from 1989 to 1992 at the Institut 

Catholique de Paris. Studying under the Jesuit theologian Michel Corbin, Barron 

deepened his appreciation for Thomism, and also for the Catholic spiritual 

                                                           
23 For further discussion, consult Charles J. Chaput, Strangers in a Strange Land: Living the 

Catholic Faith in a Post-Christian World (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2017), 8, 51. 
24 Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism, 137-152. 
25 Robert Barron, ‘Father Robert Barron: Evangelizing the Culture,’ YouTube, 9 February 2012, 

07:50ff, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlps1Svr2Fo. 
26 Further information about Barron’s biography is found in Robert Barron and John L. Allen Jr., 

To Light a Fire on the Earth: Proclaiming the Gospel in a Secular Age (New York: Image Books, 2017), 

16-29. 
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tradition. Indeed, his thesis topic, entitled ‘Creation as Discipleship: A Study of 

the De Potentia of Thomas Aquinas in Light of the Dogmatik of Paul Tillich,’ 

sought to demonstrate the relevance of Aquinas’s mystical theology to the 

modern age. Upon his return to America, Mundelein employed Barron as a 

systematic theologian, whereupon he quickly distinguished himself as a 

passionate communicator of Catholicism, notably Thomism, in addition to being 

a proponent of the New Evangelization. In 2000, on his own initiative, he began 

to operate a small outreach program – Word on Fire Catholic Ministries – in his 

spare time.  

It was not arbitrary, therefore, that George entrusted Barron with the 

actualization of the New Evangelization in America. Nonetheless, according to 

Barron, the mandate – informal and somewhat vague – came as a surprise. Quite 

bluntly, George declared, “I want you to jump-start evangelization.”27 Taken 

aback, Barron responded, “What do you mean?”28 George replied, “I don’t know, 

but I want you to do it…. I’d like you to take time away from the seminary, live 

downtown with me, and I want you to think this through.”29  

Fifteen years after this conversation, Barron, now an auxiliary bishop of the 

Archdiocese of Los Angeles, is the American Church’s most esteemed evangelist 

and Word on Fire is the most popular and syndicated Catholic ministry in the 

United States. Both have the support of the hierarchy and numerous laypeople 

and are making a positive impact on many non-Catholics; both are growing 

constantly in stature and influence.30 In the context of the struggles of the 

contemporary Church, Barron’s apparent success is notable for two reasons. 

Firstly, it makes clear that he and his ministry represent the most concerted and 

effective attempt, at least in the West, to realize the New Evangelization on a 

                                                           
27 Ibid., 30. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Further discussion of this success is provided throughout the thesis, notably in Chapter Six.  
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national scale. Secondly, as a result of this, Barron has had to think with more 

urgency than some other theologians about the true meaning of Vatican II and 

the significance of its reforms to the life of the Church. Likewise, he has had to 

ponder, again with more urgency than some other evangelists, how best to 

spread the Gospel by modern means to contemporary people. 

Curiously, very little scholarly research exists analyzing Barron’s response to 

these issues.31 This thesis, therefore, seeks to fill a gap in the academic literature 

by providing the first comprehensive academic study of Barron and his ministry. 

As a result, it is partly descriptive, concerned with charting the various strands 

of his theology in a systematic manner, as well as the increasingly complex 

logistics of Word on Fire. Yet the primary goal of this thesis is analytical. It 

assesses whether Barron’s theology is faithful to Catholic Tradition, especially as 

interpreted by Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium, and whether he has 

succeeded, as Pope Paul VI so desired, in articulating the faith in a manner 

understandable and attractive to modern persons. It also assesses whether the 

strategy and methods that Word on Fire utilizes to transmit this teaching do in 

fact reflect the principles of the New Evangelization. In so doing, this thesis hopes 

to provide a measured judgment of the significance of Barron and his ministry to 

the Catholic Church, particularly to the Catholic Church in America, and of how 

this significance might change in the near future.  

The Structure and Scope of this Thesis 

Owing to the multifaceted and largely reactive character of Word on Fire, which 

tends to deal only with matters that are of direct relevance to the contemporary 

Church, Barron has never expounded his entire theology in a systematic manner. 

                                                           
31 As Chapter Six notes, several scholars have uttered opinions or basic judgments about Barron 

and his ministry, and the journalist John Allen has co-written (with Barron) a book about 

Barron and Word on Fire. But no scholar seems to have studied Barron’s theology and 

evangelization strategy in-depth.  
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For the sake of clarity, therefore, this thesis is organized according to what seem 

to be the major themes of Barron’s thought. Chapter One provides the historical 

background necessary to understand the difficulties facing today’s Church. 

Because Barron and his ministry are based in America, the chapter pays special 

attention to the history and contemporary situation of the American Church. 

Chapter Two explores Barron’s understanding of God, both as the philosophical 

Creator and the divinely revealed Christ, which he considers the most important 

element of Catholic belief, and also something that modern people frequently 

misunderstand.32 Chapter Three explores Barron’s ecclesiology, which 

emphasizes that the Church is the privileged instrument with which Christ 

accomplishes his salvific mission on earth. As in the last chapter, Barron is eager 

to clarify commonplace misunderstandings about the Church. Chapter Four 

explores Barron’s understanding of Tradition, the deposit of faith that Christ 

entrusted to the Church for the cultivation of belief. Here Barron is particularly 

concerned to show how the transcendental beauty of various traditions, notably 

the liturgy, can spark and reinforce faith, notably in God and the supernatural 

element of the Church.33 Chapter Five explores Barron's understanding of 

Catholic humanism, which he views as the positive fruit of the beliefs highlighted 

in the earlier chapters. The subject is particularly important to him because he 

believes Catholic humanism to be the only satisfying solution to the relativistic 

morality increasingly prevalent in the Western world, and also a means of 

making the most controversial moral teachings of the Church intelligible. Finally, 

Chapter Six, building upon the commentary of earlier chapters, provides a 

comprehensive theological and evangelical assessment of Barron and his 

ministry.  

                                                           
32 Note that this thesis, for clarity, refers to God with a masculine pronoun, not the somewhat 

clunky ‘Godself.’ Yet this is no way implies that Barron or the Catholic Church regard God as 

inherently masculine, though Catholic Tradition has long favored masculine imagery. For 

further discussion, see Catechism of the Catholic Church, 239. 
33 On the distinction between Tradition and traditions, consult page 58, note 175. 
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Lest this thesis be overwhelmed by the sheer amount of material related to Barron 

and Word on Fire, which increases constantly, it has been necessary to limit its 

scope in four ways. Firstly, this study is geographically specific, focused on those 

regions of highest relevance to Barron: the United States and Western Europe. 

The second limitation is that of time, the thesis treating Barron from 1993, the 

year he published his first book, and especially from 2000, when he founded 

Word on Fire, up to the end of 2017. This endpoint is not arbitrary, for the years 

2017-2019 have witnessed a considerable expansion of Word on Fire’s mission 

statement and size, while also marking the birth of new trends in Barron’s 

theology. Here, of course, is not the place to explain the precise content and 

overall significance of these changes, only that their existence provides a useful 

boundary line. Because Barron is still active, however, and because most aspects 

of his thought remain constant, it would have been unwise to disregard Barron’s 

post-2017 work completely. Some post-2017 articles and videos, for example, 

explain crucial aspects of his theology more clearly than do earlier materials. This 

cutoff date, therefore, while imperative, is more a guideline than an unbending 

rule.  

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, is this the fact that this study does not 

enter into debates about the doctrinal validity of Vatican II and the post-conciliar 

Magisterium. Such an undertaking was of course tempting, not least because it 

remains a hotly debated issue among Catholics. For a fair treatment of this 

question, however, a comprehensive study is required. Because this thesis is 

primarily concerned with exploring the theology and ministry of Robert Barron, 

it cannot afford to take such a time-consuming detour, and thus assumes at the 

outset Barron’s – and the post-conciliar papacy’s – contention that Vatican II and 

those teachings based upon it are indeed valid expressions of the Catholic faith. 

Fourthly, and for precisely the same reason, this thesis does not provide an 

exhaustive archeology either of Vatican II or the post-conciliar Magisterium’s 
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interpretation of it. In other words, it does not seek to describe comprehensively 

the myriad of theological, philosophical, and political influences on and 

interpretations of each conciliar document or of Vatican II more generally. Nor 

does it seek to describe comprehensively the myriad of ways in which all those 

responsible for the Council’s implementation from the 1960s to the present day – 

popes, bishops councils, the Roman Congregations, and so on – have interpreted 

each document and the overall significance of the Council. 

While this lack of engagement might seem controversial in light of the prolonged, 

often bitter debate over these issues within the Church, the decision seems 

justifiable on two grounds. Firstly, the thesis does engage with such matters as 

they pertain to Barron’s theology and ministry, ensuring that they are neither 

ignored nor downplayed. Secondly, it ought not to be forgotten that it is 

permissible by Catholic standards to talk about the teachings of a particular 

ecumenical council, as well as their actualization, without a comprehensive 

archeology of all the factors that have influenced their promulgation and later 

interpretation. The reasoning for this is straightforward: once an ecumenical 

council mandates something, it becomes an authoritative reflection of Church 

teaching.34 Moreover, if an ecumenical council proclaims a teaching regarding 

faith and morals as definitive, it becomes an infallible reflection of the Catholic 

faith.35 In other words, regardless of how interesting an archeology of a council 

may be, its teachings themselves remain binding.  

In order to help readers grasp this concept, the Benedictine theologian Guy 

Mansini, in his recent analysis of Lumen Gentium, highlights the all-important 

distinction between “magisterial and theological reception.”36 The former is the 

                                                           
34 For further discussion, consult the discussion on magisterial teaching contained in Chapter 

Three, 208ff. 
35 For further discussion, consult Code of Canon Law (1983), 749. 
36 Guy Mansini, ‘Lumen Gentium,’ in The Reception of Vatican II, eds. Matthew L. Lamb and 

Matthew Levering (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), 48. 
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only one that is doctrinally and canonically binding, for it represents the views 

of the teaching office of the Church, both in terms of the conciliar documents 

themselves and of subsequent utterances – papal, synodal, and curial – that have 

a bearing upon them.37 In contrast, theological reception is designed, via 

contemplation of Catholic dogma and Tradition, to assist in the comprehension 

and actualization of the views of the Magisterium.38 As such, Mansini stresses, 

“Magisterial reception is logically prior to theological reception, insofar as 

magisterial teaching, together with tradition and Scripture, are the fonts of 

theology.”39 In other words, although a theological reading of a particular council 

can illuminate both the content of its teachings and their significance to the life 

of the Church, it is essential to remember that the conciliar teachings retain their 

integrity without it.  

A good example of this is the doctrine of papal infallibility formulated at Vatican 

I. In terms of theological reception, it is fascinating to learn about the underhand 

means that many supporters of the doctrine employed to get it ratified.40 It is also 

interesting to learn how theologians, perceiving that external circumstances led 

to a postponement of the Council before the relationship of the episcopacy to the 

empowered papacy could be fully outlined, sought to interpret the doctrine. Yet 

the fact remains that the doctrine of papal infallibility, since Vatican I, has been 

an integral part of Catholic doctrine that individual believers are permitted 

neither to deny nor ignore.  

It may be argued that this approach does not apply to Vatican II, the only 

ecumenical council in modern history that deliberately avoided the use of clear, 

legalistic language in its documents, and that seemed at times even to encourage 

                                                           
37 Ibid., 48-49. 
38 Ibid., 62. 
39 Ibid., 49. 
40 For further information, consult page 42. 
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an ambiguous tone.41 While not seeking to deny this fact, it is also easy to forget 

that, while certain passages of the Vatican II documents are somewhat 

ambiguous, the Council as a whole retains its theological integrity. The Italian 

historian Massimo Faggioli, for example, recently warned against interpretations 

of the Council, whether progressive or conservative, that forget that “Vatican II 

has a deep, internal coherence.”42 It is also easy to forget that the postconciliar 

pontiffs, however different their styles and precise theological views, are united 

in their belief that Vatican II was a valid council that ought to serve as a 

touchstone for modern-day Catholicism. In consequence, the thesis contrasts the 

nebulous ‘spirit of the council’ with the authentic ‘magisterial spirit’ of Vatican 

II, whose underlying doctrinal integrity remains constant in spite of the specific 

views of those involved in its development and interpretation, and which thus 

presents an unbroken thread of magisterial teaching from the Council to the 

present day.  

A Note on Sources 

Because Barron makes extensive use of radio, television, and the internet, this 

study draws upon electronic sources far more than is normal for a doctoral thesis 

in theology. Yet this state of affairs is unavoidable for several reasons: some of 

Barron’s writings are only available on the Word on Fire website; a substantial 

number of his YouTube videos have not been transcribed; many things that he 

talks about are unintelligible apart from internet sources; and most reviews of 

Barron, scholarly and non-scholarly, only exist online.  

                                                           
41 Hermann Pottmeyer, ‘A New Phase in the Development of Vatican II: Twenty Years of 

Interpretation of the Council,’ in The Reception of Vatican II, eds. Giuseppe Alberigo, Jean-Pierre 

Jossua, and Joseph Komonchak, trans. Matthew J. O’Connell (Washington: Catholic University 

of America Press, 1987), 27; Massimo Faggioli, A Council for the Global Church: Receiving Vatican 

II in History (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2015), 194. 
42 Faggioli, A Council for the Global Church, 101. See also John W. O’Malley, What Happened at 

Vatican II (Cambridge: The Belknap Press, 2008), 309ff. 
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At the same time, it is undeniable that these internet sources are generally less 

detailed and profound than print sources. This is especially so with respect to 

Barron’s metaphysics, which he develops at length in books, but which on the 

internet is condensed into small and sometimes overly simplistic essays and 

videos. For this reason, where possible, this thesis relies upon print sources, 

especially those of an academic nature, and only utilizes the internet when such 

sources are unavailable. With television and radio, it is a little different, for 

Barron often uses these media in a more substantial manner. Nonetheless, most 

of what Barron says in his podcasts and television series is also available in book 

form; his 2011 book Catholicism, for example, is effectively a print version of the 

first CATHOLICISM series.43 For this reason, where possible, print sources once 

again take precedence over television and radio.  

Finally, the dearth of direct contact with Barron deserves justification. After all, 

it is not unknown for doctoral students in theology to communicate with their 

subject directly when possible, the young Hans Küng’s exchanges with an aging 

Karl Barth being a case in point. Given that this thesis points out some 

inconsistencies in Barron’s theology, one could argue that it would have been 

helpful and fair to allow him a chance to explain himself before criticizing him. 

As he is an approachable person who frequently gives interviews and supports 

theological research, he probably would have responded to any queries with 

enthusiasm. In dealing with the purpose and logistics of evangelization, 

however, this thesis is concerned not only with what Barron believes but also 

how he conveys his beliefs through Word on Fire. To have engaged with Barron 

personally, therefore, might have compromised the ability of this study to assess 

his media presence on its own terms. As the thesis notes occasional shortcomings 

                                                           
43 Robert Barron, Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith (Skokie, Il: Word on Fire Catholic 

Ministries, 2011), Acknowledgments. 
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in Barron’s public communication of Church teaching, this decision has been 

advantageous. 

 

A Note on Spelling and Naming Conventions 

Here there are four points to be noted. Firstly, as Barron and most sources cited 

in this study use American English, so too does this thesis. Secondly, out of 

respect, the names of non-Anglophones cited in this study always retain their 

non-Anglophone spelling (e.g., Cardinal Karol Wojtyła).  Thirdly, also as a matter 

of respect, Church figures named in the main text are almost always referred to 

for the first time by their appropriate title. Usually this is done officially (e.g., 

Cardinal Basil Hume, O.S.B.), but in cases where this would clutter the text too 

much, it is done differently (e.g., the diocesan priest Andrew Greeley). The only 

exceptions are those persons who are so well-known by their non-official title 

that introducing it would cause unnecessary confusion (e.g., Thomas Merton will 

be referred to as Thomas Merton, not Fr. Louis, O.C.S.O.). Fourthly, it is well-

known that, especially since Vatican II, the rules governing the capitalization of 

certain theological terms have become somewhat haphazard. For example, 

whereas it was common in the Tridentine era for Catholics to capitalize pronouns 

referring to God, nowadays many believers write them in lower case. To avoid 

unnecessary confusion once again, the thesis tends toward minimalism and 

capitalizes only those terms that Barron usually does (e.g., the Eucharist, the 

Incarnation) or that much mainstream scholarship insists upon (e.g., the Council 

Fathers).  
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Chapter One: A Crisis in the American Church 

 

As noted in the introduction, Barron’s ministry is a direct response to the 

Church’s call for a New Evangelization. It will be helpful, therefore, to explore 

the history and content of this concept in greater depth. This chapter contends 

that the New Evangelization is an attempt to overcome two major difficulties 

facing the Church, particularly in the West, since Vatican II: 1) widespread 

disillusionment and dissent within the Church, especially over the meaning of 

the Council, which has prompted a significant number of Catholics to apostatize 

and an even larger number to disregard magisterial teaching; and 2) dramatic 

cultural upheavals in Western society, notably the 1960s counterculture, which 

have eroded belief in God and respect for the Church. It then discusses the New 

Evangelization’s solution to this crisis: a proper implementation of Vatican II, 

which was at heart pastoral and evangelical, focused on internal renewal by 

means of a reengagement with non-Tridentine interpretations of Scripture and 

Tradition (ressourcement) and creative engagement with non-Catholic cultures, 

ideas, and persons (aggiornamento). 

As the Church historians Alberto Melloni and Father Hubert Jedin  make clear, it 

is unwise to analyze a general council apart from the historical situation in which 

it took place and especially from the factors that prompted its convocation.1 

Vatican II is no exception; to appreciate fully its evangelical and pastoral focus, 

one must recognize the negative effects that Tridentine insularity and 

centralization had on Church life and relations with modern philosophies and 

                                                           
1 Melloni states this explicitly in Alberto Melloni, introduction to Vatican II: The Complete History, 

eds. Alberto Melloni, Federico Rouzzi, and Enrico Galavotti, trans. Sean O’Neill and Bret 

Thoman (New York/Manwah: Paulist Press, 2015), 8-11. Jedin affirmed this indirectly, through 

his methodology, specifically his decision to begin his history of the Council of Trent in the 

fourteenth century. See Hubert Jedin, A History of the Council of Trent, vol. 1, trans. Ernest Graf 

(London: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd., 1957), 5ff. 
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people from 1870 to 1959.2 Yet this fortress mentality was itself the product of the 

two other councils of the modern era, Trent and Vatican I. To grasp their 

significance, one must know something of the hostile trends that they sought to 

overcome. This chapter provides the historical background necessary to 

comprehend these developments. Owing to space requirements, it cannot be 

comprehensive but rather focuses largely on recent historical events and 

processes in Western Europe and the United States, as Barron’s ministry operates 

primarily in these regions.3  

This chapter highlights, first of all, that evangelical outreach has long 

preoccupied American Catholicism, which has always been conscious of its 

minority status. It points out that for centuries the Church largely failed to build 

a rapport with the wider culture or even maintain contact with all its members. 

This changed after Vatican I, the assertive stance of which gave American 

Catholics a new-found confidence that enabled them to withstand Nativist 

prejudice, organize themselves internally, and expand rapidly in terms of 

members and influence. These victories came at a cost, however, for in adhering 

so closely to Tridentine norms, many American Catholics – clergy in particular – 

were ill-equipped to appreciate or even understand the Vatican II reforms. 

Internal chaos ensued, debates over the meaning of the Council fracturing the 

unity of the faithful and undermining evangelization. The clergy sex abuse 

scandal has exacerbated these problems by forcing even the most devout 

believers to question the integrity of their pastors and the Church they represent. 

In sum, this chapter seeks to provide a useful overview of the crisis facing the 

                                                           
2 Technically speaking, ‘Tridentine’ refers to the Church as it existed from 1563 to 1959. Because 

of its associations with the post-Vatican I Church, however, this thesis will usually employ the 

term to describe the Church as it existed from 1870 to 1959. If it does refer to the Church from 

1563 to 1959, this will be made explicit in the text. 
3 For further information on this last point, which later chapters will explore in more depth, see 

Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 249. 
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American Church today – a crisis that Barron’s Word on Fire ministry aims to 

overcome. 

 

1. A Colonial Church, 1565-1870 

The Beginnings of American Catholicism, 1565-1830 

For hundreds of years, the Catholic Church struggled to establish itself within 

the present-day borders of the United States. Its beginnings date to 1565, when 

Spanish Franciscans founded a mission in St. Augustine, Florida. For three 

centuries, the Spanish catechized over one hundred thousand Native Americans 

in present-day Florida, New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, and California.4 Colonists 

also founded small communities. Because the Spanish were somewhat 

unsympathetic both as missionaries and colonial administrators, often making 

little effort to engage with native languages and cultures, the missions often 

collapsed.5 Spanish immigrant communities in these regions were likewise 

transient, for they were dependent upon Spanish imperial power for protection. 

As this power waned so too did funds for missions and the colonists’ desire to 

stay; by 1850, Spanish Catholicism in these regions was largely extinct. In areas 

where it did survive, such as among the Pueblo of New Mexico, it had little 

contact with the institutional Church and, for this reason, often fell into 

heterodoxy.6   

The French faced similar problems. In the 1600s and 1700s, as the French military 

presence in North America increased, settlers from France and Quebec founded 

communities in the South and Midwest; French Jesuits also built many mission 

                                                           
4 Patrick W. Carey, Catholics in America: A History (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishing Group, 

Inc., 2004), 3. 
5 Ibid. 
6 James Hennesey, American Catholics: A History of the Roman Catholic Community in the United 

States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1981), 18. 
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houses.7 As these Jesuits tended to have more respect for indigenous cultures 

than the Spanish Franciscans, they were more effective evangelists. France’s 

defeat in the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763) and the suppression of the Jesuit 

Order in 1773, however, undermined support for these missions, many of which 

fell into disrepair.8 Some immigrant communities in the far north and in 

Louisiana survived the French defeat; together with the extant missions, they 

gave the Church an enduring presence in the rapidly expanding United States. 

Yet this presence was hardly stable. In 1802, for example, a year before Louisiana 

officially entered the Union, there were only twenty-two priests to serve the 

state’s 45,000 Catholics, many of whom were lapsed or heterodox.9  

Within the original Thirteen Colonies, Catholicism was astonishingly 

underrepresented in this period. Even Maryland, originally founded in the 1600s 

as a refuge for English Catholics fleeing Old World persecution, quickly became 

majority Protestant.10 In 1776, when the War of Independence broke out, 

Catholics constituted only 0.1% of the population in these colonies; by the 1830s, 

they still numbered but 3% of the white population.11 Among non-whites, the 

percentage was significantly higher because the southern states contained 

millions of African-American slaves, many of whom had been captured and 

transported to the continent by the Spanish and Portuguese and converted under 

their influence. Their numbers were substantial: in 1785, African-American 

slaves constituted 20% of Maryland’s Catholic population.12 Again, however, 

                                                           
7 Ibid., 7. 
8 Carey, Catholics in America, 9.  
9 Hennesey, American Catholics, 33. According to one contemporary bishop whom Hennesey 

quotes, “The inhabitants do not listen to [the Church] or, if they do, [they] disregard all 

exhortations to maintain in its orthodoxy the Catholic faith.” 
10 Ibid., 42. 
11 Peter Steinfels, A People Adrift: The Crisis of the Roman Catholic Church in America (New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 2003), 3; Carey, Catholics in America, 30. 
12 John Carroll, The John Carroll Papers, vol. 1, ed. Thomas O’Brien Hanley (Notre Dame: 

University of Notre Dame Press, 1976), 179. 
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nominalism and heterodoxy – religious syncretism specifically – were 

widespread.13 

Phenomenal Growth, 1840-1870 

Large-scale emigration from Europe after 1840 dramatically altered the 

demographics of American Catholicism. Fleeing economic hardship and political 

oppression, enormous numbers of Irish and German Catholics settled in the cities 

and countryside of the North-East and Midwest, and to a lesser extent in the 

South and West. A little later, Catholic Italians, Poles, Slovaks, and Lithuanians, 

among others, began arriving as well. As a consequence of this immigration, from 

1830 to 1870 the Catholic population of America swelled from 318,000 to 4,500,000 

– an increase of 1,300%.14 This effectively made the Catholic Church the single 

largest religious institution in the country, representing 13% of the total 

population.15 

This population boom affected the Church in two ways. Externally, it provoked 

a virulent wave of anti-Catholicism. Prejudice toward Catholics had long been a 

part of American culture, so influenced by New England Puritanism. Yet the 

sheer number of new immigrants scandalized the Protestant majority. They 

feared that they would one day be outnumbered by Catholics who, loyal to the 

pope, at that time the absolutist ruler of another nation (the Papal States), could 

not be trusted to uphold the Constitution and especially the First Amendment, 

which guaranteed religious liberty.16 Several thought the immigrants backward, 

“unattractive, and even repulsive.”17 A Nativist movement emerged – “verbal, 

                                                           
13 For a broad overview of religious syncretism in slave communities, particularly the ease with 

which converted slaves used to blend Catholicism with African animism, consult Evandro M. 

Camara, ‘Afro-American Religious Syncretism in Brazil and the United States: A Weberian 

Perspective,’ Sociological Analysis 48, no. 4 (1988). 
14 Carey, Catholics in America, 30. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Chaput, Strangers in a Strange Land, 208. 
17 Orestes Brownson, The Convert: or, Leaves from my Experience (New York: Edward Dunigan & 

Brother/James B. Kirker, 1857), 421. 
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militant, and organized” – to defend ‘American’ values, which succeeded in 

isolating Catholics from public life, including the education system, for decades.18   

Internally, the Church struggled to minister to its increased flock. Ill-equipped 

logistically, it could not provide an adequate number of schools, parishes, and 

priests for new arrivals.19 Linguistic and cultural barriers worsened the problem, 

for of all the major immigrant groups, only the Irish spoke English en masse, and 

for this reason quickly dominated the ranks of the hierarchy and lower clergy – 

a situation that other immigrant groups deeply resented and tried to compensate 

for by creating ethnic enclaves, complete with clergy imported from their 

respective homelands.20 The pre-1830s Catholic community, for its part, tended 

to agree with the Nativists that the new arrivals were uncouth and disruptive, 

and thus sought to distance itself from them.21 These attitudes made it very 

difficult to forge a common American Catholic culture. 

As a result, evangelism in these years was lackluster and largely fruitless. 

Nativist animosity ensured that very few non-Catholic Americans converted 

before 1870. Insufficient catechization meant that many immigrants drifted away 

from the Church; the Catholic philosopher Orestes Brownson complained in 1857 

that every major city had “a comparatively numerous population” of lapsed 

Catholics.22 Most serious was the loss of members in the southern states, not only 
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the recently arrived Irish but also nearly the entire African-American Catholic 

community.23 Living in a heartland of fundamentalist Protestantism, often bereft 

of the support of a parish priest, these Catholics converted to Protestantism in 

droves to gain social acceptance or because they genuinely appreciated it. By and 

large, the Catholic Church never regained these lost members, and even today is 

underrepresented in the South and among African Americans.24 

 

2. Vatican I: Confronting Modernity, 1870-1959 

A Church Under Pressure 

Vatican I had a profound effect on the American Church, as it offered cogent 

solutions to its problems. Pope Pius IX had convened the Council in response to 

the difficulties facing Catholicism in the modern world, particularly the rise of 

anti-Catholic sentiment in Europe.25 Of course, Catholics had long faced 

prejudice in the majority-Protestant lands of northern Europe and the majority-

Orthodox lands of the East, whose inhabitants tended to view Catholicism as 

heretical and overbearing. Following the Enlightenment, however, serious 

opposition to the Church arose in traditionally Catholic lands as well.26  This 

opposition was more political and philosophical than theological, Enlightenment 
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intellectuals faulting the Church for holding dogmas and supporting ancien 

régimes that they regarded as archaic and oppressive.27  

Many deemed violence against the Church justified and even necessary to 

modernize and liberate society, the 1789 French Revolution being a case in point. 

As the sociologist and diocesan priest Andrew Greeley records, “To an extent 

that most contemporary Catholics do not understand,” the French 

revolutionaries “went about the destruction of the Church. Bishops, priests, and 

nuns were killed, churches and monasteries sacked, lands confiscated, religious 

schools closed, Rome occupied – and the pope [Pius VI] died a prisoner in 

France.”28 Although the persecution subsided somewhat after Napoleon’s 

Concordat, anti-Catholicism and anti-clericalism in particular remained 

widespread, as testified by similar violence in the revolts of 1848 and 1871.29 Nor 

was this extremism restricted to France. In 1849, for example, revolutionaries 

assassinated the papal premier and proclaimed the Papal States a secular 

republic, an event that forced Pope Pius IX to flee Rome.30 The pope only 

managed to return after imploring the French emperor, Napoleon III, to suppress 

the republic and install a permanent garrison to protect the Holy See.  

These setbacks did substantial damage to the Church. “The papacy was dying 

the death of a thousand cuts,” remarks the historian Eamon Duffy, not solely 

because of revolutionary persecution, but because its reliance upon state support 
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undermined both its reputation and its integrity.31 Above all, such support 

challenged the claim, popularized after the Council of Trent, that the Church was 

a societas perfecta, a perfect society greater than any nation state whose temporal 

leaders, the pope and college of bishops, were ultimately accountable only to 

God.32 This is because state support was almost always conditional, governments 

using it to manipulate the papacy to their own advantage. The Spanish Crown’s 

forcing of Pope Clement XIV to suppress the Jesuit Order was a prominent 

instance of this, as was the insistence of rulers that they alone had the right to 

appoint bishops within their domains.33 

The Church was also under pressure in the intellectual sphere. Influential 

Catholics, notably prelates, lamented a “wide-spread denial of any supernatural 

order” across Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.34 By this was 

meant materialism, which really was a denial of the supernatural, and also 

rationalism, the philosophy associated with René Descartes that promoted 

reason as the most effective means to knowledge.35 Although not necessarily anti-

religious, Church leaders feared rationalism because it seemed to give indirect 

credence to materialism by downplaying the importance of Divine Revelation in 

intellectual life and, at times, even inferring that philosophy and science have 
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priority over it.36 In addition, various heterodox movements gained ground in 

Catholic circles around this time, which both fueled intellectual confusion and 

hindered orthodox Catholics from overcoming it. In fact, the largest and most 

influential, Jansenism, actually conspired with anti-Catholic forces in the 

eighteenth century to suppress the Jesuits, arguably the most dynamic and 

cohesive force still loyal to the papacy at that time.37   

Until Vatican I, the Church had struggled to counter these trends; on the 

intellectual front especially, it seemed to be in constant retreat. The Council of 

Trent, for example, had urged Catholic thinkers to employ scholasticism, 

particularly Thomism, in defense of the faith, the college of bishops reputedly 

placing a copy of the Summa Theologiae on the altar alongside the Bible during the 

proceedings.38 By the mid-1800s, however, new scientific and philosophical 

developments appeared to render the Thomistic view of reality obsolete. In 

consequence, educated Catholics by and large abandoned it and tacitly 

capitulated to modern trends.39 Even many seminary professors – who in those 

days were bereft of an official curriculum – came to doubt the validity of 

Thomism and ended up teaching a contradictory blend of Cartesianism and 

Suarezian scholasticism in an attempt to stay relevant.40 This situation produced 

a lot of confusion, as John Henry Newman, then a young convert, discovered in 
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1846 when he asked a visiting Roman theologian about the role of Aquinas in 

contemporary Catholic thought: 

Oh no – he [the Roman theologian] said – Aristotle is in no favor here – no, 

not in Rome: – not St Thomas. I have read Aristotle and St Thos [sic], and 

owe a great deal to them, but they are out of favor here and throughout 

Italy. St Thomas is a great saint – people don’t dare to speak against him – 

they profess to reverence him, but put him aside.41  

When Newman asked what system of thought was popular in Rome, the 

theologian replied that apart from a few “odds and ends” there was none.42 When 

Newman himself studied in Rome a few years later, he realized first-hand “how 

little they [Roman theologians] have of a [coherent world]view.”43  

The Church’s institutional weakness and intellectual uncertainty in these years 

impeded evangelization; the latter in particular made Catholicism appear 

anachronistic and unconvincing. Note that this is not a reflection on the piety of 

European Catholics, as many if not most were devout and a substantial number 

were eager to spread the faith.44 But these believers were by and large 

theologically unsophisticated, and thus tended to reinforce Enlightenment 

prejudices against the Church.45   
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The Ecclesial Consequences of Vatican I for Europe 

Vatican I succeeded in structurally and intellectually rejuvenating European 

Catholicism. Structurally, the proclamation of papal infallibility in the decree 

Pastor Aeternus bolstered ecclesial authority.46 Of course, when first promulgated, 

the decree provoked a bitter response from non-Catholics; William Gladstone, a 

leading Liberal statesman, called it a “giddy height of despotism.”47 Several 

believers, including Cardinal Newman, worried that these sentiments might do 

considerable damage to the Church’s reputation.48 A few Catholics, notably Lord 

Acton and Ignaz von Döllinger, judged the decree to be theologically dubious.49 

Even so, over time, the doctrine of papal infallibility encouraged a strong papacy, 

which in turn led to a stronger Church. For example, following the Council, the 

papacy insisted upon appointing its own diocesan bishops, an action that 

ensured a more loyal and proactive hierarchy. It also revived the notion, 

popularized after Trent, that the Church is a societas perfecta that transcends the 

power of nation states – a concept that, although never abandoned, was difficult 

to maintain when nation states monopolized the papacy. 

The Kulturkampf of 1870s Germany reflected the Church’s new-found strength. 

Regarding papal infallibility as a political threat to the Second Reich, Chancellor 

Otto von Bismarck launched a ‘culture war’ to undermine German Catholicism 

and the pope’s control over it. Among other things, he arrested many bishops 

and priests and imposed restrictive legislation on Catholics.50 Earlier in the 

century, Bismarck’s strategy might have worked. But the assertiveness of Pope 

Pius IX helped to rally the German Church.51 Under the guidance of their bishops, 
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the faithful formed a parallel society to maintain unity, complete with printing 

presses, workers’ associations, interest clubs, and a political party. Within a year 

this party, Catholic Center, had become the largest opposition party in Reichstag; 

it won its first election a decade later. Shaken by Catholic resolve, Bismarck 

reluctantly called an end to the Kulturkampf and adopted more conciliatory 

policies.  

The Intellectual Consequences of Vatican I for Europe 

The Neo-Thomistic Revival galvanized Catholic intellectual life. Note that it was 

not a product of the Council itself, though the natural theology of the decree Dei 

Filius certainly gave credence to it. Rather, it was the product of the newly 

empowered papacy, Pope Leo XIII perceiving that the incoherency of 

contemporary Catholic intellectual life had contributed to the growth of 

irreligion and anti-Catholic sentiments.52 He promoted Thomism because, in his 

mind, its systematic, logical character had the potential to reestablish Catholic 

intellectual life upon firm foundations; its emphasis on epistemological realism 

especially seemed to validate Dei Filius’s claim that natural reason can prove the 

existence of God.53 In his 1879 encyclical Aeterni Patris, he therefore urged all 

Catholics to embrace Thomism as a “special bulwark and glory of the Catholic 

faith.”54 Because it was a revived Thomism that dealt with issues different to 

those of Aquinas, this movement is usually termed ‘Neo-Thomism.’55 
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Heeding Leo XIII’s words with rigor, Catholic scholars published a plethora of 

works on theology, metaphysics, cosmology, natural philosophy, and logic from 

a Neo-Thomist perspective.56 Within twenty-five years, the Neo-Thomists had 

established their philosophy as a serious intellectual force and were represented 

even at many secular conferences and universities.57 Several Neo-Thomists 

became influential public intellectuals: Jacques Maritain, P.F.J., was a noted 

political thinker who helped draft the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 

Étienne Gilson breathed new life into medieval studies and was twice nominated 

for the Nobel Prize in Literature; G.K. Chesterton, who Gilson thought wrote the 

best single-volume biography of Aquinas, was a best-selling apologist and 

litterateur; Frederick Copleston, S.J., authored one of the best and most popular 
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histories of Western philosophy in existence, and engaged in several high-profile 

debates with agnostics on BBC Radio.58  

This intellectual representation, and the Neo-Thomist system itself, inspired the 

faithful. For whereas modern thought increasingly struggled to define the 

boundary between the subjective and the objective, or whether such a boundary 

existed, Neo-Thomism unequivocally affirmed that reality existed, was imbued 

with intelligibility, and could be understood by humans in its essence.59 Catholics 

were thus able to invert the prejudice of the previous century by contending that 

Catholicism was in fact “the one and only real champion of Reason” and that it 

was ‘enlightened’ nonbelievers who were incoherent and superstitious.60  

The Evangelical Consequences of Vatican I for Europe 

In addition to rallying the faithful, Catholicism’s intellectual certainty and 

institutional strength prompted many conversions in the years 1870 to 1960.  
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These were years of toil and hardship in which two world wars, the rise of 

communism and fascism, periodic economic downturn, and audacious cultural 

movements shook the continent. In the midst of this chaotic milieu, the Catholic 

Church emerged as a force for stability. Writing about his conversion to 

Catholicism as a young man in the 1920s, Copleston recorded: “I am sure that the 

authoritarian nature of the Catholic Church, the self-assurance with which Rome 

spoke, and what I conceived to be the obedient loyalty of its members, were 

together a powerful source of attraction to me.”61 In 1930, Evelyn Waugh, whose 

high-profile conversion shocked the British public, speculated that more people 

were becoming Catholic in an effort to stem the nihilistic ideas sweeping through 

the Western world.62 In 1950, Douglas Hyde, another high-profile convert, 

reiterated this in greater detail and contrasted the crude relativism of modernity 

with the “straighter, simpler, cleaner,” and, above all, “constant” values of 

Catholicism.63  

Neo-Thomism played a crucial role in this regard. Those who sought moral 

certainty embraced Thomistic natural law as a guarantor of objective ethics. 

Likewise, those who desired epistemological certainty appreciated the Neo-

Thomist hierarchy of knowledge, which appeared to reconcile faith and science 

and rebut subjectivism in all forms.64 In fact, even some non-Catholics adopted 

the notion that Thomism was the sole standard-bearer of reason and eternal 

values in the modern age. In 1934, for instance, Dean Inge, a popular Anglican 

writer whose ambivalence toward Catholic scholarship was well-known, stated, 
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“I am convinced that the classical tradition of Christian philosophy, which 

Roman Catholic scholars call the philosophia perennis...is the only system which 

will be found ultimately satisfying.”65  

 

3. Vatican I and the Growth of American Catholicism 

The Ecclesial Consequences of Vatican I for America 

The conciliar reforms galvanized Catholicism in America perhaps even more 

than in Europe, for the gradual migration of Catholics to less populated areas of 

the nation required the creation of new dioceses with new bishops, whom the 

pope appointed from 1870 onwards. Very quickly, therefore, the American 

hierarchy “developed a strongly papalist character” that stressed centralization 

and intellectual uniformity as solutions to its problems.66 At the Third Plenary 

Council of Baltimore in 1884, for instance, the bishops decided that a cheap, 

accessible, universal Catholic education offered the best means of achieving 

national cohesion.67 This led to the publication of the infamous Baltimore 

Catechism, the training of thousands of new teachers, and an extraordinary drive 

to build elementary and secondary schools, major and minor seminaries, 

universities and religious houses of study.68 
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Just as the rejuvenated papacy encouraged a proactive hierarchy, the American 

hierarchy encouraged proactive lower clergy. This is not to say that all American 

priests were derelict in their duties before the Council. Nonetheless, after Vatican 

I they made a special effort to minister to their flocks, for example, by traveling 

for hours on horseback to ensure that even the most isolated believers received 

the sacraments.69 In addition, greater attention was paid to vocations after 

Vatican I, clergy making sure to identify and train young Catholics who 

displayed an aptitude for religious life or the diocesan priesthood.70 By the early 

1900s, as a result of these efforts, the American Church had largely overcome its 

pre-Vatican I logistical and cultural problems, as well as heterodox trends in 

some older Catholic communities.71 

A key consequence of this new-found cohesiveness was an ability to weather 

Nativist hostility. On the one hand, Catholics did this by going “out of [their] 

way to prove to other Americans that Catholics were just as American as 

[Protestants] were.”72 For example, they vocally endorsed democracy, 

republicanism, and the First Amendment, and were often overrepresented in law 

enforcement and the military.73 On the other hand, especially before the Second 
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World War, they frequently expressed ambivalence toward America’s Protestant 

heritage and refused ecumenical overtures. As in Germany, American Catholics 

formed a parallel society, loyal to the United States but not necessarily 

comfortable within its borders – at least while Protestantism predominated.  

Despite the somewhat inconsistent worldview of this culture and the fact that 

Pope Leo XIII, worried that such democratic and secularist tendencies might 

corrode ecclesial authority, condemned its more extreme forms as heretical, it 

galvanized the American faithful.74 It contributed to an extraordinary level of 

religious commitment that made nominal religiosity quite rare in the American 

Church from the 1870s to the 1950s.75 The years 1920 to 1945, for instance, 

witnessed an 82% increase in clergy, a 142% increase in seminarians, and an 83% 

increase in women religious.76 The next twenty years saw further expansion of 

bishop numbers by 58%, clergy by 52%, seminarians by 127%, and women 

religious by 30%.77 Most post-Vatican I Catholics attended Mass weekly and a 

substantial number attended daily.78 Catholic publications increased steadily 

from the 1870s; by the late 1950s, they numbered 580 with over twenty-four 

million subscribers.79 

Highly organized and motivated, the Church exerted for the first time in its 

history a discernible positive influence on American society. To cite but one 

example, it became a force for stability in politics, its hierarchy emulating the 

Magisterium in promoting Catholic social teaching as a via media between 
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unrestrained capitalism and repressive socialism.80 An apparent blend of left-

wing and right-wing ideas, Catholic social teaching did not fit easily into the 

American political spectrum; when former president Theodore Roosevelt 

founded the Progressive Party on a similar platform he lost the 1912 election and 

never held political office again.81 Yet the organizational strength of the Church 

ensured that its voice was heard, the New Deal legislation of the 1930s and 1940s 

taking inspiration from the 1919 Bishops’ Program of Social Reform and the social 

writings of Father John A. Ryan, who was nicknamed the “Right Reverend New 

Dealer.”82  

The Intellectual Impact of Vatican I for the American Church 

Even more than in Europe, the Neo-Thomist revival stimulated Catholic 

scholarship in America. Initially, there were reservations about Aeterni Patris; 

some thinkers feared that a return to Aquinas would reinforce the stereotype of 

Catholics as intellectually backward.83 Fairly soon, though, American Catholics 

recognized its benefits. Seminaries began teaching Neo-Thomism, especially in 

its Scholastic form, to help prospective priests – frequently the poorly educated 

sons of farmers and urban workers – grasp the rudiments of theology and 

philosophy.84 In higher education, it provided a clear if narrow framework in 

which Catholic scholars could defend objective values from the relativism of Ivy 

League academia.85 Particularly significant was the Neo-Thomist emphasis on 

natural law, which gave a philosophical defense of the First Amendment that 
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added weight to the claim that Catholicism and American culture were 

compatible.86 

Neo-Thomism’s success meant that almost all influential figures in the American 

Church between the years 1890 and 1950 subscribed to it.87 In fact, the most 

famous were often the most committed. Archbishop Fulton Sheen, for instance, 

the American Church’s leading evangelist of the era, was also one of its foremost 

Neo-Thomists.88 John Ryan, the most famous Catholic social thinker of this time, 

used Aquinas’s insights as “the source” and “the basis” of his thought.89 

Prominent Catholic authors – Robert Lowell, Flannery O’Connor, Julian Green, 

Caroline Gordon, and Thomas Merton – also found “the all-embracing cultural 

framework” of Neo-Thomism inspirational.90  

The Evangelical Impact of Vatican I for the American Church 

Following the Council, for the first time in living memory, the Church in America 

attracted numerous converts. Fulton Sheen’s ministry, which stretched from the 

late 1920s to the late 1960s, is the most famous instance of this phenomenon, for 

he was particularly skilled at highlighting the congruence of Catholicism and 

American culture in a way that helped to diminish Nativist prejudice.91 In 1939, 

a Protestant journalist noted that 73,677 people had converted that year, the 

largest number in American history up to that point.92 After the Second World 
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War, this number increased further, Thomas Reeves remarking that “in the 

decade preceding 1954, there had been more than a million converts.”93  

No doubt some converted in order to marry. Yet many did so because 

Catholicism impressed them. The politician Clare Booth Luce, for example, 

joined the Church when she realized that its teachings were “solid objective 

Truth.”94 Others agreed with Sheen that the papacy was the “only unified moral 

voice left on the earth,” the best guarantor of objective ethics and the American 

Constitution.95 Many found the Church’s stalwart opposition to Marxism, 

perceived as a serious threat to America from 1917 onwards, particularly 

laudable in this respect. Fulton Sheen himself converted several influential 

Marxists, notably Louis F. Budenz, former editor of the Daily Worker, and Bella 

V. Dodd, a popular journalist.96  

In addition, for these reasons, non-Catholic Americans respected Catholicism 

more than ever before. This is not to deny, of course, that anti-Catholicism still 

persisted in some quarters.97 Nonetheless, it declined dramatically, so much so 

that, like Protestantism and Judaism, Catholicism soon became known as a 

patriotic religion, an accepted way of being American.98 A staple character of 

Hollywood films from the 1930s to the 1960s, for instance, was the “heroic and 

saintly” Catholic priest.99 One sees this most evidently in The Fugitive (1938), 

which portrayed the main character, a priest, as “an uncomplicated Catholic 

superman” and employed “streams of light and angelic music” whenever he 
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appeared onscreen.100 Boys Town (1938), Angels with Dirty Faces (1938), The 

Fighting 69th (1940), The Keys of the Kingdom (1944), Going my Way (1944), The Bells 

of St. Mary’s (1945), Fighting Father Dunne (1948), I Confess (1953), and On the 

Waterfront (1954) portray priests – and Catholics in general – as handsome, 

dashing, courageous, moral, and patriotic.101 As the Catholic journalist Ross 

Douthat nostalgically recalls, in this period, “the entire media-entertainment 

complex…was almost shamelessly pro-Catholic.”102 

 

4. The Unresolved Tensions of Vatican I 

An Authoritarian Papacy 

Yet the ecclesial reforms of Vatican I were not without negative consequences. 

Partly this was because political turmoil had compelled Pope Pius IX to postpone 

the Council indefinitely before it could finish its discourse on the Church, thereby 

giving the impression that post-Vatican I ecclesiology was concerned only with 

the papacy, that concepts like episcopal collegiality and lay initiative no longer 

mattered.103 Another factor was Pastor Aeternus itself, which gave popes more 

power than they had held for centuries. As a result, popes began acting like 

absolutist monarchs over the faithful and instituted strict protocols to preserve 
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their newly won authority. Pope Leo XIII, for example, “insisted that Catholics 

received in audience kneel before him throughout the interview, never allowed 

his entourage to sit in his presence, [and] never in twenty-five years exchanged a 

single word with his coachman.”104  

Such actions bred a potent authoritarianism, Tridentine popes exercising their 

authority excessively and sometimes without warrant. At Vatican I, when one 

cardinal mildly suggested that papal infallibility should be held accountable in 

some way to the Tradition and to the episcopacy, Pius IX – who was determined 

to have the doctrine ratified at all costs – pulled him aside and snarled: “I am 

Tradition!” and “I am the Church!”105 Years later, when an official hesitatingly 

questioned Leo XIII’s judgment on a minor matter, the pope cut him off by 

snapping: “I am Peter.”106 When Pius X succeeded Leo, the Swiss Guard agitated 

for a gratuity. In response, he declared the imminent dissolution of the Guard for 

treachery and relented only after the prolonged pleas of the guardsmen for mercy 

convinced him that they would never again be so disrespectful.107 He 

subsequently promulgated an encyclical whose language has since become a 

symbol of the Tridentine tendency toward authoritarianism: “The Church is 

essentially an unequal society, that is, a society comprising two categories of 

persons, the Pastors and the flock…. The one duty of the multitude is to allow 

themselves to be led, and, like a docile flock, to follow the Pastors.”108 

This authoritarianism imposed itself above all on Catholic intellectual life. Pius X 

in particular feared that modernists – Catholics who judged and even ridiculed 

Revelation by the standards of modern philosophy and science – were conspiring 

to undermine orthodoxy. “The partisans of error are to be sought not only among 
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the Church's open enemies,” he wrote in Pascendi in 1907; “they lie hid, a thing to 

be deeply deplored and feared, in her very bosom and heart... [even among] the 

ranks of the priesthood itself.”109 The pope was right, of course, in saying that 

such persons existed and posed a threat to orthodoxy.110 His solution, however, 

was quite heavy-handed: in 1910, he introduced an anti-modernist oath “to be 

sworn to by all clergy, pastors, confessors, preachers, religious superiors, and 

professors in philosophical-theological seminaries.”111 Declaring that those who 

did not swear it could no longer serve in these capacities, Pius X then organized 

a sustained “purge” to root out those who claimed assent but who still harbored 

modernist sympathies.112  

Because Pius X’s definition of modernism was somewhat vague, by the time of 

his death recriminations had reached an unprecedented level; it is rumored that 

when his successor, Benedict XV, first sat at the papal desk, he found a document 

that condemned him for modernism.113 This would certainly explain why 

Benedict XV restrained the worst excesses of the campaign. Yet the oath remained 

in force until the mid-1960s, as did the Vatican’s close monitoring and censure of 

Catholic scholarship.114 Occasionally, these tactics were justified. Pierre Teilhard 

de Chardin, S.J., one of the key figures whom the Holy Office censured from the 

1920s to the 1950s, is a good example of this, for he was a heretic by both 

Tridentine and post-conciliar standards.115 All too often, however, they generated 

an atmosphere of suspicion and fear that hindered education and at times 
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violated the dignity of Catholic thinkers and students. Lest students develop 

views contrary to magisterial teaching, for example, some European professors 

and religious superiors not only forbade their pupils from reading non-Catholic 

works of philosophy and theology, but discouraged them from reading any 

Catholic work not written in a Scholastic Neo-Thomist vein, even if the contents 

were orthodox.116 This stretched even to the classics of Christian thought, teachers 

sometimes discouraging their pupils from reading Aquinas, the Church Fathers, 

and Scripture on their own.117 Furthermore, in order to avoid condemnation 

themselves, teachers frequently read directly from assigned textbooks in lectures, 

without commentary, and made sure to caricature non-Catholic religions and 

ideas or exclude them from the syllabus.118  

Those who were permitted to study the classics of Christian thought first-hand, 

moreover, were often taught that it was not their place to engage critically with 

the author, only to rephrase his or her arguments in modern idiom – an outlook 

that risked ossifying theology and reducing the modern theologian’s role to that 

of an apologist, editor, and popularizer.119 Lastly, the Tridentine Church’s 
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emphasis on Latin as the medium of higher education, especially in Rome, 

hindered those thinkers who did produce rigorous, well-balanced scholarship 

from spreading their ideas.120 For while Latin provided the Church with a 

common language, it was not a living language, and thus could not always 

convey the subtlety and liveliness of contemporary discourse.  

Clericalism and Sectarianism in the United States 

A particular problem for the American Church was clericalism, defined in this 

thesis as the undue centering of power and prestige in clergy, usually at the 

expense of laypeople. The hierarchy, taking inspiration from the Tridentine 

papacy, meticulously replicated the latter’s leadership style in the United States, 

the outlook of which gradually filtered down to the ranks of the lower clergy. 

Mark S. Massa, S.J., uses the example of Cardinal James Francis McIntyre to 

illustrate the negative consequences of this clericalism for the American Church. 

Archbishop of Los Angeles from 1948 to 1970, McIntyre was a committed 

Tridentine Catholic. Loathing heretics and Marxists in equal measure, he forbade 

his clergy to befriend Protestant ministers or express pro-union views, and 

banned Church officials from praising progressive education, modern art, or 

popular music.121 Although he was not a scholar, he felt that consecration had 

conferred on him special discernment in theological matters, and expected 

theologians – no matter how qualified – to consent to his opinion.122 His insistence 
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upon absolute obedience startled even Vatican officials, who started a series of 

enduring jokes in Rome about “His Eminence of Los Angeles.”123 

Not all clerics were as stern as McIntyre. Nonetheless, somewhat paralyzed by 

clericalism, the American Church began to calcify. The strict Scholastic Neo-

Thomism of its seminaries and colleges meant that most American priests and 

theologians were instinctively opposed to and largely ignorant of alternative 

ways of reading theology. This is why, excepting Sheen and John Courtney 

Murray, S.J., Americans played only a peripheral role at Vatican II: most had little 

idea what the Nouvelle Théologie, the subject of the next section, was all about.124 

The theological education of laypeople was even more insular: a great many were 

taught simply to memorize the Baltimore Catechism and rely upon their parish 

priest to interpret it.125 By the 1950s, the apparent backwardness of American 

Catholics had become a cause for concern; the Catholic historians Christopher 

Dawson and Monsignor John Tracy Ellis were among those who complained that 

“anti-intellectual” biases had obstructed the growth of serious “scholarship and 

culture.”126 This apparent backwardness manifested itself in other aspects of 

Church life as well. Regarding the liturgy, for instance, “most parishes in the 
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United States lagged far behind on implementing the kind of lay participation 

being undertaken in Europe and envisioned even by the Vatican.”127  

Negative Reactions to Tridentine Authoritarianism Inside the Church 

Especially after the 1920s, a significant number of influential Catholics began 

agitating against papal authoritarianism and the Neo-Thomist hegemony. Chief 

among these were advocates of the Nouvelle Théologie, largely based in Europe, 

who sought to renew theology by means of ressourcement and/or aggiornamento, 

though the latter term did not come into vogue until after the Council had been 

convened.128 A significant number of ressourcement thinkers became highly 

interested in Augustinianism because its emphasis on personal concerns, above 

all the cultivation and strengthening of faith in a non-Christian and sometimes 

anti-Christian world, seemed to offer a balm to the fragmenting, dispiriting 

effects of modernity.129 For some, this interest sparked an ambivalence toward 

what they considered the somewhat detached style of the Neo-Thomists and 

even of Aquinas himself. “I wanted out of classical Thomism,” Pope Benedict 

XVI, a prominent ressourcement figure, recalled of his 1950s seminary education, 

for “Thomas’s writings were textbooks, by and large, and impersonal 

somehow.”130 Others respected Aquinas but opposed the notion that Thomism is 

the only valid approach to Catholic theology and philosophy. In 1965, for 

example, the German thinker Dietrich von Hildebrand felt it necessary to stress 

that “the Augustinian philosophical tradition...[is no] less adequate to Christian 
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revelation than Thomistic philosophy.”131 Still others, like Gilson, considered 

themselves Thomists but opposed the dominant Neo-Thomist interpretation of 

Aquinas as contrived and outdated.132  

This last viewpoint was even more prevalent in the aggiornamento wing of the 

Nouvelle Théologie.133 Figures associated with this movement, like Cardinal Yves 

Congar, O.P., felt that the reticence of Neo-Thomism to engage with modern 

thought in a fruitful manner, and even to admit that modern thought had 

produced anything worthy of such engagement, went against the spirit of 

Aquinas himself.134 After all, they noted, Aquinas did not produce his theology 

in isolation from contemporary trends, but rather drew upon non-Catholic 

thought – including that regarded by Church authorities at the time as 

theologically suspect. Upon recognizing, during his travels, the depth of cultural 

contact between Christian and Islamic civilization in medieval Italy, Congar gave 

a good summary of this viewpoint: “What I saw explained to me how it was that 

St Thomas paid so much attention to the Arabs, to the Gentiles. I perceived St 

Thomas filled with an extremely open and active attention to the world which 

surrounded him. He experienced there a perceptible revelation of the whole 

world of great culture.”135 These aggiornamento theologians sought to replicate 

this spirit via a prolonged engagement with the intellectual currents of their own 
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time – a trajectory that caused them to deviate sharply from the reigning Neo-

Thomist paradigm. 

It is worthy of note that it was not only the professional theologians of the 

Nouvelle Théologie who thought along these lines. Georges Bernanos, the famous 

French Catholic writer, voiced similar concerns in his well-known 1937 novel The 

Diary of a Country Priest. Complaining that his parish is “bored stiff,” the country 

priest laments that “austere” philosophizing has eclipsed the essence of 

Christianity: “Too often one would suppose...that we Catholics preached a 

Spiritualists’ Deity, some vague kind of Supreme Being in no way resembling the 

Risen Lord we have learnt to know as a marvelous and living friend.”136 

Particularly contentious was the Vatican’s – especially the Holy Office’s – 

propensity for censuring both ressourcement and aggiornamento thinkers who 

deviated from the Neo-Thomist norm. Those censured during this time, like 

Congar, complained about the “bottomless paternalism and stupidity” of the 

Tridentine papacy, its “laying claim to the control of everything,” which he felt 

undermined both the Church’s reputation and theological integrity.137 Even some 

who had a reputation for orthodoxy, like von Hildebrand, highlighted the 

dangers of the Holy Office’s persistence in “fight[ing] as error every 

philosophical thesis that did not fit into [the Neo-Thomist] system.”138  

Because loyalty to the papacy was integral to their identity, American Catholics 

criticized the Tridentine Church far less than their European counterparts.139 

Nonetheless, a small but influential minority, notably those educated in Europe 

after the 1940s, did doubt the veracity of Neo-Thomism as a resource for theology 
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and apologetics. Some pointed out the “intellectual shortcomings” of natural law 

theory that, if left unresolved, “would breed a larger contempt for Church 

teaching in all of its forms.”140 A few took issue with the liturgy as well, which, 

as already noted, was more traditionalist in America than elsewhere. “My earliest 

memories of high mass,” wrote Monsignor J.D. Conway in 1964, “center around 

the meaningless and threateningly endless repetition of Latin words, sung to 

cheap and gaudy music by a mediocre choir while the congregation sat in silent 

boredom.”141  

One group of American Catholics particularly dissatisfied with authoritarianism 

were those of the Eastern Rite Churches. Because their theology and traditions 

differed from the Tridentine norm, many Latin Rite Catholics treated them as 

social inferiors.142 From the 1890s-onwards, the Tridentine hierarchy tried to force 

Eastern Catholics to adopt the Latin Rite by refusing to acknowledge their 

canonical autonomy and sacraments and sometimes forbidding them separate 

places of worship.143 Irate at this mistreatment, over 100,000 Easterners, including 

163 parishes, abandoned Roman Catholicism in this period for Eastern 

Orthodoxy.144 As with African-American Catholics in the nineteenth century, the 

Church never re-evangelized these disaffected believers, which partly explains 

why even today Eastern Catholicism is underrepresented in the United States.  

How this Hindered Evangelization Outside the Church 

The Tridentine Church’s autocratic tendencies, moreover, ensured a lingering 

anti-Catholic prejudice throughout the West. Several polemical works became 

best-sellers. In the English-speaking world, H.G. Wells’s Crux Ansata: An 
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Indictment of the Roman Catholic Church appeared in 1945. Its chief argument was 

that Catholicism, intractably opposed to free thought, had endorsed reactionary 

violence against it for centuries, most recently by supporting Italian fascism.145 

Joseph McCabe, a former Franciscan, offered a similarly damning analysis in his 

1939 book The Papacy in Politics Today: Vatican Plots in Spain and Other Countries.146 

George Orwell considered Catholicism to be the epitome of religious bigotry, 

which is why in his memoirs of the Spanish Civil War he displays little remorse 

for the wholesale murder of priests and the gutting of churches.147 In America, 

the journalist Paul Blanshard argued that Catholicism and American values were 

incompatible. His 1949 book American Freedom and Catholic Power, enormously 

popular, went through eleven editions in its first year.148 There was even a widely 

syndicated Protestant publication in the United States, Converted Catholic 

Magazine, wholly dedicated to converting Catholics and exposing Vatican 

intrigues.149  

With regard to Neo-Thomism, numerous non-Catholics found it unconvincing. 

Bertrand Russell, a leading twentieth-century thinker, questioned whether 

Aquinas was actually a philosopher since his ‘philosophy’ was in fact faith-based: 

There is little of the true philosophic spirit in Aquinas…. Before he begins 

to philosophise, he already knows the truth; it is declared in the Catholic 

faith. If he can find apparently rational arguments for some parts of the 

faith, so much the better; if he cannot, he need only fall back on revelation…. 
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I cannot, therefore, feel that he deserves to be put on a level with the best 

philosophers either of Greece or of modern times.150 

Modern thinkers frequently dismissed scholastic logic as embarrassingly 

outdated. “The trained scholastic,” the American philosopher James Bissett Pratt 

complained in 1920, “if you are so ill-advised as to enter into argument with 

him,” will pontificate at great length to “prove to you logically the existence of 

all his mediaeval entities. You remain speechless – and unconvinced. For his 

entities, no matter how logical, will not fit in with our modern view, and in spite 

of logic we can no longer get from them any sense of reality.”151 Cardinal Avery 

Dulles, S.J., speaking of his 1940s conversion, commented on the unpopularity of 

Neo-Thomism on Ivy League campuses. When he admitted to his non-Catholic 

friends at Harvard that he admired Fulton Sheen, for instance, they were 

“horrified.”152 Immediately, they pointed out Sheen’s fallacious reasoning, which 

forced Dulles to concede that he did not turn to Sheen for “airtight logical proofs” 

but because he was a “priest and a prophet.”153 Given that Neo-Thomism sought 

to convince people of metaphysical truths precisely by means of airtight logical 

proofs, this was a grave admission, one that suggests that Tridentine styles of 

evangelization were not always successful. 
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5. Vatican II: Reforming the Excesses of Vatican I, 1961 to the Present Day 

Ressourcement and Aggiornamento 

In 1959, Pope John XXIII felt the situation serious enough to convene a general 

council. Although somewhat conservative in terms of theological outlook and 

personal piety, he was an empathetic pastor who could see the alienating effects 

of Tridentine rigidity and authoritarianism.154  The pope hoped that the Council 

would help the Church to renew itself internally and reach out to the wider 

culture.155 Because his plans to realize these goals were somewhat vague, many 

of the Council Fathers who assembled in Rome in 1961 for the first session were 

unsure what Vatican II aimed to achieve.156 This was especially the case after 

some of the more progressive bishops, influenced by the reformist spirit of one 

or both wings of the Nouvelle Théologie, and who therefore did know what they 

wanted to achieve, organized to have two years of curial preparatory work 

dismissed.157 Although this event stunned many, the bishops and their 

theological advisors (periti) soon realized that, for the first time since Vatican I, 

they had the opportunity to speak their minds without fear of censure.158 Not 
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everyone approved; a minority of approximately 10-15%, organized under the 

banner of the Coetus Internationalis Patrum, sought to maintain the Tridentine 

status quo.159 Among the majority, however, the Council bred a radical, even 

visionary mentality that few – including John XXIII – could have anticipated.160 

“An energy, a force, a dynamism” animated the bishops, recorded Greeley, 

himself an observer at the third session, many of whom “attributed the euphoria 

of the Council to the direct work of the Holy Spirit.”161 

As a result, the conciliar majority began to consider Church reform seriously. The 

bishops became sympathetic to calls for ressourcement, the value of drawing upon 

Tradition in its broadest sense, rather than relying solely on its Tridentine variant. 

A good example of this is the plethora of scriptural and patristic images Vatican 

II revived to describe the Church, the last of which explicitly challenged the 

hierarchical rhetoric popular since the Council of Trent: the Temple of the Holy 

Spirit, the Bride of Christ, and the People of God.162 Another example is the 

acceptance of non-scholastic philosophical traditions, above all the 

Augustinianism prevalent in the Nouvelle Théologie. It is notable that even persons 

who arrived at the Council as dedicated defenders of Tridentine theology 

sometimes embraced ressourcement. Fulton Sheen, for example, a prominent Neo-

Thomist, declared shortly after the Council that “today there is no reason why 

one should follow Aquinas more than Augustine,” that it is but “a matter of 

philosophical taste.”163  
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The conciliar majority also expressed enthusiasm for aggiornamento, the need to 

engage constructively with the modern world rather than simply repudiate it. 

For this reason, ecumenism and religious pluralism became central concerns, the 

Council Fathers agreeing to acknowledge the validity of most non-Catholic 

baptisms, abolish the notion that the Catholic Church is the only legitimate 

Christian institution on earth, and recognize the dignity of other world religions, 

especially fellow monotheistic faiths like Judaism and Islam.164 Astonishingly, 

this outreach encompassed Marxism, the anti-religious secular ideology of the 

Eastern Bloc. A significant number of bishops and periti, notably self-proclaimed 

liberals, sought creative dialogue with it; an even greater number refused to 

condemn it outright.165 Another, closely related issue for the conciliar majority 

was religious and political liberty. Whereas the Tridentine Church had prized the 

confessional state, both in its monarchical and republican forms, Vatican II 

affirmed that everybody, having been made in the image of God, is entitled in 

good conscience to practice whatever religion they wish “with immunity from 

coercion in civil society.”166 Furthermore, despite the desire of some to dialogue 
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with Marxism as a philosophical system, the conciliar majority inferred that 

political tyrannies based upon it or any other ideology were unacceptable.167  

The Negative Consequences of Vatican II for Europe  

Vatican II benefited the Church in a number of ways. As von Hildebrand 

remarked in the year the Council ended, “When one reads [the conciliar 

documents], one cannot but realize the greatness of the Second Vatican 

Council.”168 Its emphasis on theological pluralism and personal freedom, for 

example, gave Catholic thought the opportunity to advance beyond a narrow 

Neo-Thomistic framework. Moreover, the movement away from Latin, implicit 

in the decisions to draft some conciliar documents in French and not to mandate 

Latin as the sole medium of education, made it easier for Catholic scholars to 

teach.169 In consequence, almost every branch of Catholic theology, including 

metaphysics, the chief domain of Neo-Thomism, witnessed a revival of some 

sort. The Church’s new ecumenical outlook, for its part, gratified many believers, 

notably those who lived in predominantly non-Catholic countries, as it enabled 

them to dialogue with their fellow citizens as friends rather than foes. No less 

significantly, these reforms also won popularity outside the Church. Father Hans 

Küng, for instance, remarked that during the Council and the years immediately 
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after it, the Church attained “a high degree of public approval, expanding far 

beyond its members.”170  

Yet Vatican II also generated a number of problems. Several factors are 

attributable to the Council itself. It merits repeating, first of all, that most bishops 

did not enter the first session anticipating large-scale reforms, and were thus not 

prepared for them. For that matter, they were also not prepared for the debates 

that erupted over them. As numerous scholars of Vatican II have pointed out, 

some of these tensions were never resolved, and thus worked their way into the 

conciliar documents, which is why it is not uncommon to find theological 

inconsistencies, stylistic weaknesses, and insufficiently articulated points in each 

document. Almost every author who contributed to Herbert Vorgrimler’s five-

volume Commentary on the Documents of Vatican II highlights these tensions. The 

theologian Karlheinz Schmidthüs, the commentator on Inter Mirifica, is a case in 

point: he avows that because the decree on social communication was considered 

an ‘easy’ document in comparison to the others, something that everyone could 

agree on without strenuous debate, its ethos was subjected to much less scrutiny. 

In consequence, it retains “a certain type of triumphalism quite out of keeping 

with the spirit of the Council.”171 Another example, notable because its author 

would one day become pope, is that of Joseph Ratzinger. Commenting on Dei 

Verbum, among the most pivotal texts of Vatican II, he laments that “the brief 

form of the Preface and the barely concealed illogicalities that it contains betray 

clearly the confusion from which it has emerged.”172 Such internal tensions can 
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often obscure, or at the very least detract from, the comprehensibility and 

advantages of the conciliar reforms. 

Another noteworthy factor was the tone of the documents: in the interests of both 

aggiornamento and ressourcement, the Council Fathers deliberately avoided the 

legalistic style of Trent and Vatican I. As Cardinal Godfried Danneels 

emphasizes, “The previous Councils were mainly a type of court that decided 

and eliminated some things but also legitimized other things and expressed itself 

in legal terms.”173 For this reason, the documents of Trent and Vatican II are 

effectively a set of clear-cut postulates to which believers had to submit. In 

contrast, owing to its desire to engage fruitfully with the wider culture and 

inspire the faithful to take an active interest in the Tradition, Vatican II avoided 

such rhetoric. “There were no short position papers or judgements, no sharp 

formulations of belief and discipline, and very little normative language.”174 

Instead, Danneels remarks, “Vatican II chose longer texts and calmer statements 

that recalled the panegyric style of the Church Fathers” in order to “instil wonder 

and invite the reader’s engagement.”175 In other words, the documents of Vatican 

II are designed to generate conversation about and reflection upon the Catholic 

faith, not mandate in advance everything that modern Catholics ought to believe. 

Although advantageous in many respects, this approach once again can make it 

quite difficult to understand what the Council is saying and why. 

It is therefore not surprising that the conciliar reforms shocked the faithful, and 

not always in a positive way. In fact, having imbibed the Tridentine view of the 

Church as immutable and already perfect, some Catholics regarded the very 

notion of reform with suspicion, especially one that seemed to jettison so many 
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hallowed traditions.176 Evelyn Waugh, for example, decried the Council as a 

“superficial revolution” that had consigned the Catholicism of his youth to the 

dustbin of history.177 Liturgical changes were particularly controversial since the 

piety of many believers was intimately tied to the rhythms and ambiance of the 

Tridentine Mass. J.R.R. Tolkien, another well-known Catholic writer, was among 

those who found the post-conciliar Mass so distressing that he “stomped out” 

halfway through.178  

The Council’s support for ecumenism and religious pluralism was also 

controversial. Since childhood, Tridentine Catholics had been taught that the 

Roman Catholic Church was the one, true, holy, and apostolic Church, that all 

other Christians were either heretics or schismatics whose communions were, in 

the words of Pope Pius XI, “mutilated and corrupt.”179 Likewise, they had grown 

up believing that, while there existed nice persons in non-Christian religions, 

these faiths were in no way conducive to salvation.180 Monsignor Ronald Knox 

summed up this view well in his 1929 introduction to Catholicism: “We do not 

think of our Church as the best religious body to belong to. We believe that those 
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who do not belong to it...may just as well belong to no religious body at all.”181 

Thus, in stating that Protestants and the Orthodox are imperfect members of the 

Church, that Muslims and Jews are included in God’s plan of salvation, and that 

other religions like Buddhism and Hinduism have true and holy aspects, the 

Council offended a considerable number of ordinary Catholics.182  

Some other believers, in contrast, found the changes so exciting that they began 

pushing for more, whether by interpreting the conciliar documents in an 

extremist fashion or calling for a Third Vatican Council.183 Some progressive-

minded Catholics, for instance, having “made almost a new religion of 

ecumenism,” began to demand that the Magisterium sanction communion with 

Protestants.184 Others, inspired by the de-emphasis on clerical authority, agitated 

for a profound decentralization and democratization of the Church that would 

undercut the essence of the hierarchical structure that Vatican II still upheld.185 

Others took the Council’s movement away from Neo-Thomism to mean that all 

types of Thomism – and indeed many other traditional approaches to theology, 

philosophy, and apologetics – had been declared obsolete, that modern ideas 
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were now to be given preference.186 Such persons sometimes regarded the 

liturgical changes of Vatican II in a similar manner, and on their own initiative 

began stripping the Mass of what they considered to be its obsolete medieval 

trappings.187  

Friction between the Magisterium and these disaffected conservatives and 

progressives intensified as a consequence of the 1960s counterculture.188 The 

counterculture’s emphasis on anti-authoritarianism and creative spontaneity 

prompted a number of progressive Catholics to disregard the Magisterium 

completely, to reinterpret Vatican II and the Catholic faith as they saw fit.189 As 

Duffy recalls, their “naïve and sometimes philistine” innovations meant that 

“much that was precious was disparaged or discarded;” the very suggestion that 

“an idea or an institution was old-fashioned was often enough to discredit it.”190 

Conservative Catholics, for their part, criticized the hedonism and subjectivism 

of the era and frequently blamed the Council’s preoccupation with aggiornamento 

for allowing these forces to penetrate the Church.191 For this reason, a significant 

number distanced themselves from the Magisterium and rallied around 

controversial, canonically dubious organizations like the Society of Saint Pius X 
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that advocated a reversal of conciliar excesses.192 Other conservatives remained 

in good standing with the Church, but nonetheless pointed out similar failings 

on the part of the Council and called upon the post-conciliar Magisterium to 

rectify them.193 The intensity of this discord ought not to be underestimated: only 

a few years after the Council’s end, one of its greatest supporters, Yves Congar, 

feared and lamented the prospect of a full-scale schism.194  

This situation has replicated itself in Catholic scholarship, particularly the part 

concerned with the interpretation of the Council, albeit in a more refined manner. 

On one extreme are progressive-minded scholars, associated especially with the 

Bologna School of historians, who dwell on what is termed ‘the hermeneutic of 

discontinuity.’ According to this interpretation, the Council, while it had 

antecedents in the Nouvelle Théologie and so on, was a spontaneous event, an 

evident departure from the Church’s Tridentine past.195 Supporters of this 

hermeneutic usually see the discontinuity as a positive thing and remark that the 

shedding of the Tridentine fortress mentality has made the Church stronger and 

more popular.196  

On the other extreme are scholars, frequently but not always theologians, who 

propound an extremist version of the ‘hermeneutic of continuity,’ which might 
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be termed ‘continuity of error.’ As the name suggests, this interpretation stresses 

that while the convening of Vatican II was somewhat spontaneous, the trajectory 

it took was not. Oftentimes, the hermeneutic of continuity is employed in a 

positive sense, to show that the teaching of Vatican II is concordant with Catholic 

Tradition.197 The continuity of error interpretation, however, is quite negative, 

since it holds that the anti-modernist campaign of Pope Pius X did not destroy 

modernism, but merely drove its proponents underground – where they 

continued to undermine orthodoxy.198 Vatican II offered them a prime 

opportunity to spread their ideas, which explains why progressive cardinals and 

their periti insisted on scrapping the preparatory schemas, and why they pushed 

the theology of Vatican II in a direction noticeably different from that of other 

ecumenical councils.199 A tragic consequence of this continuity of error, this 

interpretation concludes, has been doctrinal confusion and relentless decline.200 

A prominent proponent of this point of view is the Italian historian Roberto de 

Mattei, whose history of the Council is a thorough critique of that of the Bologna 

School. 

One factor that has intensified and prolonged these debates is the somewhat 

ambiguous position of the papacy. Pope Paul VI, who reigned from 1963 to 1978, 

was somewhat inconsistent in his response to the post-conciliar troubles. On the 

one hand, he was an enthusiastic supporter of progressive elements at the 

Council; his affinity for French culture in particular brought him into close 

contact with the Nouvelle Théologie.201 On the other hand, Paul VI regarded himself 
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as orthodox and opposed the more extreme progressives’ “abusive 

interpretations” of the Council.202 This tension caused the pope to waver between 

toleration of and even passive support for unorthodox reforms and opinions, 

which alienated conservatives, and condemnations of them, which in turn 

alienated progressives. When over 2,000,000 South Americans signed a petition 

asking him to take action against Marxist influences in the Brazilian Church, for 

example, he chose not to respond.203 Yet when an even larger number of Catholics 

agitated to have artificial birth control deemed licit, including most theological 

experts consulted on the matter, Paul VI reaffirmed the traditional ban on 

contraception.204 

The ambiguity of these years was compounded by the fact that Paul VI, unlike 

his namesake Paul IV after the Council of Trent, did not establish a clear chain of 

command for the interpretation of Vatican II. After Trent, for example, the pope 

founded a special Roman Congregation to formulate and expound the 

Magisterium’s understanding of the Tridentine decrees. To signify that its 

authority was definitive, the pope banned the production of non-curial 

commentaries and glosses on the Council. In contrast, after Vatican II, Paul VI 

simply promulgated the conciliar texts and ordered them to be translated and 

disseminated. According to Faggioli, by not repeating the actions of his distant 

predecessor, Paul II implied that “the Holy See and the Roman Curia” no longer 

held “a strict monopoly on the interpretation of the council texts,” that 
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theologians and even ordinary believers were free to speculate on their 

meaning.205 Combined with the open-ended nature of the documents and Paul 

VI’s inconsistent behavior, it is hardly surprising that confusion arose. 

Paul VI’s successor, John Paul I, reigned for only thirty-three days, and thus did 

not have the opportunity to deal with the troubles inherited from – and 

intensified by – his predecessor. Yet his successor, John Paul II, did. Although he 

too was an enthusiastic supporter of the Council, John Paul II had little sympathy 

for those Catholics – both conservative and progressive – who did not accept the 

magisterial interpretation of its teachings. More consistently than Paul VI, he 

censured extremists from both sides, the progressive Hans Küng and the 

traditionalist Archbishop Lefebvre being two notable examples. He also strove, 

again with more consistency than Paul VI, to develop and propagate the 

magisterial interpretation of the Council in a way that would realize its 

theological and evangelical fruits. A significant aspect of this, of course, was the 

New Evangelization. In 2005, following John Paul II’s death, Pope Benedict XVI 

continued these policies. It is important to note that while the proactive stance of 

these popes has gratified many conservative Catholics, it has alienated the 

progressive faction of the Church, as well as sections of the wider public.206 This 

is because the willingness of John Paul II and Benedict XVI to use their papal 

powers to safeguard orthodoxy seemed to go against the conciliar spirit of 

Vatican II and the democratic ethos of the modern West. In consequence, their 

policies, while successful in some respects, have once again stigmatized the 

institutional Church – and especially the Magisterium – as repressive and 

archaic.  

It is partly for this reason that, following Benedict XVI’s resignation in 2013, the 

cardinals elected Francis pope, since his thinking aligns more with the 
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conciliatory emphasis of Vatican II and, barring the use of his papal powers in 

the birth control controversy, Paul VI.207 Yet this has only exacerbated the 

situation further, for while Francis has garnered the support of progressive 

Catholics and, to a certain degree, the wider culture, his pontificate reflects the 

same weakness as that of Paul VI: an ambiguity in words and actions that fuels 

conservative discontent.208 The controversy over the apostolic exhortation Amoris 

Laetitia shows that the problem is considerable. One sentence in the document, 

for instance, gives the impression that Francis is a universalist – a heretical 

teaching in the Catholic Church.209 In fact, there is so much ambiguity in the 

document that four cardinals have submitted a dubia and approximately 250 

clergymen and theologians have condemned the pope for propagating heresy.210  

The gravest consequence of the internal confusion from the early 1960s to the 

present day has been widespread disillusionment. One sees this most clearly in 

the decline of Catholicism in Europe, both in terms of influence and active 

members. As already noted, internal factors are not solely to blame; the 1960s 

counterculture has also played a role. But the internal factors are arguably the 

more significant, for in addition to creating difficulties in and of themselves, they 

have hindered the ability of Catholics to resist the dispiriting effects of living in 
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an increasingly hostile Western culture.211 So as not to be overwhelmed by 

statistics, it is helpful to focus on three national churches: the French, the British, 

and the Dutch. Mass attendance in all has declined rapidly: between 1964 and 

1975, the French Church witnessed a 66% decline in regular Mass attendance, the 

Dutch approximately 50%, and the English 16%.212 Vocations have likewise 

suffered: from 1963 to 1973, the French Church witnessed an 83% decline in 

seminary enrollments and the Dutch an astonishing 97% in ordinations; in 

Britain, teaching nuns have been driven to “near-extinction,” their numbers 

declining 80% from 1964 to 1990, and then another 75% from 1990 to 2001.213 

Between 1958 and 2004, Catholic marriages in the British Church declined by 

50%; between 1962 to 1974, it also witnessed a 67% drop in conversions and a 

59% decrease in baptisms.214 The French Church has witnessed an even more 

accelerated decline: between 2000 and 2013, baptisms have decreased by almost 

25% and marriages by 40%.215 For this reason, the Catholic populations of these 

countries, even with the influx of Catholic immigrants from elsewhere, are 

becoming increasingly aged. The average age of a French Catholic in 2015, for 

instance, was 45, a number that is expected to rise in the near future.216 It was 

facts like these that prompted Pope Paul VI on 29 June 1972 to proclaim that it 
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seemed as if “the smoke of Satan” (il fumo di Satana) had penetrated the Church 

since the Council.217  

Negative Consequences of Vatican II for America 

The American Church suffered particularly badly after the Council because, as 

already noted, its identity had been thoroughly Tridentine. For this reason, the 

implementation of the conciliar reforms not only caused canonical and doctrinal 

disorder; it generated an existential crisis. Struggling to see the continuity 

between the Catholicism of Vatican II and that of their youth, American believers 

tended to reject one and accept the other in an overly hasty, aggressive manner – 

a state of affairs that fostered an “unprecedented” atmosphere of “polarization, 

conflict, and indeed acrimony” in the American Church.218 For the first time in 

living memory, calling oneself a Catholic was no longer enough in many 

parishes; if only to gain social acceptance, one had to specify what kind of 

Catholic one was, whether one remained loyal to the old ways or saw value in 

the new.219  

Two phenomena exacerbated this trend. The first was the 1960s counterculture, 

which, as in Europe, prompted a wave of rogue behavior within the Church. The 

second was an issue of special relevance to the American Church: widespread 

social mobility that was propelling numerous Catholics from rural homesteads 

and inner-city slums into the suburban middle-class. In the years 1938 to 1961, 

for example, 40% of Italian Catholics in San Francisco left their old working-class 

neighborhoods, which were built around the parish church, for suburbia.220  This 

meant that, for the first time since the late-1800s, the American Church lost 

contact with a substantial number of its members. The consequences of this were 
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serious, as the suburbs were predominantly Protestant and/or Jewish, with a 

strong emphasis on Western democratic values. Without the support of the 

institutional Church, suburban Catholics frequently imbibed their neighbors’ 

belief that Catholicism, however patriotic, was overly sectarian, tyrannical, 

narrow-minded, and superstitious. As a result, many suburban Catholics began 

to agitate for a full-scale modernization of the faith.221 

The release of Humanae Vitae in 1968 ignited tensions. Progressive American 

Catholics, many of whom were of the new middle class, interpreted Pope Paul 

VI’s decision as an affront to the conciliar spirit, for it was plain that the ban was 

deeply unpopular among the laity and lower clergy; even some hierarchs wanted 

to reform or abolish it.222 Many American Catholics therefore came to doubt the 

post-conciliar Magisterium’s capacity – and even its right – to teach on matters 

of faith and morals.223 From 1963 to 1974, belief in papal supremacy among 

American Catholics shrank from 70% to 42% and belief in papal infallibility to a 

paltry 32% – the same proportion, tellingly, who acquiesced in Humanae Vitae.224 

This paved the way for further doubts: the number of Catholics in this period 

who affirmed that remarriage after a divorce is always wrong declined from 52% 

to 17% and those who affirmed that artificial birth control is inherently sinful 

declined from 56% to 16%.225 Closely tied to this opposition to magisterial 

authority was a flippant attitude toward Tradition: “virtually all studies of 

postconciliar Catholicism” since the Council have plotted “declines in traditional 
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forms of piety and devotionalism, especially surrounding Mary and the 

saints.”226 

Such pervasive disobedience, so foreign to American Catholicism, fueled 

disorder.227 As Greeley, himself a liberal, recalled, “The post-revolutionary 

chaos…made it easy for those in various powerful movements – ecumenical, 

liturgical, educational...,[and] feminist – to take control of the direction of 

change...and impose their views [on ordinary believers].”228 As in Europe, these 

movements did this by reading the conciliar documents in an extremist manner 

or discarding them as insufficiently revolutionary. Father Charles Curran, for 

example, interpreted Lumen Gentium's image of the pilgrim People of God to 

mean that the Church, composed of sinners, cannot be regarded as indefectibly 

holy. He therefore took it upon himself to alter the creedal definition of the 

Church to reflect this view and began teaching it as dogma at a local seminary.229 

These movements also blurred the distinction between religion and political 

radicalism, particularly on the question of authority. This contributed to further 

dissent, for the patriotism of the American Church, so respected in the Tridentine 

era, now counted against it. In 1967, for example, a priest and a layman broke 

into a government building and poured blood and liver juice – largely animal, 

some human – over draft files to protest the Vietnam War.230 Eight months later, 

two priests and number of laypersons invaded another building and napalmed 
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draft files.231 In both cases, participants stressed religious motivations, that they 

were protesting against an unchristian government and a complicit Catholic 

hierarchy.232   

Conservative American Catholics stalwartly opposed this disobedience. 

Although they found certain reforms “traumatic,” most did not blame the rise of 

dissent on the Council.233 Rather, they blamed the 1960s counterculture and the 

progressive faction of the Church for propagating “superficial, insipid” 

interpretations of Vatican II that allowed heresy to spread like “an infectious 

disease.”234 To counter political radicalism, many of these traditionalist Catholics 

switched their allegiance from the Democratic to the Republican Party.235 To 

counter extremism within the Church, many more agitated for theological 

orthodoxy and canonical authority. During the pontificate of Paul VI, they found 

this work difficult, because at that time progressive ideas dominated the 

American hierarchy, and after the controversy over Humanae Vitae, the pope was 

reluctant to use his papal powers even to defend dogma.236 The election of John 

Paul II made things easier, as he was eager to restore authority and maintain 

doctrine, and thus encouraged conservative influences in the hierarchy and in 

teaching institutions. Owing to his long reign and the fact that his successor, 

Benedict XVI, continued these policies, American prelates and teaching staff are 
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nowadays substantially more conservative than the laity and lower clergy, 

though this is beginning to change somewhat under Francis.237 

These political and ecclesial changes have exacerbated the conflict between the 

progressive and traditionalist factions. In the political sphere, for the first time 

since the late-1800s, the Catholic vote has split between progressives, who by and 

large remain committed to the Democratic Party, and conservatives, who tend to 

vote Republican.238 In the ecclesial sphere, the largely conservative hierarchy’s 

emphasis on authority and doctrine has persuaded many progressives that the 

hierarchy is indeed tyrannical and opposed to the spirit of the Council. They 

therefore feel entitled to rebel against it, which prompts the hierarchy and its 

conservative supporters to reassert themselves, which in turn makes the 

progressives even more determined to oppose them, which only makes 

conservatives more intransigent – and so on. This circular conflict, writes 

Greeley, shows no signs of abating: 

In the three decades since the effervescence of the council dissipated, the 

chaos in the Church has continued unabated. The leadership continues its 

authoritarian rule making. The majority of the laity and the lower clergy do 

not obey. The leadership cannot and will not accept that making rules is no 

longer effective; the laity and the lower clergy will not accept the dicta of a 

leadership that does not listen.239 
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In fact, the two sides seem to be fast losing the ability to communicate, especially 

on theological matters. As John L. Allen Jr. remarks, American progressives are 

increasingly “ignorant” of the theologies of Dietrich von Hildebrand, Father 

Hans Urs von Balthasar, Jacques Maritain, Étienne Gilson, Ronald Knox, and 

Tridentine papal encyclicals.240 Conservatives, for their part, are often ignorant of 

the works of Karl Rahner, S.J., Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Matthew Fox, 

Elizabeth Johnson, C.S.J., and Rosemary Ruether.241 If certain persons are indeed 

familiar with the other side’s views, Allen continues, it is usually in the form of a 

polemic that blames them for having “subverted the council,” if not the whole of 

Catholic Tradition.242 

The seriousness of the situation in America has not escaped the attention of the 

Magisterium. Throughout his long pontificate, Pope John Paul II lamented the 

heterodox trends widespread in the American Church, which he deemed 

“somewhat out of control.”243 As a result, several of his pronouncements, while 

proclaimed to the universal Church, were often specifically directed toward 

heterodox trends in America; his 1994 ecclesial letter that reaffirmed the 

impossibility of female ordination is a case in point, since the female ordination 

movement was extraordinarily popular in the United States.244 In 1984, Cardinal 

Joseph Ratzinger, then Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 

actually declared America “the primary place of moral dissent” in the world – an 

opinion that many Vatican officials seem to hold as well.245 The Magisterium’s 
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criticism of the growing number of annulments in the world could also be 

interpreted as targeting the American Church, for its members are responsible 

for the majority of them.246 These factors certainly explain the Magisterium’s 

insistence that American colleges and teachers of moral theology in particular 

adhere closely to magisterial standards.247 

The Impact on Evangelism in America 

The post-conciliar troubles have had a disastrous impact on evangelization in 

America. Nominal Catholicism, somewhat rare from the 1870s to the 1950s, is 

once again common. From 1963 to 1974, American Catholics as a group became 

wealthier, yet the average percentage of income donations declined by nearly 

50%.248 From 1965 to 1988, seminary enrolment decreased by 85% and numbers 

of women religious by 40%; from 1975 to 2015, clergy numbers dropped by 

33%.249 In 1990, seventeen million Catholics in America were inactive, a number 

that has grown to thirty million in 2017.250 Especially significant is the loss of 

young people: “roughly half of all American Catholic teens,” laments the 

Capuchin prelate Charles J. Chaput, “now lose their Catholic identity before they 

turn thirty.”251 For many years, increased immigration from Latin America has 

hidden the extent of the crisis since most Hispanics and Latinos are Catholic.252 
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As with African Americans in the 1840s, however, the Church is struggling to 

minister to this flock because of priest shortages, cultural and linguistic barriers, 

and effective Protestant outreach programs.253 Greeley once estimated that each 

year as many as 600,000 Hispanics abandon Catholicism for evangelical 

Protestantism, a situation that he considers “an ecclesial failure of an 

unprecedented proportion.”254 This state of affairs has only worsened since his 

death in 2013, for nowadays approximately one in four Hispanics are ex-

Catholics.255  

Evangelism among non-Catholics has also suffered. On the one hand, a large 

number of non-Catholic Americans admired the Tridentine Church and therefore 

lost the impetus to convert after the reforms of Vatican II. As the philosopher 

Russell Kirk, himself a convert, recorded in 1964, “A great many Protestants or 

previously unbaptized people used to seek membership precisely because the 

Catholic Church was more traditional, more ritualistic and asserted greater 

claims to authority than did Protestant denominations.”256 Since the Council, he 

noted, many people can no longer tell the difference.257 On the other hand, the 

post-conciliar troubles have also hindered evangelization by undermining 

canonical and doctrinal unity, which makes it harder to communicate the faith in 

a convincing manner. From 1965 to 2017, the number of adult baptisms in the 

American Church fell by 65.5%.258 Even when other receptions into full 

communion are taken into account, there remains at least a 17.2% decline.259 As 

                                                           
253 Admittedly, the American Church is doing its best to overcome this issue. Spanish language 

classes are now a staple of American seminaries, and even some older priests make an effort to 
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Kentucky, 2015), 370. A more general view of this trend is recorded in Amerio, Iota Unum, 556. 
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Greeley once scoffed, “evangelization” has become the latest “buzzword” in the 

American Church, ambitious clergymen proposing elaborate schemes to reverse 

the decline.260 But these efforts continually falter with a net loss of six persons in 

the 2010s for every person converted – the most “lopsided ratio of losses to gains” 

of any major religious group in the country.261  

 

6. Contemporary Issues in the United States 

Clergy Sex Abuse 

In addition to the post-conciliar troubles, there exist other factors that have 

contributed to the problems in the American Church and elsewhere. Chief among 

these is the clergy sex abuse scandal, which has had global ramifications, but has 

affected several national churches more than others, the American included. In 

the United States, the media first began reporting on the subject in the mid-1980s; 

by the mid-1990s it had become a national concern.262 A false accusation against 

Cardinal Bernardin, one of the most respected Church leaders of the time, made 

it a taboo subject for several years.263 In 2002, however, a Boston Globe exposé of 

child abuse in the Archdiocese of Boston reignited the media furor. 

Within the Church, the scandal has magnified ideological conflict considerably. 

“Liberal and conservative Catholics vied in attacking the bishops,” the 

commentator Peter Steinfels recalls, each side convinced that the scandal was 

                                                           
260 Greeley, The Catholic Revolution, 89. As noted in the main chapters of this thesis, Greeley did 

not regard Barron as one of these dilettante evangelists. Indeed, up until his death, he praised 

Barron as a brilliant theologian and an effective evangelist.   
261 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 187; Robert Barron, ‘The Church’s Most Pressing Concern,’ 

Word on Fire, 12 November 2015, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/blog/bishop-barron-on-the-churchs-most-pressing-

concern/4980/. 
262 Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism, 149. 
263 Steinfels, A People Adrift, 60. 
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“proof of their pre-existing diagnoses of what ails the Church.”264 Liberals faulted 

an unhealthy obsession with sex for the abuse itself and clericalism for the 

apparent inability of the hierarchy to protect the victims; conservatives, for their 

part, blamed sexual permissiveness for the first issue and the breakdown of 

authority for the second.265 Nominal Catholicism noticeably increased as people 

sought to distance themselves from the scandal. In fact, Steinfels laments, “it was 

often the most steadfast who were most shocked and aggrieved” – a state of affairs 

that has accelerated the decline in vocations, donations, Mass attendance, and 

use of the confessional.266 No less significantly, the scandal has also affected 

Church finances by drawing all 188 dioceses and numerous religious orders into 

expensive legal disputes. The sheer number of these disputes, combined with the 

sizeable sums of money involved, has plunged several religious orders and 

dioceses into bankruptcy.267  

Outside the Church, the scandal has raised an additional obstacle to 

evangelization. Priests are now widely mistrusted and feared; the Church’s 

moral voice has been compromised; potential funds for missionary endeavors 

have been squandered. Above all, the scandal has revived old Nativist prejudices 

against Catholicism. As the historian Philip Jenkins records, “The pedophile 

stereotype is so popular [in the wider culture] because it meshes so well with 

ancient images of Catholic perversion and inversion, stories that were once 

                                                           
264 Ibid., 65. 
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circulated in anti-Catholic tracts.”268 The Catholic theologian Eric Plumer 

corroborates this when he states that the astonishing popularity of Dan Brown’s 

The Da Vinci Code partly lies in its portrayal of Catholicism as a “totalitarian 

regime of sexual repression,” an image that he thinks “resonated deeply” with 

American readers.269 

Militant Anti-Religious Secularism 

Although America has always been a secular country, religion has informed 

much of its culture, its morality in particular. It is notable that even when 

Nativism was at its height, Catholics and the Protestant majority were in broad 

agreement about the sinfulness of divorce, pornography, premarital sex, 

masturbation, prostitution, homosexuality, suicide, and euthanasia.270 This is 

because both agreed that Christian morality should inform the laws of society. 

Of course, because their interpretations of Christianity differed, some things 

remained contentious. Some non-Catholics – especially those who were not 

conservative Protestants – found the Catholic Church’s blanket ban on 

contraception and divorce obsessive; those who endorsed eugenics also clashed 

with the Catholic Church, arguably the largest and most organized opponent of 

the movement.271 Likewise, Catholics frequently objected to the pervasive racism 

of numerous non-Catholic Americans, of which eugenics was one reflection, and 

also the belief of some that divorce and contraception were occasionally 

permissible.272 Yet it is significant that anti-Catholic rhetoric focused more on 

                                                           
268 Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism, 151. 
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specific doctrinal points, the supposed Machiavellian nature of the papacy, and 

the alleged debauchery of Catholic priests and nuns, than on the Church’s ethical 

teachings. It shows that, even if either side was not always conscious of it, 

Catholics and the Protestant majority broadly concurred on moral matters. 

The 1960s counterculture changed this by fostering an individualism dismissive 

of any restraints on freedom of action and thought, including those of traditional 

religion. Since the 1960s, activist groups have emerged across the Western world 

to remove legal restraints on – as well as stigma toward – abortion, 

transgenderism, divorce, pornography, homosexuality, contraception, in vitro 

fertilization, and euthanasia. Owing to the strong emphasis on personal liberty 

in American culture, which its judicial system is specifically designed to 

safeguard, such activism has been especially successful in the United States. In 

1973, for example, the Supreme Court ruled in Roe v. Wade to decriminalize 

abortion, since the prevailing ban, in its mind, violated the liberty of pregnant 

women. More recently, in 2015, it ruled in Obergefell v. Hodges to legalize same-

sex marriage for the same reason. All these aforementioned movements clash 

with Church teaching in some way; those that violate the very foundations of 

Catholic humanism, like abortion and euthanasia, are particularly controversial. 

The progressive and conservative wings of the American Church diverge in their 

approaches to these issues. On the one hand, whether for reasons of 

aggiornamento or political expediency, numerous progressives permit some and 

tolerate others. It is not uncommon nowadays, for example, to find Catholics – 

especially those who vote Democrat – agitating for an abolition or a downplaying 

of the bans on contraception, divorce, LGBT rights, and, to a much lesser extent, 
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abortion and euthanasia.273 On the other hand, almost all conservatives, following 

the directives of the Magisterium, fervently oppose these things. Extremely vocal 

and assertive, these believers are best known for their pro-life advocacy, notably 

the picketing of abortion clinics.274 In the political sphere, these are the Catholics 

who tend to vote Republican in order to counter what they consider to be anti-

Christian policies. The high-profile nature of this conservative action, in addition 

to the clear mandates of the Magisterium, has ensured that the American Church, 

though internally divided, retains a reputation for social conservatism. 

Intolerance of Catholicism has grown in consequence. For example, following the 

1994 Cairo Conference, which Jenkins believes “portrayed the Church as the 

main enemy of women’s progress worldwide,” American journalists critiqued 

the Church for sexism with a “torrent of anti-papal and anti-Catholic” rhetoric.275 

During the HIV/AIDS epidemic, American LGBT activists interpreted the 

Church’s opposition to contraception as homophobic; in 1989, a hundred and 

thirty of them invaded St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York during Mass to 

denounce Cardinal John O’Connor, a well-known conservative, as a “bigot” and 

a “murderer.”276 Especially after Obergefell, Catholic doctors are under legal 

pressure to perform gender reassignment surgeries and abortions, Catholic 

bakers to make wedding cakes for same-sex marriages, Catholic teachers to 
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instruct students about modern sex education, and Catholic principals to admit 

transgender students into their schools.277 In 2011, the atheist philosopher 

Richard Rorty speculated that, unless Catholics discard their controversial 

beliefs, they may one day lose the right to free speech: 

Pope Benedict XVI has complained that it is becoming very difficult for the 

Church to say what it believes. Very soon [Benedict says,]...one will not be 

able to affirm that homosexuality constitutes...an objective disorder in the 

structure of human existence. The pope’s prediction may well come true. 

Where I come from, on the campus of my university, it is already the case 

that to condemn homosexuality...would be regarded as an outrageous 

display of vicious intolerance. So the pope is justified in fearing that the 

pressure of outraged public opinion may force the Church...in[to] silence.278 

Such an attitude does not bode well for evangelization, nor for the future health 

and security of the Catholic Church in America. 

The New Atheist Movement 

On 11 September 2001, nineteen Al-Qaeda militants hijacked four passenger 

airliners and flew them into the Pentagon and the World Trade Center, killing 

nearly 3000 people.279 The attacks stunned the American public. People struggled 

to understand the morality of it, the purpose of it, how nineteen individuals 
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could commit themselves to suicide and mass slaughter simply to protest 

American foreign policy. A lot of atheist intellectuals blamed religion. In their 

opinion, it was faith in an irrational belief system – in this case, Islam – that 

motivated the hijackers and gave them the strength to carry out their plan. 

Dubbed the ‘New Atheists’ in 2006 and renowned for their audacity, these 

polemicists have galvanized many previously “lax” unbelievers to challenge 

seriously “the curse of faith.”280 Several New Atheist books and films have 

become best-sellers in America, the pointed titles of which highlight the 

movement’s aggressiveness: The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future of 

Reason by Sam Harris; The God Delusion by Richard Dawkins; God Is Not Great: 

How Religion Poisons Everything by Christopher Hitchens; God: The Failed 

Hypothesis: How Science Shows That God Does Not Exist by Victor J. Stenger; 

Religulous by Bill Maher; God: The Most Unpleasant Character in All Fiction by Dan 

Barker.281  

New Atheist criticism of Catholicism is twofold. Firstly, New Atheists lambast 

theological and philosophical teachings that they believe to be unscientific and 

therefore unfounded. Richard Dawkins’s deconstruction of Aquinas’s “fatuous” 

and “unwarranted” arguments for God’s existence is a well-known example of 

this attitude.282 In addition, New Atheists adopt a strong moral tone and critique 

the Catholic Church for what they regard as its many human rights abuses now 

and throughout history. Their arguments tend to repeat those of earlier 

polemicists like Wells and Blanshard by dwelling on the violence of the Crusades 
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and the Spanish Inquisition, the alleged persecution of Galileo Galilei, the 

repression of homosexuals, the Vatican’s supposed collaboration with fascism 

and Nazism, and the sex abuse crisis.283 

The popularity of New Atheist ideas in the West was revealed in a famous 

Intelligence Squared debate in 2009, whose panelists argued whether or not the 

Catholic Church is a force for good in the world.284 Archbishop John Onaiyekan 

and Ann Widdecombe represented the Church, Stephen Fry and Christopher 

Hitchens the opposition. Before the debate began, 678 audience members voted 

in favor of the motion, 1102 voted against, and 346 were undecided. Hitchens and 

Fry argued in a New Atheist manner throughout; among other things, they 

decried the Church’s position on homosexuality as “obscene, disgraceful and 

inhumane,” and criticized those priests charged with upholding this teaching as 

“hysterical, sinister virgins” who molest children.285 Their strategy was 

enormously successful, for by the end of the debate, only 268 people still 

supported the motion and thirty-four remained undecided; the other 1876 – one 

of whom was a former missionary – affirmed that the Catholic Church is not a 

force for good.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has highlighted the relevant background information necessary to 

understand the call for the New Evangelization that underlies Barron’s ministry. 

It points out that the Tridentine Church after Vatican I sought to renew itself and 

counter hostile external influences by means of greater centralization and 
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authority, as well as resistance to some aspects of modernity. In many respects, 

this strategy bore fruit. Yet it also caused enough discontent within the Church 

to prompt the reforms of Vatican II. These reforms also benefited the Church in 

some respects. Yet they too caused significant problems because some believers 

found them somewhat shocking and difficult to comprehend. Confusion and 

disillusionment resulted, a state of affairs that has caused a significant number of 

people to leave the Church and an even greater number to become inactive 

members. Because the American Church was more Tridentine than most, its 

problems have been particularly serious. Hence the papacy’s call for a New 

Evangelization and John Paul II’s special interest in the American Church’s 

outreach to the wider culture – a mission that Cardinal George assigned to 

Barron. Thus, it is time now to focus on Barron, to explore and analyze his 

theology and evangelical strategy, to judge whether or not his theology does 

justice to Vatican II teaching, and whether or not his ministry succeeds in 

inspiring the faithful and engaging with both disaffected believers and non-

Catholics. 
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Chapter Two: “Who God is and Who God is not.” 

 

This chapter explores Barron’s understanding of God, the cornerstone of his 

theology. It is split into three parts, the first of which centers on Barron’s critique 

of contemporary unbelief. This starting point is crucial, for although his theology 

is by no means reducible to the exigencies of his ministry, his proclamation of it 

is somewhat reactive, conditioned above all by current affairs. Barron’s 

discourses on God in particular are almost always structured to counter 

commonplace misconceptions about the divine. In his mind, the primary vehicle 

of these misguided ideas is positivism, a philosophy that, reducing knowledge 

to scientific principles, dismisses belief in God – and indeed all supernatural 

phenomena – as irrational and obsolete. Barron criticizes positivism on two 

grounds. On the one hand, he highlights its internal incoherency; on the other 

hand, he critiques its apparent inability to comprehend the intellectual depth of 

Catholic theology and philosophy.  

The second part of the chapter assesses Barron’s use of Catholic metaphysics to 

demonstrate, contrary to positivism, that a transcendent Creator exists and is 

identifiable as the God of Christianitssy. More generally, he hopes to show that 

the positivist caricature of Catholicism as irrational and obsolete is unfounded, 

that Catholics are actually more committed to reason than their opponents. The 

third part of the chapter assesses Barron’s theological understanding of God, 

notably his Christology. For Barron maintains that philosophy, while able to 

show that the transcendent Creator desires a personal relationship with creation, 

is poorly equipped to facilitate such a task. This is because both the human 

intellect and the temporal world, the agent and subject matter of philosophy 

respectively, are ontologically finite and therefore incapable of comprehending 

the transcendent God in all his glory. Hence the necessity of Revelation, Barron 
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notes, whereby God supernaturally reveals certain truths to humans that they 

would never have been able to figure out on their own. The crux of Revelation, 

he continues, is Jesus Christ, for he was God incarnate, the person who united 

the contingent and the transcendent in the most intimate manner possible. In 

consequence, Barron tenaciously opposes any attempt, whether inside or outside 

the Church, to downplay or deny Christ’s divinity. A number of these attempts, 

along with Barron’s critiques of them, are highlighted in the final sections of the 

chapter.  

 

1. Positivism and the Narrowing of Knowledge 

Defining Positivism 

There are many kinds of unbelief in the modern world, all of which Barron 

opposes on principle. Yet he judges some strands to be more egregious than 

others and deserving of less sympathetic treatment.1 Chief among these is the 

kind of skepticism that dismisses religious belief as antagonistic to modern logic, 

mathematics, and science. It has many names, some more specific than others: 

methodological naturalism, verificationism, physicalism, positivism, and 

scientism.2 Barron himself prefers the last term, likely because it is nowadays the 

most popular and also explicitly links the philosophy to modern science.3 At the 

same time, it is somewhat unwieldy, prone to clunky phrases like ‘the scientistic 
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scientists’ and the ‘scientism widespread in modern science.’ For this reason, 

‘positivism’ is the preferred term of this thesis.  

Because Barron does not provide a comprehensive definition of positivism in his 

works, it is worth charting its history and main principles before discussing 

Barron’s critique of it. In its broadest sense, positivism denotes a worldview in 

which mathematics and the natural sciences are held to be the sole or at least the 

most reliable means of attaining truth.4 Claims that one can demonstrate 

mathematically and/or empirically – the existence of the law of gravity, for 

example – are considered reliable and therefore believable. In contrast, claims 

that one cannot demonstrate in this manner – that the cosmos is of metaphysical 

origin, for instance – are deemed speculative.5 According to positivists, one 

should, depending on the plausibility of these assertions, withhold judgment 

pending further evidence or reject them outright. 

At the risk of oversimplification, it is helpful to distinguish between two subsets 

of positivism, the Continental and the Anglo-American. Both emerged as fully-

fledged systems in Europe during the Enlightenment period and took as their 

chief question the significance of scientific progress for human life and 

civilization.6 Continental positivism, as the name suggests, takes inspiration from 

Continental European thought. It tends to use new scientific insights to construct 

and validate overarching philosophical systems that can unify the sciences and 
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structure society more rationally. The philosophy of Auguste Comte is a case in 

point: “The primary object of Positivism is two-fold: to generalize our scientific 

conceptions, and to systematize the art of social life.”7 While not denying the 

influence of Hegelianism, positivism is implicit too in the “scientific socialism” 

of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels.8 “Just as Darwin discovered the law of 

development or organic nature,” Engels said at Marx’s funeral, “so Marx 

discovered the law of development of human history.”9 Because continental 

positivists see themselves as participating in and bringing unity to the scientific 

enterprise, they have traditionally regarded their philosophies as the pinnacle of 

human knowledge.10  

Anglo-American positivism took root primarily in the English-speaking world. 

Its chief influence is British empiricism, though American pragmatism and the 

Vienna Circle are important too.11 Traditionally more academic than its 

continental cousin, Anglo-American positivism is concerned above all with 

theories of logic, especially as regards epistemology.12 This does not mean that its 

adherents lack interest in practical affairs – many hope that their ideas will lead 

to a healthier, more prosperous world – only that theory is especially important 

to them.13 Most aim to use modern science as a tool to purify philosophy of 
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human spirit. Fillafer, Feichtinger, and Surman, ‘Introduction: Particularizing Positivism,’ 13-14. 
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irrational influences and set it upon a firm scientific foundation. As Bertrand 

Russell put it in 1914, “New facts and logical methods” would soon relegate 

“dim” and “superstitious” philosophies like Platonism to the dustbin of history.14 

A.J. Ayer, another prominent positivist, stated that “philosophy must develop 

into the logic of science” in order to stay relevant.15 Logical positivism represents 

the extreme wing of this Anglo-American tradition, for it dismisses any issue that 

is not empirically verifiable as a pseudo-problem, something not deserving of 

serious treatment.16 Because proponents of this tradition defer to modern science, 

they tend to have a modest view of philosophy’s role in today’s world and 

usually refrain from developing the overarching systems of thought common 

among their continental counterparts. 

As a result of its theoretical focus, Anglo-American positivism has exercised an 

enormous influence on English-speaking academia. Christian scholars like 

William Lane Craig, Alister McGrath, and Barron himself are of course correct to 

say that by the 1970s logical positivism had fallen out of fashion.17 On the one 

hand, logical positivism’s key premise, that meaningful questions must be 

empirically verifiable, was soon dismissed as itself unverifiable.18 On the other 

                                                           
14 Bertrand Russell, Our Knowledge of the External World as a Field for Scientific Method in 

Philosophy (Chicago and London: The Open Court Publishing Company, 1914), 239.   
15 A.J. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic (London: Victor Gollancz, 1946), 201-202.  
16 For further analysis from a Catholic perspective, see Copleston, Contemporary Philosophy, 65-

66. 
17 Alister McGrath, A Scientific Theology: Volume One: Nature (Grand Rapids: W.B. Erdman’s, 

2001), xiii; Robert Barron and William Lane Craig, ‘A Conversation with Bishop Robert Barron 

& William Lane Craig,’ public discussion, Claremont McKenna College, Claremont, United 

States, 13 January 2018, accessed 16 July 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8aHQbNASXk. 
18 Logical positivists and their supporters have, of course, provided well-argued responses to 

this charge. Most notably, some state that the verification principle is a non-cognitive attitude 

designed to help one avoid false viewpoints rather than a positive statement about reality, and 

therefore does not need to be proven in the way that a logical truth claim does. However 

plausible this argument might seem, most philosophers have not accepted it and still consider 

logical positivism to be self-refuting. For a defense of positivism along these lines, see Jonathan 

Reid Surovell, ‘Stance Empiricism and epistemic reason,’ Synthese 196 (2019). On the continued 

rejection of logical positivism, consult Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 104; Copleston, Memoirs, 

124, 138. 
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hand, its refusal to grapple with many questions dear to the human heart left 

many professors and students existentially and intellectually unfulfilled.19 

Nonetheless, a positivist spirit still permeates English-speaking campuses. 

Among philosophers, writes Sir Roger Scruton, it is reflected in their “profound 

respect for science and ‘scientific method’ as the one proven route to knowledge” 

and their “technocratic style” of writing.20 It is influential in other disciplines, too, 

notably the social and physical sciences, of which biology and physics seem to be 

especially susceptible.21 

Why Positivism Endangers Catholicism 

According to Barron, positivism poses a serious threat to Catholicism because its 

“truncated” view of reality leaves no room for faith and metaphysics.22 This 

makes it extraordinarily difficult – and frustrating – for evangelists like him to 

communicate the depth of the Catholic intellectual tradition, since positivists see 

only “the binary option of science and nonsense.”23 As no physical experiment or 

mathematical proof exists to demonstrate the existence of God and the 

supernatural, Barron laments, positivists relegate both to the nonsense category 

and thus do not consider them proper intellectual questions.24  

In consequence, Barron asserts, most positivists, both now and throughout 

history, have not bothered to understand the Catholic point of view that they 

                                                           
19 McGrath, A Scientific Theology, xiii. 
20 Scruton, Modern Philosophy, 25, ix. Note that a belief in science as the “one proven route to 

knowledge” differs from logical positivism in that the former, unlike the latter, allows for the 

possibility (however remote) of useful non-scientific knowledge. For further discussion on the 

pervasiveness of positivism in Anglophone academia, see Copleston, Memoirs, 138. 
21 Take, for instance, the figureheads of the New Atheism. Richard Dawkins is an evolutionary 

biologist, Daniel Dennett a philosopher with a background in cognitive science, Sam Harris a 

neuroscientist, Michael Shermer a historian of science with a background in evolutionary 

psychology, Victor Stenger a particle physicist, and Lawrence Krauss a theoretical physicist. 

Prominent figures from other scientific disciplines, notably chemistry and geoscience, are 

lacking. 
22 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 104. 
23 Ibid., 103. 
24 Ibid. 
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criticize so fiercely. For example, he faults Ludwig Feuerbach, the great 

nineteenth-century atheist, for dismissing belief in God as “a projection of man’s 

idealized self-understanding” – apparently not realizing that this definition 

cannot apply to Catholicism, which rejects as idolatrous the veneration of 

anything except the God of Scripture.25 Barron also critiques Russell for his 

“deeply uninformed dismissal” of Aquinas’s argument from motion, outlined in 

a later section, which he believed the mathematical notion of infinite causal series 

had rendered obsolete.26 In Barron’s judgment, Russell’s claim is absurd, not only 

because it wrongly implies that Aquinas was ignorant of such series, but because 

it forgets that Aquinas was speaking metaphysically, not mathematically.27 Worst 

of all, he stresses, is the tendency of positivists, if they do condescend to talk 

philosophically about God, to imagine him as a being identifiable with the 

cosmos, qualitatively no different from any other contingent being. Barron 

considers Pierre-Simon Laplace’s famous rejoinder to Napoleon about why God 

did not feature in his Celestial Mechanics – “I have no need of that hypothesis” – 

emblematic of this attitude, for Laplace clearly viewed God as just one 

superfluous scientific speculation among many purporting to explain the nature 

of reality.28  

In Barron’s mind, the views of these earlier positivists are bad enough. But at 

least these thinkers were relatively small in number, usually attacked ideas rather 

than people, and more often than not treated the idea of religion seriously.29 The 

same cannot be said, Barron laments, for the New Atheism, the version of 

unbelief popular today. “The only thing particularly ‘new’ about the new atheism 

is its nastiness,” Barron states, its “dismissive contempt for religion and religious 

                                                           
25 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 17.  
26 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 72, 79; Barron, Arguing Religion, 73. See also Russell, History of 

Western Philosophy, 453. 
27 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 79. 
28 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 18. 
29 Ibid. 
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people,” whom it addresses as if “exposing the delusions of an idiot child.”30 He 

accuses New Atheists, for example, of reading Scripture and the philosophical 

proofs for God’s existence in a deliberately frivolous, scornful fashion.31 He uses 

Bill Nye as an example, the prominent science educator and engineer who in 2016 

posted a YouTube video in which he seemed to accuse all modern philosophy, 

on the basis of a shallow reading of Descartes’s principle of methodic doubt, of 

denying the existence of external reality and science’s capacity to comprehend 

it.32 In Barron’s opinion, such “silly” and “largely incoherent” attitudes toward 

philosophy make it all the more difficult to engage with positivists fruitfully.33  

Owing to the high-profile nature of the New Atheism, positivism has become a 

popular movement in the West. Barron laments that it is not uncommon 

nowadays to meet “armies” of youths who hold even logical positivist 

convictions and assume that the greatest philosophers and theologians of history 

were “just spouting nonsense.”34 Indeed, many of them ‘spam’ his YouTube 

account with such comments each day.35  Nor is it rare, he notes, to see popular 

science shows like Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey – whose presenter, Neil deGrasse 

                                                           
30 Ibid. See also Barron, Arguing Religion, vi. 
31 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 18-20. 
32 Bill Nye, ‘Hey Bill Nye, Does Science Have All the Answers or Should we do Philosophy 

Too?’ YouTube, 23 February 2016, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROe28Ma_tYM. Here is an excerpt of his speech: “It 

[philosophy] gets back…to this [Descartes’s] question: What is the nature of consciousness? Can 

we know that we know? Are we aware that we are aware?.... Is reality real or is it not real and 

are we all living on a ping-pong ball as part of a giant interplanetary ping-pong game and we 

cannot sense it?” Nye assumed when he posted the video that philosophers would hesitate to 

take a realist position, which prompted him to ask them to “drop a hammer on your foot and 

see if you don’t notice it.” It is worth noting that Nye has since apologized, admitted his 

ignorance of philosophy, and begun to study it in-depth, and that Barron has yet to 

acknowledge this. See Tremaine Harvey, ‘Bill Nye found an appreciation for philosophy,’ The 

Mesa Press, 3 May 2017, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.mesapress.com/opinion/2017/05/03/bill-nye-found-appreciation-for-philosophy/. 
33 Robert Barron, ‘Bill Nye is not the Philosophy Guy,’ Word on Fire, 5 April 2016, accessed 15 

July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/bill-nye-is-not-the-philosophy-

guy/5124/. 
34 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 104; Barron, Arguing Religion, 18. 
35 Barron, ‘Father Robert Barron: Evangelizing the Culture,’ 11:20ff. 
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Tyson, is arguably the most famous astrophysicist alive today – misrepresenting 

religious persons and beliefs, especially Catholic ones.36  

Barron seems to have more respect for contemporary positivists not affiliated 

with the New Atheists. Nonetheless, it dismays him that their influence is 

growing, notably in higher education. In January 2015, for instance, he cited a 

study to show that most scientists and professional philosophers in American 

colleges, including Catholic ones, are agnostics or atheists.37 Barron attributes the 

increase in unbelief among scientists to a disregard for theological and 

philosophical issues, a refusal to investigate and acknowledge “what serious 

religious people mean by the word ‘God.’”38 With regard to philosophers, Barron 

attributes their atheism to overspecialization, to the fact that many do not learn 

religious philosophy properly as students and thus “often prove ham-handed 

when dealing with the issue of God.”39 He also faults academic politics, 

remarking how easy it is for one or two ambitious unbelievers to seize control of 

a department via the administration and re-orientate it in an atheist direction.40 

Firstly, he notes, the atheist administrators overhaul the teaching staff by firing 

the theist rearguard and replacing it with skeptics.41 Then this atheist faculty 

overhauls the graduate program by discouraging theists from studying there or 

                                                           
36 Robert Barron, Seeds of the Word: Finding God in the Culture, 2nd ed. (Skokie: Word on Fire 

Catholic Ministries, 2016), 262-265. Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey is a revamp of the 1970s 

program, Cosmos: A Personal Voyage. Presented and principally written by notable scientists, 

both shows have proven quite popular among the general public. Further discussion of the 

original series is found in William Poundstone, Carl Sagan: A Life in the Cosmos (New York: 

Henry Holt, 1999), 261. On the new series, see ‘Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey and Joe Schwarcz 

Win CSI’s Balles Prizes in Critical Thinking,’ The Skeptical Inquirer 39, no. 4 (July/August 2015): 

5ff.  
37 John G. Messerley, ‘Religion’s Smart People Problem: The Shaky Intellectual Foundations of 

Absolute Faith,’ Salon (December 2014), accessed 15 July 2019, 

http://www.salon.com/2014/12/21/religions_smart_people_problem_the_shaky_intellectual_fou

ndations_of_absolute_faith/. For Barron’s negative review of this article, see Barron, Vibrant 

Paradoxes, 71, 73. 
38 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 72.  
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid., 72-73. 
41 Ibid., 73. 
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at least from writing favorably on religious subjects.42 After this, all the faculty 

needs is time to teach a new generation of scholars that can solidify and spread 

the department’s positivist character.43 

The end result of this positivist surge, Barron remarks in frustration, has not 

simply been a dramatic rise of irreligion in America – from 3% of the general 

population in 1970 to 25% in 2018, with unbelief among those under thirty 

approaching 40% – though of course this concerns him profoundly.44 For it has 

also generated an atmosphere in which serious discussion of religion is becoming 

less and less possible, simply because modern people no longer acknowledge 

that religious questions and arguments have any validity in today’s ‘scientific’ 

era. This worries Barron a great deal since the New Evangelization cannot 

succeed unless its target audience is open to the transcendent. Already “the 

number one reason young people tell us they’re leaving the Church is that science 

refutes religion.”45 If this “nonsense” proceeds unchallenged, he concludes, “I 

worry especially that future generations will be permanently stuck in Plato’s 

cave.”46 For this reason, countering positivism is a central concern for Barron and 

his ministry. 

Analysis of Barron’s View of Positivism 

The most notable feature of Barron’s discussion is its fidelity to the Magisterium, 

which has long criticized the growth of positivism in the Western world, arguing 

that it trivializes religious questions and sunders humanity from the 

transcendent. An important post-conciliar text is the encyclical Fides et Ratio, in 

which Pope John Paul II laments the rise of “various forms of atheistic humanism, 

                                                           
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Robert Barron, ‘Evangelizing the Nones,’ First Things, January 2018, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.firstthings.com/article/2018/01/evangelizing-the-nones. 
45 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 105. 
46 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on Nye and Philosophy,’ YouTube, 28 April 2016, 08:07ff, 

accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SH_Njsa0zVQ. 
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expressed in philosophical terms, which regarded faith as alienating and 

damaging to the development of a full rationality.”47 A sad consequence of this 

“positivistic mentality,” the pope continued, has been a marginalization of 

philosophy, notably metaphysics – a state of affairs that can only harm 

evangelization.48 This attitude is reflected in a more abbreviated form in Vatican 

II’s Gaudium et Spes, which defined atheism – including its positivist form – as 

“among the most serious problems of this age.”49 And of course, Vatican I’s Dei 

Filius, with its emphasis on philosophical proofs for the existence of God and the 

supernatural, was a direct response to nineteenth-century positivism.50 Also 

significant is Barron’s concordance with the analyses of several New 

Evangelization scholars, who have argued that positivism constitutes the single-

greatest obstacle to the Church in the Western world.51 

Another notable feature of Barron’s analysis is its accuracy. He is correct in saying 

that positivism has grown in popularity and influence in recent years, both in 

academia and in public life, and that this has made things difficult for the Church. 

His comments on the dechristianization of philosophy departments in Catholic 

colleges are particularly apt: at Notre Dame, for example, Barron’s alma mater, the 

percentage of Catholic faculty declined from 85% in 1975 to only 53% in 2005.52 

                                                           
47 John Paul II, Fides et Ratio, 14 September 1998, 46. 
48 Ibid., 46-48. 
49 Gaudium et Spes, 7 December 1965, 19. Note that this document, while critical of those who 

“contend that everything can be explained by…scientific reasoning alone,” is far more 

concerned with countering those atheists who reject God as incompatible with human freedom. 

As noted later in this chapter, Barron actually has far more respect for such persons than for 

positivists, though he agrees that both groups are misguided.  
50 O’Malley, Vatican I, 168. It is notable that the provisional title of this document was “On the 

Catholic Faith against the Manifold Errors of Rationalism,” the final word here denoting 

everything from pantheism to materialism. For primary source material, consult Dei Filius, 

Chapter One. 
51 For example, Cantalamessa, Navigating the New Evangelization, 53-66. 
52 Consult Richard Conklin, ‘How Catholic the Faculty?’ Notre Dame Magazine (Winter: 2006-

2007), accessed 15 July 2019, https://magazine.nd.edu/news/how-catholic-the-faculty/. Note that 

the survey treats the entire faculty, including theologians, which is why it concludes that 

Catholics constitute a slim majority of the faculty rather than, as Barron says with reference to 

science and philosophy departments, an embattled minority. 
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He is also right to point out the negative effects of overspecialization in modern 

philosophy, which all too often produces “deformed spirits, extremely adept in 

one area of philosophy and monstrously inept in all others,” and in modern 

science, which contributes to an atmosphere of “intellectual parochialism” that 

obstructs serious philosophical discussion.53  

Finally, Barron is justified in drawing a distinction between contemporary 

positivists and their antecedents for, barring some exceptions, the latter were 

indeed more respectful of religion and religious people than the former. To cite 

but one example, not only did Comte laud human religiosity, he sought to 

channel it into a new positivist Religion of Humanity whose rituals and 

organizational structure were modeled on Catholicism.54 In contrast, seeking to 

neutralize religious influence in all spheres of life, contemporary positivists are 

far less respectful, so much so that they tend to treat any dialogue with religion 

as a capitulation to ‘the enemy.’ When the agnostic astronomer Martin Rees 

accepted the 2011 Templeton Prize for his contributions to the understanding of 

human spirituality, for example, Dawkins called him a “compliant Quisling” – a 

British term coined to describe fascist collaborators during the Second World 

War.55  

                                                           
53 For the overspecialization quote, consult Elizabeth Millán, ‘Language, Power, and 

Philosophy,’ in Reframing the Practice of Philosophy, ed. George Yancy (Albany: State of New 

York University Press, 2012), 336. For the parochialism quote, consult Massimo Pigliucci, ‘On 

Science and Philosophy,’ EMBO Reports 11, no. 5 (May 2010): 326. 
54 Further discussion is provided in de Lubac, The Drama of Atheist Humanism, 88-89, 119, 130-

131; John Stuart Mill, Autobiography (London: Oxford University Press, 1949), 179-180; Mary 

Pickering, Auguste Comte: An Intellectual Biography: Volume I (Cambridge and New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 1993), 16, 646. Comte did, of course, disapprove of certain 

expressions of religiosity, notably Protestantism, which he thought encouraged an 

individualism corrosive to altruistic morality. But this did not cause him to neglect religiosity in 

itself. For further information on his respect for but also desire to surpass Catholicism, Islam, 

and other supernatural religions that he regarded as profound, consult Auguste Comte, System 

of Positive Polity, vol. 4, trans. Richard Congreve (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1877), 

xlvi-xlvii, 8-17, 136, 289, 462-465. On Comte’s animosity toward Protestantism, consult Comte, A 

General View of Positivism, 67, 96, 161, 299-300, 407, 417. 
55 Cited in Michael Ebifegha, The Darwin Delusion: The Scientific Myth of Evolutionism 

(Bloomington: AuthorHouse, 2011), 247. 
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Despite these good points, Barron’s discussion is not without its weaknesses, 

chief among which is its summary, unsystematic character. As the rest of this 

chapter, and indeed the whole thesis, makes clear, this unsystematic approach is 

a crucial aspect of Barron’s ministry. In general, it is advantageous, for it enables 

Barron to respond quickly and effectively to the most pressing issues of the day, 

a factor that contributes to the vibrancy, relevance, and popularity of Word on 

Fire. Yet the thesis also points out that this approach, because it frequently 

prevents Barron from engaging with the subject matter in-depth, occasionally 

gives the impression that he is unaware or neglectful of key facts. When this 

happens, inconsistencies are introduced into Barron’s discussion that detract 

from the main points of his otherwise fascinating theology. As his theology 

undergirds his ministry, which aims to communicate the profundity of 

Catholicism and further the New Evangelization, these shortcomings, while not 

always major, are nonetheless significant.  

Indeed, as elaborated upon in Chapter Six, this is why a number of those involved 

in the New Evangelization stress the need for a systematic approach to ministry. 

To note but one example from America, Cardinal Wuerl remarks that the first 

step toward a successful re-communication of Christianity in Catholic schools 

should be “an increased focus on deepening young people’s relationship with 

Jesus through intentional and systematic catechesis. This movement is a change 

from simply teaching youth the basics of the Catholic faith and assuming that 

they are evangelized with the message of Christ.”56 To be sure, Wuerl is 

addressing the issue of the communication of the whole faith to Catholics rather 

than key truths to confirmed non-believers and those Catholics who wish to 

challenge their influence. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated throughout this 

thesis, a certain level of systematization is advantageous to any ministry, 

                                                           
56 Wuerl, ‘What Catholic Schools can do to advance the cause of the New Evangelization in the 

world,’ 135. 
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especially one that, like Word on Fire, stands at the forefront of the New 

Evangelization. After all, because it represents the Church in the wider culture, 

any shortcomings of the ministry could have serious repercussions on the 

reputation of the Church and of Catholic beliefs. 

Even at this early juncture, the shortcomings of Barron’s discussion of positivism 

demonstrate this point, because although his criticisms of positivists are usually 

justified, his brevity ensures that he misrepresents some of their arguments and 

does not successfully rebut others. A good example of this is the verification 

principle: taking it for granted that logical positivism is self-refuting, Barron 

neither engages with positivist responses to the contrary nor outlines the 

argument in any depth; he simply asserts that it is an untenable intellectual 

position.57 Given that, in his words, “armies” of youths have embraced logical 

positivism in recent years, and assume that religious believers have never 

successfully rebutted it, his lack of discussion of the chief argument against 

logical positivism is surprising.58 Indeed, given that he criticizes people who treat 

arguments in favor of religion with such brevity, there is a degree of 

inconsistency here in Barron’s dismissal of positivism. Moreover, in his 

discussion of contemporary academia, Barron neglects to mention that the sheer 

quantity of knowledge these days makes increased specialization a necessity.59 

His criticism of philosophers and scientists as a whole for not being adept on 

                                                           
57 For Barron’s minimalist account, see Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 103-104; Barron, 

Arguing Religion, 19-20. For an example of a well-argued response to the claim that logical 

positivism is self-refuting, see Surovell, ‘Stance Empiricism and epistemic reason.’ 
58 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 104; Barron, Arguing Religion, 18. 
59 Charles Curran, for example, commented in 2006 on the situation in modern theology: “The 

number of published theologians has increased exponentially. Scholarly publishing in theology 

in general and in moral theology in particular has increased a hundredfold. Many new 

scholarly journals have come into existence. More books are published in moral theology each 

year.” The only way to cope with this deluge of knowledge, he notes, is by means of “narrow” 

specialization. “Even in the area of bioethics,” for instance, a subfield of moral theology, 

“many…feel the need to specialize in a particular area, such as genetics.” Curran, Loyal Dissent, 

225. Further testimony is provided in Michael Chaberek, Aquinas and Evolution (The Chartwell 

Press, 2017), 228. 
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religious issues is thus somewhat unfair, for in many cases their ignorance is 

probably not willful.  

 

2. The Origins of Modern Unbelief 

How Classical Catholic Philosophy Disproves Positivism 

In large part, Barron’s frustration with positivism stems from his belief that some 

of the Church’s greatest thinkers disproved it long ago and that others have 

maintained this teaching up to modern times. As he states in the introduction to 

Catholicism: “I hear almost every day from atheists who write off religion as 

primitive, premodern nonsense. I summon Aquinas, Augustine, Paul, Theresa of 

Avila, Joseph Ratzinger, and Edith Stein – in all their intellectual rigor – as allies 

in the struggle against this dismissive atheism.”60 Barron’s inclusion of Theresa 

of Ávila is a little incongruous, for she was more a mystic than an intellectual and 

made little contribution to philosophy.61 Nonetheless, Barron’s main point is 

clear: Catholic thinkers over the years have advanced numerous “rational 

warrants” for believing in God and refuting skepticism – arguments that Barron 

thinks are sound.62 The next section explores Barron’s precise interpretation and 

communication of these arguments. Here it is necessary to note what these proofs 

are and evaluate Barron’s efforts to explain why, if they are so rational, so many 

educated persons neglect them today.   

At the risk of oversimplification, one can divide the rational warrants of classical 

Catholic philosophy into three camps, all of which are significant to Barron. The 

first comprises arguments that do not explicitly establish the existence of God 

and the supernatural, but rather highlight the incoherency of philosophies of 

                                                           
60 Barron, Catholicism, 7-8. 
61 Although her autobiography, as noted on page 379, did play a crucial role in the conversion of 

Edith Stein, among the most profound Catholic philosophers of the last century. 
62 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 103. 
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unbelief. The ostensibly self-refuting nature of verificationism is a case in point, 

Barron highlighting that Catholics have laid great stress on this argument since 

the patristic era. “Where did you empirically verify the principle that only 

empirically verifiable things are true?... That’s the problem with logical 

positivism in all forms, and it’s as old as the hills. Augustine made the same 

argument against the academics.”63 Because arguments along these lines aim to 

make positivism and any other philosophy of unbelief untenable, they could be 

called implicit arguments for God’s existence. 

The second set of arguments infer God’s existence from the inner life of human 

beings. Descartes’s notion of the infinitely perfect being is a case in point: because 

it is impossible for contingent humans to conceive of infinity and perfection by 

themselves, he thought, let alone attribute them to a particular substance, the fact 

that humans possess these concepts proves that a transcendent Creator exists and 

implanted them in the soul.64 Although Barron does not dwell on this argument 

at any length, it is likely that he views it as “compelling.”65 Another famous 

example is Augustine’s argument from desire, which has two aspects. On the one 

hand, Augustine contended that humans, by their very nature, desire happiness, 

which he defined as the accumulation of good things.66 Yet he noted that the 

                                                           
63 Ibid., 104. Barron is not wrong here, since Augustine does seem to argue along these lines in 

Augustine, Against the Academicians and The Teacher, trans. Peter King (Indianapolis/Cambridge: 

Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1995), Book 3, Part 9, Lines 75-77. Nonetheless, this was by 

no means one of Augustine’s main arguments, which all together are a “mixed bag.” Further 

information is contained in Peter King, introduction to Against the Academicians and The Teacher, 

trans. Peter King (Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1995), xi. 
64 For Descartes in his own words, consult René Descartes, ‘Meditations on First Philosophy,’ in 

Descartes: Philosophical Writings, trans. and ed. Elizabeth Anscombe and Peter Thomas Geach 

(London: Nelson, 1964), Third Meditation. A useful secondary discussion is found in Copleston, 

A History of Philosophy: Volume IV, 99-101.  
65 It is impossible to know for sure, because Barron only praises Descartes’s arguments for God’s 

existence as “compelling,” without mentioning specifics. As this is the most famous Cartesian 

proof, however, it is probable that Barron refers to this one. See Barron, Arguing Religion, 10 
66 Augustine, ‘The Happy Life,’ in The Happy Life; Answers to Skeptics; Divine Providence and the 

Problem of Evil; Soliloquies, trans. Ludwig Schopp (New York: Cima Publishing Co., Inc., 1948), 

Chapter 2, Part 10. 
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ownership of material things, however wonderful, falls short of happiness, for 

they are transient in terms of their existence and possession.67 Only if one seeks 

after a good that transcends the temporal – in other words, God – can one find 

true happiness.68 On the other hand, closely related to this, is the religious desire 

for God, which Augustine believed is imprinted upon the human soul. As the 

famous passage in the Confessions expresses it, “Man is one of your creatures, 

Lord, and his instinct is to praise you…. The thought of you stirs him so deeply 

that he cannot be content unless he praises you, because you made us for yourself 

and our hearts find no peace until they rest in you.”69 Although this argument is 

orientated toward the subject, it is important to emphasize its realism, that it 

affirms the ability of anybody, upon self-reflection, to perceive that God exists, 

or at least that they have an inbuilt desire for the transcendent. It is also worthy 

of note that its most famous proponent in the modern age was C.S. Lewis, an 

Anglican, who phrased it thus: “If I find in myself a desire which no experience 

in this world can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that I was made for 

another world.”70 As later sections make clear, Barron draws upon both 

Augustine and Lewis in his rendition of this proof. 

The third category of arguments are ontological in character and infer God’s 

existence from the properties of being. The most important, which Barron makes 

great use of, are Aquinas’s Five Ways (quinque viae) to demonstrate God’s 

existence, which contend that contingent being – the world and everything inside 

it – could not exist unless a transcendental power creates and sustains it.71 The 
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first three arguments are cosmological. The first proof analyzes motion in an 

Aristotelian sense: “change of location (e.g., moving across the room), change in 

quality (e.g., heating up), and change in quantity (e.g., getting fatter).”72 It asserts 

that these changes take place only when they are acted upon by something 

already in act.73 A soluble substance, for example, does not dissolve of its own 

accord; always it needs to be brought into contact with something already liquid. 

On this reading, a naturalistic view of the world is rendered untenable, for the 

first material cause would have required a non-material cause – an unmoved 

mover, in Aquinas’s language – to actualize it. The argument from efficient cause 

is similar in that it judges that efficient causation – the process by which being is 

intentionally changed (e.g., a tradesman using carpentry to turn wood into a 

table) – cannot be explained naturalistically, for the original finite efficient cause 

could not have given rise to itself. In order to make sense of reality, therefore, a 

transcendent, first efficient cause is required.74 The argument from contingency 

concentrates on the existential arbitrariness of finite beings, that they continually 

pass into and out of existence. Because one could imagine a time in which 

everything passes out of being at the same time, contingent things are evidently 

not the origin of their own being, for nothing cannot produce something.75 Thus, 

to make sense of reality, there must exist a non-contingent being, whose very 

nature is to exist (ipsum esse subsistens), that creates and sustains contingent 

reality.  

The fourth argument, from degrees of being, is transcendental. It states that 

objective good, truth, and beauty exist and that this explains why humans can 
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discern between a true or false mathematical proposition and an objectively right 

or wrong way of acting.76 Such judgments would only make sense, said Aquinas, 

if there existed a perfectly good, true, and beautiful transcendent being to create 

and justify them. Finally, the argument from final cause is teleological. It stresses 

that the orderliness of the cosmos would be inexplicable without a transcendent 

intelligent being to organize it so, as nature is of itself unintelligent.77  

For most of Church history, Barron notes, Catholics have made great use of these 

arguments.78 In the first millennium, especially when the Church was still a 

persecuted minority, Augustine and others employed them to persuade non-

believers that Christianity was true or at the very least intellectually respectable.79 

In the Middle Ages, after Catholicism had become the mainstream faith of 

Western Europe, believers still taught and ruminated on them.80 As remarked in 

the next section, Barron has some reservations about the curtness with which 

Aquinas in particular formulated his proofs.81 Nonetheless, he maintains that 

many of these arguments, especially Augustine’s argument from desire and 

Aquinas’s first and third proofs, remain relevant today.82 For not only did 

patristic and medieval thinkers use them to affirm that God existed; they used 

them to demonstrate aspects of his character. Of course, Barron, like these 

thinkers themselves, stresses that philosophy cannot understand God in his 

essence, since God transcends the comprehensive capacity of the human 

intellect.83 As later sections of this thesis explain in more detail, however, Barron 
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believes that one can draw reasonable conclusions as to why the Creator of the 

philosophical proofs would choose to create. According to Barron, this way of 

thinking had its apex in Aquinas, who died in 1274, and whose third proof 

conclusively demonstrates that God is love itself and that creation is the result of 

his love.84 In Barron’s mind, therefore, in addition to proving that God exists, 

classical Catholic philosophy undermines the positivist allegation that he is 

immoral.85 

How Nominalism Undermined Classical Catholic Philosophy 

Barron laments that some late-medieval thinkers did not see the wisdom of 

Thomism.86 Certainly, during Aquinas’s lifetime, his ideas were influential and 

greatly inspired many students and professors.87 But by the fourteenth century, 

as the Magisterium prepared to canonize him, two Franciscans, William of 

Ockham and Bl. Duns Scotus, criticized Aquinas for incoherency and sought to 

replace his philosophy with their own. Barron accepts that some people might 

not agree with or respect Aquinas.88 Nonetheless, he judges the critiques of Scotus 

and Ockham to be misguided and their philosophical systems a “corruption” of 

classical Christian philosophy – so much so that he blames them in large part for 

the dechristianization of the West and the rise of positivism.89  

At heart, Barron remarks, the controversy centered on whether philosophical 

knowledge of God is possible and, if so, how this knowledge is acquired.90 In line 

with his unsystematic approach, Barron does not give a detailed account of 
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Thomist epistemology anywhere in his work.91 It may be helpful, therefore, to 

clarify this point before proceeding to the realist philosophy that Barron builds 

upon it. Simply put, as both a philosopher and theologian, Aquinas held that the 

intellect is a divine gift that gives humans a realist view of the world and an 

innate capacity for metaphysics.92 Aquinas believed that humans could reflect on 

particular beings and discern that they are compositions of matter and form, the 

latter being a metaphysical template, so to speak, that molds the former into a 

coherent substance.93 Through these forms, he continued, the intellect could 

apprehend universals, generic templates of contingent being contained within 

the divine ideas of God.94 For example, a pine tree is a collation of matter 

actualized under the generic form of the pine tree, which emanates from a 

universal notion of ‘treeness’ in the divine mind. This ability to abstract eternal 

truths from material things is integral to Thomist epistemology, Barron notes, as 

it makes possible the analogy of being (analogia entis), the process whereby 

humans can learn about God by analyzing his creation, just as one can learn about 

a painter by analyzing his or her artwork.95 Without the analogy of being, many 

traditional arguments for God’s existence, notably the quinque viae, lose their 

explanatory capacity, and it becomes extremely difficult to speak philosophically 

about God. 

According to Barron, Scotus was the first major philosopher after Aquinas to 

reject the analogy of being.96 He did so, Barron seems to think, because he thought 

it too obscure a concept to give a reliable knowledge of God, and thus posited a 

“more immediately intelligible” one: “a univocal conception of existence [in 
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which] God and creatures belong to the same metaphysical category, the genus 

of being.”97 Barron views the consequences of this epistemological shift as 

“enormous” and “almost entirely negative.”98 On the one hand, in defining 

Creator and created as generic beings, Barron thinks that Scotus undermined the 

Thomistic notion that God is the noncontingent origin of all contingent being, the 

very act of to be itself.99 In consequence, all beings become “unanchored from 

their shared participation in God” and “lose their essential connectedness to one 

another.”100 On the other hand, he continues, Scotus compromised God’s 

transcendence by inferring that there is no qualitative difference between divine 

and creaturely nature, only a quantitative distinction that makes God the ens 

sumum, the highest being.101 This shift from ipsum esse subsistens to ens sumum, 

from God as the ground of all being to the highest being, in Barron’s mind, 

marked a grave rupture with classical Catholic thought.102  

A generation later, Barron remarks, Ockham, Scotus’s “successor,” developed 

this philosophy in an even more extreme direction.103 A notable nominalist, 

Ockham “held that there is nothing real outside of disconnected individual 

things,” that metaphysical realism has no place in philosophy.104 This caused him 

to dispense not only with the analogy of being, but with the notion that created 

beings have any underlying metaphysical unity.105 Thus, a tree for Ockham was 

an isolated parcel of matter that has no intrinsic relationship to any other existent 

tree and contains within it no generic notion of ‘treeness.’ The only reason why 

humans embrace such generalizations, he judged, is as a matter of expediency. 
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So it is with all things, including God, whom Ockham relates to everything else 

in existence “only through a convention of logic that assigns them to the category 

of ‘beings.’”106  

In Barron’s opinion, this nominalist view of reality is enormously corrosive, as it 

implies that “God and finite things have to be rivals, since their individualities 

are contrastive and mutually exclusive.”107 To remain the omnipotent ens sumum, 

for example, God must define himself against all lesser beings, notably humanity, 

and subject them to himself in some way. Likewise, humans, if they are to be free, 

must agitate against the ens sumum. The harmony of classical Catholic philosophy 

thus gives way, Barron laments, to a conflict in which a “self-contained” and 

“capricious” deity continually imposes himself upon a “necessarily reluctant and 

resentful humanity.”108 

The intellectual consequences of this nominalist turn, Barron emphasizes, were 

catastrophic, although once again his analysis is unsystematic and lacking in 

detail. He seems to argue that nominalism “became solidified” in the late-

medieval world, to the detriment of Thomism, and profoundly influenced two 

key vehicles of modernity: the Protestant Reformation and modern philosophy.109 

Regarding the first, he states that Martin Luther and John Calvin, despite their 

biblical focus, “were formed according to the principles of late-medieval 

nominalism.”110 As a result, Barron says, their theology stresses the dominance of 

God over his creation, his capacity and right to “trump” the freedom and 

integrity of the human will, and to choose, “apparently in complete 

arbitrariness,” who will and will not be saved.111 It did not take long, Barron 
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notes, for people to grate against this conception of God and reality.112 Among 

the most significant movements to combat it was Enlightenment liberalism, 

which valorized “the prerogatives of the individual subject” against the God – 

and his temporal representatives – who sought to “bind the will and quash 

individual initiative and imagination.”113 

The rise of modern philosophy, Barron thinks, was closely linked to this 

individualist focus. He provides four examples as evidence. The first is 

Descartes’s decision to make the thinking subject, as opposed to God, the 

“ground and measure of meaning and value” and to promote science as the most 

effective means of acquiring knowledge.114 The second is Immanuel Kant’s 

decision to ground morality in a subjectivized categorical imperative that causes 

humans to dispense with “the objectivity of nature.”115 The third is Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau’s belief that “the only legitimate form of government” is a democracy 

in which “obedience to law is coincident with obedience to self.”116 Finally, 

Barron highlights Friedrich Nietzsche’s “uncompromising elevation of the 

prerogatives of the will…and the concomitant need of that heroic will to put the 

competitive God [of Christianity] to death.”117 Although these thinkers differed 

on various points, Barron believes that they – along with other modern 

philosophers – contributed to the birth of positivism and especially to the New 

Atheism’s two-pronged rejection of belief in God as unscientific and immoral.118 

Analysis of Barron’s Study on the Origins of Positivism 

The most notable feature of Barron’s analysis is that it is not a mainstream 

Catholic one. In the Tridentine era, Catholic intellectuals tended to blame the 
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Protestant Reformation – both in terms of its theology and social effects – for 

many if not all the errors of modernity, especially the rise of positivism, atheism, 

subjectivism, and anti-religious secularism.119 Even today, many conservative-

minded thinkers maintain this view in that they perceive a direct link between 

Luther’s repudiation of the Magisterium and the modern West’s repudiation of 

God and the supernatural.120 Furthermore, those few Tridentine thinkers who did 

trace modern atheism to “the decay of the Middle Ages” did not blame 

nominalism specifically, but rather the “legalism” and “vain disputes” 

widespread among scholars after Aquinas’s death.121  

Since Vatican II, other interpretations have risen to prominence. Certain readings 

of Gaudium et Spes contend that the Council Fathers believed that Renaissance 

humanism, with its valorization of freedom and non-Christian philosophy, 

contained within it the seeds of modern atheism.122 Some post-conciliar scholars, 

moreover, have blamed the Tridentine Church’s focus on converting modern 

people to the existence of God and the supernatural by means of rational 

proofs.123 For although this strategy met with some success, it popularized the 

notion that it was legitimate to disprove God and the supernatural 

philosophically – a situation that led first to the promotion of deism and then to 

the dissemination of positivism. Finally, those Catholics who have identified the 

ideas of Scotus and Ockham as influences on modern atheism often do not regard 
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them as the originators of it. Henri de Lubac, for example, thought that Scotus 

and Ockham were simply elaborating upon an error that has its origins in the 

eleventh century idea of pure nature.124  

This is not to say that Barron is unorthodox, for his analysis is firmly based upon 

that of Radical Orthodoxy, a theological movement founded in Britain in the late-

1990s that seeks to challenge the misconceptions that modern people, positivists 

especially, have about God.125 Although its founders were Anglican, it exerts a 

strong and increasing influence on Catholic circles, notably in the English-

speaking world; it also draws quite heavily upon the ideas of several 

ressourcement theologians, notably von Balthasar and de Lubac.126 Like Barron, its 

advocates attribute the errors of modernity to Scotus’s univocal conception of 

being and Ockham’s nominalism.127  

Whether Barron came to these conclusions independently is unknown; the fact 

that David Burrell, C.S.C., one of his early mentors, was an early proponent of 

Radical Orthodoxy suggests that he did not.128 Either way, Barron’s support for 

it should not be underestimated: as early as 2000, the year he founded Word on 

Fire, he emerged as a leading proponent of Radical Orthodoxy in North 

America.129 Nor should one view Catholic scholars’ increased support for Radical 

Orthodoxy as untraditional, as the Magisterium has recently uttered statements 

that align with this position. Pope John Paul II, for instance, affirmed in Fides et 

Ratio that “the late Medieval period” witnessed a “fateful separation” of 
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philosophy and theology and the birth of an “exaggerated rationalism” that, over 

the centuries, has caused enormous harm to the Church.130 While John Paul II 

does not criticize any particular thinkers, some Radical Orthodox thinkers – 

though not, interestingly, Barron himself – have commented upon the 

congruence of some parts of this encyclical with their own ideas.131  

Despite the orthodoxy of Barron’s account, its unsystematic nature generates 

certain problems. Serious analysis, for example, is limited to a few pages of his 

scholarly works, notably The Priority of Christ and Exploring Catholic Theology, and 

a select number of videos and articles.132 This prevents Barron from giving an in-

depth analysis of the issue; it also causes him at times to make sweeping claims 

lacking in detail and supporting evidence. To declare Ockham Scotus’s successor, 

for example, is at best doubtful. As Copleston points out in his History of 

Philosophy, which Barron recommends as a reliable introduction to the field, 

Scotus was a realist who critiqued Aquinas only because he felt that some of the 

latter’s ideas threatened the integrity of classical Catholic philosophy.133 The 

analogia entis is a case in point. Scotus did not, as Barron asserts, oppose it merely 

to make a metaphysical knowledge of God “more immediately intelligible,” but 

because without it he considered such knowledge to be impossible.134 His 
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reasoning was thoroughly realist: if the intellect abstracts metaphysical 

knowledge solely from created things, to which God has only an indirect, 

analogical relation, then a reliable philosophical knowledge of God is not 

possible.135 In contrast, Copleston continues, Ockham, a logician by training, 

objected to classical metaphysics on principle, the quinque viae especially.136 This 

put him at odds with all classically-minded thinkers, including Scotus, which is 

why Copleston regards Ockham alone as the founder of the fourteenth-century 

anti-metaphysical turn.137  

In addition to being somewhat inaccurate, Barron’s views here are also 

inconsistent with the judgments of recent popes. In 1966, Pope Paul VI lauded 

Scotus’s contributions to Catholic philosophy and spirituality; in 1993, Pope John 

Paul II beatified Scotus and later praised him as a “pillar of Catholic theology” 

who highlighted “the capability of human reason to make the great truths of faith 

accessible.”138 In 2010, Pope Benedict XVI even seemed to suggest that Scotus’s 

thoroughly Catholic view of freedom is a prescient corrective to modern 

individualism.139 This is not to say that all of Scotus’s philosophical views are 

necessarily orthodox or that these popes agreed with him on every point. It does 

show, however, that Barron’s unsystematic approach, lacking in detail and 

supporting evidence, does not do justice to Scotus. 
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Barron’s description of Ockham is also a little misleading, for although he 

describes Ockham’s nominalism accurately, he implies that Ockham dismissed 

metaphysics solely for philosophical reasons.140 On the contrary, as scholarly 

experts make clear, Ockham’s objections were primarily theological.141 He 

believed universals, for example, to be a pagan concept foreign to Christianity 

that compromised divine omnipotence by suggesting that notions external to 

God’s will compel him to create in a specific manner.142 Ockham knew as a matter 

of faith that this could not be the case, which is why he rejected universals and 

embraced nominalism.143 This is not to say that because Ockham endorsed 

nominalism for religious reasons his ideas were necessarily orthodox. It is, 

however, worthy of note since it shows that Ockham did not regard himself as 

endangering either the faith or authentic Catholic philosophy. In not mentioning 

this, Barron’s unsystematic portrait of Ockham comes across as a little unfair.  

In addition, Barron does not outline the progression from late-medieval 

nominalism to modern-day positivism consistently. Certainly, on this issue, he 

cites numerous primary and secondary sources that make a plausible case for his 

ideas. But Barron does not explain this material to his readers or include 

substantial direct quotations in his text. As a result, his discussion at times 

appears fragmented, superficial, and reductionist. For example, in The Priority of 

Christ, his most important scholarly work, he dedicates only one short paragraph 

to proving the nominalism of the Protestant Reformers. He does include relevant 

source material in footnotes: a reference to Alister McGrath’s Reformation Thought 
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supports his claim that nominalism influenced Luther and Calvin, as does his 

citation of a primary source from each author.144 In not explaining this evidence 

at length, however, Barron fails to do justice to the complexity of the issue. After 

all, not every Protestant Reformer was a nominalist, and those sympathetic to it 

did not necessarily build upon or even maintain Ockham’s hostility toward 

metaphysics. Calvin, for one, believed that one could prove God’s existence 

philosophically.145 Barron’s treatment of nominalism’s influence on modern 

philosophy is open to the same criticism; in The Priority of Christ, it too constitutes 

but a single paragraph, and is therefore unable to grapple sufficiently with the 

complexity of the issue. In addition, some of the views expressed in this 

paragraph are not consistent with his overall theology. For example, one of those 

cited as a nominalist-minded thinker, Descartes, was in fact a passionate 

metaphysician whom Barron has praised on other occasions for offering cogent 

arguments for God’s existence.146 

These shortcomings, of course, do not invalidate or even gravely undermine his 

main points. They do, however, detract from them, and therefore ought to be 

regarded as significant. On the one hand, given the importance of the 

aforementioned analysis for Barron’s understanding of positivism and the 

Catholic intellectual tradition, the inconsistencies damage the accuracy of his 

otherwise apt discussion. On the other hand, for this very reason, these 
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Tertullian to Barth (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2016), 82ff. Note that Barron wrote an 

enthusiastic blurb for this book, suggesting that he knows Calvin’s views on this subject. 
146 Barron, Arguing Religion, 10. 
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inconsistencies somewhat hinder Barron’s ability to engage with and persuade 

others. Among sophisticated Catholics, this seems not to be a problem, for 

scholars like Brad Gregory have already taken inspiration from Barron’s 

conclusions and expanded upon them in order to improve their credibility.147  But 

those whom the New Evangelization aims to reach – nominal Catholics, 

disaffected Catholics, agnostics, committed atheists, and so on – may have 

considerable difficulty in understanding Barron’s main point. Given that Pope 

Paul VI, almost certainly for this reason, stressed the need for clarity in the New 

Evangelization, Barron’s discussion here cannot be said to do full justice to 

magisterial teaching.148  

 

3. Demonstrating God’s Existence and Character Philosophically 

Barron’s Holistic Approach to Philosophical Discussion 

Before exploring in more depth Barron’s exposition of the philosophical proofs 

for God, it is essential to note that his approach to the ‘God debate’ differs 

substantially from that of other high-profile Christian evangelists and apologists, 

both Catholic and non-Catholic. These figures often dedicate an enormous 

amount of time to debating non-believers publicly and publishing detailed 

rebuttals of their arguments. Alister McGrath is a prominent example of this, for 

he has debated Dawkins for so long that the latter once accused him of “building 

a career riding on my back.”149  

Although Barron seems to appreciate the efforts of these Christians, he does not 

seek to emulate them, and rarely praises them in public. Of course, there are 

                                                           
147 Gregory, The Unintended Reformation, 25-73. 
148 On the necessity of clarity, see Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 43. 
149 Cited in Inayat Bunglawala, ‘The God Question,’ The Guardian, 11 April 2007, accessed 15 

July 2019, 
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exceptions. In 2010, Barron praised Peter Hitchens for exposing New Atheist 

errors in The Rage Against God; in 2012, he commended Ross Douthat for 

‘handling’ Bill Maher on the latter’s own talk show; and in 2018 he extolled the 

evangelism of William Lane Craig.150 Yet Barron himself never participates in 

public debates or publishes books specifically to refute positivism. On YouTube, 

it is true, he interacts with proponents of the New Atheism on a regular basis. Yet 

even there, he avoids lengthy debates and tends to ignore comments that he 

deems overly argumentative. 

Barron does not seem to avoid confrontation because he is afraid of losing; by his 

own admission, he is imbued with “la joie du combat,” the love of the battle.151 At 

the same time, Barron believes that “polemical” and “provocative” attitudes, 

which abound in mainstream debates between theists and atheists, are not 

conducive to fruitful, honest discussion.152 As he stated in 2018, “I have long 

endorsed Stanley Hauerwas’s claim that one of the most pressing demands of 

our violent and volatile time is to learn again how to have a religious argument 

in public.”153  

To achieve this goal, Barron avoids public debates and advocates instead a return 

to Socratic dialogue, a rubric under which persons of differing views are able to 

come together in a spirit of mutual respect to reason their way to the truth. “The 

Platonic dialogues,” he cautions, “should not be read primarily as repositories of 

Plato’s key philosophical ideas but as instruction manuals for how to engage in 

a constructive philosophical conversation.”154 This explains why almost all of 

                                                           
150 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 111-113; Robert Barron, ‘A Tale of Two Hitchens,’ Word on Fire, 2 

September 2010, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/a-tale-of-
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William Lane Craig.’ 
151 Barron, ‘Father Robert Barron: Evangelizing the Culture,’ 12:05ff. 
152 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 118. 
153 Barron, Arguing Religion, iv. 
154 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 162. Here Barron is drawing upon the work of Pierre Hadot, the 

famous French historian of philosophy (and ex-priest), who emphasized that philosophy for 
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Barron’s discussions are positive, oriented more toward exploring and justifying 

Catholic beliefs than on ‘trashing’ persons who disagree with them.155 When he 

does criticize the New Atheists and others, he usually distances himself from 

polemical language and faults problematic ideas, not the persons who hold them. 

In using this holistic style of dialogue, of course, Barron does not expect to win 

many people to Catholicism – not directly, at least. After all, the philosophical 

proofs only argue for the existence of a Creator, not the personal God of 

Christianity. Rather, Barron hopes to use the proofs to remind “an awful lot of 

people today who have rejected religion, who are angry at religious institutions, 

or who have bought into the atheist critics of faith” that there are rational 

warrants to believe in God.156 Although large numbers will regard the arguments 

with ambivalence, Barron hopes to persuade at least a few to enter what he calls 

“the courtyard of the Gentiles” – a reference to the area in the Temple of 

Jerusalem where non-Jews could “garner some sense of the holiness of the 

place.”157 In other words, in addition to bringing people directly into the Church, 

Barron’s philosophical ideas are designed to cultivate an atmosphere in which 

even committed non-Catholics can acknowledge the profundity and relevance of 

the faith. 

Barron’s Exposition on the Proof From Motion 

In all of Barron’s philosophical works on God and metaphysics, the influence of 

Aquinas is paramount, as is his vibrant interpretation of Thomism. “Thomas,” he 

said in 2016, is not only “the church’s greatest theologian,” but “my hero, my 

patron saint, the person…whose work I have been studying and writing about 

                                                           
ancient peoples was not a curriculum but a way of life, a voluntary dedication of oneself to 

truth (however defined). See Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual Exercises from 

Socrates to Foucault, trans. Michael Chase (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), 81-108. 
155 Barron, Arguing Religion, 4-5. 
156 Ibid., 15-16. 
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most of my adult life.”158 By ‘theologian,’ Barron means Aquinas’s spirituality as 

well as his systematic theology, which in the thirteenth century were not clearly 

defined, let alone treated separately.159 Attributing the modern separation of 

mysticism and academic theology to late-medieval nominalism, Barron views it 

in a negative light, and has spent much of his theological career trying to 

reconnect the two.160 In consequence, Barron tends to emphasize the mystical 

theology of Aquinas, that his study of Revelation – above all, Jesus Christ in light 

of Scripture – took precedence over that of metaphysics, and that Aquinas only 

used the latter as an aid to the former.161 Hence the terse exposition of the quinque 

viae in the Summa Theologiae, Barron notes: Aquinas deliberately reduced 

discussion to a minimum in order to devote more time to Revelation.162 This 

theological focus underlies Barron’s antipathy to Tridentine Neo-Thomism, 

which sometimes approached Aquinas simply as a realist philosopher, 

neglecting or even disregarding his mystical theology, the central feature of his 

thought.163 

                                                           
158 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 46. 
159 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 63. He notes, for example, that until the late Middle Ages 

“the most important spiritual writers were precisely the theologians: Paul, Origen, Chrysostom, 

Gregory of Nyssa, Irenaeus, Augustine, Anselm, Thomas Aquinas.” After c. 1300, and 
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Johannes Tauler, Jan Ruysbroek, Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross, Blaise Pascal, Thérése of 

Lisieux, Thomas Merton” – were not academic theologians. 
160 Ibid. Barron does not blame nominalism explicitly, but his tracing the separation to c. 1300, 

when Thomism was already on the decline in Catholic universities, strongly suggests that he 

regards Scotus and Ockham as responsible. 
161 Barron, Thomas Aquinas, 13-15, 25, 177. Naturally, Barron is speaking about Aquinas’s general 

approach, his preferred, ideal way to theologize. He by no means neglects to mention that 

occasional passages in Aquinas’s writings fall short of this Christological approach, the paucity 

discussion about the role of Jesus Christ in the Summa Theologiae’s treatment of the last end 

being a case in point. See Robert Barron, A Study of the De Potentia of Thomas Aquinas in light of 

the Dogmatik of Paul Tillich: Creation as Discipleship (San Francisco: Mellen Research University 

Press, 1993), 16. 
162 Barron, ‘WOF 096: Aquinas and the Arguments for God (Part 1 of 2),’ 09:39ff. 
163 Barron, A Study of the De Potentia of Thomas Aquinas in light of the Dogmatik of Paul Tillich: 

Creation as Discipleship, x. Note that Barron does not criticize any particular Neo-Thomist, only 

the movement in general. 
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Barron admits that Aquinas’s theological approach has its weaknesses. Because 

Aquinas did not discuss the quinque viae subtly and at length, for example, Barron 

states that many non-believers find them unconvincing and even pathetic.164 He 

is aware, of course, that Aquinas could not have known that his account of these 

proofs would become famous after his death, that moderns would read them, 

along with Anselm’s ontological argument, as the definitive Catholic case for the 

existence of a transcendent Creator.165 Nonetheless, conscious of the 

contemporary threat of positivism, Barron laments the cursory nature of the 

proofs and feels duty-bound to explain them properly to modern people.166  

He focuses on two: the arguments from motion and contingency. The first, he 

notes, has been “misunderstood for centuries,” chiefly because readers are 

unaware that “when Aquinas speaks of motion, he means change of any kind, 

not simply change of location. Growth in wisdom, fluctuation in temperature, 

birth, death – these are all examples of motion, or, in his more technical language, 

the transition from potency to actuality.”167 In order to reinforce the significance 

of this point, Barron concentrates on a deliberately casual exemplar: learning 

French. Every pupil, he notes, has the potentiality to learn French.168 Yet they 

cannot actualize this potential themselves. Always they must rely upon some 

kind of external agent – a teacher, for instance – that is already in possession of 

French to help them.169 It is because this process seems to apply to all contingent 

beings, Barron notes, that Aquinas was prompted to investigate the origins of 

motion. For if no contingent being can move itself from potency to act, motion is 

                                                           
164 Barron, ‘WOF 096: Aquinas and the Arguments for God (Part 1 of 2),’ 10:21ff. 
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inexplicable in terms of contingent agency. One must posit, he thought, a 

noncontingent being already in motion – “an unactualized source of 

actualization, an unenergized energizer” – to account for it.170  

It is essential to keep in mind, Barron continues, that Aquinas is not speaking 

temporally. As far as Aquinas was concerned, infinite causal series in time are 

philosophically valid, for it is possible that the cosmos has no beginning, that 

beings in motion have always existed to actualize beings in potential.171 Rather, 

Barron says, Aquinas is talking about motion in the here and now, and argues 

that it is impossible to explain any motion at any given moment solely by means 

of contingent forces.172 Returning to the aforementioned example of a student 

learning French, Barron remarks that the process of teaching the language relies 

upon a host of contingent causes.173 Simply to grade a paper a teacher must pick 

up a pen, which requires muscle movement and neurological commands relayed 

to the muscles via nerves.174 But the brain is not self-sufficient; it requires a 

constant flow of oxygen to function properly, which is dependent upon healthy 

organs, notably the heart and lungs, which themselves are dependent upon a 

healthy circulation of blood to function properly – and so on.175 While long and 

complex, this process cannot go on indefinitely, declares Barron, because the first 

contingent movement of the series, whatever that may be, could not have moved 

itself unless acted upon by a noncontingent force already in motion.176  

Barron recognizes that some people might insist on interpreting the proof in 

temporal terms, that positivists in particular have argued that the Big Bang 
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Theory refutes the prime mover ‘hypothesis’ by demonstrating that the cosmos 

has a naturalistic origin.177 For this reason, Barron emphasizes that one can apply 

the proof to this event as well. In scientific terms, Barron has no issue with the 

Big Bang; as highlighted below, he integrates the man who first formulated it into 

his ministry. Yet he emphasizes that such an event could not have occurred 

without energy and matter, “endlessly malleable” contingent elements that are 

found always in a particular configuration.178 “Therefore, we are compelled to 

inquire about the cause that made [primordial energy and matter] to exist this 

way rather than that” – an investigation that proves that matter and energy, far 

from being substitutes for the prime mover, actually require it to be and do 

anything.179 Barron stresses that this analysis applies to any naturalistic account 

of the cosmos: whatever science says existed at the beginning of time, one still 

requires, in his eyes, a prime mover to actualize its potentiality.180 When one 

understands the profundity of this argument, Barron thinks, it becomes clear 

why Aquinas deemed it the most cogent of the quinque viae.181 

The Proof From Contingency 

As with the first proof, Barron begins his exposition of the third by clarifying 

what Aquinas means by the word ‘contingency.’ Barron stresses that it is not a 

high-flung concept, merely philosophical shorthand for a very simple process: 

“the fact that things come into being and pass out of being.”182 Aquinas noticed 

that all contingent beings undergo this process, even seemingly permanent ones 

like oceans and mountain ranges, but that they do not contain within themselves 

the reason for their existence. In other words, existence is not a necessary 
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attribute of these beings; they only exist as a result of external forces. Barron 

illustrates this with the example of a summer cloud.183 The contingent facts of the 

weather form it, which are in turn dependent upon the jet stream of the planet’s 

movement, the possibility of which requires the existence of the Earth, the 

formation of which was the result of primordial collisions and gravitational 

forces, which requires copious quantities of matter and energy, which would be 

inert without the laws of physics – and so on.184 As with the first proof, Barron 

maintains that this process could not go on into infinity: “If we are to avoid an 

infinite regress of contingent causes, which finally explain nothing at all, we must 

come finally to some ‘necessary’ reality, something that exists simply through the 

power of its own essence.”185 To describe this necessary reality, Barron highlights 

Aquinas’s definitions of the Creator as ‘ipsum esse subsistens’ and ‘qui est,’ which 

he translates respectively as ‘the sheer act of to be itself’ and ‘the one who is.’186  

The third proof plays a central role in Barron’s thought, as it not only 

demonstrates to his satisfaction that a Creator exists, but that this Creator is the 

God of Christianity. While rigorously philosophical, therefore, Barron frequently 

makes comparisons to Scripture in his discussion. Most notably, Barron considers 

God’s revelation to Moses in Exodus 3:14 – “I am who I am” – scriptural evidence 

that God is the transcendental ipsum esse subsistens since he describes himself with 

reference to nothing outside himself.187 The burning bush of Exodus 3:2 offers 

tangible confirmation of this claim, Barron thinks, because God’s ability to set the 

bush aflame without consuming it implies that he is the necessary cause of the 
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latter, the one who upholds its being.188 It certainly demonstrates that he is not a 

contingent being, Barron continues, as even the ens sumum would not be able to 

impose himself upon the bush without compromising its integrity, as both would 

be operating on the same ontological plane.189 

The act of creation, Barron thinks, offers further evidence for this contention, as 

2 Maccabees 7:28 states that God created the world out of nothing (creatio ex 

nihilo).190 This is precisely what one would expect of a Creator who is ipsum esse 

subsistens, as such a Creator would not require pre-existing matter to create. 

Barron takes this concordance a step further by asking why the ipsum esse 

subsistens would create in the first place. As a self-sufficient force, Barron notes 

that the Creator, perfect in his simplicity, needs nothing outside his own 

existence.191 Thus, the Creator could not have created the world for capricious 

reasons, as some positivists assert, since this implies that he needs to dominate 

something outside himself to find satisfaction – in other words, that he is 

imperfect.192 Indeed, the fact that he does not need to create is clear evidence that 

creation is a free and generous gift, that God is ultimately animated by love – a 

belief evident in Scripture passages like 1 John 4:16.193 

The Argument From Desire 

Although Barron considers the Thomistic proofs sufficient in themselves to 

demonstrate the existence of God, he acknowledges that some people might not 

find them compelling, especially in today’s subjectivist culture.194 He therefore 

employs the argument from desire as a means of translating “Aquinas’s abstract 
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metaphysical language into more experiential language.”195 Interestingly, he 

offers two variants of it. The first is drawn from the Protestant Paul Tillich, whom 

Barron studied in-depth during his doctoral years in Paris, and who defined the 

existential condition of human existence thus: “finitude in awareness is 

anxiety.”196 Tillich contended that when individuals become conscious of their 

transience, that death is inevitable and distressingly near, an existential crisis 

ensues. “We tend to thrash about looking for something to reassure us,” Barron 

paraphrases, “searching for some firm ground on which to stand.”197 Wealth, 

power, honor, and pleasure cannot provide ultimate satisfaction, for these are 

contingent as well. “It is at this point,” Barron continues to paraphrase, when 

one’s very existence is in doubt, “that the scriptural word ‘My soul rests in God 

alone’ (Ps 62:1) is heard in its deepest resonance.”198 In this sense, Tillich’s version 

of the argument from desire is a good complement to Aquinas’s third proof, as it 

contends that “Our fear – born of contingency – will be assuaged only…when 

placed in relation to the eternal and necessary existence of God.”199 

Barron dwells on the Book of Ecclesiastes to emphasize the cogency of this 

argument. It records the life story of Qoheleth, the reputed author, who 

ruminates on his life in old age. “He’s seen it all, experienced it all, had it all,” 

writes Barron: “sex, pleasure, money, power, everything.”200 To modern eyes, 

Barron asserts, Qoheleth emerges as a potent mixture of celebrity and statesman, 

a proverbial ‘great man’ of history.201 Yet he himself is cynical about his 

achievements: “Vanity of vanities…all is vanity” (Ecc 1:2); “What has been is 
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what will be, and what has been done is what will be done; there is nothing new 

under the sun” (Ecc 1:9). “He realized in his old age,” Barron stresses, “that none 

of [these contingent pleasures] finally satisfies,” that true fulfillment comes only 

through trusting in God and the promise of the next life.202  

The second variant of the argument draws upon Augustine, Barron arguing that 

“Every innate or natural desire corresponds to some objective state of affairs that 

fulfills it.”203 Thus, just as physical hunger implies the necessity and existence of 

food, the religious desire, which Barron considers universal among humans, is 

powerful evidence for the existence of a higher power.204 In addition to this 

logical point, Barron also appeals to authority, remarking that even great atheist 

thinkers like Albert Camus and Jean-Paul Sartre have acknowledged the cogency 

of religious desire.205 Naturally, these men did not believe in the supernatural. 

Yet Sartre in particular, Barron stresses, believed that the human longing for God 

is so powerful that God’s nonexistence means that “man is in consequence 

forlorn, for he cannot find anything to depend upon either within or outside 

himself.”206 Life is thus reduced to a futile struggle against “despair” in a world 

devoid of absolute value, in which death is the inevitable end of all things.207  

Although Barron rejects Sartre’s cynical conclusion, reasoning that a longing for 

God makes no sense unless God exists, Barron respects Sartre for taking the 

argument from desire seriously, and also for taking his unbelief to its logical 

conclusion.208 By undermining the positivist notion that religious desire is mere 

wish-fulfillment, Sartre’s philosophy, in Barron’s mind, reveals the absurdity of 
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the New Atheist claim that one can have a meaningful, satisfying life without 

God. Indeed, it persuades him that the New Atheists are simply “playing at 

atheism” and cannot be considered serious intellectual opponents.209 

Utilizing Examples: Religious Scientists 

In addition to the traditional arguments for God’s existence, Barron includes 

another designed specifically to counter the positivist assertion that religion and 

religious people are inherently irrational and inimical to modern science.210 He 

does this principally by listing, quite literally, a vast number of Catholic 

scientists, priests especially, who have combined scientific prowess with sincere 

religious convictions: Gregor Mendel, O.S.A., the Augustinian friar whose pea 

plant experiments were a touchstone of modern genetics; Georges Lemaître, the 

Belgian priest and mathematician who first proposed the Cosmic Egg hypothesis, 

now known as the Big Bang Theory; Nicolaus Copernicus, the Polish priest and 

advocate of heliocentrism; Giovanni Battista Riccioli, S.J., the first astronomer to 

measure the rate of acceleration of a free falling body; George Searle, C.S.P., the 

American astronomer who discovered six galaxies; Bl. Nicholas Steno, the 

Danish pioneer of modern anatomy and geography; Benedetto Castelli, O.S.B., 

an Italian mathematician and friend of Galileo; Francesco Grimaldi, S.J., the 

Italian physicist who discovered the diffraction of light; Br. Guy Consolmagno, 

S.J., the current Director of the Vatican Observatory who is an expert on 

meteorites; Blaise Pascal, who invented the mechanical calculator and laid the 

foundations of probability theory; Sister Mary Kenneth Keller, B.V.M., a pioneer 

of computer science; Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, the well-known priest and 

paleontologist; and George Coyne, S.J., an American astronomer and 

clergyman.211 On account of the pivotal role of the Big Bang Theory in modern 
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science, Barron emphasizes Lemaître above all, and is fond of displaying a 

photograph of him in priestly attire standing alongside Albert Einstein.212  

Barron’s basic point here is to show that Catholics, far from being opposed to 

science, have been integral to its development. To say that the Catholic faith is 

anti-scientific or that Catholics are inherently irrational, therefore, is at best 

questionable. Even taking his unsystematic style into consideration, however, it 

is curious that Barron rarely outlines the biographies of these figures at any 

length, only their scientific achievements and religious affiliation. He therefore 

does not remark that Lemaître, for example, was a staunch Thomist who almost 

certainly would have agreed with his exposition of the quinque viae or that others 

– Coyne and Teilhard, principally – have deviated somewhat from Catholic 

orthodoxy, as the next section points out.213  

Assessment of Barron’s Exposition of the Philosophical Proofs 

In general, Barron’s exposition is thoroughly grounded in the magisterial spirit 

of Vatican II. One sees this, firstly, in his prioritizing of Aquinas’s proofs, as both 

the Council Fathers and the post-conciliar papacy have reaffirmed the privileged 

position of Aquinas in the intellectual life of the Church.214 John Paul II in 

particular stressed the verity of the quinque viae.215 As the Catechism of the Catholic 

Church puts it, “Starting from movement, becoming, contingency, and the 

world's order and beauty, one can come to a knowledge of God as the origin and 

the end of the universe.”216 Furthermore, although the Magisterium has not 

pontificated on the matter, it is worth noting that many Catholic thinkers leading 
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up to and especially since Vatican II, for various reasons, have emphasized the 

unique evangelical viability of the argument from contingency, which Barron 

uses to great effect.217  

Certainly, Barron’s assertion that the argument from motion is the most 

evangelically viable proof deviates somewhat from contemporary theological 

opinion, which tends to view the third as more comprehensible to the modern 

mind.218 Yet this is hardly a serious matter. Indeed, one can judge Barron’s belief 

that modern persons can understand it when it is explained properly, a reflection 

of Vatican II’s evangelical optimism.219 No less significantly, one can judge his 

efforts to communicate it using laypeople’s terms and easily relatable exemplars 

to be a reflection of Vatican II’s focus on “accommodated preaching,” the 

rendering of the Word in a way intelligible to one’s audience(s).220 For that matter, 

one can detect an element of ressourcement here too, since Barron, more than many 

theologians, is eager to discover why Aquinas considered this proof to be the 

“first and most manifest way.”221 

In addition, Barron’s general approach to Thomism aligns with the magisterial 

spirit of Vatican II, especially its calls for ressourcement and aggiornamento. The 

first underscores Barron’s faithfulness to what Aquinas himself taught, rather 

than to the dubious ideas that Tridentine commentators sometimes attributed to 

him. As a result, Barron’s Thomism harmonizes with the Thomist scholarship 

popular in the Western world since Vatican II, notably the existential Thomism 
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of Gilson, which also stresses the link between Exodus 3:14 and ipsum esse 

subsistens, and the ressourcement wing of the Nouvelle Théologie, to which many 

post-conciliar popes have been sympathetic.222 Barron’s interest in aggiornamento, 

moreover, is what prompts him to offer further arguments for God’s existence: 

he recognizes, as many Council Fathers did, that certain individuals and cultures 

are less amenable to Thomistic logic than others.223 Hence his inclusion of the 

argument from desire, both as an appendage to Aquinas’s third proof (in its 

Tillichian form) and as an argument in its own right (in its Augustinian form) in 

order to appeal to existentially-minded moderns. Hence, too, his comments on 

religious scientists that, while not a logical proof for God’s existence, challenges 

the positivist stereotype of Catholicism as irrational and anti-scientific.  

Because he uses everyday language and examples to explain the proofs and tries 

to accommodate a wide range of people, Barron’s exposition is quite strong. His 

rendition of the argument from motion might not persuade everybody, but it 

certainly discredits commonplace positivist criticisms of it, notably that the proof 

ignores the mathematical possibility of infinite regress. His rendition of the 

arguments from contingency and desire, accurate and strongly argued, is well-

poised to engage logically- and emotionally-minded people respectively. Even 

Barron’s listing of famous Catholic scientists, while somewhat laborious, is likely 

to make some positivists at least reconsider their dismissive attitude toward 

Catholicism. 

This is not to say that Barron’s exposition is without fault. At times, its lack of 

detail prevents him from explaining himself as clearly as he could have. The 

dearth of informative commentary regarding his list of Catholic scientists is a 
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case in point. Moreover, those whom Barron does talk about in some depth are 

not always orthodox, a fact that introduces an element of incoherency into his 

discussion. For example, Barron repeatedly portrays Teilhard de Chardin as a 

profound reconciler of science and faith. In Catholicism, he actually gives the 

impression that Teilhard was of one mind with Aquinas: “Thomas Aquinas in 

the thirteenth century and Teilhard de Chardin in the twentieth century mounted 

similar arguments for the existence of a transcendental spiritual order.”224 In 

reality, Teilhard was somewhat positivistic in his thinking, for he deemed 

evolution the “general condition to which all theories, all hypotheses, all systems 

must bow.”225  This included Catholic dogma, Teilhard criticizing theologians 

who “spoiled everything by introducing the supernatural” into philosophy and 

who thought that God is an eternal, omnipotent being exempt from natural 

processes.226 For these reasons, many Church figures, including Dietrich von 

Hildebrand and Jacques Maritain, have declared Teilhard a heretic.227 In fact, as 

the Catholic mathematician Wolfgang Smith points out, Teilhard was not even a 

respectable paleontologist, since he was known to ignore or falsify evidence to 
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support his conclusions.228 Certainly, Teilhard has his defenders, and some post-

conciliar popes have quoted him approvingly.229 Barron’s inclusion of him in the 

religion/science debate is hardly wise, however, as Teilhard clearly disagreed 

with the metaphysical principles that Barron is trying to uphold.  

This is not an isolated case, for Barron also considers George Coyne to be an 

effective reconciler of science and faith, even though he too has expressed 

positivistic views at odds with Barron’s philosophy.230 In a 2008 interview with 

Dawkins, for instance, Coyne denied the existence of the soul for lack of empirical 

evidence; deemed most miracles superfluous from a naturalistic point of view 

and therefore unhistorical; asserted that the Catholic Church, finite in space and 

time, is no more in possession of ultimate truth than any other religious tradition; 

and seemed open to the possibility that God is a being who does not transcend 

his creation.231 By the standards of Catholic dogma, of course, the first, third, and 

fourth points are heretical and the second is at least questionable; by the 

standards of Catholic philosophy, the fourth point contradicts ipsum esse 

subsistens metaphysics.232 As with Teilhard, therefore, Barron’s citing of Coyne is 

somewhat inconsistent with his main point.  
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As noted in an earlier section, one wonders why Barron, so quick to criticize 

positivists for poor argumentation, would at times replicate this weakness in his 

own ministry. It is possible that he does not know of Teilhard’s and Coyne’s 

problematic views. Yet this is unlikely given that Barron seems to be familiar with 

the former’s work and has personally discussed theology and science with the 

latter.233 More likely Barron’s decision to draw upon the ideas of these men 

reflects his desire to bridge ideological divides, to show that liberal and 

conservative Catholics have a common heritage that transcends their differences. 

Thus, in asserting that the metaphysics of Teilhard and Aquinas have an 

underlying unity, Barron is reaching out to those many progressives sympathetic 

to Teilhard and ambivalent about Aquinas as well as to those traditionalists who 

lionize Aquinas and disparage Teilhard. In itself, this search for common ground 

has merit, for it is unlikely that the New Evangelization will succeed if Catholics 

remain divided. In this particular case, however, Barron’s efforts are problematic 

because he does not show – or even attempt to show – how the somewhat 

naturalistic worldview of Coyne and Teilhard is reconcilable with classical 

Catholic philosophy. In consequence, instead of bridging the ideological divide, 

this aspect of Barron’s theology highlights just how vast it is. 
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4. Divine Revelation and the Priority of Christ 

The Necessity of Revelation 

Having demonstrated to his satisfaction that a Creator exists and is identifiable 

as the Christian God, Barron makes the transition from philosophy to theology 

in order to learn more about him. In other words, he moves now from a natural 

knowledge of God to one grounded in supernatural Revelation, one that can only 

be understood in light of faith.234 Because positivists dismiss the concept of faith 

as an excuse to believe something without sufficient evidence, Barron stresses 

that faith is not mere credulity, that it is in fact the logical step in understanding 

more about God and existent reality. As he put it in one general discussion of the 

subject, “At the end of reason, at the limits of reason, we begin to sense in many 

areas of life, a reality which lies beyond what I can fully know, that I can fully 

analyze, about which I can make confident judgments.”235 Seeking faith, 

therefore, is not a surrender to the irrational, but a willingness to pursue the 

“alluring mystery at the edge of what I can know.”236 And to have faith is to trust 

that there is an intelligent agent beyond this mysterious boundary who imparts 

true knowledge that, while real, cannot be verified by either science or 

philosophy.237 Indeed, he notes that a common New Testament word for faith, 

pistis, “in a more basic sense” means trust.238 Thus, when Jesus tells people to 

believe in him, Barron interprets him as saying: “’Have the courage to trust in me 

and in what I am telling and showing you. The life-changing, storm-calming, 
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sight-restoring, purpose-giving truth that I embody is on offer. Are you willing 

to accept it?”239 

Before Barron can talk specifically about faith in the Incarnate Word, however, 

he must discuss more generally why faith in God is essential. One reason is 

implicit in the philosophical proofs: because the ipsum esse subsistens created the 

world out of love, it is likely that he will engage with creation on a personal level. 

Because humans cannot know much about God without supernatural aid, it 

makes sense that God would give them revealed knowledge, the truth of which 

they must accept on faith. Yet Barron does not analyze the significance of this 

point at any length. Instead, he focuses on a theological reason: the doctrine of 

Original Sin. Properly speaking, Original Sin, because it ties into Barron’s 

humanism, is the subject of Chapter Five. Nonetheless, it is useful to remark upon 

the doctrine here, as it teaches that sin has irrevocably damaged humanity, its 

intellectual faculties included.240 Catholics therefore realize as a matter of faith 

that philosophy is insufficient for salvation, as many people are unable to reason 

toward God’s existence, and those who are may not have the courage to take the 

proofs to their logical conclusion.241 Barron does not dwell at any length on this 

point. Nonetheless, it is worthy of note because it offers a Revelation-based 

argument for the necessity of faith – something that his theology requires to be 

coherent. 

Barron acknowledges two sources of Revelation, Scripture and Tradition. He 

does not provide a comprehensive account of this division, though his general 

fidelity to the Magisterium suggests that he accepts that contained in Dei Verbum, 

the Catechism of the Catholic Church, and other magisterial documents.242 
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Naturally, a comprehensive account of the Catholic understanding of Revelation 

lies outside the scope of this thesis, which must remain focused on Barron. To 

put it simply, therefore, the Magisterium states that the first source of Revelation 

is Scripture, a canon of seventy-three books written under the inspiration of the 

Holy Spirit.243 The Old Testament describes the creation of the world, the 

primordial origins and fall of humanity, God’s special relationship with the Jews, 

particularly the patriarchs and the prophets, and the story of humanity more 

generally. The New Testament discusses the ministry of Jesus Christ, the 

founding of the Church at Pentecost, a history and some documents of the early 

Church, and an apocalyptic vision of the end of the world.  

Tradition is the second integral source of Revelation. It represents the 

preservation, transmission, and cultivation of the essentials of faith from the age 

of the apostles to the present day.244 This includes, for example, the correct 

stewardship and interpretation of Scripture, and also the truths of Catholic 

metaphysics, notably of the philosophia perennis. It does not, however, mean the 

unreflective and unchanging transmission of everything that is ancient. As the 

Catechism makes clear, it is the magisterial spirit of the Tradition that is 

immutable and indispensable, not the particular means by which it is expressed: 

“Tradition is to be distinguished from the various theological, disciplinary, 

liturgical or devotional traditions, born in the local churches over time,” which 

“can be retained, modified or even abandoned under the guidance of the 

Church's Magisterium.”245  

Chapter Three explains the Magisterium’s capacity to safeguard the veracity of 

Tradition even as it adds, removes, or changes particular traditions. At this point, 

it is necessary only to point out that Barron celebrates this dynamic notion of 
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Tradition for both theological and evangelical reasons. Drawing upon Newman’s 

concept of the development of doctrine, Barron distances himself from those who 

view Tradition as an ossified body of beliefs and practices passed down 

unreflectively from one generation to the next.246 After all, Tradition is a 

continually growing repository of knowledge about God, the ipsum esse subsistens 

who transcends understanding. Moreover, Barron says, paraphrasing Newman, 

this knowledge does “not exist on the printed page but rather in the play of lively 

minds. This means that they are continually turned over, searched out, judged, 

discussed, amplified, considered, and reconsidered.”247  

For this reason, Barron thinks, to engage with Tradition is to embark upon an 

intellectual adventure as thrilling and fruitful as that of philosophy. He uses the 

Paschal Mystery as an example. “St. John [the Evangelist] passed the Paschal 

Mystery on to Polycarp, who tossed it to Irenaeus, who conveyed it to Origen, 

who sent it to Augustine, who handed it to Aquinas, who discussed it with 

Bonaventure, who whispered it to Meister Eckhart.”248 These medievals in turn 

conveyed it to Sts. John of the Cross and Teresa of Ávila, “who passed it to 

Newman, who carried it to de Lubac, Balthasar, and Rahner, who bequeathed it 

to us.”249 Each person, Barron remarks, added a “unique spin” to the Paschal 

Mystery that makes “the Catholic conversation [about it] ever new, surprising, 

effervescent.”250 It is because Tradition is so vibrant that, as discussed further in 

Chapter Four, Barron considers it an indispensable tool for evangelization, as 

well as a touchstone for all theology.   
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Christ as the Epistemic Key to Revelation 

For Barron, Jesus Christ is the single most important figure of Revelation, the one 

who must serve as the alpha and omega of Catholic theology. The opening lines 

of Catholicism make this clear: 

What is the Catholic thing? What makes Catholicism, among all of the 

competing philosophies, ideologies, and religions of the world, distinctive? 

I stand with Blessed John Henry Newman who said that the great principle 

of Catholicism is the Incarnation, the enfleshment of God. What do I mean 

by this? I mean, the Word of God – the mind by which the whole universe 

came to be – did not remain sequestered in heaven but rather entered into 

this ordinary world of bodies, this grubby arena of history, this 

compromised and tear-stained human condition of ours. ‘The Word became 

flesh and made his dwelling among us’ (Jn 1:14): that is the Catholic thing.251 

Characteristically for Barron, theology and evangelization converge in this 

passage. Theologically, he contends, Christ has priority because he is the ipsum 

esse subsistens made man.252 In consequence, he literally embodies for Barron the 

most direct, intimate, and complete knowledge of God available to humankind, 

a fact that immediately establishes him as the “epistemic trump” of Catholic 

theology, the ultimate arbiter of truth and goodness.253 Barron’s chief work of 

biblical exegesis, 2 Samuel, offers a good example of this perspective, for Barron 

reads the life of David from a Christological standpoint. “He is the terminus of a 

trajectory that runs from Adam through Noah, Abraham, Jacob, Moses, Joshua, 

and Samuel…. At the same time, David looks beyond himself to a new David, 
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one who would definitively fulfill what he himself left complete and 

unfinished.”254  

Another, no less significant example is Barron’s Christological defense of the 

Catholic veneration of the Virgin Mary. Barron recognizes the controversial 

nature of this belief, that many Protestants consider it a heretical capitulation to 

paganism and many positivists an absurd superstition. Hence he emphasizes that 

the Church does not worship Mary as divine.255 Instead, the Church venerates 

Mary because it was her acceptance of God’s will in Luke 1:38 that made possible 

the Incarnation, because she remained faithful to Christ throughout his life, and 

because her supernatural intercessions from her Ascension to the present day 

continually bring people into communion with her Son.256 In other words, Barron 

notes, the veneration of Mary is based entirely upon her proximity and fidelity 

to Christ. As the rest of the chapter points out, Barron considers this 

Christological standpoint to be so central to Catholic theology that he deems any 

deviation from it contrary to orthodoxy.257  

Barron also views Christ, both in his person and actions, as evangelical 

“dynamite.”258 He regards the claim that a transcendent God could enter his 

creation in human form and actually die as so absurd that it simply must capture 

people’s attention.259 Drawing upon G.K. Chesterton, Barron concedes that many 

nonbelievers “laugh derisively” at the story.260 Nonetheless, he holds, once again 
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drawing upon Chesterton, that “the heart of even the most skeptical person is 

changed simply for having heard [the Gospel message].”261 In fact, remarks 

Barron, those who grasp the true significance of the Incarnation – believers or not 

– are likely to acknowledge it as “one of the richest and most complex ideas ever 

proposed.”262  

At a more basic level, Barron believes that Christ, being the ipsum esse subsistens 

incarnate, exerts a transformative effect on the souls of those who contemplate 

him. He calls this phenomenon metanoia, a biblical term that is often translated 

into English as ‘repent,’ a command to change one’s behavior, but which Barron 

thinks signifies a transformation of vision, a recognition that if Christ is God, one 

must begin to view one’s life and all reality in light of him.263 As a result of his 

unsystematic approach, Barron does not explain here the precise relationship 

between faith and natural reason, whether one can begin to experience metanoia 

employing only the latter, or whether faith is a prerequisite for it. His comment 

cited in the previous paragraph about non-believers being able to apprehend the 

Incarnation’s astonishing complexity and richness suggests that Barron thinks 

those who lack faith can at least perceive an outline of metanoia. While his 

explanation is somewhat hazy, however, he does make clear that a complete 

change of vision, metanoia in its fullest, biblical sense, requires faith.264 

Analysis of Barron’s Discourse on the Content and Key to Revelation 

This aspect of Barron’s theology is wholly congruent with the magisterial spirit 

of Vatican II, which has stressed the priority of Christ and the dynamic nature of 

Tradition. One can see the latter, for example, reflected in Cardinal Angelo 

Roncalli’s statement shortly before he became pope: “We are not here to guard a 
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museum, but to cultivate a flourishing garden of life.”265 Later, in his opening 

address to the Council, Pope John XXIII critiqued the “prophets of doom” who 

rejected the very idea of reform as a capitulation to modernity.266 Many if not 

most Council Fathers and periti saw wisdom in his critique, which explains the 

resurgence of development of doctrine rhetoric in this period – so much so that 

Newman is often considered the single most important theological influence on 

Vatican II.267 Hence Dei Verbum’s statement that “there is a growth in the 

understanding of the realities and the words which have been handed down [by 

Tradition]…. As the centuries succeed one another, the Church constantly moves 

forward toward the fullness of divine truth until the words of God reach their 

complete fulfillment in her.”268    

The post-conciliar Magisterium has maintained this teaching up to the present 

day, as seen by its tolerant attitude toward orthodox theologians who seek to 

investigate the evolution of various beliefs and practices, and also by its own 

willingness to consider altering or downplaying certain non-essential teachings. 

One sees the former clearly reflected in the statement of Cardinal Ratzinger as 

Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith that Newman’s idea of 

the development of doctrine is of great relevance to the contemporary Church.269 

One sees the latter expressed, among other ways, in Pope John Paul II’s nuanced 

view of hell, noticeably less morbid and violent than that of his Tridentine 

predecessors, which is discussed at length in Chapter Five.  
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Barron’s emphasis on the dynamism of Tradition is likely to benefit his 

evangelism program in several ways. On the one hand, it counters the positivist 

stereotype of Catholics as irrational, for while Revelation does give knowledge 

that non-believers regard as false, it is wrong to say that Catholics accept it 

credulously. As Barron makes clear, Catholics are expected to apply reason even 

to the truths of Revelation, both to ascertain their internal coherence and meaning 

as well as their relationship to philosophy and science. On the other hand, 

Barron’s dynamic view of Tradition counters two other powerful, contradictory, 

and commonplace criticisms of today’s Church. The first, touched on in an earlier 

section, and professed especially by positivists, suggests that Catholicism’s 

apparent hostility to change makes it obsolete and therefore irrelevant in the 

twenty-first century. The second views Tradition as an almost static gift from 

God, and therefore considers development tantamount to heresy. Although 

associated most with conservative Catholics, this view is also present in an 

attenuated form in the wider culture, which sometimes interprets doctrinal 

reform as proof that Catholicism is contrived, since it constantly adapts its 

‘immutable teachings’ in order to remain relevant.270  

In countering these unflattering and often false stereotypes of Catholicism, 

Barron accurately portrays the “intellectual rigor” of the faith, particularly the 

notion that reason and faith, to use John Paul II’s phrase, are “like two wings on 

which the human spirit rises to the contemplation of truth.”271 In so doing, Barron 

makes Catholicism more attractive to interested non-Catholics and makes it 

harder for positivists to critique it; he also provides a solid intellectual basis for 

his own theology. 
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Barron’s Christocentrism is also grounded in the magisterial spirit of Vatican II. 

Dei Verbum, the most significant magisterial statement on Revelation in modern 

times, emphasizes that Christ is both “the mediator and the fullness of all 

revelation.”272 The post-conciliar magisterium has firmly upheld this view. In 

1979, Pope John Paul II in his first encyclical reaffirmed that Christ “is the centre 

of the universe and of history” and that the Incarnation must remain “the first 

fundamental truth” for Catholics.273 In addition, Barron’s focus on metanoia, the 

notion that the incarnate Christ possesses a unique evangelical potency that 

transforms the vision of those who contemplate him, concurs with magisterial 

teaching. As Benedict XVI remarked in Deus Caritas est, “Being Christian is not 

the result of an ethical choice or a lofty idea, but the encounter with an event, a 

person, which gives life a new horizon and a decisive direction.”274 As many 

scholars of the New Evangelization have remarked, John Paul II was even clearer 

in this respect, for he constantly stressed the efficacy of Christocentric 

evangelism.275 Barron’s Christological understanding of Mary’s role in the 

Church, moreover, is appropriate given that the conciliar majority, concerned 

that Marian veneration in some places had lost its Christological focus, sought to 

reaffirm it, and that the post-conciliar Magisterium has maintained this view.276  

At the same time, it is worth noting that Barron’s understanding of the 

Incarnation, especially the notion of metanoia, does not wholly stem from Vatican 

II, though it is congruent with its magisterial spirit. For pre-1960s Catholic 
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thinkers and apologists, particularly in the English-speaking world, also stressed 

the metanoia-like power of the Incarnation. Because its proponents employed this 

evangelical strategy in various ways, often independently from one another, it 

defies easy definition. Nonetheless, almost all drew upon the Augustinian 

argument from desire, which they believed was grounded in a facet of the human 

spirit that some have termed the religious or analogical imagination.277 According 

to these Catholic notables, the religious imagination endows humans with a 

longing for the supernatural that constantly expresses itself, even unconsciously, 

through culture, notably mythology.278 In consequence, good evangelism for 

these thinkers necessitates outreach to non-Christian persons and cultures, 

particularly by highlighting how Christ both completes and surpasses non-

Catholic mythologies. 

Three figures in this movement have exerted a particularly strong influence on 

Barron: G.K. Chesterton, J.R.R. Tolkien, and Andrew Greeley. The first, whom 

Barron explicitly cites, shapes his understanding of the Incarnation as astounding 

and captivating. “Even if Christianity was one vast universal blunder,” 

Chesterton wrote in 1924, “it is still a blunder as solitary as the Incarnation.”279 

According to this English apologist, the life of Christ was so at odds with other 

ancient mythologies, as well as modern sensibilities, that it simply must spur the 

religious imagination.280 Barron does not draw explicitly upon Tolkien’s 

interpretation of Christ. Nonetheless, he does cite Tolkien in other instances, and 

his account of the metanoia-enhancing character of the Gospels bears similarity to 
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Tolkien’s, which suggests that Tolkien does influence his Christology in some 

way. To note but one example of this, Tolkien held, as Barron seems to, that the 

Incarnation represents “the greatest and most conceivable eucatastrophe” – a 

word coined by Tolkien to describe the climactic moment in a story when good 

prevails against all odds – in mythology and history, and should therefore serve 

as the center point for evangelization and the Christian life.281 Thirdly, Greeley, 

Barron’s friend whose ecclesial education was Tridentine but who was a fervent 

supporter of Vatican II, has been pivotal in making the religious imagination –

especially the Catholic variant of it – a feature of academic discourse. In 

sociological treatises spanning fifty years, from the 1960s to the 2010s, he 

collected and analyzed key data showing how Catholic beliefs and practices – 

including the Incarnation – contribute to the theological vibrancy and social 

coherency of the faith.282 

One also discerns the influence of this school of thought in Barron’s interest in 

C.S. Lewis’s Trilemma. A friend of Tolkien, Lewis converted to Christianity, 

albeit to Anglicanism rather than Catholicism, after recognizing that the Gospels 

do indeed appeal to the religious imagination.283 In particular, Lewis felt that the 

words and actions of Jesus of Nazareth were so captivating that there exists only 

three satisfying interpretations of him, all of them extreme: 1) That he was a liar; 

2) That he was mad; and 3) That he really was God incarnate. All others are 

untenable, noted Lewis, especially the idea that Jesus was merely a nice fellow 

committed to altruism, for this notion does not capture the awe-inspiring spirit 

of the Gospels.284 Barron adopts the Trilemma wholeheartedly in Catholicism to 
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draw a line not only between Catholicism and the wider culture, but between 

post-conciliar Catholics who truly believe in Christ’s divinity and those who fall 

into the “bland middle position” of acknowledging Jesus as only partly divine or 

as a human uniquely attuned to God’s will.285 According to Barron, this beige 

position is untenable, for Christ claimed to be God himself, meaning that one 

must either accept or reject him as such. “Christian evangelization,” he states, 

“consists in the forcing of that choice.”286  

Because these views harmonize with magisterial teaching, and because 

Chesterton and Tolkien were dedicated Catholics and Lewis a staunch Anglo-

Catholic, Barron’s thinking here is consistent with his striving for orthodoxy. In 

fact, in contrast with his earlier discussion on Teilhard and Coyne, it offers a 

successful instance of bridging divides, in this case by demonstrating continuity 

between the metanoia-enhancing theology of Vatican II and key Tridentine 

thinkers. Although one could argue that his discussion is somewhat disparate in 

that it does not discuss any of the aforementioned subjects systematically, the fact 

remains that his Christological evangelization strategy is theologically orthodox 

and can therefore be said to provide a viable intellectual basis for his ministry.   

 

5. In Defense of the Divinity of Christ 

Defending Jesus’s Divinity Against Positivism 

Having established the importance of Christ for Catholic theology and 

evangelization, and hoping that more people will make the right choice in 

acknowledging Christ as God, Barron criticizes positivists who doubt the 

divinity of Jesus. Curiously, he does not engage with persons who deny that Jesus 
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existed or with other groups, like Muslims, who deny his divinity for religious 

reasons. Instead, he engages with two camps: the positivist movement external 

to the Church and a group of theologians inside it whom Barron accuses of 

having capitulated to positivist principles. Barron criticizes the former, as he did 

in the philosophy section, for misunderstanding and at times caricaturing the 

Catholic point of view. All too often, Barron laments, positivists treat Scripture 

exclusively as a history text and judge it by modern standards of scholarship.287 

This is unfair, Barron writes, since the Bible is not a book, but a library, one that 

contains numerous genres: epistle, Gospel, apocalypse, wisdom literature, 

psalms, prophecy, history, saga, and law.288 To interpret the non-historical genres 

as history, he contends, would be as disingenuous as interpreting Moby Dick as a 

realistic account of nineteenth-century whaling, the local newspaper as a literary 

classic, The Waste Land as social science, or the Gospel of Matthew as pulp 

fiction.289 Moreover, he thinks, to judge historical works like 2 Samuel by the 

standards of modern scholarship is problematic, as ancient historians tended to 

be far less detailed and objective than is acceptable nowadays.290 In effect, Barron 

argues that to read Scripture properly, one must approach it as a product of its 

time and pay attention to genre and context.291  

Those who fail to do this, he continues, are liable to misinterpret Scripture and 

therefore the key tenets of Catholicism. Barron thinks that Genesis 1-3 provides 

a good example of this. According to him, these chapters are an allegorical 
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retelling of the creation of the world and ought not to be read literally.292 Yet this 

is exactly how positivists, approaching Scripture as a history text, insist on 

reading Genesis. Indeed, they often disparage a symbolic reading of Genesis as 

incoherent and disingenuous, a futile attempt on the part of ‘enlightened’ 

believers to reconcile this creation story with modern science and history.293  In 

consequence, Barron thinks, these positivists miss the key themes of the creation 

story, namely the majesty of God and the wonder of his creation.294  

According to Barron, the Gospels have been subject to similar misunderstanding, 

for although they are respectable works of ancient history, they lack the 

objectivity, detail, and bibliography expected of modern scholarly works.295 As 

the Catholic biblical scholar Brant Pitre points out with reference to his 2016 book 

The Case for Jesus, for which Barron wrote an enthusiastic afterword, this positivist 

approach has had a devastating effect on the wider culture’s estimation of 

Scripture: 

Over the years, I’ve lost count of how many times I’ve had people come up 

to me and tell me how they sent their sons and daughters off to college, only 

to have them come home agnostics or atheists…. Nor can I count the 

number of students I’ve taught over the years who’ve imbibed, from 

elsewhere, any number of historically unfounded claims about Jesus and 

the Gospels. It’s now standard fare for students to walk away from 

university classrooms thinking that the Gospels were originally 
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“anonymous”; that we have no idea who wrote them; that they certainly 

weren’t written by eyewitnesses; that the stories in the Gospels are like the 

end-product of an ancient “telephone game”; that the Gospels are more like 

“folklore” than biographies; that Jesus of Nazareth never actually claimed 

to be God; and that he only claims to be divine in the later Gospel of John—

not the earlier Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke.296 

These misconceptions are all the more tragic, Pitre continues, because the four 

Gospels are extremely trustworthy by ancient standards. After all, they were 

“based on the eyewitness testimony of Jesus’ students and their followers, and 

written within the lifetime of the apostles.”297 From the outset, therefore, the 

Gospels avoid arguably the most common weakness of ancient sources: reliance 

upon hearsay because the author(s) wrote long after the events in question took 

place.298 With this in mind, positivists are unwise to reject the Gospels as 

fictitious. The attempts of some to undermine the veracity of the canonical 

Gospels by pointing out that many gnostic gospels consider Jesus to have been a 

mere mortal are particularly dubious, as these really were speculative texts 

written long after Jesus died.299 The most dependable Gospels, Pitre reiterates, are 

those four in the New Testament that proclaim Jesus as the Christ. 

Barron is so committed to Pitre’s thesis that, in 2014, he used it to critique Bart D. 

Ehrman’s latest book How Jesus Became God: The Exaltation of a Jewish Preacher from 

Galilee. As the title suggests, this well-known agnostic biblical scholar argued that 

Jesus did not claim divinity in the traditionally Catholic sense.300 Nor did the 
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authors of the Synoptic Gospels claim it for him. In Ehrman’s view, it was the 

Gospel of John, written significantly later than the Synoptics, that first advanced 

the notion that Jesus was identical with Yahweh, a doctrine that only gained wide 

acceptance following the Council of Nicaea in 325.301 Although Ehrman refrains 

from explicitly stating that Jesus was not God, his study infers that traditional 

Christology is contrived and misleading.  

Barron’s review of Ehrman’s book was quite harsh. He begins polemically, by 

declaring Ehrman’s thesis superfluous: “Ehrman lays out what is actually a very 

old thesis, going back at least to the 18th century and repeated ad nauseam in 

skeptical circles ever since.”302 He then rejects any distinction between the 

Christology of the Synoptics and the Gospel of John as disingenuous by 

contending that “equally clear statements of divinity are on clear display in the 

Synoptics, provided we know how to decipher a different semiotic system.”303 

Barron demonstrates this by showing that the Gospel of Mark, generally 

regarded as the oldest canonical Gospel, testifies to Jesus’s divinity no less than 

the Gospel of John. He focuses on Mark 10:32, a passage in which the apostles 

express their fear and amazement when walking behind Jesus to Jerusalem. 

Perceiving that “awe and terror are the typical reactions to the presence of 

Yahweh in the Old Testament,” Barron judges this to be conclusive evidence that 

the apostles acknowledged the divinity of Christ, since devout Jews, he reasons, 
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would never treat a mere mortal in this fashion – especially one doing as 

mundane a task as walking.304  

Barron is most critical of Ehrman’s treatment of the Resurrection, for in 

traditional Christology the Resurrection is seen as incontrovertible evidence of 

Jesus’s divinity. Barron faults Ehrman for dismissing the post-Resurrection 

appearances of Christ as “hallucinations,” the product of the apostles’ emotional 

turmoil following the traumatic demise of their teacher.305 Significantly, Ehrman 

denies that he ever said this: “I took great care in my book precisely not to say 

what he [Barron] accuses me of saying.  Nowhere do I say that Jesus’ resurrection 

was invented by his hallucinating disciples.”306 On this point Ehrman seems to be 

right: while it could be argued that he implied that the post-Resurrection 

apparitions were hallucinations, he did not explicitly declare them so.  

Nevertheless, Barron’s mistaken interpretation of Ehrman on this point 

prompted him to defend the historicity of the Resurrection accounts in a Pitre-

like manner. Hallucinations are a subjective phenomenon, he reasons, and yet 

numerous people in separate places around the same time saw the Risen Christ 

(John 20-22; Luke 24; Mark 16; Matthew 28).307 Barron is thus persuaded that the 

Gospels are objective fact, not subjective speculation. Although not in the 

Gospels, Barron thinks that a later apostle, St. Paul of Tarsus, reinforces the 

historicity of the post-Resurrection apparitions.308 As a persecutor of Christians, 

Saul neither believed in these apparitions nor in Jesus’s divinity. On the road to 

Emmaus, however, he claimed to have seen the Risen Christ – an event so 
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powerful that it caused temporary blindness and a willingness to spread the 

Christian faith that he had once persecuted so fiercely (Acts 9:1-9). Again, Barron 

thinks, the best explanation for Saul’s remarkable change of heart is that this 

event actually happened, that Saul truly saw God.309  

Defending Jesus’s Divinity Against Christian Rationalism 

In addition to the blatant positivism of the wider culture, Barron holds that there 

exists a more insidious, muted form of it within the Church. He distinguishes 

between two variations, ‘Jesus as Symbol’ and ‘Jesus as History,’ which for 

clarity’s sake have been renamed ‘Christian Rationalism’ and ‘Christian 

Historicism’ in this thesis.310 The first, Barron writes, seeks to reinterpret the faith 

– Christology in particular – in light of modern science and philosophy.311 He 

traces its origins to the liberal Protestantism of the Enlightenment, as defined by 

Karl Barth, which felt the need to make traditional Christian dogmas more 

relevant in the modern age.312 While Barron, a believer in aggiornamento and the 

dynamism of Tradition, sympathizes with this view, he maintains that liberal 

Protestantism went too far in appeasing the wider culture and ended up 

compromising the priority of Christ. Barron cites Friedrich Schleiermacher and 

Paul Tillich as examples.  

Schleiermacher lived in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, when 

German philosophy was drifting away from traditional Christianity.313 Changes 
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in epistemology played a great role in this, for Gotthold Lessing had famously 

argued in 1777 that one cannot demonstrate necessary truths of reason from 

history, as the latter consists of unverifiable and therefore potentially misleading 

accounts from others.314 Lessing included Gospel miracles under this rubric, for 

while these seemed to be common in the Patristic Era, by the eighteenth century, 

in his opinion, they had become exceedingly rare. In consequence, Lessing found 

it impossible to demonstrate with certainty that any of the Gospel miracles, 

including the Incarnation, had actually happened. Of course, he acknowledged 

that one could believe such things on faith. But any attempt to verify that faith 

was futile. As Barron puts it, “Lessing, to his chagrin, saw no way to get from the 

shaky evidence of history to the firm conviction of faith,” which caused thinkers 

of lesser belief than himself to spend their lives “negotiating, bridging, leaping, 

denying, or weeping over” his epistemological gulf.315  

According to Barron, Immanuel Kant famously tried to bridge this gulf by 

suggesting that key Christian truths were accessible to reason and therefore did 

not require historical validation. For example, he demonstrated the existence of 

God by speculating that individuals can perceive within themselves a moral law, 

the categorical imperative, which presupposes the existence of a “powerful moral 

Lawgiver outside of mankind.”316 In this sense, Barron affirms, Kant solved 

Lessing’s problem. In making religious truth internal, however, Barron accuses 

Kant of neglecting the priority of Christ, of reducing the Gospel story to “an 
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especially powerful and accurate exemplification” of “the moral ideal” present 

in each thinking person.317  

Barron stresses that Schleiermacher was no Kantian. Nonetheless, he contends 

that Schleiermacher followed Kant in internalizing religious truth, albeit in terms 

of the infinite rather than the moral life.318 The former speculated that everybody 

has a proclivity for and a sense of their dependency on infinite Being, the source 

of which believers call ‘God.’319 In Schleiermacher’s judgment, Jesus is 

remarkable in that he was profoundly conscious of this sense of ultimate 

dependency – so much so that one must posit “a real presence of God in him.”320 

Because Schleiermacher treats Jesus as a historical person instead of a mere 

archetype, Barron has more respect for him than for Kant. Nevertheless, he 

criticizes Schleiermacher for not linking, as Augustine did, the longing for God 

specifically with Christ, for saying that “the feeling of absolute dependency can 

and does exist apart from him.”321  

Barron thinks that Tillich, the “most faithful twentieth-century disciple” of 

Schleiermacher, replicated the latter’s strategy in the modern era.322 He too 

grounded the truth of religion in the feeling of absolute dependency on Being 

itself, albeit in more existential language than Schleiermacher had used, and 

deemed Jesus the person who illustrated that Being itself is the Christian God.323 

Having spent his doctoral years studying Tillich, Barron is sympathetic to his 

ideas. Nevertheless, he thinks that Tillich departs from orthodox Christology in 

this respect because he situates Jesus “within an overarching and preexisting 
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general frame of reference” that reduces him to a mere “symbol of or cipher for” 

the sense of ultimate dependency.324   

These shortcomings of liberal Protestantism, Barron thinks, gained influence in 

the Catholic Church after Vatican II. As a result of his unsystematic approach, 

Barron does not explain why, though it is probable, given the general thrust of 

his theology, that he blames an exaggerated form of aggiornamento.325 Yet this 

remains speculation. Either way, Barron notes that this Protestant outlook has 

become pervasive in the Church and highlights the theology of Karl Rahner as 

evidence. “Though he was a professor of systematic theology,” Barron notes, 

“Rahner’s starting point for theological analysis was almost invariably 

Religionsphilosophie – more precisely, a Kantian-Heideggerian philosophical 

anthropology.”326 In consequence, Barron says, Rahner too situated Jesus in terms 

of a preexisting philosophical framework, in this case, “the fullest 

exemplification and realization of transcendental anthropology.”327 According to 

Barron, this starting point had a negative effect on Rahner’s theology, especially 

his Christology. In The Foundations of Christian Faith, for instance, “the closest that 

Rahner ever came to writing a complete systematics,” Barron remarks that the 

first section, which deals with transcendental anthropology, is “extremely well 

developed.”328 In contrast, the second section, which expounds his Christology, 

is “quite thin,” to the point of being a “remarkably sketchy” appendage to the 

first.329  

In Barron’s judgment, it is because Christian Rationalism undermines the priority 

of Christ that it has failed to carry out its chief goal, the evangelization of the 
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modern world.330 For in downplaying or outright neglecting Christ, he thinks, 

these rationalist theologians have deprived themselves of the richest evangelical 

tools of Christianity: the stories and chief character of the Gospels. Their 

theologies appear contrived, unconvincing, and dreary as a result, which is why 

they have been unable to inspire the faithful, let alone the wider culture.331 In fact, 

Barron regards Christian Rationalism as so devoid of metanoia-enhancing power 

that he alleges that its ‘dialogue’ with modern persons and ideas is largely one-

way.332 Regarding the Catholic Church in particular, Barron remarks that the 

Christian Rationalism of Rahner and others has spawned a “beige Catholicism” 

that is too “culturally accommodating, excessively apologetic, [and] shifting and 

unsure in its identity.”333 In other words, Barron rejects the notion that Christian 

Rationalism could ever serve as the basis for the New Evangelization, and 

believes that it ought to be discarded as soon as possible in favor of orthodox 

Christology. 

Defending Jesus’s Divinity Against Christian Historicism 

In contrast to Christian Rationalism, which tends to downplay the historicity of 

the Gospels, Christian Historicism is preoccupied with it. Once again, Barron 

traces its origins to Protestantism, specifically to Luther’s concept of sola scriptura, 

the notion that Scripture teaches everything necessary for salvation.334 Over time, 

he thinks, as Enlightenment thought became more interested in natural science, 

Protestant scholars developed a historical-critical approach to Scripture in order 

to ground dogma in objective fact more effectively.335 Owing to the theological 
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significance of Christ, many scholars were particularly eager to analyze the 

veracity of the Gospels. As society became more positivist, several non-believing 

scholars, viewing the supernatural elements of the Gospels as contrived, the 

inventions of pious authors who wanted Jesus to be the Christ, began to look for 

the ‘true’ Jesus of history.336 Several devout Protestant scholars, seeking to use the 

positivists’ methods against them, analyzed the Gospels in a similar manner, and 

ended up jettisoning numerous beliefs – some miracle stories, for instance – in 

order to make Christianity appear more in tune with modern sensibilities.337 After 

the 1950s, and especially after Vatican II, Barron notes that the historical-critical 

approach gained ground among Catholics.338  

Agreeing with Pitre that the Gospels are reliable historical documents, Barron 

has little sympathy for those who rely too much on the historical-critical method 

and seemingly none at all for those who embark upon the quest for the historical 

Jesus. He objects here as an academic as well as a Catholic, for he sees blatant 

ideological biases in all books about the historical Jesus. This is why, he thinks, 

each portrait of the so-called Jesus of history differs so radically from the others: 

“In the course of the last three centuries, Jesus has been presented as, exclusively, 

an eschatological prophet, an itinerant preacher of the kingdom, a wonder-

worker, a magician, a social revolutionary, an avatar of enlightened ethics, a 

cynic philosopher, etc.”339 This persuades Barron that, like gnostic texts, historical 

                                                           
336 Ibid. It is worth noting, even though Barron does not, that Ernst Renan, one of the earliest 

historical Jesus scholars, was associated – albeit in a complex fashion – with Comte’s positivist 

movement. See Nathalie Richard, ‘The French Philosophical Crisis of the 1860s and the 

Invention of the ‘Positivist School,’ in The Worlds of Positivism: A Global Intellectual History, 1770-

1930, eds. Franz L. Fillafer, Johannes Feichtinger, and Jan Surman (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2018), 161. 
337 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 35. 
338 Ibid. 
339 Robert Barron, ‘Debunking the Debunker,’ Word on Fire, 4 November 2013, accessed 15 July 

2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/debunking-the-debunker/471/. 
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Jesus scholarship is actually less faithful to history than the canonical Gospels, 

and is therefore open to the same criticism as Christian Rationalism.  

To demonstrate this, Barron critiques three well-known Catholic historicist 

theologians: Hans Küng, Edward Schillebeeckx, O.P., and Roger Haight, S.J. 

Barron begins with Küng, who contends that, given the contradictory nature of 

traditional portrayals of Jesus, historical-critical scholarship offers the only 

means of ascertaining who Jesus really was.340 Barron considers Küng’s desire to 

“dig through the rubble” of Tradition in order “to find [in Scripture] the firm and 

indisputable starting point for an authentic Christology” to be a license for 

positivist innovation.341 One sees this, he notes, in Küng’s somewhat agnostic 

tone throughout On Being a Christian, one of his most popular works. He accuses 

Küng, for example, of stripping away the theological meaning of the Kingdom of 

God in this work, of reducing it to a temporal promise of “human flourishing.”342 

Events that Küng cannot verify independently, Barron continues, notably the 

infancy narratives, are declared “almost totally legendary.”343 Worst of all, Barron 

thinks, On Being a Christian undermines the priority of Christ by denying that 

Jesus was fully divine, by speculating that he was a mere “advocate and deputy, 

representative and delegate” of God.344   

Barron criticizes Schillebeeckx and Haight for similar reasons. He notes that their 

respective biographies of Christ, which “relied massively on the research of 

contemporary biblical exegetes,” reflect the same positivist spirit as Küng.345 

                                                           
340 Hans Küng, On Being a Christian, trans. Edward Quinn (New York: Doubleday & Company, 

Inc., 1976), 156. 
341 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 36. Here Barron is paraphrasing Küng, who stated in the preface 

that his aim was to rediscover the essence of Christianity “before it was covered with the dust 

and debris of two thousand years [of Catholic Tradition].” Küng, On Being a Christian, 20. 
342 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 38. See also Küng, On Being a Christian, 20. 
343 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 38, 46; Küng, On Being a Christian, 20. 
344 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 47; Küng, On Being a Christian, 20, 449; Hans Küng, Disputed 

Truth: Memoirs, trans. John Bowden (New York: Continuum, 2008), 303. 
345 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 37. See also Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 186-187. 
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Particularly offensive, in Barron’s eyes, is their materialist account of the 

Resurrection. As Barron insinuates that Haight’s account is but a rehash of 

Schillebeeckx’s, it makes sense to focus on the latter, Barron’s summary of which 

deserves to be quoted in full: 

After the terrible death of Jesus, the disciples were profoundly discouraged 

and guilt ridden. But when they reflected, probably at the prompting of Peter, 

on the teaching and ministry of Jesus, they realized that a God of radical 

forgiveness was at the heart of Jesus’s life and proclamation. As this 

realization sank in, they felt forgiven by Jesus himself, the one who had 

mediated to them this new vision of God. Since only someone who is alive 

can offer forgiveness, they experienced and then announced Jesus as the 

risen Lord. Enlightened by the Lord, they began to speak of ‘seeing’ him, as 

having encountered him after his death, and it was this basic experience 

that was given stylized expression in the Gospel accounts of the appearances 

of the risen Jesus.346 

Barron’s rendition of Schillebeeckx’s views is accurate. The latter did indeed 

insinuate that the post-Resurrection apparitions were a product of the apostles’ 

anguish, a psychological crutch to help them through a troubled time, instead of 

an actual message from God. This is why, he argued, the earliest drafts of the 

Gospel of Mark do not mention them – the first Christians knew or at least 

suspected that they were not supernatural events.347 It was only after the 

                                                           
346 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 40. Emphasis in original. To read Schillebeeckx’s own words, 

consult Edward Schillebeeckx, Jesus: An Experiment in Christology, trans. Hubert Hoskins (New 

York: Seabury Press, 1979), 384. For Barron’s view of Haight, see Barron, Exploring Catholic 

Theology, 186-187; Barron, Word on Fire, 52. 
347 Schillebeeckx, Jesus, 353. Here Schillebeeckx was drawing upon the influential school of 

biblical scholarship that regards the verses 16:9-19 as a later addition. Simply put, it asserts that 

Mark 16:1-8, which records Mary Magadalene, the Virgin Mary, and Salome fleeing Jesus’s 

tomb after encountering an angel, is the original end of the Gospel. Although the angel testifies 

that Jesus has been raised, no one – neither the women nor the apostles – actually see the Risen 

Christ.  
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Ecumenical Councils that the veracity of these apparitions became Catholic 

orthodoxy. According to Barron, in rejecting this compelling evidence for Jesus’s 

divinity, Schillebeeckx wanders into heterodoxy, his Christology having 

reducing Jesus, as Küng’s did, to the level of a human representative, a created 

being with “a particularly intense and clearly felt intuition of creatureliness [in 

the face of the divine.]”348  

Joseph Ratzinger as an Orthodox Counterweight to Heterodox Trends 

As with every other problem affecting the contemporary Church, Barron trusts 

in the magisterial spirit of Vatican II to overcome the errors of Christian 

Rationalism and Christian Historicism. One resource that he considers to be 

particularly helpful is Joseph Ratzinger’s three-volume biography of Christ, 

published from 2007 to 2012, during his pontificate as Benedict XVI. Barron lauds 

it as a remarkable feat, for while Benedict XVI stressed that the biography is in 

no way an exercise of the Magisterium, which is why he published it under his 

birth name, it is “unprecedented in the history of the papacy that a reigning pope 

would write a major work of theology.”349 The chief theme of Ratzinger’s 

biography, in Barron’s eyes, is that “Biblical scholarship has to move beyond an 

exclusive use of the historical-critical method.”350 This is not to say that it is no 

longer relevant.351 Yet an exclusive use of it, Barron interprets Ratzinger as 

                                                           
348 Barron, The Priority of Christ, 41. “The human being aware of his creatureliness,” wrote 

Schillebeeckx, “apprehends himself to be pure gift of God. Because of the totally unprecedented 

depth of Jesus’s experience…the faith of the Church…proceeded to call Jesus ‘the Son.’” 

Schillebeeckx, Jesus, 655. 
349 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on The Legacy of Pope Benedict XVI,’ YouTube, 12 February 

2013, 06:12ff, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voyDUAoJ1J8. See also 

Joseph Ratzinger/Pope Benedict XVI, Jesus of Nazareth: From the Baptism in the Jordan to the 

Transfiguration, trans. Adrian J. Walker (New York: Doubleday, 2007), xxiii-xiv. Note that the 

inclusion of the papal name with the biography was a marketing tactic, not Ratzinger’s personal 

desire. 
350 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 88. 
351 Ibid., 89. 
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saying, causes scholars to focus too much on the human authors of Scripture and 

not enough on its divine author and purpose.352  

Hence in Ratzinger’s biography, one finds an emphasis on the reliability and 

theological meaning of Scripture. “What can faith in Jesus as the Christ possibly 

mean,” he notes in the preface, “if the man Jesus was so completely different from 

the picture that the Evangelists painted from him?”353 Ratzinger concludes that it 

would mean nothing at all, which is why he declares at the outset: “I trust the 

Gospels.”354 As a result, he refuses to ask, as historical-critical exegetes do, 

whether certain verses are later additions or whether certain supernatural stories 

ought to be read only symbolically. For instance, when recounting the Devil’s 

temptation of Jesus in Matthew 4:1-11, Ratzinger comments only on its 

theological meaning, not its historicity: “What must the Savior of the world do or 

not do? That is the question the temptations of Jesus are about.”355 

Unsurprisingly, many Christian Historicists have critiqued Ratzinger’s approach 

as unhistorical. As Küng remarked in 2007:  

The method [of the biography] is unhistorical because the dogmatic 

theologian Joseph Ratzinger goes about things the wrong way round. He 

reads the Synoptic Gospels in light of the Gospel of John, and understands 

Johannine Christology completely in terms of the dogmas of the councils of 

Nicaea (fourth century) and Chalcedon (fifth century), so that according to 

him the Jesus of history already confesses himself to be ‘of one substance’ 

with the Father. Basically, Ratzinger hasn’t written a historical book but a 

learned spiritual interpretation of scripture.356 

                                                           
352 Ibid. 
353 See also Benedict XVI, Jesus, xi. Emphasis in original. 
354 Ibid., xxi. 
355 Ibid., 29.  
356 Küng, Disputed Truth, 329.  
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Barron has not replied to these criticisms of un-historicity, though he almost 

certainly rejects them, as he believes that Ratzinger, in adhering to the 

Magisterium, in fact did go about things the right way around. In consequence, 

Barron continues, Ratzinger’s biography stands as a paragon of traditional 

Christology that grounds Christ and the Christian message in history (thus 

countering Christian Rationalism) without subjecting these things to erroneous 

modern notions of historical interpretation (thus countering Christian 

Historicism). Hence Barron’s hope that Ratzinger’s “important insights” will 

supersede heterodox trends and assist in the reassertion of the priority of Christ 

in Catholic biblical scholarship.357  

Review of Barron’s Defense of Jesus’s Divinity 

Barron’s discourse on Christology is among the most well-argued and 

captivating aspects of his ministry, both in terms of theological content and 

evangelical verve. The first thing to note is its orthodoxy. Simply by stressing that 

Jesus is the Christ and that the Gospels make no sense unless Christ is God, 

Barron echoes the Magisterium, which has repeatedly criticized the quest for the 

historical Jesus and other historicist trends since their inception.358 The 

Magisterium has been no less forceful in its repudiation of Christian Rationalism. 

For example, Dominus Iesus critiques “the metaphysical emptying of the historical 

incarnation of the Eternal Logos” in contemporary theological circles, the 

reduction of Jesus to a lesser divine figure or even a purely human figure.359 

Furthermore, it is significant that the Catholic theologians whom Barron focuses 

                                                           
357 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 90-91. 
358 Renan’s Life of Jesus, for example, was placed on the Index of Prohibited Books only a few 

months after its publication. See Robert D. Priest, The Gospel According to Renan: Reading, 

Writing, & Religion in Nineteenth-Century France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 116. A 

recent critique is given in John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, 6. For the Magisterium’s reiteration 

that the Kingdom of God is a theological concept that transcends temporal reality and 

humanity’s capacity to understand it fully, see Joseph Ratzinger, Dominus Iesus, 6 August 2000, 

18-19. 
359 Ratzinger, Dominus Iesus, 4, 6. 
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on – Rahner, Schillebeeckx, and Küng – were all the subject of magisterial censure 

or investigation at one point or another.360 No less significant is the fact that he 

draws heavily upon Ratzinger, arguably the most influential Catholic critic of 

Christian Rationalism and Historicism in the post-conciliar era, and a notable 

figure of the Magisterium.361 

In upholding magisterial teaching, Barron fulfills a key premise of the New 

Evangelization, namely that orthodox Christology is central to an authentic and 

engaging communication of the Christian message.362 From the standpoint of the 

Magisterium and those loyal to it, therefore, Barron’s theology is conducive to 

evangelization. As Cardinal George wrote in his 2007 foreword to The Priority of 

Christ, in today’s positivist milieu, Barron’s Christology is “highly significant,” a 

“grace” for the wider culture and for Catholic theology and apologetics.363 Nearly 

a decade later, Cardinal Timothy Dolan reaffirmed the profundity of Barron’s 

Christology and dwelt in particular on its evangelical implications: “Bishop 

Barron reaches many people…through his ability to connect what they know 

about the culture around them with what he knows about the saving message of 

Jesus Christ.”364 Although a comprehensive analysis of Barron’s evangelical 

success is properly the subject of Chapter Six, it is worth noting here that his 

                                                           
360 On Schillebeeckx’s troubled relationship to the Magisterium, see Franjo Šeper, Letter to Father 

E. Schillebeeckx, Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 20 November 1980; Franjo Šeper, 

Letter to Father E. Schillebeeckx, Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 13 June 1984. On 

Küng’s conflict with the Magisterium, see Franjo Šeper, Declaration, Congregation for the 

Doctrine of the Faith, 15 December 1979. Rahner’s relationship to the Magisterium was 

somewhat better, though still somewhat strained at times. For further information, albeit from a 

partisan source, see Catholics for a Free Choice, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger’s Preparation for the 

Papacy: How “The Vatican’s Enforcer” Ran the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 1979-2005 

(Washington, D.C.: Catholics for a Free Choice, 2006), 36-37. 
361 For further discussion on Ratzinger’s preeminent influence as both Prefect of the CDF and as 

Pope Benedict XVI, see Küng, Disputed Truth, 302-303.  
362 This notion is implied, for example, in Evangelii Nuntiandi, which takes for granted that Jesus 

rose from the dead and that this fact demonstrates the reality of salvation. See Paul VI, Evangelii 

Nuntiandi, 8-14. It is also stated explicitly in John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, 6. 
363 George, foreword to The Priority of Christ, 5, 7. 
364 Dolan, foreword to Seeds of the Word, viii. Emphasis in original. 
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orthodox Christology seems to be quite popular. It was lay Catholics, for 

example, who raised the $50,000 to initiate his radio ministry and the $3,000,000 

he needed to produce CATHOLICISM.365 It is ordinary Catholics and interested 

non-believers, moreover, who have made Barron the most-followed Catholic 

cleric after Pope Francis in English-language social media and the most famous 

American Catholic evangelist since Fulton Sheen.366 While this popularity, as 

subsequent chapters show, is not solely due to Barron’s Christology, the latter, 

being the touchstone of his theology, is certainly a prerequisite to it.  

At the same time, while Barron’s discussion is orthodox, its unsystematic nature 

reflects the same shortcomings discerned in earlier sections. On the one hand, 

although he talks a lot about the Catholic understanding of God, he does not 

always communicate it adequately, his lack of attention to the Holy Spirit being 

a case in point. Of course, Barron’s views on the Holy Spirit and Trinitarian 

theology are orthodox.367 In focusing on Christology and the philosophical 

Creator, however, Barron’s discussions of the Holy Spirit – and indeed the Trinity 

– are short and far between. This is problematic because, since Vatican II, the 

Magisterium has stressed the pivotal role of the third person of the Trinity for 

theology and evangelization. In 1973, for instance, Pope Paul VI stated: “The 

Christology and particularly the ecclesiology of the Council must be succeeded 

by a new study of and devotion to the Holy Spirit, precisely as the indispensable 

complement to the teaching of the Council.”368 In 1986, writing in Dominum et 

Vivificantem, the most comprehensive magisterial statement on the Holy Spirit in 

modern times, Pope John Paul II reiterated this view, stressing in particular the 

                                                           
365 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 28; Joyce Duriga, ‘Bishop Robert Barron, Evangelist,’ St. 

Anthony Messenger 124, no. 5 (October 2016): 31. 
366 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 3. 
367 See, for example, Barron, Catholicism, 84-87. 
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Holy Spirit’s role in evangelization.369 In this respect, therefore, Barron does not 

do full justice to the post-conciliar Magisterium’s understanding of God. 

In addition, because his discussions are so cursory and occasional, Barron 

occasionally misconstrues the opinions of his opponents. At times, this makes 

him come across as careless or ill-informed. His review of Ehrman is the clearest 

example of this phenomenon, Barron accusing him of saying things that he did 

not in fact say, and dismissing his stimulating, well-researched tome as a stale 

rehash of Hugh Schonfield’s The Passover Plot, whose controversial thesis bears 

little resemblance to Ehrman’s.370 Hence Ehrman’s accusation that Barron never 

read the book or did so only in order to caricature it.371 In light of the fact that 

Barron is a busy man with little time to read and is hypersensitive to positivist 

attacks on the faith, Ehrman’s comments are a little harsh. Nevertheless, they 

show that Barron’s unsystematic style at times detracts from his desire to produce 

accessible, accurate resources for the purposes of evangelization. As Chapter Six 

discusses at length, Ehrman is not the only scholar who has critiqued Barron for 

inaccuracies; even some Catholic academics have begun to question Word on 

Fire’s credibility because of them. This is not to deny, of course, the beneficial 

aspects of Barron’s evangelical style, which appear to be a major factor behind 

his popularity both inside and outside the Church. But it is necessary to point out 

that it has, in the minds of at least some influential observers, significant 

shortcomings as well – shortcomings that Barron has yet to address.  

 

                                                           
369 John Paul II, Dominum et vivificantem, 1-2. 
370 As Ehrman himself records, “What really has me over the edge is his claim that my view is 

simply a re-hashing of Hugh Schonfield’s The Passover Plot. Is he SERIOUS?” After all, the 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined and explored Barron’s understanding of God, the 

single most important aspect of his theology. It shows that Barron’s treatment of 

God is cognizant of and in part a response to the growth of positivism in the 

West. The first part of this chapter explored Barron’s anthropology of positivism, 

which he traces to the emergence of fourteenth-century nominalism. In his mind, 

the anti-metaphysical outlook of Scotus and Ockham caused them to break with 

classical Catholic philosophy, whose guiding light was Thomas Aquinas. As 

nominalism’s influence grew, more and more people doubted that a 

philosophical knowledge of God was possible. Over time, Barron thinks, this led 

some to deny God’s existence altogether, especially after the Enlightenment 

popularized the notion that science is synonymous with truth. While positivism 

has always menaced Catholic theology, Barron judges the New Atheist version 

of positivism to be especially corrosive, as it does not comprehend or even want 

to understand that which it attacks so vehemently. 

The second part of the chapter explored Barron’s philosophical understanding of 

God. In his judgment, the Thomistic arguments from motion and contingency, 

the Augustinian argument from desire, and the enormous contributions that 

Catholics have made to modern science refute the positivist assertion that 

Catholicism is irrational and obscurantist. By proving the existence of a 

transcendent Creator, moreover, Barron believes that these arguments refute the 

core dogmas of positivism: that materialism is true and that science is the only 

reliable arbiter of truth. In fact, Barron uses the elegance of classical Catholic 

philosophy and the disingenuous positivist rejections of it to argue that 

positivism is the real irrational philosophy in today’s world. In addition, Barron 

uses the argument from contingency to discern several attributes about the 

Creator that clearly identify him as the God of Christianity.  
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Yet philosophy, notes Barron, because it relies upon the contingent knowledge of 

contingent humans, is insufficient to know the transcendent Creator properly. 

Hence the necessity of Revelation, through which God communicates integral 

knowledge about himself and cultivates a personal relationship with humans. 

Following the Magisterium, Barron thinks that Jesus Christ, as the ipsum esse 

subsistens incarnate, represents both the pinnacle of Revelation and the epistemic 

key to understanding it. Hence Barron’s staunch belief in the priority of Christ, 

that every facet of Catholic theology must be grounded in his person and 

teachings. Hence, too, his hostility toward those who diminish or deny Christ’s 

divinity, the very thing that makes him deserving of worship: Neo-Thomists who 

deemphasize the Incarnation in favor of philosophy; Christian Rationalists and 

Historicists who interpret the Gospels through the lenses of systems and ideals 

external to them instead of on their own terms; and atheistic positivists who deny 

the supernatural elements of the Gospels on principle.  

Certainly, the unsystematic nature of Barron’s exposition sometimes detracts 

from the point he is trying to make. His tendency to utter unsubstantiated 

statements, as when he misattributed views to Ehrman or declared Calvin a 

nominalist when it is well-known that he believed in philosophical proofs for 

God, is a notable instance of this. Nevertheless, despite these shortcomings, 

which have caused disquiet in some circles, Barron’s understanding of God is 

vibrant and largely orthodox and therefore of great benefit to the Church and 

especially to the New Evangelization. Hence the support Barron receives from 

several American hierarchs and vast numbers of Catholic laypeople. 

Thus, despite some shortcomings in presentation, Barron has established his 

theology upon strong foundations. This enables him to talk about a range of 

different issues in his ministry, often in quick succession, while maintaining 

continuity and impetus. The subsequent chapters of this thesis discuss the most 

important of these issues, each of which grows out of what has been discussed in 
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this chapter. Chapter Three shows that Barron’s ecclesiology, which regards the 

Church as the Mystical Body of Christ, is a reflection of his belief in the priority 

of Christ. Chapter Four highlights the essential role of Tradition in Barron’s 

theology, which relies upon both his Christocentric understanding of God and 

his Christocentric view of the Church. Finally, Chapter Five shows how Barron 

draws upon all three of these influences to defend the notion of Christian 

humanism, which again has a Christocentric character.  
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Chapter Three: Resetting Catholic Ecclesiology upon Firm 

Foundations 

 

This chapter explores Barron’s ecclesiology, another integral feature of his 

theology. Once again, because Barron’s discourses on this subject are usually 

direct responses to current difficulties facing the Catholic Church, the chapter 

begins with Barron’s analysis of what these difficulties are and how serious they 

have become. He dwells, above all, on the Church’s lack of credibility, the 

tendency of modern persons to lambast the Church as an oppressive, immoral 

institution. He remarks that much of this criticism is unwarranted, the product 

of an anti-Catholic bigotry pervasive in the West since the Protestant 

Reformation. Lamenting that this prejudice has penetrated the Church, he 

remarks that many Catholics no longer acknowledge the authority of clergy and 

the Magisterium. In fact, he continues, having neglected the Church’s divine 

element, a significant number treat the Church as a corrupt, inefficient human 

institution that they can criticize, reform, or leave at will. 

As in his discourse on God, Barron blames certain strata within the Church for 

intensifying these problems. In his mind, the ecclesiology of Vatican II, 

expounded most comprehensively in Lumen Gentium, successfully overcame 

Tridentine authoritarianism. He also infers that, while the Council did not deal 

with issues of sex abuse specifically, its pastoral-minded ecclesiology serves as a 

deterrence to it. Barron asserts, however, that the full fruits of this ecclesiology 

remain unrealized for several reasons. He faults, first of all, the hierarchy of the 

1960s for implementing the conciliar reforms in a haphazard, muddled, and 

insensitive manner. In his opinion, this sowed dissension among the faithful, the 

more traditionalist of whom wanted to slow down or even halt the reforms, and 

the more progressive of whom craved faster and further changes. 
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Frustrated and confused, many took matters into their own hands. Particularly 

destructive, in Barron’s judgment, were proponents of an extreme form of 

aggiornamento who tried to make the Church appear more attractive to non-

believers by downplaying its divine element. Despite the efforts of the 

Magisterium and those loyal to it, Barron notes, heterodox ideas remain 

widespread, a state of affairs that contributes both to dissension within the 

Church and a loss of prestige among non-believers.  

The second part of this chapter explores Barron’s solution to these problems. In 

essence, he seeks to explain clearly what Vatican II ecclesiology was, why its 

judgments are authoritative, and how it can benefit the Church in the twenty-

first century. Above all, Barron wants to reemphasize the divine element of the 

Church, that it is more than a human institution. Curiously for a post-conciliar 

Catholic, he does this by describing the Church principally as the Body of Christ, 

a mystical organism of which God is both the head and life force. In consequence, 

Barron contends that the Church is inherently good, for nothing so intimately 

linked to Christ could be sinful; at most, one can say that isolated members of 

Christ’s Body sometimes sin. On the basis of this ecclesiology, Barron defends 

clerical authority against those who deem it inherently oppressive and/or 

redundant and the efficacy of the sacraments against those who deem them to be 

but the human contraptions of a human institution. Barron also contends that this 

rigorously supernatural approach, by renewing the Church internally and 

countering popular caricatures of ecclesial authority, will aid evangelization. 

  

1. Credibility Crisis: Why the Church is Unpopular Today 

The Origins of Anti-Catholicism in America 

“There are not over a hundred people in the United States who hate the Catholic 

Church. There are millions, however, who hate what they wrongly believe to be 
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the Catholic Church.”1 These words of Fulton Sheen, uttered in 1938, are of great 

relevance to Barron’s ministry.2 Owing to evangelical exigencies, the need to 

comment constantly on diverse topics in quick succession, Barron has yet to 

provide a comprehensive account of the origins of anti-Catholicism.3 Rather, he 

concentrates on deconstructing specific anti-Catholic arguments and touches on 

the origins question only to reinforce his main point. Nonetheless, what he does 

say is pertinent to an understanding of his broader ecclesiology, which makes 

discussion of it crucial. 

Barron contends that, in his experience, the most controversial aspect of 

Catholicism is its ecclesial structure.4 Just as critics misinterpret God as capricious 

and unjust, he asserts, they misconstrue the Church as tyrannical and cruel. For 

the most part, they are attacking a strawman, either a figment of their 

imagination or, less commonly, an image of the Church as it existed in the distant 

past; only a few critics, in Barron’s opinion, truly know and hate the Church of 

their own time.5  

Barron traces the origin of this anti-Catholicism to the positivist-minded 

Enlightenment philosophy highlighted in Chapter Two, though his unsystematic 
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Catholic World Report, 23 May 2016, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.catholicworldreport.com/2016/05/23/bishop-barron-and-the-vibrant-paradoxes-of-

the-catholic-faith/. 
3 Gregory, The Unintended Reformation, passim; Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism, 23-45. Perhaps 

the most detailed study on American anti-Catholicism published in recent years, albeit limited 

to the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries, is Maura Jane Farrelly, Anti-Catholicism in America, 

1620-1860 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2017). 
4 Barron, ‘To Evangelize the Culture.’ He notes that in debates with critics on YouTube the 

Church is usually the most popular target, followed closely by God and then Barron himself.  
5 Barron does not provide examples. However, it is probable that he would rank Friedrich 

Nietzsche and Jean-Paul Sartre in this category, for he judges their type of non-belief to be far 

more profound than that of the New Atheists. See Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 52-55, 82-85; 

Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 18.  
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approach prevents him from tying these two threads of his theology together as 

well as he could have. He remarks that “the great foundation myth” of the 

Enlightenment, which positivists have maintained up to the present day, avers 

that “the physical sciences and liberal political arrangements emerged only after 

a long twilight struggle against…the Catholic religion.”6 Various factors 

influenced the emergence of this ideology, Barron remarks, the most important 

of which were Protestantism and outright positivism. Both harbor profound 

objections to the Catholic Church. Protestants, of course, believe it to be corrupt 

and heretical.7 Especially in the years following the Reformation, Protestants 

alleged that Catholic institutions – the papacy, the episcopacy, the priesthood, 

religious orders – were biblically untenable.8 Morality was another grievance, 

Protestants decrying the hypocrisy of ordained persons who preached the virtues 

of chastity and poverty while taking mistresses, gorging themselves with food, 

and enjoying lucrative tax breaks.9 In areas where Protestantism predominated, 

this negative view of the Church and its leaders became normative following the 

Reformation.10 Owing to the influence of the ecumenical movement, this 

                                                           
6 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 262.  
7 For more information, consult D.G. Hart, Calvinism: A History (New Haven and London: Yale 

University Press, 2013), 22-25; Alister E. McGrath, Christianity’s Dangerous Idea: The Protestant 

Revolution – A History from the Sixteenth Century to the Twenty-First (New York: HarperOne, 

2007), 21-28; G.R. Evans, The Roots of the Reformation: Tradition, Emergence, and Rupture (Downers 

Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2012), 23. 
8 For further discussion, see McGrath, Christianity’s Dangerous Idea, 2-3. Martin Luther was 

particularly opposed to the division of believers into “religious” and “secular” categories, 

which he regarded as a threat to the integrity of the Body of Christ. See Martin Luther, ‘An 

Appeal to the Ruling Class of German Nationality as to the Amelioration of the State of 

Christendom,’ in Reformation Writings of Martin Luther: Volume I: The Basis of the Protestant 

Reformation, trans. Bertram Lee Woolf (London: Lutterworth Press, 1952), 113ff. 
9 McGrath, Christianity’s Dangerous Idea, 23. 
10 One example of this is Britain, where anti-Catholic sentiment became widespread after the 

Reformation, Protestants driving Catholics out of public life and forcing them to pay special 

taxes. By the time of the Glorious Revolution of 1688, anti-Catholicism had become so potent 

that Protestant noblemen were able to exploit it to erode popular support for James II, the last 

Catholic monarch. Such prejudice was still strong in the nineteenth century, as the political 

defeat of Sir Robert Peel after he rescinded restrictive laws against Catholics well attests. Even 

Tony Blair, prime minister from 1997 to 2007, postponed his conversion to Catholicism until 

after he had retired lest it cost him political support. For more information on anti-Catholicism 
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viewpoint has become less common since the 1960s.11 Nonetheless, some self-

described evangelical communities continue to perpetuate it, as do some 

mainstream Protestant denominations and nominally Protestant societies, albeit 

in a mitigated, sometimes subconscious form.12 

Positivists also attack the Church as corrupt and repressive, albeit in the name of 

reason and science rather than religion. They stigmatize the Church, for example, 

as a backward institution that persecuted scientists like Galileo and lovers of 

science like Giordano Bruno because it fears modern knowledge.13 Many criticize 

the Church over its historical support for ostensibly obsolete and authoritarian 

regimes, as well as its at times lukewarm support for democracy and 

secularism.14 Positivists also assert that ecclesial authority hinders human well-

                                                           
following the Reformation, consult Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 1992), passim. On the defeat of James II, see William Hazlitt, The Collected 

Works of William Hazlitt, ed. A.R. Waller and Arnold Glover (London: J.M. Dent & Co., 1904), 

400. For anti-Catholicism in nineteenth-century British politics, see Douglas Hurd, Robert Peel: A 

Biography (London: Wiedenfeld & Nicholson, 2007), 26-27, 40-42, 121-122, 124-127. For a 

discussion of Blair’s conversion, which relies upon his own words, see ‘Blair converts to 

Catholicism,’ Independent, 23 December 2007, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/blair-converts-to-catholicism-

766945.html. 
11 Barron certainly seems to think that Catholic-Protestant conflict is a thing of the past. See 

Barron, ‘Looking at Luther with Fresh Eyes.’ Compare this to the older, more polemical Catholic 

view exemplified by Sheen, Religion Without God, 102ff. 
12 In 1988, for example, Ian Paisley, a prominent Northern Irish politician and committed 

Calvinist, declared in front of the entire European Parliament that Pope John Paul II was the 

anti-Christ. Later, when Paisley learned of Blair’s conversion, he effectively broke off political 

and personal relations with him. See ‘Ian Paisley,’ obituary, The Economist, 20 September 2014, 

accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.economist.com/obituary/2014/09/20/ian-paisley. 
13 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 262-264. 
14 Wells was particularly fervent on this point, writing in 1945: “Not only is Rome the source 

and centre of Fascism, but it has been the seat of a Pope, who…has been an open ally of the 

Nazi-Fascist-Shinto Axis since his enthronement. He has never raised his voice against that 

Axis, he has never denounced the abominable aggressions, murder and cruelties they have 

inflicted upon mankind, and the pleas he is now making for peace and forgiveness are 

manifestly designed to assist the escape of these criminals, so that they may presently launch a 

fresh assault upon all that is decent in humanity.” Wells then proceeds to expose what he 

regards as similarly outlandish actions dating back to the Council of Nicaea. See Wells, Crux 

Ansata, 7-8, 9-85. 
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being by restricting personal freedom, especially sexual freedom.15 Barron 

believes that this positivist worldview, which the New Atheists have popularized 

enormously in recent years, has conditioned many if not most Westerners to 

regard the Church with suspicion and hostility.16  

According to Barron, both currents of anti-Catholicism are well-represented in 

the United States. Citing Cardinal George, he declares that America was built 

largely upon the religious ideas of John Calvin and the political philosophy of 

Thomas Hobbes.17 The first, Barron notes, is directly responsible for creating a 

Protestant milieu hostile to Catholicism.18 He emphasizes that many early 

colonists, including the New England Pilgrims, were staunch Calvinists and 

numerous others – Moravians, Hutterites, Anabaptists, and Quakers – were 

deeply influenced by Calvinism.19 Furthermore, they immigrated to the New 

World specifically to establish a godly society free from what they considered the 

corrupt religious influences of Roman Catholicism, Anglicanism, and other 

‘high’ churches.20 Suspicion of Catholicism thus became an early feature of 

America’s cultural landscape, Barron laments, a phenomenon that later waves of 

Protestant immigration, in which Calvinists were also “particularly well-

represented,” reinforced.21 To prove this, Barron dwells on the fact that many of 

                                                           
15 Fry and Hitchens repeatedly made this point in the IQ debate of 2009. See, ‘The Catholic 

Church is a Force for Good in the World.’ Also note Richard Dawkins’s belief that the sex abuse 

scandal, while deplorable, is less damaging to the mental health of Catholic schoolchildren than 

raising them Catholic in the first place. Cited in Patsy McGarry, ‘Catholic Church a force for evil 

– Dawkins,’ The Irish Times, 27 September 2002, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/catholic-church-a-force-for-evil-dawkins-1.1096730. 
16 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 262-264. 
17 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 263. For George in his own words, read Francis George, The 

Difference God Makes: A Catholic Vision of Faith, Communion, and Culture (New York: The 

Crossroad Publishing Company, 2009), 42-58. 
18 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 169. 
19 Ibid. 
20 For further discussion, consult Robert N. Bellah et al, Habits of the Heart: Individualism and 

Commitment in American Life (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1985), 

219-220. 
21 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 263. 
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the nation’s most anti-Catholic leaders – John Adams, Ulysses S. Grant, and 

Woodrow Wilson – came from Calvinist backgrounds.22 He also speculates that 

Protestant hostility to ‘papists’ likely undergirded the Nativist violence of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.23 

Barron considers Hobbesianism to be a major factor in the fostering of anti-

Catholic political ideas. Once again drawing upon Cardinal George, Barron 

maintains that the “antagonistic social ontology” of Hobbes, which sees life as a 

grim, unrelenting struggle for existence against nature and fellow humans, is the 

bedrock assumption of the American political system.24 This is why, Barron 

stresses, the Founding Fathers were so concerned with the legislation of 

individual rights and the curbing of arbitrary power: unless properly protected, 

they thought, freedom would inevitably give way to tyranny and chaos.25 

Religious liberty was particularly essential given the plethora of contrasting 

creeds within the country, which is why the Founding Fathers stressed the need 

for a secular government. As Chapter Five points out in detail, Barron himself 

sees wisdom in this arrangement provided that ‘secularism’ means a rejection of 

a state religion, not the elimination or denigration of religion in the public 

                                                           
22 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 169. John Adams, though a convert to Unitarianism, was the son of a 

Congregationalist deacon. Ulysses Grant had Puritan ancestors and, although somewhat 

unsympathetic to organized religion, was raised a Methodist, a denomination that in those 

days, as a result of George Whitefield’s preaching, was quite Calvinist in spirit. Woodrow 

Wilson was a fervent Presbyterian whose father was a founding member of the Southern 

Presbyterian Church in the United States. See John E. Ferling, Setting the World Ablaze: 

Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and the American Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2000), 5-7; Edmund Ions, Woodrow Wilson: The Politics of Peace and War (New York: American 

Heritage, 1972), 5. For more information about Calvinist influence in American Methodism, 

view Charles Yrigoyen Jr. and Susan E. Warrick, eds., Historical Dictionary of Methodism, 2nd ed. 

(Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2005), 331-332. 
23 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 169.  
24 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 265; George, The Difference God Makes, 42-58. For more 

information about this social ontology, consult Thomas Hobbes, Hobbes’s Leviathan: Reprinted 

From the Edition of 1651 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1929), 75, 98-99. 
25 For a more in-depth discussion of the American founding from a Catholic perspective, consult 

Bradley J. Birzer, American Cicero: The Life of Charles Carroll (Wilmington, DE: ISI Books, 2010). 
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square.26 Yet he laments that non-Catholic Americans have traditionally regarded 

the Catholic Church as an absolutist institution that proselytizes aggressively and 

keeps its members in check through brute force.27 In consequence, many deem it 

a threat to America’s secular order, so much so that public opinion compelled 

Kennedy, the first and only Catholic president, to adopt a “privatized 

Catholicism that posed no real threat to the [Calvinist and Hobbesian] status 

quo” in order to get elected.28 

Anti-Catholicism Today: The Last Acceptable Prejudice 

Barron thinks that anti-Catholicism in America is nowadays so ingrained that it 

has become “the last acceptable prejudice.”29 In an age where bigotry toward 

minorities – including religious minorities – is viewed as increasingly 

unacceptable, Barron complains that American popular culture still brims with 

anti-Catholic sentiment, most of which perpetuates old Nativist stereotypes. 

Barron uses Dan Brown’s Angels and Demons, a best-seller that was published in 

2000 and adapted for cinema in 2009, as an example.30 According to him, the plot 

pits Robert Langdon, a “cool agnostic” Harvard professor, against a “vindictive,” 

“backward-looking” Catholic Church.31 At first this ‘backward’ institution denies 

Langdon access to the Vatican archives, presumably, Brown insinuates, to 

prevent its nefarious activities from coming to light. When a group claiming to 

                                                           
26 Barron is adamant that the Founding Fathers, including Thomas Jefferson, arguably the most 

proactively secular president in American history, did not seek the elimination of religious 

values and language in the public square. See Barron, Seeds of the Word, 148, 150.  
27 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 168-169. 
28 Ibid., 169. 
29 Robert Barron, ‘The Last Acceptable Prejudice Rides Again,’ Word on Fire, 24 February 2011, 

accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/the-last-acceptable-

prejudice-rides-again/395/. Note that he takes this phrase from Jenkins, The New Anti-

Catholicism. 
30 Dan Brown, Angels and Demons (New York: Pocket Books, 2006); Angels and Demons, DVD, 

directed by Ron Howard (Culver City, CA: Colombia Pictures, 2009). 
31 Robert Barron, ‘Angels, Demons, and Modern Fantasies About Catholicism,’ Word on Fire, 15 

May 2009, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/angels-demons-

and-modern-fantasies-about-catholicism/345/. The following outline is a condensed version of 

Barron’s own.  
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be the Illuminati kidnaps four papabili cardinals, the Vatican asks Langdon, a 

symbologist, to help. It does so reluctantly, its security officers and clerics 

regarding him with suspicion because he is a nonbeliever. One of them, the 

camerlengo, tries to kill him several times to stop him discovering the truth: that 

he has fabricated the whole scenario in order to save the day at a critical moment 

and have himself elected pope out of gratitude. He does this because he believes 

that only a young, dynamic leader can oppose with sufficient force the corrosive 

effects of modern science on Church teaching. When Langdon foils his plot, the 

camerlengo commits suicide by immolation and a grateful conclave elects as pope 

a cardinal whom Langdon had saved. Fortuitously, this cardinal is more open to 

modernity and finally allows Langdon access to the Vatican archives. Aside from 

the absurdities of the plot – a traditionalist Catholic, no matter how misguided, 

is unlikely to commit suicide, especially by a method that risks cremation – it 

dismayed Barron that most viewers seem to have accepted Brown’s 

Machiavellian portrayal of the Vatican without question.32  

Prejudice toward Catholics is also widespread in academia, Barron complains.33 

In 2015, he criticized the American philosopher James Miller’s “unapologetically 

anti-Catholic” treatment of St. Augustine in Examined Lives: From Socrates to 

Nietzsche.34 He cited the closing paragraph of Miller’s essay as evidence of this 

bigotry: 

He [Augustine] laid the conceptual grounds for creating perhaps the most 

powerful community of closed belief in world history – the Catholic Church 

that ruled over medieval Western Europe as an all-encompassing, if not 

                                                           
32 Ibid.  
33 In this respect he concurs with Cardinal George, who in 2009 remarked that “anti-Catholicism 

is a socially and intellectually respectable prejudice among much of the cultural elite of this 

country.” George, The Difference God Makes, 40. 
34 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 109. 
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quite totalitarian theocracy, unrivaled before or since by any other religious 

or secular one party state, be it Muslim or Communist.35 

“The not so subtle implication [of this passage],” Barron concludes incredulously, 

“is that the Catholic Church has proven more oppressive than the Taliban and 

the states fronted by Lenin, Stalin, Mao, and Pol Pot!”36 Barron rejects such 

comparisons as ludicrous since the Church, even during the Spanish Inquisition, 

never dominated – let alone tyrannized – society to the extent of modern 

authoritarian regimes. The fact that Miller thinks it did persuades Barron that 

prejudice toward Catholics is endemic in academia, supposedly a bastion of 

objectivity and high culture.37 He supports this claim by pointing out that Miller’s 

thesis is not an isolated phenomenon, that Stephen Greenblatt’s 2011 The Swerve: 

How the World Became Modern perpetuates the same views.38 “As I moved through 

it,” Barron complained, “I grew increasingly irritated and finally exasperated by 

its steady insistence upon one of the most tired myths of the contemporary 

academy,” namely that modernity “emerged out of a long and desperate struggle 

with (wait for it) Roman Catholicism.”39 Greenblatt portrayed the Church as 

“dogmatic, repressive, and exclusively otherworldly,” a vicious persecutor of 

scientists, freethinkers, and anyone else whom it regarded as a threat to its 

‘medieval’ worldview.40  

                                                           
35 Cited in ibid. For the original source, see James Miller, Examined Lives: From Socrates to 

Nietzsche (New York: Picador, 2011), 167. Miller continues: “And it was the fate of 

Augustine…to play a leading role in…helping to justify a monolithic spiritual discipline that, 

for nearly a thousand years in the Catholic West, stifled the older forms of the philosophical 

life.” Miller, Examined Lives, 169. 
36 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 109. 
37 Ibid., 111. 
38 Stephen Greenblatt, The Swerve: How the World Became Modern (New York: W.W. Norton, 

2011). 
39 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 112.  
40 Ibid., 113. 
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Barron allows for no compromise with this kind of bigotry.41 He believes that 

unless American Catholics stand up for themselves it will continue to fester, 

poisoning the relationship between the Church and the wider culture and 

demoralizing the faithful.42 It could even, he speculates darkly, morph into 

“something even more dangerous” – violent persecution, presumably.43 For these 

reasons, combatting ‘the last acceptable prejudice’ is a central goal of Word on 

Fire. 

Assessment of Barron’s Analysis of Anti-Catholicism in America 

Barron’s analysis of anti-Catholicism in America is appropriate and largely 

accurate, though not without significant weaknesses. His claim that America is 

built upon the theology of Calvin and the political philosophy of Hobbes, while 

somewhat simplistic at first sight, it is not without scholarly support. In 1948, for 

example, the historian Richard Hofstadter, expanding upon the analysis of 

Horace White, advanced this notion in The American Political Tradition and Those 

Who Made It.44 The anti-Catholic milieu that these forces generated, moreover, is 

well-documented. As Chapter One pointed out, Protestant mistrust of Catholics 

did indeed fuel Nativist violence in the nineteenth century and a blatant desire 

to keep Catholics out of the public sphere right up until Kennedy’s election.45 

Nonetheless, it is somewhat puzzling that Barron attributes the Calvin-Hobbes 

connection to Cardinal George, when in fact it is an idea that arose within the 

wider culture, not among Catholics. While his analysis may please the general 

reader, therefore, specialists might view it as somewhat disingenuous – though 

so far no one seems to have critiqued him for it. 

                                                           
41 Ibid., 168-171. 
42 Ibid., 111. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Richard Hofstadter, The American Political Tradition and the Men Who Made It (New York: 

Knopf, 1957), 3. 
45 See also Chaput, Strangers in a Strange Land, 208. 
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More seriously, Barron’s account of anti-Catholicism neglects to mention the 

close rapport that existed between the Catholic Church and American culture 

following Vatican I. As noted in Chapter One, the Catholic Church in the years 

1870 to 1959 dramatically improved its reputation. Hollywood films lionized 

Catholic priests as paragons of virtue; Fulton Sheen became a celebrated 

evangelist whose books, radio programs, and television show inspired tens of 

millions worldwide; conversions of intellectuals and celebrities were 

commonplace. Especially under the administrations of Theodore and Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt, the government took inspiration from Catholic social teaching; 

the latter even invited John A. Ryan – “the Right Reverend New Dealer” – to give 

the benediction at the inauguration of his second and fourth terms.46 From the 

time of the October Revolution onwards, the American public praised the Church 

as a bastion against left-wing totalitarianism; during the Second World War, the 

American Church also received praise for its opposition to Nazism.  

Thus, although anti-Catholicism could still garner enough support in the early 

1960s to cost Kennedy approximately five million votes, by the opening of 

Vatican II the American Church was a popular institution.47 It was only after the 

Council, mainly as a result of the anti-authoritarianism of the 1960s 

counterculture, that anti-Catholicism became a grave issue again for the 

American Church. As Chapter Five points out, Barron is aware that the 

Tridentine Church possessed substantial influence and prestige in American 

society that the post-conciliar Church has long since lost.48 Yet he does not 

integrate this recognition into his account of anti-Catholicism in America, and 

thus gives the misleading impression that there has always been an enormous 

                                                           
46 Broderick, Right Reverend New Dealer, 229, 275. 
47 For further information about the effects of anti-Catholicism on Kennedy’s popularity, consult 

John N. Kotre, The Best of Times, the Worst of Times: Andrew Greeley and the American Catholicism, 

1950-1975 (Chicago: Nelson-Hall Company, 1978), 90. 
48 See also Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 192; Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 205.   
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gulf between Catholicism and the wider culture.49 Once again, Barron’s 

inaccurate comments detract somewhat from his main point and, for that reason, 

the credibility of Word on Fire. It is probable that traditionalist Catholics in 

particular will regard them negatively since they often consider the evangelical 

successes of the Tridentine era powerful evidence that the pre-Vatican II Church 

was superior to that of the post-conciliar one.50  

Barron’s analysis of contemporary anti-Catholicism, in contrast, is quite strong. 

His examples of anti-Catholic bigotry among academics and popular figures are 

quite convincing; his discussion of Dan Brown, who also lambasted the Church 

in The Da Vinci Code, is particularly apt.51 For further evidence of popular and 

academic prejudice toward Catholics, one only need recall the positivist 

caricatures noted in Chapter Two as well as Barron’s admission that an enormous 

number of comments he receives from viewers, particularly on sexual issues, are 

“sharply negative.”52 

At the same time, Barron does exaggerate a little when he calls anti-Catholicism 

the last acceptable prejudice. Certainly, it is a good catch phrase, not least because 

                                                           
49 Contrast this with Ross Douthat who, while not an academic, published a detailed study 

showing how organized Christianity in America (especially Catholicism) gained prestige in the 

first half of the twentieth century and began to lose it in the second. Douthat, Bad Religion.  
50 Birzer, American Conservative, 370. Naturally, they also consider the dearth of conversions in 

the West since Vatican II evidence of the Council’s failure. See Amerio, Iota Unum, 556. 
51 In The Da Vinci Code, for example, one of the chief antagonists is a mentally unstable Opus Dei 

monk who, desperate to repent of his sins, regularly tears his flesh apart with whips and cilices. 

Brown does not clarify that Opus Dei contains no monastics, and that its ascetic practices, while 

rigorous, are hardly as brutal as he claims. One balanced study by John Allen, for instance, found 

that only celibate laypeople – approximately 30% of the membership – wear a cilice. While 

painful, numeraries’ use of this device is limited to two hours each day, excluding Sundays and 

feast days, usually before or after work. Allen noted that the use of whips, which Brown portrays 

as a regular and lengthy mortification, occurs but once a week while reciting a brief prayer. For 

more details, see John L Allen, Jr., Opus Dei: The Truth About its Rituals, Secrets and Power (New 

York: Penguin Books, 2006), 165-167. 
52 See, for instance, Robert Barron, ‘Everyone Hates Celibacy!’ Word on Fire, 30 June 2009, 

accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/everyone-hates-celibacy/351/. 
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its formulator, the historian Phillip Jenkins, is non-Catholic.53 Nonetheless, it is 

easily refutable. To cite but one example, the Latter-Day Saint movement for a 

long time endured persecution and ridicule at the hands of America’s Protestant 

majority, government, and intellectual elite.54 Even now, many people castigate 

it for upholding racist and polygamous views that the official church has long 

since abandoned, and insist on calling its adherents ‘Mormons’ – a term that, like 

‘papists’ and ‘Mohammedans,’ can nowadays have a somewhat pejorative 

connotation.55 In portraying Catholics as the only minority whom the wider 

culture pillories without conscience, therefore, Barron risks alienating other 

minority groups who feel the same way. Moreover, in asserting something so 

easily refutable as if it were acknowledged fact, Barron’s comments do not do 

justice to the otherwise high intellectual standard of his discussion. 

 

2. Catholic Shortcomings as a Further Obstacle to Evangelization 

Persecution, Clericalism, and Neglect 

Even as he lambasts anti-Catholic prejudice, Barron recognizes that some 

criticism of Catholic groups and individuals is justified. At the risk of 

oversimplification, one can divide Barron’s discussion of Catholic sins into four 

categories: 1) violent oppression and persecution; 2) 

authoritarianism/clericalism; 3) pastoral neglect; and 4) the sex abuse crisis.56 The 

first two, in his mind, are bound up with the Tridentine Church; the last two, 

with the post-conciliar period. All, significantly, stem from a failure to live 

                                                           
53 Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism. 
54  On the contemporary discrimination against Latter-Day Saints in America, consult ‘Mormons 

in America: Certain in Their Beliefs, Uncertain of Their Place in Society,’ Pew Research Center, 

2012, accessed 16 July 2019, https://www.pewresearch.org/wp-

content/uploads/sites/7/2012/01/Mormons-in-America.pdf., 9, 19, 24-26. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Note that Barron himself does not use these divisions.  
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according to Gospel standards – a state of affairs that Barron thinks breeds 

immorality and thus opens sinful believers up to well-deserved criticism. 

Barron does not condone the first category, violent oppression and persecution, 

in any form. For example, in Catholicism, after celebrating the Christianization of 

Mexico, he added: “Mind you, I labor under no illusions about the atrocities 

perpetrated by the Spaniards of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.”57 

Barron has also criticized Catholic participation in the Crusades, the Inquisition, 

and the witch hunts of the early modern period.58 At the same time, as an 

evangelist trying to show the truth, beauty, and goodness of the faith, Barron 

does not like to dwell on these “terrible moment[s]” of Church history.59 While 

his criticisms are forceful, therefore, they occupy but a minuscule part of his 

ministry.  

Barron’s criticisms of authoritarianism, the second major shortcoming, are more 

substantial, though largely limited to the Tridentine era. It is essential to note at 

the outset that Barron, unlike some progressive commentators, does not view the 

culture of the Church from the Council of Trent to Vatican I as intrinsically 

dysfunctional. He talks about the teachings of the Council of Trent, after all, in a 

uniformly positive fashion.60 Indeed, Barron seems to maintain that the 

Tridentine Church, despite occasional lapses in leadership and manipulation by 

external forces, maintained a relatively healthy Church structure until the end of 

the nineteenth century. He does cite occasional instances of authoritarianism 

before this time, notably the bullying that John of the Cross received at the hands 

of his Carmelite brethren and the “ham-handed” antics of Cardinal Robert 

                                                           
57 Barron, Catholicism, 113. 
58 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire on the Earth, 52, 205.  
59 Ibid. 
60 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Robert Barron on The Council of Trent,’ YouTube, 9 December 2013, 

accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VRZK92T8k28. For a more in-depth 

meditation, see Barron, And Now I See, 54-66. 
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Bellarmine, S.J., during the Galileo Trial.61 In general, however, Barron holds the 

Church of this period, its leadership especially, in high regard.  

His discussion of Popes Pius VI and VII exemplifies this outlook. Pius VI, he says, 

courageously spoke out against the immense violence of the French Revolution 

and refused to recant his views even when French revolutionaries invaded Italy 

and took him hostage.62 Even though he ended up dying in captivity, Barron 

stresses that his successor, Pius VII, had the courage to oppose Napoleon in a 

similar fashion a decade later. Indeed, he commends Pius VII for responding with 

a witticism to Napoleon’s avowal to destroy the Church if the pope did not 

comply: “Oh my little man, you think you’re going to succeed in accomplishing 

what centuries of priests and bishops have tried and failed to do!”63 Barron finds 

the inspiring character and unwavering leadership of these men in such dire 

circumstances deeply moving.64 At no point does he publicly fault them or any 

other pope of this time for poor leadership. Nor, with the exception of Cardinal 

Bellarmine, does Barron fault any high-ranking Church figures of this time.65  

Widespread misuse of authority, in Barron’s mind, seems to have become a 

problem only after Vatican I. Once again, it is essential to note that Barron, an 

admirer of Vatican I, disavows the idea that the Council condoned or in any way 

contributed to authoritarianism.66 To underscore this fact, Barron makes clear his 

respect for all post-Vatican I popes and, barring the sustained harassment of the 

Nouvelle Théologie, the Holy Office’s conduct from 1869 to 1959.67 Barron does not 
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62 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 205. 
63 Cited in ibid. 
64 Ibid.  
65 It is debatable, moreover, whether Barron criticizes Bellarmine for authoritarianism or lack of 

tact.  
66 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 35, 80-81. Curiously, while Barron supports papal 

infallibility, he rarely talks about it in conjunction with Vatican I. Instead, he celebrates the 
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Seen From Rome, 28 April 2014, accessed 15 July 2019, https://zenit.org/articles/fr-robert-barron-
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explicitly say, as he does with regard to Vatican II (see next section), that 

authoritarianism became a problem in the Church because some Catholics failed 

to implement conciliar teachings properly in their own countries. Yet this is the 

logical conclusion of his argument. For if the Council and the post-Vatican I 

Magisterium did not mandate authoritarianism, it must have been an innovation 

from below, certain Church leaders and theologians misinterpreting Vatican I 

ecclesiology in a heavy-handed fashion and persuading – or pressuring – their 

flock to accept their views as orthodox. 

The chief consequences of this surge of authoritarianism, Barron laments, were a 

stifling of creativity and freedom within the Church and a public relations 

disaster outside it. To demonstrate this, he focuses on the Holy Office’s 

harassment of the Nouvelle Théologie from the 1930s to the 1950s. As noted in the 

last chapter, he does not agree with every facet of this movement, whose 

proponents sometimes advocated extreme versions of aggiornamento corrosive to 

the faith. Nevertheless, Barron decries the brutal, arbitrary, and sometimes 

illogical treatment that some received at the hands of their Tridentine superiors. 

Congar, for example, was “vilified, exiled and silenced” merely for stating – quite 

rightly in Barron’s view – that the Church should be more open to the modern 
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world.68 Henri de Lubac, Barron complains further, “suffered” throughout the 

1950s for similar reasons.69  

Barron uses the cruel treatment that Thomas Merton received in the 1930s, 

moreover, to demonstrate the existence of authoritarianism at the parish level. 

Barron notes in Catholicism that the day in which the Franciscan Order rejected 

Merton as a candidate was among the worst in his life.70 Distraught, he entered 

the first confessional he could find to seek spiritual guidance. The clergyman he 

encountered, however, was quite imperious and “in no mood to stand for any 

nonsense.”71 Assuming that the Franciscans had good reason to reject Merton, 

and suspecting that he was an “unstable or stupid character,” the priest rebuked 

him for wasting his time and presumably asked him to go away.72 Barron 

describes Merton’s “tearful breakdown” at the hands of this priest as one of the 

                                                           
68 Robert Barron, ‘Yves Congar and the Meaning of Vatican II,’ Word on Fire, 29 June 2012, 
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HiddenSpring, 2006), 2-3. 
71 Merton, Elected Silence, 250-251. 
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most “heartbreaking” scenes of Merton’s autobiography.73 Because Catholicism 

aims to be an uplifting introduction to the faith, Barron does not explicitly 

criticize the confessor, the Franciscans, or aspects of Tridentine clerical culture 

for this incident. Nonetheless, one can interpret his comments as an implicit 

criticism of what he calls elsewhere the “fire and brimstone” conduct of some 

Tridentine priests, who “brooked no opposition” and often treated the laity as 

second-class citizens.74  

Thirdly, Barron highlights the Church’s tendency to neglect its members. 

Merton’s story demonstrates that pastoral neglect existed in the Tridentine 

Church. Barron only talks about it as an endemic problem, however, in the post-

conciliar era. Recognizing that priests in America are stretched too thin and that 

some laypeople make no effort to stay in touch, Barron is very understanding of 

the problem.75 Even so, Barron believes that the issue needs solving if the New 

Evangelization is to succeed. He discerns three types of neglect. The first he calls 

“bad customer relations.”76 Numerous people, surveys show, avoid the 

confessional, stop attending Mass, ignore their vocation, withhold donations, or 

leave the Church altogether because they feel “undervalued.”77 Almost always, 

Barron remarks, this is because they find clergy “arrogant, distant, aloof, and 

insensitive” and parish staff (RCIA directors, secretaries, youth ministers, and so 

                                                           
73 Barron, Catholicism, 230. 
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75 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on Why Catholics Leave the Church,’ YouTube, 4 April 2012, 
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on) “unhelpful,” “unkind,” and “indifferent.”78 Those surveyed complain that 

this makes the general atmosphere of Catholic parishes unwelcoming, exclusive, 

and unfriendly.79 The second category of neglect, more specifically, is “bad 

preaching.”80 Barron complains that one of the most common criticisms of 

Catholics and ex-Catholics is that homilies are “boring, irrelevant, [and] poorly 

prepared.”81 Not only does this cause people to avoid Mass, Barron believes, it 

undermines liturgical piety and respect for clergy.82 The third type of neglect is 

anonymity, Barron lamenting that testimonies of ex-Catholics often end in a 

similar fashion: “I left the parish and nobody called me, nobody wrote to me, no 

one contacted me.”83 This lack of effort to make them return persuades these 

lapsed believers that clergy and parish staff “don’t care about me, [that] they 

don’t even know I’m there,” which only intensifies their desire to leave.84 

The Sex Abuse Crisis 

Barron judges the sex abuse scandal, the fourth category, to be one of the most 

tragic events of Church history. He is somewhat vague about its origins, refusing 

to blame, as a whole, either clericalism and sexual repression (as numerous 

liberals do) or lack of discipline and sexual permissiveness (as numerous 

conservatives do).85 When he does speculate on this issue, he tends to echo the 

Magisterium, taking a Johannine-Benedictine stance before 2015 and a more 

Francis-like approach thereafter. Because his major work that takes inspiration 
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from Francis, The Suffering Church, lies outside the scope of this thesis, it is fitting 

to focus on Barron’s Johannine-Benedictine views. In December 2010, for 

instance, Pope Benedict XVI, while contrite, pointed out that sexual abuse is not 

isolated to the Catholic Church. It exists, he lamented, throughout the world and 

especially in the West, where child pornography and nihilist behavior are 

increasingly common.86 Barron effectively concurred with Benedict on every 

point, and concluded: “If we are truly interested in solving the problem of the 

sexual abuse of children by clergy, we should attend to these wise words of the 

Bishop of Rome.”87  

Yet Barron prefers to talk about the consequences of the sexual abuse crisis rather 

than its origins. Considering the usually upbeat character of his ministry and his 

tendency to avoid dwelling on controversial topics, Barron’s statements on this 

issue are unusually blunt. He contends, for instance, that in a thousand years 

people will cite the sex abuse scandal, along with the Crusades and the Spanish 

Inquisition, as a textbook case of Catholic infamy.88 Its effect upon the American 

Church, he writes, has been particularly devastating:  

If you had asked me twenty years ago [in 1991] what the worst moment in 

American Catholic history was, I would have identified the mid nineteenth 

century [sic], when anti-Catholic bigots were burning down convents, 
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Holiness Benedict XVI on the Occasion of Christmas Greetings to the Roman Curia,’ Holy See 
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87 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 17, 19. 
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attacking priests, and organizing political parties whose purpose was the 

elimination of Catholicism on these shores. But now I would say that we are 

living, right now, through the worst moment in American Catholic 

history.89 

He says this because, in addition to causing much suffering for the victims, the 

scandal has “compromised the work of the church in almost every way, since it 

has undermined so thoroughly the credibility that the church requires in order 

to teach, preach, catechize, and evangelize.”90 In consequence, the rapport that 

existed in the Tridentine era between the Church and the wider culture has been 

almost completely destroyed. Within the Church, moreover, the scandal has 

demoralized the faithful, even Barron himself remarking that “charges of sexual 

misconduct by priests have become so commonplace that one is beyond the point 

of shock and surprise; one is simply numb.”91 Many priests and seminarians, 

Barron writes, are so afraid of being labeled a pedophile that they no longer feel 

comfortable wearing their Roman collars in public or interacting with children.92 

This became such a problem at Mundelein that in 2010 he felt compelled to give 

a speech to a group of newly ordained clergymen urging them to embrace their 

ministry fully – and to endure the invasive “scrutiny” of the concerned public 

with Christian humility.93 
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Assessment of Barron’s Analysis of Catholic Shortcomings 

Barron’s analysis of Catholic shortcomings is stronger than his analysis of anti-

Catholicism, though once again not without its weaknesses. The surveys 

detailing the grievances of Catholics and ex-Catholics that Barron cites in his 

work demonstrate that pastoral neglect really is a problem in the American 

Church.94 In terms of theological content, moreover, Barron’s discussion of 

pastoral neglect, while a little vague at times, is accurate and consistent with 

papal guidelines. For example, in 2016, Pope Francis, by emphasizing the “strong 

pastoral sense” of ministry, that clergy ought to let no one “feel overlooked or 

mistreated,” inferred that pastoral neglect is an issue that affects the whole 

Church.95 A few years earlier, Pope Benedict XVI seemed to argue along similar 

lines when he said that “clericalism is a temptation for priests in all ages, today 

as well.”96 Barron’s criticism of pastoral neglect, therefore, has magisterial 

warrant.  

So too does his analysis of the sex abuse crisis. He is right to say that many people 

nowadays no longer trust the Church – its priesthood, especially – to care for 

children or preach authoritatively on faith and morals. In fact, they oftentimes 

view the Church’s emphasis upon obedience, secretive Vatican, and alleged 

repression of sexuality, especially with regard to priestly celibacy, as contributing 

to the sex abuse scandal.97 In America specifically, this lack of trust can be seen in 
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the changing role of priests in popular films and books: whereas in the Tridentine 

era clergy were lauded as paragons of morality, as fitting role models for 

children, today a more negative image prevails.98 Those few priests who are 

portrayed sympathetically, moreover, tend to be tragic figures tormented by 

ecclesial corruption and oppressed by their superiors.99 Like Barron, the 

Magisterium has acknowledged the gravity of this issue in recent years. 

Certainly, Benedict XVI and Francis differ somewhat in describing the causes of 

the crisis, for the former tends to blame factors external to the Church (i.e., the 

Western move toward sexual permissiveness) whereas the latter stresses the 

culpability of internal factors (i.e., clericalism).100 Yet they agree that the crisis has 

had a disastrous impact on the victims, the faithful in general, and the Church’s 

reputation in the wider culture, and stress the need to combat it.101 Once again, 

therefore, Barron’s analysis is sound from a magisterial point of view. 

Barron’s treatment of Catholic oppression, while brief, also aligns with the 

Magisterium, which since Vatican II, and especially the pontificate of John Paul 

II, has apologized to those whom the Church has wronged and even supposedly 
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wronged.102 In fact, most of the events that Barron mentions – the Crusades, the 

Inquisition, and the colonization of Latin America – are precisely those that have 

preoccupied the Magisterium.103 His treatment of witch hunts, however, is a little 

puzzling because these were more a feature of early-modern Protestantism than 

of Catholicism.104 Furthermore, cases of witchcraft that did occur among 

Catholics came under the jurisdiction of the Inquisition, which makes it 

redundant for Barron to treat it as an independent phenomenon.105 Although 

these inaccuracies are minor in and of themselves, in light of the shortcomings 

highlighted in earlier sections they assume a more serious air, for they reinforce 

the impression that Barron, though a vibrant theologian, is occasionally careless 

about his facts or uninformed about the subject matter.   

This is all the more so when one considers his haphazard treatment of 

authoritarianism in Church history. To be sure, his allegiance to ecumenical 

councils and the papacy, his insistence that neither are directly responsible for 

any of the ills facing the Church, is laudable from a dogmatic perspective. At the 

same time, Barron’s analysis falls short on historical grounds. It is well-known, 
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for example, that Pope Pius IX and his key supporters intimidated the Council 

Fathers of Vatican I into voting the desired way.106 It is also well-known that Pius 

IX and his successors fostered a clerical milieu that, through the centering of 

ecclesial power in the hands of priests and the stress on their ontological 

distinction from laypeople, was bound to encourage clericalist ideas. This is not 

to say, of course, that Tridentine popes were poor leaders or that the Tridentine 

Church’s autocratic outlook was without justification. Yet it does challenge 

Barron’s inference, implicit in the fact that he does not publicly criticize the 

Tridentine councils and papacy for anything, that authoritarianism was an 

unorthodox movement from below, the product of misguided clergymen and 

theologians rather than the Tridentine Magisterium. 

 

3. Why the Post-Conciliar Church has not Overcome These Obstacles 

Vatican II was not Implemented Properly 

A major factor behind Barron’s enthusiasm for Vatican II is that he believes its 

theology to be a means of resolving the four problems noted above. He remarks 

that Pope John XXIII, “a church historian by training” and a papal nuncio by 

profession, had a profound grasp of “the roiled ecclesiastical story” of the 

Catholic Church.107 In particular, Barron says, the pope was acutely aware of the 

“stupidity” and “deep corruption” in some quarters of the Tridentine Church.108 

Concerned that these shortcomings were alienating believers and non-believers 

alike, Barron contends that John XXIII convened Vatican II in part to rejuvenate 

Catholic ecclesiology, to brainstorm ways of making the Church, in both its 
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internal workings and external outreach programs, “a more apt vehicle for the 

proclamation of Christ to modernity.”109  

In contrast to conservatives who lament that the reforms went too far and 

progressives who complain that they did not go far enough, Barron stresses that 

Pope John XXIII – and Vatican II – did an excellent job. He highlights that only 

Cardinal Alfredo Ottaviani and a few other traditionalists were ambivalent about 

the Council, that the overwhelming majority of prelates and periti saw wisdom 

in the pope’s desire to end “clerical triumphalism” and “engage [fruitfully with] 

the modern world.”110 A key means of achieving these goals, Barron remarks, was 

“the call to universal holiness,” the recognition that all Catholics, not simply 

those in Holy Orders, had the right to participate fully in Church life and the 

responsibility to share the Gospel with others.111 According to Barron, this holistic 

ecclesiology is a powerful corrective to authoritarianism, pastoral neglect, and 

slipshod evangelism.112 Although he does not say so explicitly, he also implies 

that its pastoral emphasis is a good preventative to sexual abuse. 

Barron anticipates objections. For if Vatican II was so profound, it might be 

argued, why did the Church not overcome its faults after the Council? And why 

did some, like pastoral neglect and sexual abuse, seem to get worse? The answer, 

Barron writes, lies in the failure of many Catholic leaders, from the 1960s to the 

present day, to implement the conciliar reforms properly. “One of my 

suspicions,” he wrote in Bridging the Great Divide, his key text on Vatican II, “is 

that a good deal of the postconciliar confusion followed from the fact that those 

charged with the practical implementation of the council (especially in this 
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country) lacked the requisite intellectual formation to interpret the documents 

correctly.”113 Numerous bishops, priests, and theologians, Barron comments 

sadly, so attached to Tridentine ways, did not appreciate the reforms. 

“Desperately trying to recover the form of Catholicism that predated the 

council,” which emphasized that the Church was immutable and perfect, these 

Church leaders obstructed what they considered to be unnecessary, heterodox 

innovations.114 Those who did desire reform, moreover, Barron asserts, often 

lacked the skills required to carry it out, though he does not say precisely why.115 

What he does make clear is that too many of these inept leaders, consciously or 

unconsciously, became sympathetic to an extremist form of aggiornamento and 

ended up advancing “agendas” foreign to the magisterial spirit of the Council.116 

Chief among these ‘agendas,’ in his mind, was a desire to downplay or deny the 

supernatural identity of the Church, its privileged place in God’s salvific plan 

and its divinely given hierarchal structure in particular, in the interests of 

ecumenism, democracy, secularism, and other progressive causes.117 

Barron implies that it was this crisis in leadership that prompted the widespread 

radicalization of the laity and lower clergy, who also divided along ideological 

lines. In his judgment, this ideological conflict seriously destabilized the 

American Church, whose members lived in a wider culture already permeated 

by libertarian ideas.118 Here Barron is drawing upon the sociological insights of 

Robert Bellah, who notes that America’s individualist notion of freedom has long 

encouraged people to approach religious organizations on their own terms, 

dissenting from or changing the organizations’ belief systems as they see fit.119 
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Under the influence of the 1960s counterculture, Barron laments, this 

individualist approach generated a new attitude toward religion – “eclectic, 

superficial, and above all, willful [sic]” – that dispensed with organized religion 

altogether.120 Thus, in addition to facilitating heterodox interpretations of the 

Council, this chaotic atmosphere gave dissenting Catholics the opportunity to 

abandon the Church and its doctrines altogether.  

The end result of this process, Barron says, was a “lost generation with regard to 

things Catholic” – his generation, as it happens.121 Many young Catholics in the 

1960s and 1970s, he notes, were never taught the basics of Catholic ecclesiology; 

those who were often imbibed it in a “beige,” “dumbed down” fashion devoid 

of theological depth and fidelity to the Magisterium.122 In consequence, when 

they came of age, a great many were unable to transmit these beliefs to their 

children in the 1980s and 1990s, who have likewise failed to communicate them 

to their millennial offspring – and so on. Today things have become so bad, 

Barron complains, that many self-declared Catholics have little understanding of 

or respect for the sacraments, the apostolic succession, clerical authority, and the 

Magisterium.123  
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Extremist Aggiornamento Ecclesiology Neglected the Priority of Christ  

Characteristically, Barron attributes the errors of extremist aggiornamento 

ecclesiology to its neglect of Christ.124 As explained in detail in the next section, 

Barron believes that the Church is the Body of Christ, a unique mystical organism 

whose sacraments bestow a divine grace integral to salvation and whose teaching 

office, patronized by the Holy Spirit, can convey God’s will infallibly. To 

downplay the Church’s supernatural character and mission, therefore, is to 

secularize it, to deny its uniqueness, to reduce it to the status of just another 

terrestrial religious organization – or not even that. For as Barron laments, 

numerous American believers, ignorant or dismissive of the Church’s 

supernatural element, approach the Church as if it were simply a community 

center or a social service.125 It is for this reason, he thinks, that large numbers no 

longer respect the sacraments, listen to the Magisterium, or acknowledge the 

teaching authority of clergy: they see these things as human contraptions that 

one can ignore or abolish if circumstances require it. For example, Barron notes 

that the prestige of and desire for Catholic priests has lessened dramatically since 

the 1960s, so much so that many believers nowadays want their local clergyman 

to be a “psychologist, sociologist, social worker, counselor – anything but a 

uniquely religious leader.”126  

Having neglected the priority of Christ, Barron notes, this post-conciliar 

ecclesiology, in addition to being heterodox, has discarded its greatest 

evangelical tool. As a result, like the emaciated Christologies of Küng, 

Schillebeeckx, and Haight, Barron critiques it for contributing to beige 

Catholicism, a phenomenon that dispirits those within the Church and fails to 

capture the hearts of those outside it.127 Regarding Catholics themselves, Barron 
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asserts that numerous American clergymen, deprived of “spiritual moorings,” 

are “unable to articulate for themselves who they are and why they remain 

faithful” to an institution increasingly moribund and discredited in their own 

country.128 He also blames this beige Catholicism, at least in part, for the drift 

toward agnosticism on the part of many Catholics.129 No longer able to rally its 

own members, the American Church has thus lost its ability, so evident in the 

Tridentine era, to engage fruitfully with the wider culture as well.130  

Analysis of Barron’s Take on Vatican II Ecclesiology and its Poor Implementation 

The first thing to note about this aspect of Barron’s theology is its fidelity to the 

Magisterium. His analysis of the poor implementation of the Council, for 

example, is identical in spirit to that of the Magisterium. In 1992, Pope John Paul 

II traced the contemporary crisis of priestly identity to “a conscious bias 

against…the conciliar magisterium” that generated “an erroneous 

understanding of the priesthood.”131 Six years later, speaking about liturgical 

reform, he lamented: “Not all changes have always and everywhere been 

accompanied by the necessary explanation and catechesis; as a result, in some 

cases there has been a misunderstanding of the very nature of the liturgy, leading 

to abuses, polarization, and sometimes even grave scandal.”132 In both his pre- 

and post-papal memoirs, Benedict XVI has argued along similar lines, 

highlighting how a small number of misguided aggiornamento advocates led a 

great many of the faithful into confusion.133 It is also significant that key figures 
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in the Vatican concur with this analysis. Cardinal Sarah, for example, stated in 

2015 that after the Council “some priests” allowed “personal ideologies” to carry 

them and many of their flock into “dead ends.”134 No less significantly, Barron is 

right to highlight the priority of Christ once again, for Vatican II was 

Christological in emphasis, not least because many Council Fathers and periti 

lamented the growth of anthropocentric philosophies throughout the West.135 

The second thing to note is that, while this part of his theology is generally well-

argued, Barron still perpetuates the same shortcomings critiqued in earlier 

sections, albeit in a more occasional, mitigated form. An example of a very minor 

misstatement is his claim that Roncalli was a Church historian by training. Barron 

is not entirely wrong: Roncalli studied under Umberto Benigni, the famous 

Church historian, and even taught the subject for a short period.136 Yet Barron 

neglects to mention that Roncalli was trained first and foremost as a canon 

lawyer, his historical studies serving as a prerequisite to this goal in much the 

same way that Spanish classes are a prerequisite to ordination in many American 

seminaries.137 It would therefore be more accurate to say that Roncalli was a 

canonist by training who had a deep interest in and awareness of Church history 

– a definition that does not detract from Barron’s main point. An example of a 

more substantial inaccuracy is Barron’s claim that only a few committed 

traditionalists objected to the Council. For the minority of Council Fathers who 

outright disapproved of the Council numbered approximately 10-15%, with a 
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substantially larger number expressing doubts about the reforms at one point or 

another.138  

Once again, it must be reiterated that these misstatements become more serious 

in light of those highlighted in earlier sections. For in addition to detracting from 

the otherwise high intellectual quality of his ministry, such inaccurate comments 

may hinder Barron’s ability to connect with the wider culture and with 

disaffected Catholics. His downplaying of the considerable conservative 

opposition to Vatican II, for instance, has the potential to offend traditionalists, 

who might accuse Barron of writing them out of history, and also some liberals, 

who might criticize him for ignoring, then as now, what they consider to be the 

conservative threat to the conciliar spirit.139 As a result, these comments cannot 

be said to benefit either the reputation of his ministry or the goals of the New 

Evangelization. 

 

4. Re-establishing the Basics of Catholic Ecclesiology 

The Body of Christ: What the Church Is 

Having contended that orthodox Catholic ecclesiology, especially that of Vatican 

II, is the solution to many of the Church’s ills, Barron now explains its key tenets 

in more detail. Noting that Catholic ecclesiology must begin with a clear 

understanding of the Church’s identity, he remarks that the word ‘church’ comes 

from the Greek word ekklesia, which stems from the verb ek-kalein, ‘to call out 

from.’140 “When examining the ekklesia, therefore, we should ask three questions: 
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Who does the calling? What is one being called from? And what is one being 

called to?”141 The answer to the first question, he states, is Jesus Christ. It was 

Christ who gathered the disciples, instructed them in the ways of the Lord, 

exhorted them to minister to all nations, and, following his death, founded the 

Church and dispatched the Holy Spirit to sustain and help it grow.142 It is Christ, 

Barron continues, who for the past two millennia has served as the invisible head 

of the Church, ensured the continuity of the apostolic succession, and maintained 

the efficacy of the sacraments, which together enable the Church to produce 

saints and gain converts.143  

Curiously considering his commitment to Vatican II, the dominant image that 

Barron uses to describe the Church is the Body of Christ, which has strong 

Tridentine connotations. Certainly, it is not the only image he uses. He does 

occasionally describe the Church as the People of God, especially in the context 

of pastoral concerns, though more often he employs the term as a synonym for 

the laity or, when discussing the Old Testament, the nation of Israel.144 Even more 

rarely, he has referred to the Church as the Temple of the Holy Spirit and the 

Bride of Christ, again usually referring to specific pastoral concerns.145 Since 2015, 

Barron has also followed Pope Francis in describing the Church as a “field 

hospital” for the spiritually sick.146 In general, however, all these images play but 
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a tangential role in his theology. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that for a 

long time Barron promoted the Body of Christ metaphor to the exclusion of all 

others. His chapter on ecclesiology in Catholicism, for example, does not describe 

the Church using any other image, and is entitled, “A Body Both Suffering and 

Glorious: The Mystical Union of Christ and the Church.”147 

No less curiously, Barron does not highlight the Tridentine connotations of the 

Body of Christ image. On the contrary, he judges it to be a pillar of Vatican II 

ecclesiology. Firstly, he notes its Gospel origins, that Christ himself formulated it 

and that St. Paul was its most effective propagator.148 Secondly, he points out its 

popularity in the medieval era, that no less a saint than Joan of Arc affirmed: 

“About Jesus Christ and the church I know only this: they’re simply one thing, 

and we shouldn’t complicate the matter.”149  

Having established it as a hallowed part of the Tradition, Barron then laments 

that the image fell into disuse for some reason until the mid-1800s, when certain 

influential German theologians – Father Johann Sebastian von Drey, Johann 

Adam Möhler, and Father Matthias Joseph Scheeben – decided to restore it to its 

rightful place in Catholic theology.150 According to Barron, the best strands of the 

Nouvelle Théologie (e.g., Fathers Karl Adam and Romano Guardini) and Neo-

Scholasticism (e.g., Fulton Sheen) recognized the validity of this project, as did 

Pius XII, whose encyclical Mystici Corporis gave the movement dogmatic 

justification.151 Because all this happened in the years immediately prior to 

Vatican II, Barron asserts that it is “obtuse” to deny the enormous influence of 
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the Body of Christ metaphor on the conciliar documents and the post-conciliar 

Magisterium.152 In Barron’s judgment, Vatican II neither created nor revived this 

image, but instead unequivocally reaffirmed its central place in Catholic 

ecclesiology.153 

Aside from its apparent closeness to Vatican II, one reason Barron relies heavily 

upon this metaphor is that it reinforces his understanding of God, notably the 

priority of Christ. As he makes clear in Catholicism, “According to [this] 

inexhaustibly rich metaphor…the church is the body of Jesus, an organism 

composed of interdependent cells, molecules, and organs. Christ is the head of 

the mystical body made up of everyone across space and time who has ever been 

grafted onto him through baptism.”154 In addition, the metaphor reinforces the 

philosophical truths of God outlined in the last chapter, since it would be 

impossible for God to ‘graft’ believers onto himself, to integrate their ontology 

into his own, if he were anything other than ipsum esse subsistens. Furthermore, 

God’s willingness to draw lesser beings unto himself would make no sense 

unless he were love itself, a transcendent essence who freely shares his existence 

with others. As Chapter Five points out in more depth, this last part is a 

touchstone for Barron’s humanism, which centers on theosis, the notion that 

heavenly life consists of a partaking of the divine nature, an actual participation 

in the Trinitarian life. 

Another reason why Barron appreciates the Body of Christ metaphor is that it 

allows him to reaffirm the ontological uniqueness of the Catholic Church, that it 

is not just another temporal organization. In his mind, this challenges those 

modern believers who think that they can approach the Church “on their own 
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terms and for their own purposes.”155 For the Church, in the end, was not 

founded by humans to satisfy their whims. Rather, Christ founded it for a specific 

purpose: to save souls by bringing them to God. Barron stresses the role of Christ 

at this point, for he thinks that Christ alone, as the head of the Body, has the 

capacity to graft new members onto it.156 Hence Paul’s use of the passive tense in 

reference to his conversion: “Paul, called to be an apostle of Christ Jesus by the 

will of God” (1 Cor 1:1).157 Hence, too, to cite a more modern example, the 

mysterious “special act of grace” that prompted the young Thomas Merton to 

read seriously his first book of Catholic philosophy – an experience that sparked 

a desire to join the faith.158 Thus, in Barron’s mind, to be a member of the Church 

is to acknowledge that it transcends the human will, that its sole point of 

reference is Jesus Christ. As Barron puts it at the end of Catholicism, “Finally, what 

the Church is about, what [its] councils, theologies, pastoral programs, and 

liturgies are about is God.”159  

Barron’s emphasis on passivity is not to say, of course, that he does not 

acknowledge the right of Catholics, when necessary, to critique aspects of the 

Church. Rather, he believes that criticisms ought to be made carefully and with 

respect, Catholics recognizing that they are talking about Christ’s Body. Barron 

considers Henri de Lubac exemplary in this regard.160 Once during Vatican II, 

Barron records, on the steps of St. Peter’s Square, de Lubac found himself in a 

discussion with Hans Küng, who was harshly criticizing the Church for 

authoritarianism. Having himself been persecuted for a time, de Lubac knew that 

the Church required reform – hence his presence at the Council. Yet de Lubac felt 
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that Küng’s tirade against the Church was disrespectful, not least because they 

were standing in St. Peter’s Square. Thus, he turned to Küng and replied: “Yes, 

but she’s still our Mother.”161 Although de Lubac uses a different image of the 

Church, ironically an image that Barron does not often use, he concurs with 

Barron in the belief that one should always treat the Church with respect, even 

when one asserts that it has done wrong.  

The Vehicle of Salvation: Why the Church Matters 

Having established the fact that it is Christ who calls believers, Barron explains 

now what Christ is calling believers from and what he wants them to do. 

Regarding the first point, Barron reiterates that Christianity is a salvation 

religion, that Christ died on the cross to save humanity from Satan and Original 

Sin, which have spawned a world in which innumerable “institutions, beliefs, 

behaviors, and practices…foster…hatred, racism, sexism, violence, oppression, 

imperialism, what Augustine termed the libido dominandi (the lust to 

dominate).”162 This chaos, Barron believes, is what Christ is calling people away 

from.163  

Barron stresses that God has always offered salvation corporately, through 

special institutions and communities whose leaders are in “mystical union” with 

the divine.164 In Old Testament times, Barron notes, God formed the people of 

Israel in this manner, giving them a moral code, a priesthood, and a temple. By 

living uprightly, Israel was to become an inspiration unto the world, a “holy 

nation” that would “draw all of humanity into right relationship with God.”165 

Conscious of the corrupting power of sin, Barron remarks that God continually 
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aided Israel by sending prophets to remind them of their responsibilities and to 

reiterate that he would one day return to overcome sin once and for all.166 Barron 

believes, of course, that God accomplished this latter feat in the person of Jesus 

Christ, who founded the Catholic Church as the “new Israel.”167 Like the old 

Israel, it is designed to lead everybody to God. Unlike the old Israel, however, 

the Church does this more by incorporating persons into it than by serving as a 

moral exemplar.168 Of course, the Church still does the latter; as noted in Chapter 

Five, Barron regards the Church’s moral stance as indispensable for the health of 

the wider culture. But because Christ commanded everyone to believe in and 

follow him, and also to consume his body and blood, Barron sees it as imperative 

that people graft themselves onto the Mystical Body of Christ in order to receive 

the sacraments and find orthodoxy.169 

Before exploring this two-fold nature of salvation, Barron wants to deal with 

what he considers to be a commonplace evangelical Protestant objection to this 

corporatist ecclesiology, namely that a personal relationship with Jesus is 

sufficient for salvation.170 Although he does not specify precisely who these 

‘evangelicals’ are, or that many self-described evangelicals do not hold such a 

belief, it is probable that Barron is referring to a version of evangelicalism popular 

in the United States that reflects the libertarian trends he criticized earlier. These 

Christians tend to view their chosen church as a fellowship of believers rather 

than Christ’s Mystical Body, an organization conducive to salvation but not 

indispensable for it. This is because, according to them, faith in Christ is the sole 
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prerequisite for salvation – something that no worship community, minister, or 

sacrament can provide at will.171  

To be sure, as noted in Chapter Two, Barron acknowledges the centrality of faith. 

Yet he also recognizes that if the Church is Christ’s Body, and if believers need to 

partake of Christ in order to be saved, salvation must have an ecclesial aspect. 

Indeed, if Christ is the active agent in conversion, faith itself must inevitably have 

an ecclesial aspect, the Church playing a crucial, albeit sometimes hidden, role in 

the conversion process. “Thus, we are not evangelized – and then brought into 

the Church; rather, we are evangelized by and into the Church. We are not saved 

first and then integrated into a church of our choosing; we are saved through the 

church that is an extension of Christ’s power.”172 To adapt slightly the famous 

formula, Barron seems to endorse the proposition sine ecclesia nulla sallus, that 

there is no salvation without the Church.  

While his discussion here is somewhat haphazard, Barron believes that the 

Church saves primarily in two ways, the dogmatic and the sacramental. It 

preserves the first by means of the Magisterium. As Barron’s account of the 

Magisterium is fragmentary even when allowances are made for his 

unsystematic approach, it is necessary to provide a fuller portrait. Effectively, the 

Magisterium is the teaching office of the Catholic Church, capable of uttering 

authoritative judgments in two forms.173 The first, the Extraordinary 

Magisterium, has both a papal and a conciliar aspect, though for a long time the 
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papal has taken precedence in the eyes of both ordinary Catholics and the wider 

culture.174 The papacy’s teaching authority, in Barron’s mind, comes from 

Matthew 16:18-19, the passage in which Jesus gives St. Peter the keys to the 

kingdom and says: “Whatever you [Peter] bind on earth will be bound in heaven, 

and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.”175 On the traditional 

Catholic reading of this passage, which Barron upholds, the keys signify the 

papacy’s spiritual and temporal leadership of the Church.176 Among the pope’s 

powers is the ability to utter infallible statements ex cathedra on matters of faith 

and morals.177 On account of the gravity of this power, popes have rarely utilized 

it. The last to do so was Pope Pius XII, who in 1950 formally proclaimed the 

Assumption of Mary, a belief already widespread among Catholics, as dogma.178 

The second subcategory, the conciliar, denotes the ecumenical or general councils 

in which the college of bishops meets under the auspices of the Holy Spirit and 

the pope to discuss matters of importance. Since the logistical difficulties of 

assembling the episcopacy are considerable, such councils usually take place 

only in times of profound crisis.179 Since the Church’s founding, there have been 
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twenty-one of these meetings.180 Like the pope speaking ex cathedra, the decisions 

of an ecumenical council are judged to be infallible and binding.181 

The Ordinary Magisterium, as its name suggests, is the day-to-day means by 

which the Church maintains orthodoxy. Its most important voices are papal 

pronouncements not made ex cathedra, local bishops’ councils, and the rulings of 

the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.182 While not infallible, it is 

assumed that, unless they openly affirm heresy, the Holy Spirit is present in these 

persons and institutions and therefore gives their statements dogmatic weight.183 

This is why, for example, local bishops’ councils are able to issue catechisms 

without recourse to the Extraordinary Magisterium.184 To a lesser degree, lower 

clergy and theologians also participate in the Ordinary Magisterium.185 Barron 

describes the former as the “frontline” disseminators of magisterial teaching, the 

ones who explain and defend it at a grassroots level.186 Hence the emphasis of 

Optatam Totius, he thinks, Vatican II’s document on priestly training, on Latin, 

Thomistic philosophy, Scripture interpretation, orthodox ecclesiology, and the 

                                                           
180 These were Nicaea I (325), Constantinople I (381), Ephesus (431), Chalcedon (451), 

Constantinople II (553), Constantinople III (680), Nicaea II (787), Constantinople VI (869), 

Lateran I (1123), Lateran II (1139), Lateran III (1179), Lateran VI (1215), Lyons I (1245), Lyons II 

(1274), Vienne (1311), Constance (1414), Florence (1438-1443), Lateran V (1512-1517), Trent 

(1545-1563), Vatican I (1869-1870), and Vatican II (1961-1965). Note that Vatican II, while often 

called a pastoral council, was a general council like all others. Note also that, while there exists 

some controversy about the role of the papacy in the earlier councils, the Magisterium 

maintains that an ecumenical council is only valid if the pope convenes and vindicates it. See 

Ott, Fundamentals of Catholic Dogma, 298. 
181 Ibid., 297. 
182 Ibid., 4, 10. 
183 Ibid., 10. 
184 Ibid. A contemporary example of a local catechism is the United States Catechism for Adults 

(Washington, D.C.: United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, 2006). Effectively a 

condensed, slightly more colloquial rendition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church, this local 

catechism is utilized frequently in American catechization classes, notably RCIA programs.  
185 For example, Pope Pius XII regarded Dietrich von Hildebrand – a German layperson – as a 

“twentieth century doctor of the Church.” Cardinal Ratzinger, years later, also praised him: “I 

am personally convinced that, when…the intellectual history of the Catholic Church in the 

twentieth century is written, the name of Dietrich von Hildebrand will be most prominent 

among the figures of our time.” See von Hildebrand, Trojan Horse, 269; Joseph Ratzinger, 

foreword to The Soul of a Lion: Dietrich von Hildebrand (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2000), 12. 
186 Barron, ‘Why Catholics Leave the Church.’ See also Barron, ‘The Reception of Vatican II.’  
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potential insights and dangers of modern thought.187 Lastly, Barron maintains 

that theologians in good standing with the Magisterium play an integral role as 

communicators of magisterial teaching.188     

Salvation in the Church also has a sacramental aspect. Barron notes the 

importance of grace in the Catholic worldview, which, returning to the Body of 

Christ metaphor, can be defined as a life force.189 Just as members of a human 

body require blood and oxygen to function, members of Christ’s Body need a 

regular supply of grace.190 It is this supernatural gift from God that draws them 

to Christ and attaches them to his Body. Once in the Church, grace is what helps 

them to overcome temptation and conform their hearts and minds to the spirit of 

the Gospel, which assists them in reaching their full potential as Christians and 

as human beings.  

According to Barron, the Catholic Church is integral to this process because it 

offers seven sacraments through which members can receive sacramental grace, 

a special kind of grace reserved for Church members.191 The sacraments are: 

“Baptism, Confirmation, Holy Eucharist, Reconciliation or Penance, Anointing of 

the Sick, Holy Orders, [and] Matrimony.”192 Of these seven, Baptism and the 

Eucharist are arguably the most crucial for Barron. The first, he thinks, is vital 

                                                           
187 Barron, ‘Optatam Totius,’ 193. Primary source material is found in Optatam Totius, 10, 13,16.  
188 Robert Barron, ‘Apologists, Catechists, Theologians: Wake Up!’ Word on Fire, 30 August 

2016, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/apologists-catechists-

theologians-wake-up/5257/. The underlying point of this article is that theologians, in Barron’s 

eyes, are failing to communicate the profundity and riches of Catholicism. Hence the need to 

“wake up!” 
189 On the importance of grace in Barron’s worldview, see Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on 

Spiritual Food,’ YouTube, 01:25ff, 6 August 2015, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLTEDiAwWm8.  
190 Ibid., 03:55ff. 
191 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 196. As a result of his unsystematic approach, Barron 

rarely mentions the seven sacraments by name. The notion is, however, implied throughout his 

works. For further discussion of sacramental grace, see Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1129.  
192 Jacquelyn Lindsey, ed., Catholic Pocket Prayer Book (Huntington, IN: Our Sunday Visitor, 

2012), 245. 
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because it is the formal means by which one is grafted onto the Body of Christ.193 

The second is “indispensable to the spiritual life,” he continues, because Christ is 

truly present in the bread and wine; to receive communion is therefore to partake 

of God in the most intimate manner possible.194 Strangely, given his emphasis on 

the Body of Christ, Barron often utilizes a different metaphor when talking about 

the Eucharist: the “sacred banquet.”195 Simply put, he remarks that the soul, like 

the body, needs food, and that grace serves this function. God thus gave the 

Eucharist as a “convivial, life-affirming, joyous meal” that fills believers with 

grace and reminds them of “the good life” promised to them in heaven.196  

In addition to the seven sacraments, the Church also acknowledges innumerable 

sacramentals, a term that encompasses traditions, sacred objects, and so on that 

“prepare us to receive grace and dispose us to cooperate with it.”197 While 

Barron’s discussion of specific sacramentals is the subject of Chapter Four, it is 

worth noting here that he deems them all conducive to salvation.198 For example, 

he holds that one receives grace during the Mass not only through consuming 

the Eucharist, but through hearing the Liturgy of the Word, contemplating 

stained glass windows, making the Sign of the Cross, and sprinkling oneself with 

Holy Water upon entering and exiting the church.199 Sacramentals, therefore, 

                                                           
193 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on the Sacrament of Baptism,’ YouTube, 17 July 2013, 0.50ff, 

accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fV8uu9-sYSk. 
194 Barron, Catholicism, 189-192; Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 159-172. Barron seems to 

think that Thomas Aquinas offers the best defense of transubstantiation. For Aquinas in his own 

words, see Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, Part 3, Questions 74-76.  
195 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 160. 
196 Ibid. 
197 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1670. See also Ott, Fundamentals of Catholic Dogma, 346-347. 
198 Barron, Catholicism, 8. He expresses this belief well in the introduction to Catholicism: 

“Perhaps some will find the lyrical sections of this book more compelling, and others will prefer 

the intellectual passages, and perhaps still others will savor the images and the pictures. Good. 

Part of the genius of the Catholic tradition is that it never throws anything out. There is 

something for everyone in its wide space.” Remarking that G.K. Chesterton once compared the 

Church to a house with a thousand doors, Barron concludes: “I hope you find this book an 

enchanting way in.” He states something similar in Barron, Word on Fire, 4-5. 
199 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 145-158. For a more in-depth treatment, consult von 

Hildebrand’s book on the liturgy, for which Barron has written a favorable introduction: 
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according to Barron, provide believers with an extra layer of protection against 

sin and draw them ever closer to God. 

How to Know that the Catholic Church is the True Church 

Barron considers this question to be one of the most perceptive and formidable 

objections to his ecclesiology.200 He recognizes that many people who agree with 

what he has said thus far may nonetheless hesitate to identify the Body of Christ 

specifically with the Roman Catholic Church. After all, the latter is not the only 

Christian communion to dispense sacraments and claim magisterial authority. 

Nor is it the only one to make use of the Body of Christ metaphor. Before moving 

on to more particular issues, therefore, Barron wants to persuade his audience 

that the Catholic Church is without doubt the mystical organism of which he has 

been speaking. 

He argues that of all Christian denominations only the Catholic Church 

proclaims the faith in its totality.201 Barron seems to believe that non-Catholics 

can equal and sometimes surpass Catholics in terms of personal belief.202 Yet he 

holds that their denominations fall short canonically and dogmatically in some 

respects. To demonstrate this, Barron refers back to the Incarnation, the essential 

Christian belief: “Don’t Protestants and the Orthodox hold just as firmly to the 

conviction that the Word became flesh? They do indeed, but they don’t, I would 

argue, embrace the doctrine in its fullness.”203 Barron does not elaborate, but one 

can surmise, drawing upon his sacramental emphasis, that he faults the 

nominalist presuppositions of Protestantism for separating God from creation 

and making Protestants blind to “God’s continued enfleshment in the oil, water, 

                                                           
Dietrich von Hildebrand, Liturgy and Personality (Steubenville, OH: The Hildebrand Project, 

2016). 
200 Barron, Catholicism, 3. 
201 Ibid., 3, 164. 
202 This is the implication, for example, in Barron, ‘Looking at Luther with Fresh Eyes.’ 
203 Barron, Catholicism, 3. 
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bread, imposed hands, wine, and salt of the sacraments.”204 Strangely, Barron 

does not state how the Orthodox fall short. One can surmise, however, given his 

stress on dogma, that he faults the Orthodox for lacking communion with the 

successor of St. Peter, whom the Incarnate Lord established as his visible 

representative on earth.205  

In addition to this somewhat abstract argument, Barron advances two empirical 

ones: the existence of saints and the historical endurance of the Church. 

Regarding the former, Barron seems to believe that only the Catholic Church can 

produce saints since it alone possesses sacramental grace. Naturally, Barron is 

not denying that good people exist outside his communion; several times in his 

writings he praises Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King, Mohandas K. Gandhi, 

and other prominent non-Catholics as spiritual masters.206 Yet he never refers to 

them as saints, reserving this term for those whom the Magisterium has formally 

canonized. In his mind, the holiness that these saints radiate, as well as their ever-

increasing numbers, is tangible proof that grace is present in the Catholic Church. 

Because Barron’s list of saints is long, it is expedient to concentrate on one of 

special importance to him: Thomas Aquinas. While Barron credits Aquinas with 

a remarkable intellect, he believes that Aquinas’s greatness as a theologian was 

in large part the result of grace. Barron remarks that Aquinas adored the 

                                                           
204 Ibid. 
205 For further information, taken from an article on the Word on Fire website, see Joe 

Heschmeyer, ‘The Gospel Call to Christian Unity,’ Word on Fire, 5 March 2018, accessed 15 July 

2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/blog/the-gospel-call-to-christian-unity/5720/. 
206 Robert Barron, ‘Daniel Berrigan and Non-Violence,’ Word on Fire, 10 May 2016, accessed 15 

July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/daniel-berrigan-and-non-

violence/5155/. In this article, Barron praises Gandhi alongside Merton and Dorothy Day for his 

commitment to “principled non-violence.” For Barron’s positive view of King, whom he praises 

for protesting injustice successfully and nonviolently, read Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on 

Why Martin Luther King Jr. Still Matters,’ YouTube, 20 January 2011, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueg9FN4K6hE. With regard to Abraham Lincoln, Barron 

respects the former president so much that he hangs a portrait of him above his desk. See 

Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 109. Barron even praises Luther’s faith in Barron, ‘Looking at Luther 

with Fresh Eyes.’ 
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Eucharist so much that he celebrated Mass twice every morning regardless of 

time constraints, first as the principal celebrant and then as the concelebrant.207 

“It is said that he rarely got through the Liturgy without weeping copious tears, 

so strongly did he identify with the Eucharistic mystery.”208 This, Barron implies, 

was what fuelled Aquinas’s interest and adeptness in theology. When he was 

stuck on an intellectual question, Barron continues approvingly, Aquinas would 

return to church, rest his head on the tabernacle and pray for guidance. On one 

occasion, he notes, Aquinas was so unsure that he left one of his writings at the 

foot of an altar until God reassuringly spoke from a nearby cross: “You have 

written well of me, Thomas” (bene scripsisti de me, Thoma).209 This explicit 

statement from God, Barron seems to argue, in addition to the magisterial quality 

of his theology, is a strong indication of Aquinas’s holiness, which in turn 

validates his Church. 

Historical endurance is also significant for Barron. He states that the true Church, 

being the Mystical Body of Christ, is eternal. While it can suffer setbacks, even at 

the hands of its sinful members, he maintains that the gates of hell will not prevail 

against the Church, that it will survive all attempts to destroy it.210 Both Barron 

and his mentor, Cardinal George, see this trait manifested in Catholic history. In 

2005, Barron notes, as the cardinals waited to welcome the newly elected Pope 

Benedict XVI, media pundits commented on George’s “remarkably pensive” 

expression.211 When they asked him about it, he replied: 

I was gazing over toward the Circus Maximus, toward the Palatine Hill 

where the Roman Emperors once resided and reigned and looked down 

upon the persecution of Christians, and I thought, ‘Where are their 

                                                           
207 Barron, Catholicism, 189.  
208 Ibid. 
209 Ibid.  
210 Barron, Catholicism, 35, 122; Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 205. 
211 Barron, Catholicism, 35. 
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successors? Where is the successor of Caesar Augustus? Where is the 

successor of Marcus Aurelius? And finally, who cares? But if you want to 

see the successor of Peter, he is right next to me, smiling and waving at the 

crowds.’212 

For Barron, George’s reply beautifully encapsulates the timelessness of the 

Catholic Church, which has survived a myriad of persecutions and revolutions, 

wars and political intrigues, spiritual lows and false prophets.213 This 

extraordinary endurance, Barron infers, would be incomprehensible if Christ was 

not present in the Catholic Church. 

 

Review of the Foundations of Barron’s Ecclesiology 

Oddly, considering his commitment to Vatican II, Barron’s ecclesiology differs a 

little from that of the Council. One sees this most evidently in his preference for 

the Body of Christ metaphor, for although many conciliar documents describe 

the Church in this way, it is by no means the dominant description, let alone the 

sole one.214 Indeed, to use his own words against him, it would be somewhat 

‘obtuse’ to deny that this image has strong Tridentine connotations.215 It would 

also be ‘obtuse’ to deny that Vatican II, under the influence of ressourcement and 

aggiornamento, which highlighted the veracity of other images and the need to 

counter Catholicism’s reputation for absolutism respectively, de-emphasized the 

Body of Christ image in favor of others: the Temple of the Holy Spirit, the Bride 

                                                           
212 Cited in ibid. 
213 Barron, ‘The Virtues of Saint John XXIII.’ Recall Barron’s description earlier in the chapter of 

the Catholic Church’s “roiled ecclesial history” that includes “much stupidity, sin, and deep 

corruption.” 
214 These are the documents that describe the Church in this manner: Lumen Gentium, 8; 

Sacrosanctum Concilium, 4 September 1963, 59; Ad Gentes, 7 December 1965, 7; Presbyterorum 

Ordinis, 7 December 1965, 1; Apostolicam Actuositatem, 18 November 1965, 2; Perfectae Caritatis, 28 

October 1965, 1; Christus Dominus, 28 October 1965, 1; Unitatis Redintegratio, 2; Orientalium 

Ecclesiarum, 21 November 1964, 2. 
215 For further information, consult Ott, Fundamentals of Catholic Dogma, 268-270. 
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of Christ, and the People of God.216 The latter is by far the most important: in the 

words of Dulles, “The principal paradigm of the Church in the documents of 

Vatican II is that of the People of God” – a viewpoint that is found in any number 

of analyses of the Council.217 According to various scholars of Vatican II and the 

New Evangelization, the plethora of images utilized in the conciliar documents 

means that none should be seen in isolation from the other, and that the People 

of God description specifically ought to serve as a corrective to the Tridentine 

overemphasis on the Mystical Body of Christ.218 Most illustrative in this respect 

is Congar, who famously stated that the placing of the People of God image 

before that of the Body of Christ in Lumen Gentium was among the most 

important achievements of the Council, for it countered the hierarchical 

emphasis of the Tridentine period.219  

                                                           
216 These are the documents that describe the Church in one or more of these ways: Dei Verbum, 

8-23; Lumen Gentium, 9-18; Sacrosanctum Concilium, 7; Gaudium et Spes, 3; Gravissimum 

Educationis, 8; Nostra Aetate, 4; Dignitatis Humanae, 12; Ad Gentes, 7; Presbyterorum Ordinis, 1; 

Apostolicam Actuositatem, 1; Optatam Totius, 2; Perfectae Caritatis, 7; Christus Dominus, 22-23; 

Unitatis Redintegratio, 3. For theological discussion, consult Küng, Structures of the Church, x. 
217 Dulles, Models of the Church, 53. Earlier in the book, on page 30, he makes the same point: 

“Vatican II in its Constitution on the Church made ample use of the models of the Body of 

Christ and the Sacrament, but its dominant model was that of the People of God.” Other 

scholars who have affirmed this include Hermann J. Pottmeyer, Towards a Papacy in Communion: 

Perspectives from Vatican Councils I & II (New York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1998), 

111; Edward Hahnenberg, ‘The Mystical Body of Christ and Communion Ecclesiology: 

Historical Parallels,’ Irish Theological Quarterly 70 (2005): 15; Klaus Mörsdorf, ‘Decree on the 

Bishops’ Pastoral Office in the Church,’ in Commentary on the Documents of Vatican II, vol. 2, ed. 

Herbert Vorgrimler, trans. Hilda Graef (New York: Herder and Herder, 1968), 199. 
218 Mörsdorf, ‘Decree on the Bishops’ Pastoral Office in the Church,’ 199; Rudolph 

Schnackenburg and Jacques Dupont, ‘The Church as the People of God,’ in Dogma Vol. 1. 

Concilium – Theology in the Age of Renewal (Glen Rock: Paulist Press, 1964), 119; Richard Rymarz, 

‘The New Evangelization in an Ecclesiological Context,’ The Heythrop Journal 52 (2011): 774; 

Aloys Grillmeier, ‘Dogmatic Constitution on the Church: The Mystery of the Church,’ in 

Commentary on the Documents of Vatican II, vol. 1, ed. Herbert Vorgrimler, trans. Kevin Smyth 

(London: Burns & Oates, 1969), 143, 154; Ferdinand Klostermann, ‘Dogmatic Constitution on 

the Church: The Laity,’ in Commentary on the Documents of Vatican II, vol. 1, ed. Herbert 

Vorgrimler, trans. Richard Strachan (London: Burns & Oates, 1969), 233. 
219 Yves Congar, ‘The People of God,’ in Vatican II: An Interfaith Appraisal, ed. John H. Miller 

(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), 197. Further discussion is provided in 

Rose M. Beal, Mystery of the Church, People of God (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of 

America Press, 2014), 211-212; Anne Hunt, ‘Vatican II and the Laity: Vision, Challenges and 
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Barron, as previously noted, neglects the third person of the Trinity a little, and 

thus makes scant use of the Temple of the Holy Spirit metaphor. His comments 

on the Church as the Bride of Christ are no less minimalist; in one of the few 

articles that he does mention it, the Mystical Body image remains dominant.220 

And Barron’s treatment of the People of God metaphor, while a little more 

substantial, is still scanty in comparison with his discourses on the Mystical Body 

of Christ. Furthermore, his comments on this image are hardly positive: in one of 

his few discussions of it, he appears, at least in part, to blame this image – its 

“priesthood of all believers” rhetoric in particular – for undermining the 

authority of clergy after the Council.221 

This is not to say that Barron’s views here are uncatholic. On the one hand, 

regardless of what image he uses to describe the Church, the fact that he regards 

it as integral to salvation echoes Church teaching. Above all, it is concordant with 

the Magisterium’s belief in the role of the Church in the New Evangelization. As 

Pope Paul VI stated in Evangelii Nuntiandi, “It is…not without sorrow [that] we 

can hear people – whom [sic] we wish to believe are well-intentioned but who 

are certainly misguided in their attitude – continually claiming to love Christ but 

without the Church, to listen to Christ but not the Church, to belong to Christ but 

outside the Church.”222 According to this pontiff, “The absurdity of this 

dichotomy is clearly evident in this phrase of the Gospel: "Anyone who rejects 

you rejects me” (Luke 10:16).223 As Evangelii Nuntiandi is often considered to be 

the founding document of the New Evangelization, Barron’s concordance with 

its stress on the role of the Church demonstrates the orthodoxy of this aspect of 

his ecclesiology. 

                                                           
220 Barron, ‘Evangelizing the Secular Culture Through the New Media.’ Barron describes the 

Church as the Body of Christ three times in this article and only once as the Bride of Christ. 
221 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 245. 
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Aside from the aforementioned conciliar documents that refer to the Church as 

the Body of Christ, the Catechism of the Catholic Church does so as well.224 Indeed, 

it mentions the same Joan of Arc quote that Barron does, which suggests that he 

took the citation directly from the Catechism.225 In addition, the ideas that Barron 

explains and defends by using this image concur with Vatican II ecclesiology. For 

example, his belief that Christ instituted the Church to save humankind and that 

the sacraments and the Magisterium are indispensable to salvation finds 

justification in Lumen Gentium.226 One finds this theme at work, too, in the 

Catechism of the Catholic Church, which states: “The Church is catholic: she 

proclaims the fullness of the faith. She bears in herself and administers the totality 

of the means of salvation.”227 Likewise, Lumen Gentium and Dei Verbum support 

Barron’s account of God’s workings in history, that he has always organized the 

faithful as one people and endowed some with special spiritual and leadership 

qualities.228 Moreover, his insistence that the Church is not just another temporal 

organization, that it possesses a divine as well as a human element, is an 

important principle of the Magisterium, including in the post-conciliar era.229 

Finally, the argument from historical endurance, while by no means a clear-cut 

proof, is a powerful argument in favor of the legitimacy of the papacy, which is 

why Catholics have traditionally made such great use of it.230 

                                                           
224 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 787-798. 
225 Ibid., 795. 
226 Lumen Gentium, 7-8, 9-11, 18. 
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Yet the fact remains that the Body of Christ is no longer the dominant image of 

the Church.231 However theologically and evangelically viable it may be, 

therefore, Barron’s emphasis on it is inconsistent with his desire to proclaim the 

Catholic faith as interpreted by Vatican II. It is especially inconsistent with 

Barron’s belief that a lack of fidelity to the conciliar documents is largely 

responsible for the post-conciliar troubles in the first place.232 It also raises 

questions about Barron’s own fidelity to the Council, for his apparent 

ambivalence toward the People of God image implies that, at least to some 

degree, Barron disapproves of some reforms. Owing to Barron’s haphazard 

treatment of the subject, which makes it near impossible to figure out his exact 

views, it is uncertain whether his ambivalence here rises to the level of 

heterodoxy. His earlier statements against clericalism and in support of the laity’s 

active role in evangelization suggest that the core of Barron’s ecclesiology is not 

completely at odds with the magisterial spirit of Vatican II. Without doubt, 

however, the former does differ noticeably from the latter, a factor that has 

profound repercussions for Barron’s treatment of specific ecclesial issues.  

 

5. Countering Specific Objections to Catholic Ecclesiology 

In Defense of the Holiness of the Church 

Having established the basics of Catholic ecclesiology to his satisfaction, Barron 

proceeds now to deal with specific objections to the Church. By far the most 

important, which underlies all the rest, is the problem of sin. He notes that 

numerous people, including some believers, ask how the Church can call itself 

good, let alone the grace-filled Body of Christ, when it has wrought so much 

misery on the world. “How could one possibly declare as holy,” he paraphrases 

                                                           
231 Hence the Catechism’s situating it alongside other, more conciliar metaphors. See Catechism of 

the Catholic Church, 805-809. 
232 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, xiv-xvi. 
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critics as saying, “a church that has been implicated in so many atrocities and 

outrages over the centuries? How could a holy church have supported the 

Crusades, the Inquisition and its attendant tortures, slavery, the persecution of 

Galileo and Giordano Bruno, and the burning of innocent women as witches?”233 

For that matter, “to bring this litany of crimes up to date,” how could the Church 

seemingly have permitted for so long the sexual abuse of minors?234  

As already mentioned, Barron does not try to excuse such conduct now or 

throughout history. Instead, he draws a distinction between the Church and its 

sinful members. He maintains that individual believers, tainted by Original Sin 

and possessing free will, can always succumb to temptation.235 Even the greatest 

spiritual masters are tempted, Barron writes, citing Merton as an example. In the 

1950s, while in hospital, he notes that Merton became “infatuated” with a young, 

engaged nurse.236 The attraction plunged the aging monk into a spiritual crisis, 

during which he questioned his vocation, indulged in lustful thoughts, and, 

grating against his contemplative lifestyle, contacted the nurse incessantly by 

mail and telephone.237 Barron is quick to say that Merton overcame this 

temptation after a year or so and that the experience made him a stronger 

monk.238 But he nevertheless considers it tangible proof that no member of 

Christ’s Body is immune to sin. 

                                                           
233 Barron, Catholicism, 162. 
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Yet this ability of members to sin, Barron stresses, does not mean that the Body 

itself can sin. Certainly, temporal organizations work in this way; Barron cites the 

Kingdom of Israel – which, while graced, was not Christ’s Body – as a case in 

point. Pointing out that “bad kingship” is a “central motif” of the Old Testament, 

Barron states that the kings of Israel repeatedly failed in their duties.239 King 

David, for example, though extremely pious as a young man, succumbed to 

temptation in old age.240 As recounted in 2 Samuel 11-12, he refused to lead the 

army out to battle, thus abandoning a central duty of his kingship, and ended up 

committing adultery. As if this was not bad enough, Barron says, when David 

learned that the adulteress was pregnant, he swiftly organized the murder of her 

husband in order to avoid retribution.241 According to Barron, David’s sins 

replicated themselves in his successors, a factor that contributed to “the 

splintering of the people and the weakening of the nation.”242  

Barron believes that the Church, as the Body of Christ, is immune to this 

phenomenon.243 Naturally, Barron does not mean this in terms of reputation, for 

he concedes that the sins of Catholics can undermine people’s faith in the 

Church.244 Rather, he is talking in an ontological, metaphysical sense, that the sins 

of Catholics cannot tarnish the Church in its essence. After all, he reasons, “the 

holiness of the church comes from Christ and therefore endures despite the 

weakness of those who are charged with bearing it to the world.”245 To say that 

human sins could tarnish the holiness of the Church, therefore, in his mind, is 

                                                           
239 Barron, 2 Samuel, xxi. 
240 Ibid., 22. “The second chapter of 2 Samuel is of central importance because it shows the quick 

moves that David made in order to consolidate his power, but more significantly, it discloses 

the manner in which David acted, which was steadily under the aegis of God.” As long as 

David remains a servant of God, Barron interprets 2 Samuel as saying, “he will prosper as king 

and produce the effects promised to Adam and Abraham: land, life, fruitfulness, and right 

praise.”  
241 Ibid., 101. 
242 Ibid., xxi.  
243 Barron, Catholicism, 162. 
244 The previous sections of this chapter make this quite clear. 
245 Barron, Catholicism, 163. 
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tantamount to saying that they could in some way tarnish God. According to the 

theology outlined in Chapter Two, this is simply not possible, for God transcends 

any and all contingent effects. Thus, Barron reemphasizes for clarity that the 

Church “is composed of sinful people – sometimes of the highest ecclesial rank – 

who have done cruel, stupid, and wicked things…. But none of this gainsays that 

the church is holy and a bearer of holiness.”246 

In Defense of Clerical Authority 

Barron’s belief in the indefectibility of the Church underpins his defense of 

clerical authority. On the one hand, he points out that abuses of authority are 

always bad since they have tragic consequences not only for leaders and those in 

their charge, but for the organizations and communities that they represent. 

Barron remembers, for example, the tragic effects of the Watergate scandal on 

American public life, in which Congress tried to impeach President Richard 

Nixon for illegally bugging the offices of his opponents.247 Even Barron, a young 

boy, became so disillusioned with American “politicians, public institutions, and 

political rhetoric” that, when one of his teachers asked him who his political 

heroes were, he had “nothing to say.”248  

Tellingly, Barron also appeals once again to Scripture, remarking that “There is 

no literature anywhere in the world that is so consistently critical of government 

and governors than is the Bible.”249 It abounds with cautionary tales of leaders 

whose shortcomings paralyzed them. Moses at first was too “petrified” to serve 

God; Jacob, in addition to stealing his brother’s birthright, dared to wrestle with 

                                                           
246 Ibid., 162. 
247 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 191-192. For a comprehensive overview of the Watergate 
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God; David disgraced himself as a “contemptible murderer” and adulterer; 

Jeremiah, “overwhelmed” by his own feebleness, hesitated to do his duty; St. 

Peter, “the scoundrel,” abandoned Christ in his moment of greatest need.250 

Although these heroes of Scripture eventually overcame their inadequacies with 

God’s help, Barron laments that it was a struggle – one that frequently impacted 

negatively on the communities that they served and the ideas that they claimed 

to uphold.251 

Following the distinction between reputation and ontology, Barron concedes that 

poor leadership in the Church disrupts the latter’s inner workings and 

undermines its credibility in the wider culture.252 Hence his conviction that clerics 

ought to be good leaders of solid moral, intellectual, and emotional formation.253 

At the same time, he denies that sinful and inefficient clergymen can actually 

taint the Body of Christ or obstruct absolutely its salvific mission.254 Indeed, he 

contends that they do not even invalidate its hierarchal structure since this comes 

from God and is therefore an integral part of the Mystical Body, which Barron 

considers indefectible. As he makes clear in Exploring Catholic Theology, “It is the 

Catholic conviction that Christ himself chose the Twelve [Apostles and their 

successors]…to be the governors and teachers of his church, to be, in other words, 

the ordering element within the mystical body.”255  

In addition to this dogmatic justification, Barron provides an additional, logistical 

reason for the validity of hierarchical authority. He likely does this as a matter of 

                                                           
250 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 195. For primary source material, consult Exodus 4:1, 4:10, 
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exigency: although he himself believes that dogma is a sufficient justification, he 

acknowledges that many modern people might find it insufficient.256 In order to 

teach dogmatically and dispense sacraments, he argues, the Church requires a 

structure of “command and obedience.”257 For if the Church were “an 

amorphous, egalitarian collectivity” in which everyone lived the faith according 

to their own lights, he speculates that it would be almost impossible to maintain 

orthodoxy.258  Likewise, if everyone administered the sacraments on their own 

authority, he seems to think that the Church would find it extremely difficult to 

monitor and restrain heterodox practices.259 As these things are integral to 

salvation, a strong hierarchy is absolutely necessary even on purely practical 

grounds.  

In order to reinforce this point, he returns to the metaphor of a body. He begins 

by remarking that all “complex organisms” are “necessarily ordered in a 

hierarchical way.”260 All have a magisterium to command (e.g., a brain), 

subsidiary members to obey magisterial commands (e.g., legs and eyes), 

communication links to transmit these commands (e.g., a nervous system), and a 

fuel source to undergird the process (e.g., blood).261 If an animal lacked any of 

these things, Barron notes, it could not function.262 In a similar manner, the Body 

of Christ will only function effectively if Christ commands, the hierarchy 

                                                           
256 Barron, Catholicism, 168-169. 
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properly conveys these commands to the faithful, the faithful obey them, and 

divine grace safeguards the sanctity of the process.263 

In Defense of the Papacy 

Within his broader defense of clerical authority, Barron is especially vigorous in 

his justification of the papacy, “perhaps the most controversial and 

misunderstood dimension of the church’s apostolicity.”264 Again, he concentrates 

on its theological validity; he remarks that in Matthew 16 Christ bestowed “a 

special charism of the Holy Spirit” on Peter that established him as the temporal 

leader of the Church.265 Barron points out that Jesus’s use of the future tense in 

Matthew 16:18 – “I will build my church” – proves that Peter’s successors as the 

Bishop of Rome participate in this same charism.266  

By giving leadership to the papacy, Barron writes, Jesus shows that “the integrity 

of this ekklesia will be guaranteed up and down the centuries, not through appeal 

to popular opinion (instructive as that might be), nor through the ministrations 

of an institutional or theological elite (as necessary as those might be), but rather 

through the pope’s charismatic knowledge of who Jesus is.”267 Barron implores 

Christians, and especially disaffected Catholics, to take the implications of this 

passage of Scripture seriously.268 For if one wants to follow Christ, Barron insists 

that one ought to follow his temporal representative as well. Because he only ever 

deals with the subject generally, Barron does not discuss exceptions to this rule, 

like when an individual pope succumbs to heresy. He makes clear, however, that 

the Petrine office, instituted and sustained by Christ, always deserves respect.269 
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Once again, Barron also advances a separate logistical argument. Highlighting 

the negative effects of disunity and doubt, he posits the papacy as an 

indispensable adjudicator of theological disputes and a rallying point in times of 

grave crisis.270 To illustrate this point, Barron remarks how quickly a game of 

baseball – his favorite sport – would collapse “into chaos” without an umpire to 

make authoritative rulings.271 According to him, this is because rule books, 

players’ testimonies, experts’ judgments, and play by plays, while informative, 

are open to subjective interpretation and are therefore unable to resolve 

disputes.272 Hence the need for an umpire, an ostensibly neutral observer who 

has the power to make binding, real-time decisions about controversial actions.273 

People frequently criticize individual umpires for bias or inefficiency, sometimes 

for good reason. Yet few committed baseball enthusiasts would want the position 

abolished since umpires are, in the end, the guarantors of the game. Barron insists 

that the Petrine office plays a similar umpiring role in Church disputes in that it 

steps in to offer reliable judgments on matters of faith and morals when the 

theological ‘game’ turns sour.274 In times of great conflict, moreover, to leave the 

baseball metaphor behind, the papacy serves as a rallying point for Catholics, the 

heroic leadership of Popes Pius VI and VII against anti-clerical French 

revolutionaries being a good example of this.275  

Another notable feature of Barron’s discussion of the papacy is its emphasis on 

continuity. In contrast to Catholics with ‘agendas,’ who emphasize the 
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theological differences between various popes, especially regarding the Council 

and its legacy, Barron stresses their continuity.276 To be sure, his theological 

outlook resembles more the careful ressourcement of John Paul II and Benedict 

XVI than the stringent conservatism of the Tridentine pontiffs, the enthusiastic 

aggiornamento of John XXIII, or the wavering stance of Paul VI. Yet Barron, as 

already noted, respects the office above all: in his mind, the various emphases 

and styles of individual popes are secondary to the supernatural charism that 

unites them. Hence his refusal to pick favorites and, indeed, publicly criticize any 

pope for anything at all, now and throughout history. In his analysis of the 

Reformation, for instance, Barron does not mention, as many Catholic scholars 

do, the excesses of the Renaissance pontiffs as a contributing factor.277 Indeed, he 

does not mention that there were excesses.278 Although this omission might 

appear disingenuous from a historical perspective, from a theological one it 

underscores, conclusively, Barron’s reverence for the Petrine office, which in his 

opinion has been and always will remain integral to the life of the Church. 

Reinvigorating the Priesthood 

Another teaching office that Barron considers crucial is that of the parish priest. 

Barron laments that extremist aggiornamento rhetoric and the sex abuse crisis have 
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eroded the credibility and esprit de corps of parish clergy. As a result of the former, 

“Too many priests feel at sea, without focus and orientation, without spiritual 

moorings, unable to articulate for themselves who they are and why they remain 

faithful to their commitments.”279 Some, he notes in frustration, have even 

capitulated to the notion that the priesthood needs to be secularized in order to 

remain relevant, and are already working as “second-rate psychologist[s] or 

amateur social worker[s].”280 He contends that the sex abuse crisis has 

exacerbated the problem by causing many to “wonder whether permanent 

damage has been done to the priesthood,” whether it really is, as “some even 

opine,” an “outmoded, indeed dying, institution.”281  

According to Barron, the only effective way to reinvigorate clergy is to remind 

them of the mystical essence of the priesthood, that it is a vocation rather than a 

career. To do this, he dwells on the “ontological change” that follows ordination, 

highlighting that “the priest does not simply receive the commission to perform 

specific tasks” but, through sacramental grace, literally “becomes someone 

different.”282 He stresses that this ontological change is integral to the formation 

of Church leaders. On the one hand, he asserts that it encourages a 

“sophistication of mind, heart, and sensibility” that assists the priest in being an 

effective “teacher and especially preacher” of Catholic truth.283 On the other 

hand, he says, it makes the priest into a “mystical guide” and a “shaman.”284 By 

the latter term, Barron refers to the clergyman’s role as a conduit of grace between 

God and his people.285 The concept of in persona Christi is central here, Barron 

affirming that it is Christ’s presence in the celebrant that gives the sacraments – 
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the Eucharist in particular – their efficacy.286 Even when not in persona Christi, 

Barron continues, the mystical link between God and the priest helps to keep the 

latter in a high state of spiritual awareness, “pray[ing] continually” and seeing 

Christ “always and in all places.”287 This combination of mysticism and 

sophistication, in Barron’s opinion, is what makes Catholic priests such effective 

pastors.288 Likewise, these attributes are what make priests effective witnesses 

unto the world, people through whom non-believers can glimpse the glory of 

God.289  

The last points, in Barron’s mind, are crucial for understanding the purpose and 

relevance of clerical celibacy. He avows that all attempts to justify celibacy on 

functional grounds appear “tinny and unconvincing.”290 For example, he notes 

that the popular assertion that celibacy “frees one for a greater range of ministry” 

is easily countered by the argument that “the support of wife, children, and home 

life enables the non-celibate minister to do his job much more effectively than his 

celibate counterpart.”291 According to Barron, priestly celibacy is only justifiable 

from a theological standpoint, as a means of expressing one’s love of God.292 

Ironically, he then provides a functional reason to support this: the drastic nature 

of the practice compels agnostic modern people to acknowledge the fervency of 

the Catholic love for God, which in turn compels them to question their 

materialist assumptions of reality.293  

Thus, for both theological and evangelical reasons, celibacy is designed to be 

“unreasonable, unnatural, [and] excessive.”294 When priests embrace the practice 
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in a “heroic” fashion, therefore, Barron thinks, the Church is likely to flourish 

internally and in its evangelization efforts, though he is quite vague about how 

this will happen.295 If abandoned, Barron warns, the priesthood will lose its 

mystery – something that he insists “will kill us as a Church.”296 Although Barron 

does not explain precisely what he means here, he appears to be referring back 

to the ontological uniqueness of the Catholic Church, that a rejection of its divine 

element – in this case, the supernatural aspect of the priesthood – undermines the 

Church theologically and evangelically.297  

The Sex Abuse Crisis 

The above discussion, concedes Barron, may sound hollow in light of the sex 

abuse crisis.298 After all, how can a celibate priesthood inspire respect when 

“charges of sexual misconduct by priests have become so commonplace 

that…one is simply numb”?299 For that matter, how can the hierarchy in 

particular inspire respect when “prominent bishops” have been similarly 

charged and many more have failed to cope effectively with the crime of sexual 

abuse in their dioceses?300 Careful not to upset people, Barron makes a special 

effort to avoid confrontational language when dealing with these delicate 

questions. Firstly, he emphasizes that, regardless of the sins of individual 

clergymen, the Church and its priesthood remain free from sin.301 The essence of 

this argument, already outlined multiple times in the chapter, does not need 

repeating. What is notable, however, are the conclusions that he builds off it: not 

only does he consider the Church and the priesthood still deserving of respect, 
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Barron rejects the idea that the sex abuse crisis is an appropriate reason for 

anyone – including the victims – to leave the Church.302 

Secondly, Barron wants to make clear that the institutional Church today, 

contrary to public opinion, is tackling the problem proactively. Barron stresses, 

for instance, that Joseph Ratzinger, both as a leading Vatican official under John 

Paul II and as Pope Benedict XVI, has taken more “concrete steps” than anyone 

else in the world to protect children, discipline offenders, and reform 

dysfunctional structures.303 Especially with regard to the last point, Barron 

believes that Church leaders have made considerable progress. As a former 

seminary professor and rector, Barron is adamant that “the process of screening 

students for the seminary [has become] extremely careful and rigorous.”304  

The old Tridentine practice of selecting bright youths for the priesthood from 

childhood, for example, has long since been discarded in the United States.305 

American seminarians today tend to be mature men who have properly 

discerned their vocation and are fully aware of both their own sexuality and the 

demands of celibacy.306 Psychological and spiritual formation are paramount; any 

potential problems, including those of a sexual nature, are swiftly identified and 

rectified by appropriate means. In Chicago, remarks Barron approvingly, 

Cardinal Blase Cupich actually employed a team of former FBI employees to 

ensure that the Archdiocese’s screening process for the priesthood was effective, 
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fair, and legal.307 Barron knows that this proactive attitude cannot erase the sins 

of the past. But he does seem to believe that the danger of abuse has passed; he 

even opined in 2017 “that there’s hardly any place safer for kids now than the 

Catholic Church.”308 

Thirdly and finally, Barron points out that sexual abuse is not exclusively a 

problem for the Catholic Church. This was touched on earlier in the chapter, but 

because of its importance for his defense of the priesthood, it merits further 

discussion. As already noted, Barron concurs with Pope Benedict XVI that sexual 

abuse, while egregious, is hardly limited to the Catholic Church.309 “To state it 

bluntly, [it takes place] everywhere in our culture: in families, in schools, in 

hospitals, in locker rooms, and on playgrounds.”310 Moreover, still drawing upon 

Benedict XVI, Barron remarks that the moral relativism of the contemporary 

West seems to have exacerbated the issue.311 To single out Catholic persons and 

practices as somehow more susceptible to this sin, therefore, is in Barron’s 

judgment quite unfair and, at worst, an act of bigotry that projects onto the 

Church the failures of today’s “morally confused culture.”312 

Review of Barron’s Response to Specific Objections 

Barron’s treatment of specific issues mirrors that of his basic ecclesiology in that, 

while his arguments are thoroughly Catholic, they do not do full justice to the 

magisterial spirit of Vatican II. His defense of the Church’s intrinsic holiness in 

the face of its sinful members is a case in point. In itself, this view is not wrong; 

Lumen Gentium affirms that the Church is “indefectibly holy.”313 At the same time, 
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Vatican II did not emphasize this doctrine, as many Council Fathers and periti 

blamed such rhetoric for the triumphalism and authoritarian excesses of the 

Tridentine Church.314 Instead, the document is more concerned with the holiness 

of the individuals who comprise the Church. Significantly, this point has been 

noted even by theologians who seem to agree with Barron’s emphasis on the 

concept, like the Jesuit Friedrich Wulf: “Quite logically,” he remarks, “the chapter 

opens with the declaration that the Church is indefectibly holy; so that the 

holiness of the individual is always a mere participation in the holiness of the 

Church. Unfortunately,” he continues, “this theme is not sustained in the ensuing 

paragraphs. The rest of the chapter deals almost exclusively with the holiness of 

the individual, and the various means whereby it can be attained and perfected, 

without going into the intrinsic bond with [the] Holy Church.”315 For Barron to 

discuss the Church’s indefectible holiness at length, therefore, makes this aspect 

of his theology more Tridentine than post-conciliar.  

Likewise his treatment of hierarchical authority. On the one hand, Barron’s 

discussion is once again impeccably Catholic. His theological justification for the 

hierarchy, for instance, finds support in Lumen Gentium's affirmation that “Jesus 

Christ, the eternal Shepherd, established His holy Church, having sent forth the 

apostles as He Himself had been sent by the Father; and He willed that their 

successors, namely the bishops, should be shepherds in His Church even to the 

consummation of the world.”316 Significantly, key theologians of Vatican II, 

including the liberal-minded Congar, have upheld this belief fervently.317 

Barron’s views on the papacy are no less orthodox; the Catechism makes clear that 
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Christ gave Peter alone the keys to the kingdom and Lumen Gentium affirms that 

the popes alone are his successors.318 Finally, Barron’s belief that the 

Magisterium, the papacy especially, is crucial for the preservation of orthodoxy 

finds support in numerous magisterial documents.319  

On the other hand, the hierarchical nature of his discussion, which at times 

almost reduces the laity’s role to that of a docile flock, is not at all post-conciliar. 

After all, both at and since Vatican II, even under the more hierarchy-conscious 

pontificate of John Paul II, the Magisterium has stressed the active role of the laity 

as the People of God, that they participate in the “common priesthood” of the 

baptized.320 In fact, as scholars of the Council have pointed out, this attitude is 

present in a mature form even in the first ratified document, that pertaining to 

the liturgy: “The Church very much wants all believers to be led to take a full, 

conscious, and active part in liturgical celebration. This is demanded by the 

nature of the liturgy itself; and, by virtue of their baptism, it is the right and duty 

of the Christian people.”321  While the Magisterium still expects the laity to adhere 

to its teachings, therefore, it hardly reduces laypeople to the unthinking, 

subsidiary members implied by Barron’s aforementioned animal metaphor. This 

is not to say, of course, that Barron does not affirm the active role of the laity in 

some spheres (e.g., evangelization) or that his views perpetuate the Tridentine 

clericalism that Vatican II sought to combat. Yet it is clear that his understanding 

of clerical authority, based upon an ecclesiological foundation somewhat foreign 

to the conciliar spirit, is not concordant with that of Vatican II or the post-conciliar 

Magisterium.  
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Barron’s treatment of the priesthood is much better in this respect, for his 

theological defense of the priestly vocation, celibacy included, echoes that of the 

Magisterium. The Catechism, for example, affirms that ordination confers an 

“indelible spiritual character” that stamps the soul for eternity, and can never be 

expunged or superseded.322 Most importantly, Pope Paul VI’s Sacerdotalis 

Caelibatus made clear that the essence of the priesthood is incomprehensible apart 

from its divine, specifically Christological, element.323 In addition, while 

conceding that celibacy is not intrinsic to the priesthood, Vatican II stated in 

Presbyterorum Ordinis that it is of “great value.”324 Its key justification for celibacy, 

moreover, that it proclaims one’s love of God and the importance of the next life, 

is identical to Barron’s own.325 No less significantly, the post-conciliar 

Magisterium has reaffirmed this view in Pope Paul VI’s Sacerdotalis Caelibatus and 

John Paul II’s Pastores Dabo Vobis.326 Certainly, Barron’s wholesale rejection of the 

functional justifications for celibacy is somewhat contrary to magisterial 

teaching, as the latter maintains that the practice does in fact give clergy more 

freedom and impetus to carry out their priestly duties.327 It is also inconsistent 

given that he himself provides a functional reason to support his theological 

point: that it aids evangelization by challenging materialist assumptions of 

reality. As Barron’s theology of the priesthood broadly concurs with that of 

Vatican II, however, Barron’s deviation here is hardly major, especially as 

priestly celibacy is not a dogma.  

                                                           
322 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1582. Emphasis in original. 
323 Paul VI, Sacerdotalis Caelibatus, 24 June 1967, 19. 
324 Presbyterorum Ordinis, 16. 
325 Ibid. 
326 This is not to say, of course, that the magisterial interpretation has remained static. Paul VI, 

for instance, emphasized to a greater degree the Christological aspect of celibacy, that the priest 

follows Christ to the depths of his being. See Paul VI, Sacerdotalis Caelibatus, 21-23. John Paul II’s 

view, in contrast, was far more similar to that of Presbyterorum Ordinis. See John Paul II, Pastores 

Dabo Vobis, 29. 
327 Presbyterorum Ordinis, 16; Paul VI, Sacerdotalis Caelibatus, 32.  
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In contrast, Barron’s treatment of the sex abuse crisis is quite problematic. By 

drawing upon the viewpoint of Pope Benedict XVI, Barron’s belief that the wider 

culture is more to blame than the Church for the crisis has some papal credibility. 

It also finds support in the analyses of scholars like Phillip Jenkins, who contend 

that “there is strikingly little evidence that clergy of any kind are any more or less 

likely to abuse than non-clerical groups who have contact with children, for 

instance, teachers, scoutmasters, or supervisors in residential homes and summer 

camps.”328 Barron is also correct to say that the institutional Church has taken 

significant steps to combat the crisis, especially during the pontificate of Benedict 

XVI, and that many critics forget this.  

Barron’s all-encompassing concern for the Church’s reputation, however, has 

caused him to talk very little about the suffering of the victims for most of Word 

on Fire’s history.329 This behavior is a far cry from that of the contemporary 

papacy, which has dwelt on the pain of those abused, as well as the necessity of 

listening to their stories, seeking reconciliation, and expressing contrition.330 So 

too does his extraordinarily bold claim that the danger of abuse has passed, that 

the Catholic Church is nowadays one of the safest places for children, bear little 

resemblance to the more nuanced statements of the Magisterium.331 Furthermore, 

although Barron is right in saying that incidents of abuse have become less 

common in recent years, it is clear that the crisis is far from over.332 On the one 

hand, allegations against and convictions of priests who abuse children remain 

                                                           
328 Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism, 150. 
329 Barron does talk more about the victims in The Suffering Church, his 2019 book on the subject. 

Yet this book lies outside the scope of this thesis and, given that Barron began his ministry in 

2000, is something of an anomaly. 
330 See, for example, Benedict XVI, Pastoral Letter of the Holy Father to the Catholics of Ireland, 19 

March 2010, 1-2, 6-13. 
331 Ibid. 
332 For further discussion, see Thomas G. Plante, ‘Separating Facts About Clergy Abuse from 

Fiction,’ Psychology Today, 28 August 2018, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/intl/blog/do-the-right-thing/201808/separating-facts-about-

clergy-abuse-fiction. 
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commonplace, as are allegations against and convictions of bishops who shelter 

such persons from secular justice. Whether or not each allegation and conviction 

is justified, of course, lies outside the scope of this thesis; what matters is that 

they have not ceased, and in some respects appear to be escalating. In late 2018, 

to cite but one prominent, controversial example, Cardinal George Pell became 

the highest-ranking prelate since the outbreak of the scandal to be convicted of 

abusing children.333 On the other hand, stories have now surfaced about priests 

abusing other groups, notably nuns – a phenomenon that, in addition to proving 

that sex abuse remains a problem, renders Barron’s contention about the decline 

of child sex abuse specifically something of a pyrrhic victory.334 

These non-conciliar aspects of Barron’s ecclesiology have the potential to weaken 

his ministry in several ways. Among Catholics, his Tridentine-like focus on 

clerical authority and the indefectibility of the Church could give some the 

impression that Word on Fire identifies with the conservative wing of the 

Church. As Barron seeks to overcome ideological boundaries, not perpetuate or 

appeal to them, his comments here detract from this key principle of his theology 

and ministry. So too might a considerable number of Catholics, especially victims 

and their families, regard his statements on the sex abuse crisis as somewhat 

callous and inconsistent with the pastoral outlook of the contemporary papacy. 

Barron’s statements on the matter are also likely to prove controversial outside 

the Church, for many non-Catholics might not appreciate his shifting the blame 

                                                           
333 This case is quite controversial; quite a lot of people, including several legal experts, believe 

Pell to have been falsely accused. For the general facts of the case, consult Rod McGurik, 

‘Cardinal Pell, most senior Catholic charged with child sex abuse, convicted,’ American 

Magazine, 25 February 2019, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.americamagazine.org/politics-

society/2019/02/25/cardinal-pell-most-senior-catholic-charged-child-sex-abuse-convicted. On the 

conflicts that have erupted over the validity of the conviction, consult Michael Warren Davis, 

‘Cardinal Pell is Innocent. Those Who Persecute Him are Not,’ Crisis Magazine, 22 August 2019, 

accessed 7 January 2020, https://www.crisismagazine.com/2019/the-priest-hunters-claim-

cardinal-pell. 
334 Jason Horowitz, ‘Sexual Abuse of Nuns: Longstanding Church Scandal Emerges from 

Shadows,’ The New York Times, 6 February 2019, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/06/world/europe/pope-francis-sexual-abuse-nuns.html. 
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for sexual abuse to the wider culture, particularly when cases of sexual abuse are 

still common within the Church.  

This is not to deny, of course, that the basic principles that Barron seeks to uphold 

are orthodox and that his defense of them, while at times tactless, is doctrinally 

sound. Nor does this analysis deny that Barron’s views are likely to prove 

popular among conservative-minded Catholics. Yet it bears repeating that 

Barron’s ministry seeks to transcend ideological boundaries rather than 

perpetuate them, to unite all Catholics by means of a proper dissemination and 

implementation of the magisterial spirit of Vatican II. As Barron’s ecclesiology 

departs somewhat from conciliar teaching on indefectibility and clerical 

authority, to the point where some comments seem more likely to fuel ideological 

conflicts than overcome them, it cannot be said to do full justice to this guiding 

principle of his theology and ministry 

Conclusion 

This chapter has explored Barron’s views on ecclesiology. It begins, as did the 

last, with an overview of the current situation from Barron’s point of view. In 

sum, he laments that modern people, including many Catholics, have imbibed 

Protestant and/or positivist caricatures of the Church as backward, 

Machiavellian, and repressive. He thinks that the poor implementation of 

Vatican II has exacerbated matters, as this has hindered the ability of Catholics to 

rejuvenate the Church, as well as opened the way for extremist forms of 

aggiornamento to propound a heterodox ecclesiology. Added to this, Barron notes, 

is a third element, the sex abuse crisis, which has challenged the authority of 

clergy at precisely the moment when it is needed to guide the faithful through 

these troubled times.  

Barron’s strategy for dealing with these issues is to reassert what he believes to 

be authentic Catholic ecclesiology, especially as interpreted by Vatican II. First 
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and foremost, he affirms the divine element of the Church, that it is the Body of 

Christ, a mystical organism comprised of everyone ever baptized, living or dead, 

whose one and only head is Christ himself. Rather than approaching the Church 

as one would a temporal organization, therefore, Barron stresses that one ought 

to approach it as one would Christ, with reverence and awe, seeing in its teaching 

office the will of the Almighty. This emphasis on the Body of Christ undergirds 

Barron’s belief that the Church is indefectibly holy, that the sins of its members, 

while they may turn public opinion against the Church, cannot injure it in an 

ontological sense. 

This overarching belief in the intrinsic holiness of Christ’s Body grounds his more 

specific defense of clerical authority. He maintains that Scripture and Tradition, 

and also the biological necessity of complex organisms to have a central 

command structure, vindicate the Church’s hierarchical configuration. At the top 

of this hierarchy, Barron notes, is the pope, whom Christ has appointed as the 

visible head of the Church, the one who can speak infallibly on matters of faith 

and morals and serve as a spiritual leader in times of distress. Next are the 

bishops, Barron remarks, who as successors to the apostles at times participate in 

the Magisterium and are charged always with explaining and implementing its 

judgments in their respective dioceses. The last office that Barron analyses is that 

of the parish priest, which he considers indispensable for the explanation and 

implementation of magisterial teaching at a grassroots level, as well as for the 

dissemination of the sacraments.  

Owing to his fervent belief in the Church’s divine element, Barron stresses the 

supernatural authority that the hierarchy possesses. On account of the 

controversial character of the papacy, especially among non-Catholic Christians, 

Barron provides a specific defense of papal authority; because he thinks that the 

role of the parish priest has become secularized in recent years, he also dwells on 

the unique supernatural charism that ordination bestows. Barron’s emphasis on 
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the supernatural warrant for clerical authority and the indefectibility of the Body 

of Christ undergirds his belief that the sex abuse crisis, while harmful to the 

Church’s public reputation, does not invalidate the Church or the priesthood as 

holy institutions. It also informs his optimistic view of the crisis, Barron dwelling 

on the fact that the Church is among the most uncompromising critics of sexual 

abuse in the West and that the hierarchy is committed to combating instances of 

sexual abuse within the Church.  

From a magisterial perspective, the overall value of Barron’s ecclesiology is 

mixed. In theological terms, it is largely orthodox, for the image of the Church as 

the Body of Christ is a venerable one. At the same time, Barron’s preoccupation 

with this image does not do full justice to Vatican II, which not only moved away 

from an exclusive focus on the Body of Christ metaphor, but placed emphasis on 

others, notably the Church as the People of God. Indeed, it introduces an element 

of inconsistency into Barron’s theology, since he maintains that a proper 

implementation of the Council is a necessary prerequisite for solving the 

Church’s current difficulties, and yet his ecclesiology is significantly un-conciliar.  

The evangelical consequences of Barron’s Mystical Body ecclesiology are 

considerable, for while the concept is perceptive in many respects, it causes him 

to emphasize the intrinsic holiness of the Church and its hierarchical structure in 

a manner more likely to perpetuate ideological controversies than transcend 

them. Indeed, given that he advocated a return to the Council precisely to avoid 

such issues, on this point Barron seems to fall short by his own standards. 

Moreover, his views on the sex abuse crisis are at times not constructive, his wild 

claims that the Catholic Church is nowadays one of the safest places for children 

and that the wider culture is to blame for the phenomenon of sexual abuse being 

cases in point. All of these factors have the potential to give a false impression of 

Barron’s theology and ministry and therefore cost him support.  
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Nonetheless, Barron’s ecclesiology is an integral part of his theology. One can see 

how it arose, at least in part, from his belief in the priority of Christ, that God 

alone is the head of the Catholic Church. In the next chapter, one sees how 

Barron’s belief in the indefectible, eternal nature of the Church influences his 

understanding of Tradition, particularly its magisterial and incorruptible 

character. In Chapter Five, moreover, one sees how Barron’s belief in the 

infallibility of the Magisterium influences his discussion of moral issues. 
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Chapter Four: The Glory of Catholic Tradition 

 

This chapter explores Barron’s understanding of Catholic Tradition.1 In the topics 

discussed so far in this thesis, Barron has relied heavily upon reason, his ministry 

defending the Catholic understanding of God and the Church by means of 

philosophy and reasoned appeal to magisterial teaching, biblical exegesis, and 

history. Conscious of the shortcomings of Neo-Thomism, however, which 

sometimes compromised the faith by challenging positivism on its own terms, 

Barron does not restrict himself to reasoned argument. Instead, he stresses the 

importance of “non-rational” knowledge – his term for non-propositional 

knowledge that transcends or bypasses the rational faculty – in theology and 

evangelization.2 Nowhere is this attitude more evident than in his understanding 

of Tradition, which he approaches through the lens of transcendental beauty. 

Arguing that the splendor of Catholic liturgies, practices, art, architecture, 

literature, and music witness to the truths of faith no less than reasoned 

discourse, he judges transcendental beauty to be a cogent means of 

evangelization – one that Catholics have made insufficient use of since Vatican 

II.  

The chapter begins, as the others have, with a lament, Barron asserting that the 

poor implementation of Vatican II has contributed to a denigration of Tradition. 

The ineffective leadership of some clergy and lay leaders, he remarks, left the 

faithful of the 1960s and 1970s confused about which traditions were being 

changed and why. This chaos allowed an extremist form of aggiornamento to take 

hold, Barron thinks, which began abolishing or reinventing traditions believed to 

be at odds with modern values. In Barron’s judgment, this purge sundered post-

                                                           
1 For a reminder of the definition of Tradition and how it differs from traditions, consult page 

58, note 175. 
2 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 81-82.  
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conciliar Catholics from their spiritual heritage and left them dismayed and 

confounded, unable to perceive the beauty of Catholicism or to share it with 

others. Despite the efforts of the Magisterium and those loyal to it, this situation 

was never fully rectified, Barron notes, which is partly why so many Catholics 

today are ignorant of or ambivalent about the faith. 

Barron’s solution to this crisis is to uphold what he considers to be authentic 

Catholic Tradition. Taking inspiration from Hans Urs von Balthasar and Jacques 

Maritain, Barron highlights the theological and evangelical cogency of portraying 

Tradition through the lens of transcendental beauty. Especially in today’s world, 

he notes, so influenced by postmodernism, both Catholics and non-Catholics are 

likely to respond to this approach – provided it is done well. Having established 

these principles, Barron then takes his audience on a wide-ranging tour through 

the Tradition. He begins with the glory of the liturgy, the Church’s central act of 

worship, and extra-liturgical gatherings like processions. Following this is an 

exposition on Catholic prayer practices, which he considers profound, and then 

a discussion of the transformative power of Catholic art, architecture, literature, 

and music. Particular emphasis is laid on how the transcendental beauty of these 

things reinforces the theological conclusions of Chapters Two and Three and 

prepares the way for Barron’s humanism, the subject of Chapter Five. This 

chapter then concludes with a brief assessment of the strengths and weaknesses 

of Barron’s interpretation of Tradition and the wider ramifications these might 

have on his ministry. 

 

1. The Neglect of Tradition: Causes and Consequences 

The Situation Today 

It concerns Barron that many Catholics today are ignorant of the Church’s 

Tradition or display a flippant attitude toward it. His criticisms are often biting, 
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his low opinion of contemporary liturgical piety being a case in point. “An 

extraordinary number of those who self-identify as Catholics in the West,” he 

exclaims, “have very little idea what the Mass actually is.”3 Most American 

Catholics, he notes, break the first precept of the Church by avoiding Sunday 

Mass – a phenomenon that he considers a “most pressing concern.”4 Those 

Catholics who do attend Mass often do so witlessly, he continues, treating it like 

a “religiously-themed jamboree” no different from any other communal 

gathering of like-minded persons.5 This glib attitude, he notes, stretches even to 

the Eucharist, Barron remarking that it was only on a trip to Italy in 2007, twenty-

one years after ordination, that he first saw believers truly “desperate” to receive 

it.6 He also laments that large numbers of American Catholics complain that the 

rhythms of the liturgy leave them jaded and bored.7 

Especially disturbing to Barron are attempts to politicize the Mass.8 In 2004, for 

instance, he complained about a group of progressive Catholics in Chicago who, 

seeking to make the Mass more democratic and inclusive, embraced liturgical 

“extremism.”9 Near the end of the liturgy, “several nonordained persons 

gathered around the altar and donned stoles of the priesthood. Then, in unison, 

                                                           
3 Barron, ‘What is Happening at Mass?’ Emphasis in original. 
4 Barron, ‘The Church’s Most Pressing Concern.’ Barron notes in this article that in 2015 weekly 

Mass attendance among American Catholics stood at a “paltry” 24%. For further information on 

the importance of the first precept, see John Paul II, Dies Domini, 31 May 1998, 46-49. 
5 Barron, ‘What is Happening at Mass?’ 
6 He visited Italy as a scholar at the North American College in Rome. Three times he had the 

“privilege” to distribute common in St. Peter’s Square. It was an eye-opening experience for 

him: “I saw all sorts of hands – old and young, dirty and clean, lined and unlined – reaching out 

for the bread of life. When I would move along the partition, some would cry out to me 

plaintively, ‘Padre, Padre, per favore (Father, Father, please).’ Never before in my priesthood, 

though I had distributed communion to thousands, had I had the sense of carrying food to 

those who were desperate for it.” Robert Barron, Eucharist (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2008), 9. 

Curiously, he does not explicitly admit that numerous Catholics in America doubt the real 

presence (see Chapter One for details) or explain the fervency of Italian Catholicism. 
7 Robert Barron, ‘What if Catholics Find the Mass Boring? (#AskBishopBarron),’ YouTube, 21 

April 2009, 0:01ff, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijvugD2Gqxo.  
8 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 3.  
9 Ibid., 3-4.  
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they dropped their stoles to the ground, symbolizing their renunciation of the 

hierarchical orders of the Church.”10 Then “all the congregants at the liturgy put 

on stoles expressing the priesthood of all believers.”11 Such ideological 

innovations, in Barron’s opinion, undermine piety by giving the impression that 

the liturgy – and by implication Catholicism – is a tool to be manipulated 

according to personal preference and/or ideological purposes.12 

Other sacraments, rituals, and practices have likewise suffered. When serving as 

a parish priest in the late 1980s, Barron encountered numerous couples who 

wanted a church wedding and yet were hazy about the principles of Christian 

marriage.13 More recently, Barron comments sadly, numerous Catholics 

“malign” traditional practices like pilgrimages, Eucharistic adoration, regular 

fasting, and the Rosary to appear sophisticated or because they do not 

understand their significance.14 Large numbers, he continues, desperate not to 

appear superstitious, are too “embarrassed” even to wear a small crucifix in 

public.15  

                                                           
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., 3-10. 
13 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on the Sacrament of Marriage,’ YouTube, 13 July 2017, 01:22ff, 

accessed 16 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDBhaeus3Sg. “When I was doing 

parish work full time and I was working with young engaged couples…. I would always ask 

them at some point ‘how come you guys want to get married in church?’ and they would 

usually say some version of, well, ‘because we love each other.’ I would say: ‘Well, that’s great. 

I’m delighted. You love each other. But that’s no reason to get married in a church…. You get 

married in church when you’re convinced that God has brought you together for his 

purposes.’” Consciously or unconsciously, Barron is echoing Fulton Sheen here, who famously 

stated that a good marriage is between three: the husband, the wife, and God. See Fulton J. 

Sheen, Three to Get Married (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1951), 1-3. 
14 Robert Barron, The Strangest Way (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2002), 54-55. See also Robert 

Barron, ‘Bishop Barron comments on Eucharistic Adoration,’ YouTube, 22 October 2009, 0:01ff, 

06:05ff, accessed 16 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4KUk_bFlTk.; Barron, The 

Strangest Way, 63-66. 
15 Barron, The Strangest Way, 60-61. 
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Regarding the arts, Barron lambasts the widespread “beigification” of ecclesial 

art and architecture.16 Many contemporary churches, he recounts, built according 

to ‘enlightened’ sensibility, have removed or deemphasized traditional 

adornments. “For the most part, [modern churches are] large empty spaces, 

marked by very little symbolism, narrativity, art, statuary, or painting.”17 Those 

parishes that have retained such things have more often than not modified them 

“in line with the dictates of modern rationalism,” destroying their meaning 

through “relentless” abstraction.18 Traditional architecture has fared no better, 

modernist utility frequently having taken precedence over spirituality. He cites 

the Sainte Marie de La Tourette convent in France, designed in the late 1950s to 

appeal to agnostic urbanites, as evidence, dubbing it a glorified “office building” 

or “parking garage.”19 Ironically, the mother church of Barron’s own diocese, the 

Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, reflects this trend in a diminished form, 

though he himself has never pointed this out.20 Constructed in 2002, it is of 

postmodern design, its minimalist iconography, broad, well-lit interior, and 

avoidance of right angles more reminiscent of a contemporary art gallery than a 

classic Catholic cathedral.  

This beigification, Barron thinks, has hindered the wider culture and even many 

Catholics from comprehending Catholicism’s spiritual heritage. The reason why 

tourists vastly outnumber pilgrims in the great cathedrals of Western Europe 

nowadays, Barron hypothesizes, a few high holidays notwithstanding, is that 

“my generation of Christians…never developed the eye or mind to read a 

                                                           
16 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 77. 
17 Ibid., 68.  
18 Ibid., 77. 
19 Further discussion of the Sainte Marie convent is found in Wendy Steiner, Venus in Exile: The 

Rejection of Beauty in Twentieth-Century Art (New York: Free Press, 2001), 118.  
20 Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels website, last updated 2014, accessed 16 July 2019, 

http://www.olacathedral.org/. Of course, when Barron wrote Bridging the Great Divide, he was 

still a priest of the Archdiocese of Chicago. It is nonetheless ironic, however, that the 

archdiocese in which Barron now serves possesses, by his standards, perhaps the most 

objectionable mother church in America. 
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church.”21 Under these circumstances, unable to grasp the spiritual depth of the 

cathedrals, many of Barron’s generation regard them as nothing more than pretty 

edifices or quaint landmarks. Likewise the “bored indifference” of most 

Europeans to the themes of Catholic art.22 On a tour of the Unterlinden Museum 

during the filming of CATHOLICISM, it shocked Barron that their guide, “a very 

bright doctoral candidate” specializing in Italian art, apparently did not 

understand the phrase, etched on a certain altarpiece, “a virgin will give birth 

and we shall call him Emmanuel.”23 In the United States, the situation is not much 

better; Barron notes that “most of my [former] classmates are a bit at sea” when 

it comes to Tradition.24 As evidence, he points to the controversy that erupted 

after he posted a picture of St. Ambrose’s teeth online during the filming of 

CATHOLICISM. For Barron, it was a great honor to view and photograph these 

relics. Yet a “substantial number” of his supporters condemned both the 

photograph and the concept of relics as “weird” and “creepy,” seemingly 

oblivious of their spiritual significance.25  

Finally, Barron comments sadly, believers nowadays are often ignorant of 

Catholic literature, both fiction and non-fiction. In 2009, Barron witnessed this 

first-hand when he visited his brother’s house and perused the schoolbooks of 

his niece – then enrolled in a prestigious Catholic secondary school – stacked high 

                                                           
21 Robert Barron, Heaven in Stone and Glass: Experiencing the Spirituality of the Great Cathedrals 

(New York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 2000), 11. See also Robert Barron, ‘A Secular 

Europe and the Mission of the Church,’ Word on Fire, 26 May 2009, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/a-secular-europe-and-the-mission-of-the-

church/349/.; Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on One More Empty Church,’ YouTube, 19 May 

2009, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbL0wAiZ1P4.  
22 Barron, ‘A Secular Europe and the Mission of the Church.’ 
23 Ibid. 
24 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 193. 
25 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on Catholic Relics,’ YouTube, 12 October 2017, 02:05ff, accessed 

16 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aHqa43Piik. “How come the Catholic 

Church,” he paraphrases critics as saying, “is showing the skeleton of this poor man? Why 

don’t they just bury him? You know, are [they] idolizing him? Isn’t it frightening to children?” 
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on the dining-room table.26 Hamlet was on top, followed by the Aeneid in the 

original Latin and a complex physics book.27 Underneath these “was a big 

paperback book with a kind of nice picture on the cover and big print on the 

inside and lots of pictures: that was her religion book.”28 It appalled Barron that 

this Catholic school, so diligent in its teaching of secular subjects, would permit 

students to learn their religion from “a comic book.”29 Immediately he went out 

and purchased volume one of Aquinas’s Summa Theologiae, Augustine’s 

Confessions, Dante’s Divine Comedy, Chesterton’s Orthodoxy, and Bonaventure’s 

The Journey of the Mind into God.30 “I brought them to [my niece] and I said: ‘Here 

is the Catholic version of Hamlet and Virgil’s Aeneid.’”31 This incident is a 

microcosm of Barron’s evangelization strategy, which always aims to counter 

“dumbed down” Catholicism with authentic Catholicism.32 Yet Barron does not 

simply want to banish the former from the Church, but to understand how and 

why it became influential. This requires an explanation of its origins. 

The Origins of the Crisis: The Post-Conciliar Stripping of the Altars 

Convinced that Vatican II was a valid council that greatly benefited the Church, 

Barron is highly critical of the notion that it is responsible for the iconoclasm of 

the 1960s and 1970s, let alone today’s neglect of Tradition. In his opinion, the 

aggiornamento of Vatican II involved but “the clarification of liturgical essentials 

and the removal of obvious clutter and repetitive symbols” in order to illuminate 

the glory of the faith more clearly.33 Indeed, Barron emphasizes that Vatican II 

                                                           
26 The exact name of the school remains unknown, Barron having chosen not to divulge this 

personal information. 
27 Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on “Dumbed Down” Catholicism,’ 03:50ff. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, xvi, 78. Barron does not specify which aspects of the 

Tridentine Church were cluttered and repetitive. Barron, ‘Yves Congar on the Meaning of 

Vatican II.’ 
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could not have undermined the Tradition since most of the Council’s leading 

lights – Rahner, de Lubac, Congar, Guardini, Ratzinger, John XXIII, and Paul VI 

– were “profoundly appreciative” of it.34 For this reason, when properly 

supervised, Barron alleges that the implementation of the Council was graceful 

and unobtrusive, not unlike the flowering of a plant.35 He uses his own parish as 

an example: “I remember being trained as an altar boy, it would’ve been about 

1969, right when the novus ordo Mass came… For us… there was no sense of ‘Oh, 

I’m going through a rupture with the old and this is a challenging change,’ none 

of that. It was just like, that was the way it is.’”36  

The root problem, Barron says, returning to the subject of the last chapter, lies in 

the poor implementation of Vatican II.37 So many people tasked with this 

responsibility, he laments, did not fully appreciate or understand the reforms.38 

Some objected to the abolition and alteration of established practices; others 

complained that the new and updated ones were ill-advised or heretical.39 Those 

who supported Vatican II, he continues, were often so vague in speech and 

haphazard in action that believers were no longer sure about what was and was 

not acceptable.40 Eventually, this confusion engulfed even those orthodox 

parishes like Barron’s that had transitioned painlessly, which has led to today’s 

chaotic situation. 

 

 

                                                           
34 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 73; Barron, ‘Yves Congar and the Meaning of Vatican II’; 

Barron, Eucharist, 22.  
35 Barron’s use of organic metaphors to describe Vatican II, and doctrinal development in 

general, takes inspiration from Pope John XXIII. See Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, xi. 
36 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 17. Barron does not disclose the name of this parish, only 

that it was his own. 
37 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, xvi. 
38 Ibid. 
39 See, for instance, Davies, Pope John’s Council, passim.  
40 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 193. 
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The Influence of Cartesian Modernity on Extremist Aggiornamento 

According to Barron, among the worst consequences of the post-conciliar 

confusion has been the popularization of an extremist form of aggiornamento that 

advocates a view of Tradition contrary to that of the Council. Its root error, in 

Barron’s mind, is its Cartesian conviction that a modernistic overhauling of 

Tradition is necessary to make Catholicism more attractive to modern persons.41 

Barron considers this strategy to be enormously problematic because 

Cartesianism relies upon four key assumptions – subjectivism, rationalism, 

dualism, and anti-traditionalism – that destabilize the integrity of the faith, its 

traditions in particular.42 The first two do this by making the rational cogito the 

sole judge of human knowledge, for in addition to challenging the priority of 

Christ, they encourage individuals to reject traditions solely because they do not 

conform to modern sensibilities.43 The third does so by contrasting the clarity of 

the spiritual realm with the uncertainties of sense experience, which in Barron’s 

judgment generates “a certain disdain” for embodied spirituality, ritual in 

particular.44 Finally, the fourth undermines the very notion of Tradition by 

encouraging budding philosophers to begin their studies by dismissing the 

intellectual legacy of their antecedents as a series of “collapsed buildings, dead-

end streets, and blind alleys.”45  

                                                           
41 Ibid., 69. See also Barron, Eucharist, 19-21. Further discussion of Descartes’s profound 

influence on modern philosophy is found in Allison Assiter, ‘Descartes’s Individualistic 

Epistemology – A Critique,’ in After Postmodernism: An Introduction to Critical Realism, eds. José 

López and Garry Potter (London and New York: The Athlone Press, 2001), 240. Tellingly, 

embracing Cartesianism was the same mistake that many pre-Vatican I theologians made, 

though Barron does not mention this (see Chapter One, 28, for further discussion).  
42 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 69. 
43 Ibid., 69-72. 
44 Ibid., 72. 
45 Ibid. This is a direct reference to the second part of Discourse on the Method, in which Descartes 

pointed out that settlements that evolve over time from villages into large towns, with their 

clutter and hazards, are less beautiful and efficient than those designed by a single architect. 

Applying this analogy to philosophy, Descartes believed it to be more helpful to cast aside the 

cramped systems of earlier ages and build his own upon new, rational foundations. Consult 

René Descartes, ‘Discourse on the Method for Guiding One’s Reason and Searching for Truth in 
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Of course, Barron recognizes that this extremist form of aggiornamento does not 

embrace Cartesianism in its entirety. Whereas Descartes wanted to clear away 

everything and begin anew, extremist aggiornamento envisages a Tradition 

purged of “clutter” unpalatable to modern persons.46 First and foremost, he 

argues, it tries to do this via simplification, by discarding anything that might 

distract from what it deems to be the essentials of the faith. It became popular in 

the 1960s and 1970s, for instance, Barron asserts, to acknowledge only three 

essential features in the liturgy: the altar, ambo, and action of the gathered 

assembly.47 As a result, a “wholesale cleaning-out of churches” ensued in which 

allegedly superfluous “altars, altar rails, reredos, crucifixes, statues, paintings, 

pews, and sculptures” were removed in an “iconoclastic” fashion.48 For the same 

reasons, new churches of this era were built in a “dull,” “barren” fashion, and 

older ones renovated to remove so-called excessive ornamentation.49  

Secondly, this version of aggiornamento seeks to rationalize the Tradition. This 

subject is closely related to the first, so much so that Barron begins to repeat 

himself.50 Yet he considers it significant that simplification, by the standards of 

extremist aggiornamento, is synonymous with utilitarianism and rationalism. It is 

for this reason, he contends, that post-conciliar buildings, “as in so much of 

                                                           
the Sciences,’ in Discourse on Method and Related Writings, trans. Desmond M. Clarke (London: 

Penguin Books, 2003), Part Two. For further discussion of Descartes’s anti-traditionalism, 

consult Anthony Kenny, Descartes: A Study of His Philosophy (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s 

Press, 2009), 6. 
46 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 68. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid., 78. 
49 Ibid. Barron cites as evidence Environment and Art in Catholic Worship, a 1978 American 

episcopal document that defined an ecclesial structure as “a shelter or skin for liturgical action” 

that “does not have to look like anything else, past or present.” See Environment and Art in 

Catholic Worship, National [United States] Conference of Catholic Bishops (Washington: 

National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 1978). Although influential, this document is not – 

and never was – legally binding on any diocese in the United States, as the USSCB makes clear 

in ‘Environment and Art in Catholic Worship,’ United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, 

accessed 15 July 2019, http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/sacred-art-and-

music/architecture-and-environment/environment-and-art-in-catholic-worship.cfm.  
50 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 76. 
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Bauhaus architecture,” had to be mathematical, favoring “clean lines and 

simplified geometrical forms,” and also generic, devoid of personalized features 

that foster a unique ambiance.51 Lest these buildings alienate modern persons, 

moreover, ‘enlightened’ believers included, they could not even look like 

traditional sacred spaces.52 Most disturbing for Barron in this regard is the 

overemphasis on light in many post-1960s churches, which he deems a reflection 

of the Newtonian-Cartesian-Baconian “fetish” for a totalizing knowledge of 

material reality.53 “What strikes me upon entering almost any contemporary 

church is its ‘clean, well-lighted’ quality. Everything can be seen; everything is lit 

up and open for investigation.”54 Such a sanitized setting, reminiscent of a 

laboratory, is not conducive to Catholic piety, Barron feels, as it erodes all sense 

of the supernatural.55 

So offensive does Barron find this post-conciliar purge that he ranks it alongside 

the Iconoclastic Controversy and the Protestant Reformation in terms of its 

destructiveness.56 He means this partly in a physical sense, for many parishes 

after Vatican II were ransacked, usually against the wishes of “the vast majority 

of churchgoers.”57 But it cannot be denied that the physical violence of 

Iconoclastic Controversy and the Protestant Reformation far exceeded that of the 

                                                           
51 Ibid., 76-77. Barron does not make clear whether he believes progressive Catholics took 

inspiration from Bauhaus architecture, or whether he believes that they evolved such ideas 

independently. For an overview of the Bauhaus school, which situates its “rationalized idiom” 

in the context of the troubled interwar period, consult Barry Bergdoll and Leah Dickerman, 

Bauhaus 1919-1933: Workshops for Modernity (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2009), 12.  
52 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 76-77. 
53 Ibid. Barron does not explain why, having focused the discussion up to this point on 

Descartes, he now implicates Newton and Bacon as well. It makes sense, though, since Newton 

and Bacon were proto-positivists, convinced of humanity’s ability to understand and dominate 

the natural world through science and reason. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid., 78. “There are only two periods of Christian history that are roughly comparable [to the 

post-conciliar period] in this regard: the iconoclastic outbreak during the ninth century and the 

Reformation of the sixteenth century. In all three cases, a theological elite, legitimately eager to 

purify the tradition, rather aggressively uprooted it.” 
57 Ibid., 78. Supporting evidence is contained in Greeley, The Catholic Revolution, 82, 87.   
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post-conciliar period in that they involved the gutting, stealing, and burning 

down of Catholic churches; the banning and destruction – whether through law 

or mob intimidation – of Catholic representational art, pilgrimage sites, and 

popular devotions; and aggressive theological tirades that explicitly denied the 

validity of Catholic Tradition.58 No doubt this is why Barron prefers to focus on 

the spiritual consequences of the post-conciliar stripping of the altars. He points 

out, for instance, that it, like the Protestant Reformation and the Iconoclastic 

Controversy, has sundered believers from the faith of their forebears, which has 

caused a significant number to leave the Church and made it more difficult for 

those who remain to commune with God.59 

Evaluating Barron’s Assessment 

The overarching theme of Barron’s analysis – that the fault lies not with the 

Council, but in its poor implementation – concurs with the judgment of the 

Magisterium. In 1998, Pope John Paul II admitted that “not all [liturgical] changes 

have always and everywhere been accompanied by the necessary explanation 

and catechesis; as a result, in some cases there has been a misunderstanding of 

the very nature of the liturgy, leading to abuses, polarization, and sometimes 

even grave scandal.”60 Pope Benedict XVI has long blamed post-conciliar 

iconoclasm, especially the decay of the liturgy, on lackluster leadership and 

misguided interpretations of the Council.61 Cardinal Robert Sarah, a prominent 

                                                           
58 For a comprehensive discussion of the destructiveness of the Protestant Reformation for 

Catholicism, see Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars, 377-523, 565-593. For a more focused analysis, 

see Evelyn Waugh, ‘Edmund Campion’ in Two Lives (London: Continuum, 2001), 5-125. On the 

destructiveness of the Iconoclastic Controversy, consult Hart, A History of Christianity, 156-157; 

Alain Besançon, The Forbidden Image: An Intellectual History of Iconoclasm, trans. Jane Marie Todd 

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000), 115ff.  
59 Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 78ff, 193. 
60 John Paul II, ‘Address of the Holy Father John Paul II to the Bishops of the Episcopal 

Conference of the United States of America (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and 

Alaska).’ 
61 Benedict XVI and Seewald, Last Testament, 141; Ratzinger, Milestones, 57; Ratzinger, The Spirit 

of the Liturgy, 130. 
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liturgist, agrees. As a child, he witnessed first-hand the “devastating effects” of 

the stripping of the altars on Catholic piety.62 He contends that the “disaster” and 

“devastation” of the contemporary liturgy is the fault of some church leaders 

who, animated by “personal ideologies,” have willfully misinterpreted the 

conciliar documents.63  Significantly, Sarah’s complaint about “hectic” Masses 

that seem “no different from a country fair” mirrors Barron’s aforementioned 

“religiously-themed jamboree” comment.64 All this leaves no doubts about 

Barron’s fidelity to the Magisterium on this point.  

Barron’s critique of Cartesianism, moreover, concurs with that of many leading 

Catholic scholars. In the Tridentine era, Jacques Maritain, Fulton Sheen, and 

Vincent McNabb, O.P., critiqued Descartes for undercutting the credibility of 

traditional ideas and practices via subjectivism and rationalism.65 In the post-

conciliar era, John Paul II and James V. Schall, S.J., have offered similar 

criticisms.66 It is notable that many non-Catholics also uphold this view. For 

example, the Protestant theologian Murray Rae argues that “Descartes’ influence 

upon modern culture has been profound” in that it set “modern culture on a track 

of radical individualism in which all claims to truth, goodness, and beauty are 

                                                           
62 Sarah, God or Nothing, 84. Sarah recalls how the Archbishop of Conakry, returning from 

Rome, ordered the destruction of the main altar and baldachin of the cathedral. This “botched” 

and “hasty” transition from the pre-conciliar to the post-conciliar, Sarah concludes, shocked and 

angered Guinean Catholics, specifically “simpler people” who did not understand the purpose 

of the reforms. Later in the book, when contemplating the future of the Catholic liturgy, he 

declared, “Alas, I think that they [loyal Catholics] are right to be worried and to fear the worst.”  
63 Ibid., 85.  
64 Ibid., 106. It is possible that Sarah’s quote influenced Barron’s own, though Barron provides 

no indication of this. 
65 Maritain, The Peasant of the Garonne, 18; Sheen, Religion Without God, 134ff; Vincent McNabb, 

The Catholic Church and Philosophy (New York: Macmillan, 1927), 104; Jacques Maritain, Three 

Reformers: Luther-Descartes-Rousseau, rev. ed. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1929), 65. As 

noted in Chapter Two, 98, Sheen also faulted Luther as an architect of modern error. 
66 John Paul II, Memory and Identity: Conversations at the Dawn of a Millennium (New York: 

Random House, 2005), 8ff; James V. Schall, ‘Benedict on Aquinas: “Faith Implies Reason,”” 

Ignatius Insight, 1 February 2007, accessed 15 July 2019, 

http://www.ignatiusinsight.com/features2007/schall_b16aquinas2_feb07.asp. Despite the title, 

the essay is more about John Paul II and Schall’s support for John Paul II than it is about 

Aquinas or Benedict. 
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referenced, above all, to the self.”67 The agnostic philosopher Anthony Kenny, a 

former priest, regards Descartes as the “father of the modern mind,” whose views 

on private consciousness still “underlie the thinking of philosophers, scientists, 

and laymen to this day.”68 

Despite its concordance with the Magisterium and with mainstream Catholic 

scholarship, however, Barron’s analysis is not entirely consistent, for its Cartesian 

focus seems to clash with the Radical Orthodox views outlined in Chapter Two. 

After all, if the nominalism of Scotus and Ockham really does underpin the errors 

of modern philosophy, it is incongruous for Barron to describe Cartesianism as 

the root cause of extremist aggiornamento. Furthermore, the few times Barron does 

blame Scotus and Ockham for fostering a modernistic individualism foreign to 

Catholic Tradition, he sometimes makes no mention of Descartes.69 Given the 

importance of Radical Orthodoxy to Barron’s understanding of God, it is unlikely 

that this Cartesian focus represents a shift in thinking. Probably, it is a 

consequence of his unsystematic style: having already demonstrated to his 

satisfaction the culpability of medieval nominalism, and recognizing the special 

role that Descartes played in the challenging of Tradition specifically, Barron 

considers it expedient simply to focus on Descartes. Still, for clarity’s sake, it 

would be helpful if Barron reiterated, even in passing, the nominalist 

underpinnings of Cartesianism.  

In addition, Barron’s discussion of post-conciliar architecture is a little 

uncharitable, for its sweeping generalizations give the impression that all 

modern Catholic buildings are spiritually corrosive. This simply cannot be the 

case, for Barron, as noted in a later section, considers Gethsemani Abbey to be a 

worthy pilgrimage site for Catholics, and yet its architecture is thoroughly 

                                                           
67 Murray A. Rae, Architecture and Theology: The Art of Place (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 

2017), 157. 
68 Kenny, A Path from Rome, 206. 
69 See, for instance, Barron, Arguing Religion, 38-39. 
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modern, William Schickel having turned it into “a via negativa of a church” by 

removing its original wooden beams and stucco walls in the 1960s.70 Lest Barron 

contradict himself, therefore, he should explain precisely why, if modern 

architecture is so flawed, he himself sees spiritual value in some modern-style 

buildings.  

His discussion here is also a little untraditional since it infers that a focus on the 

essentials of the faith is in itself uncatholic. This is simply not the case. 

Contemplative monastics, to cite but one prominent example, have long built 

their monasteries and charterhouses in a simplistic fashion; some, like St. Bernard 

of Clairvaux, have even criticized overly embellished churches for being 

spiritually corrosive.71 This is not to say that Barron is necessarily wrong in his 

criticisms of extremist aggiornamento or that the simplicity of the contemplative 

life is identical to the simplification of the post-conciliar era. Nonetheless, it does 

show that Barron’s portrayal of the Tradition is somewhat selective. It is possible 

that his emphasis on ornamentation is the result of evangelical exigency, his 

desire to reassert an aspect of the Tradition that he thinks has been unjustly 

neglected. But it does seem that Barron is somewhat ambivalent toward non-

ornate expressions of Catholic Tradition. Regardless of Barron’s precise views on 

the topic, his expression of them is not wholly concordant with either the 

magisterial spirit of Vatican II or his desire to uphold authentic Catholic 

Tradition.  

Most troubling of all is Barron’s weak argument that, because key figures at 

Vatican II respected Tradition, the Council could not have represented a rupture 

with it. From a doctrinal point of view, this does not hold true, since an 

                                                           
70 James Martin, ‘L.A.’s Triumph of the Modern,’ America Magazine, 28 February 2008, accessed 

15 July 2019, https://www.americamagazine.org/content/all-things/las-triumph-modern. 
71 Umberto Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages, trans. Hugh Bredin (New Haven and London: 

Yale University Press, 1986), 6ff. For further discussion, consult St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s harsh 

critique of embellished art and architecture translated by and contained in Elizabeth G. Holt, A 

Documentary History of Art, vol. 1 (Garden City: Doubleday, 1957), 11-22. 
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appreciation of Tradition is not enough; one needs an orthodox interpretation of 

it as well. Barron knows full well that Catholics at and since Vatican II have 

differed significantly in their understanding of Tradition and that the 

Magisterium has censured several extremist aggiornamento and traditionalist 

interpretations as heterodox in the post-conciliar years.72 In light of such discord, 

Barron’s argument that Vatican II was traditional simply because its participants 

valued ‘Tradition’ (however defined) is somewhat unpersuasive. A much 

stronger argument would be to emphasize, as do Popes John Paul II and Benedict 

XVI, the unbroken continuity between the pre-conciliar, conciliar, and post-

conciliar Magisterium that, by its very nature, ensures the integrity of the 

Tradition.73 Although none of the aforementioned shortcomings are major, by 

highlighting the inconsistencies in his theology, they do have the potential to 

damage the reputation of Barron’s ministry as a reliable source of magisterial 

teaching. As a result, it could have a detrimental effect on Barron’s ability to 

engage with and persuade others of his views, not least disaffected Catholics who 

have strong opinions about the Tradition and Vatican II’s relationship to it. This 

is especially the case when one takes into account the inconsistencies of Barron’s 

theology highlighted in earlier chapters. 

 

2. Transcendental Beauty: The Gateway to Tradition 

The Theological Basis of Transcendental Beauty 

As in other areas of his theology, Barron does not provide a comprehensive, 

systematic discourse on Tradition. Yet he almost always approaches it in the 

                                                           
72 Barron, ‘Yves Congar and the Meaning of Vatican II.’ 
73 John Paul II, ‘Address of the Holy Father John Paul II to the Conference Studying the 

Implementation of the Second Vatican Council,’ 27 February 2000, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/speeches/2000/jan-mar/documents/hf_jp-

ii_spe_20000227_vatican-council-ii.html.; Benedict XVI, ‘Address of His Holiness Benedict XVI 

to the Roman Curia Offering them his Christmas Greetings,’ 22 December 2005. 
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same way – through the medium of transcendental beauty. Adhering to the 

analogia entis, Catholic theology holds that people can know God through 

contingent being and defines a transcendental as an innate principle of 

contingent being that tells of his existence and character.74 Consciously or 

unconsciously, the Church teaches, humans seek transcendentals because, 

having been made in the image of God, they yearn for something higher than 

material reality. Nowadays the Magisterium generally refers to three: beauty, 

goodness, and truth.75 The last-mentioned reaches up to God through reason, by 

recognizing that only a transcendent ipsum esse subsistens could create the cosmos 

and imbue it with intelligibility. Goodness testifies to God through the existence 

of an objective moral law, which implies a transcendent, benevolent power to 

mandate it. Finally, beauty witnesses to God through the splendor of the cosmos 

and human creativity, the marvels of which imply an intelligent Creator.76 

Although this splendor often coincides with conventional notions of what is 

pretty and attractive, it is not synonymous with it. Sometimes things that at first 

sight appear ugly and disturbing can reflect the beauty of God, a classic instance 

                                                           
74 This is in contrast to Kantian philosophy, which defines transcendentals subjectively, as a 

description of the human capacity for higher knowing and feeling. For further discussion on 

this difference, see William Desmond, ‘Analogy and the Fate of Reason,’ in The Oxford Handbook 

of Catholic Theology, eds. Lewis Ayres and Medi-Ann Volpe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2015), 73-92.  
75 John Paul II, Veritatis Splendor, 6 August 1993, 51; Catechism of the Catholic Church, 41; Benedict 

XVI, ‘Message of the Holy Father Benedict XVI For the 43rd World Communications Day,’ 24 

May 2009, accessed 15 July 2019, http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-

xvi/en/messages/communications/documents/hf_ben-xvi_mes_20090124_43rd-world-

communications-day.html.; Francis, ‘Address of the Holy Father Pope Francis: Audience to the 

Representatives of the Communication Media,’ 16 March 2013, accessed 15 July 2019, 

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2013/march/documents/papa-

francesco_20130316_rappresentanti-media.html. Note that papal statements often do not 

explicitly use the adjective transcendental, though they do refer to the concept. 
76 Note that ‘intelligent Creator’ is mentioned here in a broad sense, implying that poetry 

suggests meaning, a prerequisite of which is intelligence. It does not refer to the Intelligent 

Design hypothesis, which posits a Creator to explain the “irreducible complexity” of biological 

systems. The primary source for this quote is found in Michael Behe, The Edge of Evolution: The 

Search for the Limits of Darwinism (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2007), 93ff.  
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being the crucifixion and those Catholic artworks that commemorate it.77 A better 

definition of the transcendentally beautiful, to quote Andrew Greeley, is that 

which, whether through conventional aesthetics or pure shock, “tears a hole in 

the fabric of ordinary life and lets grace pour in.”78 

Drawing upon the theology of Hans Urs von Balthasar, arguably the most 

influential Catholic proponent of transcendental beauty in modern times, Barron 

highlights the importance of transcendental beauty to evangelization. Educated 

in the Tridentine era, von Balthasar became disillusioned with the “impoverished 

Christian thinking” of the Neo-Thomists, so preoccupied with “logic and 

ethics.”79 Aiming to legitimize alternative ways of Catholic thought, he wrote an 

enormous study of theological aesthetics that promoted transcendental beauty as 

a conduit of divine grace that testifies to the glory of God no less remarkably than 

philosophy.80 He proposed a three-tier process by which beauty educates a 

person, which Barron summarizes thus: “Anything beautiful first arrests you – 

you’re stopped in your tracks by it. Then, Balthasar says, the beautiful elects you. 

You’ve been chosen…. Finally, he says, the beautiful always sends you. You’re 

sent on a mission.”81 

Both men believe the conversion of St. Paul to be iconic in this regard. “How 

could one hope to understand the least thing about Paul,” states von Balthasar, 

“if one did not first acknowledge the fact that in Damascus he had seen the 

                                                           
77 The alleged ugliness of the crucifixion is discussed further on page 323. Suffice it to say here 

that many moderns find the crucifixion morally repulsive, and are especially disturbed by the 

Catholic portrayal of it, which they regard as overly gruesome. See The God Who Wasn’t There 

(2005) for further details. 
78 Greeley, The Catholic Revolution, 144. 
79 Von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord, 9.  
80 Hans Urs von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics: Volume VI: Theology: The 

Old Covenant, trans. Brian McNeil and Erasmo Leiva-Merikakis (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1991), 

13-14; Hans Urs von Balthasar, Theo-Drama: Theological Dramatic Theory: Volume II: The Dramatis 

Personae: Man in God, trans. Graham Harrison (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1990), 21-24. 
81 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 47. Barron’s analysis is faithful to von Balthasar’s, although 

the latter uses different headings: 1) Form, Expression, Meaning; 2) Word, Freedom; and 3) 

Election. Primary source material is contained in von Balthasar, Theo-Drama, 23-36. 
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highest beauty?”82 Barron concurs, writing that at first, the vision of Christ 

arrested Paul, then prompted him to repent after three days and join the Church, 

and finally imbued him with a desire to evangelize the Gentiles.83 No doubt 

seeking to reinforce the biblical validity of this paradigm, Barron cites three other 

episodes from Scripture that von Balthasar only notes in passing: 1) Moses’s 

standing in “aesthetic arrest before the burning bush (a wonderful image of the 

beautiful!),” which galvanized him to lead the Israelites out of Egypt; 2) Isaiah’s 

“rapturous vision of the divine glory” in Isaiah 6:8, a central inspiration for his 

prophetic ministry; and 3) Jesus’s “glor[ious] proclamation” of his messiahship 

in Matthew 16, which established Simon Peter as the visible head of the Church.84 

Why Barron focuses on these episodes instead of von Balthasar’s favored ones – 

for instance, Moses’s glimpsing of God on Mount Sinai – is unclear.85 Likely 

continuity plays a role, since Exodus 3:14 and Matthew 16:18 are cornerstones of 

Barron’s understanding of God and the Church, respectively, and Isaiah is 

arguably the most Christocentric Old Testament prophet. Whatever the reason, 

this distinction shows that Barron is not simply repeating von Balthasar, but 

pondering von Balthasar’s ideas and creatively integrating them into his 

theology. 

A second influence on Barron is Jacques Maritain. Somewhat rarely for a Neo-

Thomist, Maritain was an enthusiastic proponent of transcendental beauty, 

which he judged to be conducive both to theology and human flourishing.86 His 

analysis, grounded in Thomistic epistemology, is far more focused on the 

                                                           
82 Von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord I, 33. 
83 Barron, And Now I See, 90. 
84 Ibid. For von Balthasar’s minimalist discussion of these events, see von Balthasar, The Glory of 

the Lord VI, 40-41, 234; Hans Urs von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics: 

Volume VII: Theology: The New Covenant, trans. Brian McNeil (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1989), 230.  
85 Von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord I, 342, 373, 606, 671; von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord VI, 

41-45. 
86 For further discussion, see John G. Trapani, Poetry, Beauty, and Contemplation: The Complete 

Aesthetics of Jacques Maritain (Washington, D.C: Catholic University of America Press, 2011). 
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intellect than von Balthasar’s, though it arguably maintains the latter’s arrest-

elect-mission paradigm.87 Defining art as that which gives pleasure on sight (id 

quod visum placet), Maritain states that it is first glimpsed through the senses.88 

The divinely illumined intellect then apprehends the form or governing 

principles of this sense knowledge: wholeness, harmony, and radiance.89 

Comprehending these principles prompts an “insatiable thirst for everything 

beyond [the material world],” which sets the intellect on a mission to find the 

source from which they emanate – a journey that leads directly to God.90   

A key idea that Barron takes from Maritain is an ambivalence toward contrived 

religious art. Maritain found the Tridentine tendency to substitute devout 

intentions for artistic skill, producing the same mediocre, mass-produced items 

year after year, quite dispiriting.91  In his opinion, great Catholic art is often 

spontaneous, vivacious, and unexpected. It does not have to portray the same 

religious themes in the same established fashion; it does not even have to be 

overtly Christian since the spirit of a sincere believer will shine through a piece 

of art regardless of its content. As he advised his coreligionists, “If you want to 

produce Christian work, be a Christian, and try to make a work of beauty into 

                                                           
87 “Art is before all intellectual.” Jacques Maritain, Art and Scholasticism with Other Essays, trans. 

J.F. Scanlan (London: Sheed & Ward, 1946), 8. Oddly enough, neither Maritain nor Barron 

mention that Aquinas himself, though interested in beauty, did not regard it as a 

transcendental. He acknowledged an alternative triumvirate: being, truth, and goodness. It was 

his great contemporary and sometimes rival, St. Bonaventure, who established beauty as a 

transcendental in Catholic theology. For further discussion, see Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle 

Ages, 24. 
88 Maritain, Art and Scholasticism, 19. Here he concurs with Aquinas. See Aquinas, Summa 

Theologiae, Book 1, Question 5, Article 4, Response 1. 
89 Maritain, Art and Scholasticism, 19ff. See also Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, Book 2, Question 27, 

Article 1, Response 3; Charles Side Steinberg, ‘The Aesthetic Theory of St. Thomas Aquinas,’ The 

Philosophical Review 50, no. 5 (September 1941): 487-489. Barron illustrates this concept with a 

mundane example: a chair. A beautiful chair is one that fulfills its purpose (in other words, is 

whole), does not clash with its immediate environment (thereby maintaining harmony), and 

indeed enriches it (is radiant). Robert Barron, ‘On Art and the Beauty of God,’ YouTube, 22 

August 2018, 02:40ff, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLuGvBSinn4. 
90 Maritain, Art and Scholasticism, 21, 26.  
91 Ibid., 108ff.  
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which you have put your heart; do not adopt a Christian pose.”92 Barron concurs 

and points to Flannery O’Connor, who sought to craft memorable stories rather 

than convert people or explain the faith, as an embodiment of this principle.93 For 

although her stories, full of violence and nihilism, may seem at times unchristian, 

the spirit of Christ nonetheless underpins her work – a factor that, in Barron’s 

mind, makes her a vital figure in the New Evangelization, as a later section points 

out. 

Of these two influences, von Balthasar predominates, Barron even describing his 

introduction to Thomism in Balthasarian terms. As noted in Chapter One, he first 

encountered Aquinas in high school, when a young Dominican visited his class 

to outline the argument from motion. For Barron, it was a graced experience that 

showed him for the first time the profundity of Catholic thought. Although he 

“didn’t really know” what Aquinas was talking about at that stage, the 

tantalizing image of an intellectually robust theology prompted him to read the 

Summa.94 Impressed and excited, Barron became even more interested, and after 

graduating from high school studied Thomism at college, where he eventually 

earned a doctorate.95 No sooner had he established himself as a Thomist scholar 

did Barron feel a desire to teach Thomism to others, initially to seminarians at 

Mundelein, and later to the wider culture. All this is quite foreign to the aesthetics 

of Maritain, which emphasizes immediate intellectual apprehension of the object 

at hand – something that eluded Barron until he had studied Aquinas for years. 

Such a process is in line with von Balthasar, however, whose theological 

                                                           
92 Ibid., 54.  
93 Barron, ‘On Art and the Beauty of God,’ 03:55ff. O’Connor is discussed in depth later in the 

chapter. 
94 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 19. 
95 Ibid., 19-20, 23-27. 
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aesthetics highlights the “interior experience of being touched” by the 

transcendent.96 

Finally, while Barron himself neglects to do this, it is helpful to clarify the 

relationship of transcendental beauty to metanoia and the religious imagination. 

Certainly, the three concepts are intertwined, as Barron’s emphasis on the 

alluring power of the Incarnation shows. Yet metanoia is Barron’s general term 

for soul transformation, the dramatic change in outlook that follows upon 

apprehending the reality of God. In consequence, it encompasses all ways of 

knowing God, both rational and non-rational.97 Moreover, he employs metanoia 

most commonly when talking about the Incarnation, an event so profound that 

no single human faculty can fully comprehend it, whereas transcendental beauty 

is usually invoked to refer to the means by which the truths of the Incarnation 

are expressed.98 Concisely put, therefore, every instance of transcendental beauty 

is conducive to metanoia, but the latter is in no way reducible to the former. The 

religious imagination, for its part, seems to be the medium through which 

transcendental beauty induces metanoia. Until Barron makes his views clearer, 

however, much of this will remain speculation. 

The Strategic Appeal of Transcendental Beauty 

In addition to the innate virtues of transcendental beauty, Barron believes that it 

has strategic appeal today. For despite the popularity of the New Atheism, 

positivism has suffered setbacks in recent years.99 In part, this is attributable to 

                                                           
96 Von Balthasar does note that some intellectual awareness of a philosophical system is 

necessary in order to appreciate it. But he is far more interested in intuition, imagination, 

personal conviction, and openness to the transcendence. See von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord: 

I, 182-183.  
97 For further reference, consult Barron, And Now I See, 5. 
98 On the multifarious nature of the Incarnation, see Barron, Catholicism, 4-5, 7-8.  
99 “The twentieth century was a bad century for reason,” complains the New Zealand rationalist 

historian Bill Cooke, who laments how in many Western intellectual circles the logic of Bertrand 

Russell gradually gave way to the “cryptic mysticism” of Ludwig Wittgenstein, which has in 

turn given way to the “byzantine and antirational obfuscation” of Martin Heidegger. Bill 

Cooke, A Rebel to his Last Breath: Joseph McCabe and Rationalism (New York: Prometheus Books, 
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the influence of postmodernism, which, especially since the 1960s, has called into 

question “classical notions of truth, reason, identity and objectivity, of the idea of 

universal progress...or ultimate grounds of explanation.”100 The motivations of 

postmodernists are varied and complex, ranging from mild critiques of 

conventional society and ideas to serious attempts to discredit and tear them 

down, and largely lie outside the scope of this thesis.101 Suffice to say that almost 

all criticize the Cartesian intellectual project as dangerous and contrived. It is 

contrived, they note, because its allegedly rational worldview rests on several 

linguistic and cultural assumptions peculiar to Western society.102 It is dangerous 

because its disregard for non-rational forms of knowledge, cherished by almost 

every other culture and society in history, compels people to think and act 

unnaturally.103 Thus, rather than liberating the human spirit, postmodernists 

contend, Descartes and his followers ended up repressing it by forcing people to 

conform to a synthetic worldview that, judging itself to be eminently rational, 

demands strict uniformity and dismisses outside criticism as irrational. This is 

                                                           
2001), 15. For a more comprehensive treatment of this subject, written by a leading scientist and 

critic of pseudoscience, consult Carl Sagan, The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candlelight in 

the Dark (New York: Random House, 1995).  
100 Terry Eagleton, The Illusions of Postmodernism (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), vii. 
101 A broad overview of postmodernism is provided by Hans Bertens, The Idea of the Postmodern: 

A History (London: Routledge, 1995). Michael Polanyi is an example of a moderate 

postmodernist, for although his epistemological writings influenced the postmodern turn, he 

himself retained a commitment to “transcendental obligations” like truth and charity. Michael 

Polanyi, Science, Faith, and Society: A searching examination of the meaning and nature of scientific 

inquiry (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1964), 83. An example of a more radical 

postmodernist is Louis Althusser, who dismissed as ‘ideology’ a large part of the Western 

intellectual tradition. See Stephen B. Smith, ‘Althusser’s Marxism without a Knowing Subject,’ 

The American Political Science Review 79, no. 3 (September 1985), passim. 
102 Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1979), 3-13; Michael Luntley, Reason, Truth and Self (London and New York: Routledge, 1995), 

15-16. See also the analysis of David Graeber, a postmodern-minded cultural anthropologist, 

who notes ironically that ‘enlightened’ Western rationalism has its origin in the religious cult of 

Pythagoras. David Graeber, The Utopia of Rules: On Technology, Stupidity, and the Secret Joys of 

Bureaucracy (New York: Melville House Publishing, 2015), 171ff. 
103 This argument is prominent in the writings of McGrath, who regards postmodernism as a 

useful ally in the fight against positivism and atheism. See McGrath, The Twilight of Atheism, 

227ff. 
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why those who challenge the system, postmodernists lament, are often dismissed 

as cranks and subjected to public ridicule or, in the case of earlier times, 

psychiatric treatment and physical incarceration.104  

Although once confined to academia and radical circles, postmodern ideas have 

since taken root throughout the West. Barron makes clear that he does not 

condone the epistemological and moral relativism of more extreme thinkers like 

Jacques Derrida.105 He does appreciate, however, how the postmodern emphasis 

on non-rational knowledge has challenged the assumptions of “Cartesian-

Kantian intellectual” discourse.106 He illustrates this by looking at the changing 

attitudes of philosophers toward the concept of prejudice. For centuries, he 

remarks, positivist-minded thinkers have “desperately” sought to eliminate the 

influence of “unexamined tradition, prerational conviction, [and] 

preconception,” viewing them as a threat to authentic knowledge.107 

Postmodernists, however, recognize that prejudice is a constructive influence 

and an inevitable reality of being human.108 This shift in thinking greatly benefits 

Catholicism, which makes great use of such non-rational knowledge. Scientist-

priests like Lemaître and Mendel are cases in point, writes Barron, for their 

scientific accomplishments were built upon an instinctive, unverified conviction 

that the cosmos is intelligible and worthy of investigation.109  

                                                           
104 A classic study in this vein is Michel Foucault, History of Madness, 1st ed., ed. Jean Khalfa, 

trans. Jonathan Murphy and Jean Khalfa (London and New York: Routledge, 2006). He first 

mentions Descartes, tellingly, in a chapter entitled “The Great Confinement.” Ibid., 44-47. 
105 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 107.   
106 Ibid., 81. 
107 Ibid., 81-82. 
108 Ibid.; Barron, Thomas Aquinas, 37. Barron cites Hans Georg Gadamer as a postmodern 

philosopher who thinks that prejudice plays a constructive role in intellectual discourse and 

George Lindbeck as a postmodern philosopher who thought that prejudice is an inevitable part 

of being human. See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (New York: Continuum, 1990), 

269-277; George Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine: Theology in a Postliberal Age (Philadelphia: 

Westminster, 1984), 34-35. 
109 Barron, ‘”Cosmos” and one more Telling of the Tired Myth’; Barron, Catholicism, 67-69. 
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Indeed, Barron contends that Catholics played a pivotal role in the birth of 

postmodernism. He describes Cardinal John Henry Newman, for instance, as a 

foremost “protopostmodern[ist].”110 Raised in the shadow of British empiricism, 

Newman perceived the threat that positivism posed to Christianity. He defended 

the latter by pointing out that reason, while wonderful, does not work in 

isolation, but is conditioned always by a wide variety of prejudices: “Gut feelings, 

hunches, instincts, experiences, testimony of reliable witnesses, venerable 

traditions, [and] the example of beloved people.”111 To disprove Christianity 

through logic or science is therefore impossible, Newman argued, since no 

human is capable of inferring or deducing a proposition without prejudice.112 He 

saw scholarly controversies over the historical existence of certain ancient 

persons as proof of this.113 Having access to the same historical facts and 

possessing similar training in historical analysis, academics, if wholly rational, 

should come to the same conclusion. The fact that they do not indicates that their 

disagreements are, at least in part, due to individual prejudice. If even well-

respected scholars cannot restrain their non-rational faculties, Newman 

concluded, then rationalism is clearly unnatural to humankind and should not 

serve as the sole measure of knowledge. Barron notes that Cardinal Avery Dulles, 

                                                           
110 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 83. 
111 Ibid., 99. Note that this is Barron’s paraphrasing of Newman. For Newman in his own words, 

consult John Henry Newman, An Essay in Aid of A Grammar of Assent (New York: Longmans, 

Green and Co, 1947), 142-158. 
112 While this argument may have been effective against certain rationalists of earlier times, it is 

crucial to note that contemporary Anglo-American positivism, arguably the most influential 

philosophical tradition in the West that seeks to relegate prejudice and theology to the dustbin 

of history, has no trouble admitting the difficulties of inferential and deductive argumentation 

or the limits of human reason. See Bertrand Russell, The Scientific Outlook (London: Routledge, 

2001), 52-54. 
113 “Why then do they differ so much from each other, whether in their estimate of those 

testimonies or of those facts? because that estimate is simply their own, coming out of their own 

judgement; and that judgement coming from assumptions of their own, explicit or implicit; and 

those assumptions spontaneously issuing out of the state of thought respectively belonging to 

each of them; and all these successive processes of minute reasoning superintended and 

directed by an intellectual instrument far too subtle and spiritual to be scientific.” Newman, 

Grammar of Assent, 276-277. For Barron’s commentary on Newman’s reasoning, see Barron, 

Word on Fire, 37-38. 
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the influential American theologian, further developed Newman’s ideas for 

today’s world, his 1992 text The Craft of Theology drawing upon Newman and 

contemporary postmodernism to undercut Cartesian rationalism and celebrate 

non-rational ways of doing theology.114  

Transcendental beauty, Barron affirms, is among the most important of these 

non-rational ways. It speaks to postmodern persons by offering them a vibrant 

non-Cartesian means through which they can learn about themselves, creation, 

and God. Because beauty serves as a gateway to the other transcendentals, it also 

helps to curtail the epistemological and moral relativism of more extremist 

postmodernists. All this, in Barron’s mind, establishes transcendental beauty as 

a key resource in the New Evangelization.  

Catholic Tradition as a Vehicle of Transcendental Beauty 

Catholicism, in Barron’s mind, reflects transcendental beauty in all its splendor.115 

He reasons that because the Catholic imagination, adhering to the analogia entis, 

proclaims the glory of God through a seemingly infinite variety of media, it can 

appeal to literally everyone.116 As he writes in the introduction to Catholicism: 

“Perhaps some will find the lyrical sections of this book more compelling, and 

others will prefer the intellectual passages, and perhaps still others will savor the 

images and the pictures.”117 This is good, he writes, because “part of the genius 

of Catholicism… is [that there is] something for everyone in its wide space.”118 

He commonly uses the Chestertonian metaphor of a “house with a thousand 

                                                           
114 Avery Dulles, The Craft of Theology: From Symbol to System (New York: The Crossroad 

Publishing Company, 1992), 4-6; Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 83. 
115 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 41. For the record, “Barron is convinced that Catholic 

Christianity represents the fullness of all three [transcendentals].” 
116 The Catholic imagination is also known as the “analogical imagination.” Key studies include 

Greeley, The Catholic Imagination; Greeley, The Religious Imagination; Tracy, The Analogical 

Imagination. For Barron’s endorsement of the Catholic imagination, consult Barron, Seeds of the 

Word, x. Greeley exerts an especially strong influence on his thinking, as demonstrated in 

Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 139-161. 
117 Barron, Catholicism, 8.  
118 Ibid. 
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doors” to illustrate this point.119 A less common metaphor he employs is that of 

“Grandma’s attic,” which symbolizes the Church’s tendency to hoard, for the 

purposes of worship and catechization, innumerable “liturg[ies], song[s], saints, 

prayers, processions, public displays, and arguments.”120  

The key to restoring faith in the great Tradition, Barron thinks, is to utilize its 

various traditions creatively and with flair. In books and movies, television series 

and YouTube videos, Barron throws open the Church’s thousand doors, brings 

its treasures down from the attic, and invites anyone he can to contemplate their 

beauty. Convinced of the efficacy of divine grace to capture the hearts of non-

believers and deepen the faith of Catholics, Barron refrains from offering 

ideological interpretations of the Tradition, preferring instead to let its majesty 

speak for itself. “I want to function…as a mystagogue,” he writes in the 

introduction to Catholicism, “conducting you ever deeper into the mystery of the 

Incarnation in the hopes [sic] that you might be transformed by its power.”121 As 

noted in the last section, Barron is not entirely successful in removing 

problematic ideological biases from his work. Nonetheless, it is notable – and, 

from a magisterial perspective, laudable – that he tries to let the Tradition speak 

for itself. 

Evaluating Barron’s Understanding of Transcendental Beauty 

In prioritizing von Balthasar, Barron is signaling once again his fidelity to Vatican 

II and the Magisterium. A strong supporter of the Council and a leading 

ressourcement figure, von Balthasar grounded his ideas in Aquinas and the 

Church Fathers, especially the concept of the analogia entis.122 His emphasis on 

                                                           
119 Ibid. Here are Chesterton’s precise words: “The Church is a house with a hundred gates; and 

no two men enter at exactly the same angle.” See G.K. Chesterton, The Catholic Church and 

Conversion (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2006), 38. 
120 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 51. 
121 Barron, Catholicism, 4-5.  
122 Remarkably given his prominence in the ressourcement camp, von Balthasar was not a 

participant at the Council. For further discussion of von Balthasar’s theological influences 
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evangelism is in line with Vatican II’s desire to reconnect with non-believers and 

lapsed believers and to deepen the faith of those who already believe. For these 

reasons, both John Paul II and Benedict XVI had “high regard” for von Balthasar 

as a person and as a theologian.123 All this explains and indeed justifies Barron’s 

prioritizing of von Balthasar over Maritain, whose aesthetic theology relies upon 

a Neo-Thomistic interpretation of ancient and medieval philosophy 

unfashionable in the post-conciliar Church. Comprehensiveness probably plays 

a role as well, for whereas Maritain’s aesthetic writings are somewhat minimalist, 

especially with respect to the link between art and evangelization, von Balthasar 

discusses transcendental beauty’s theological and evangelical importance 

systematically and in detail. Given that Barron’s own writings lack 

systematization, it is likely that he sees von Balthasar’s comprehensiveness as an 

asset, as a foundation and inspiration for his own work.124  

Still, Barron does take inspiration from both men and does not see any 

contradiction in doing so.125 In a general sense, there is no harm in doing this since 

both men were committed Catholics whose work on aesthetics proclaimed the 

glory of God and highlighted the pitfalls of Tridentine rationalism. Yet von 

Balthasar’s and Maritain’s theologies do differ, so much so that if Barron ever 

                                                           
consult Davies, ‘The theological aesthetics,’ 132; Brian E. Daley, ‘Balthasar’s reading of the 

Church Fathers,’ in The Cambridge Companion to Hans Urs von Balthasar, eds. Edward T. Oakes 

and David Moss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 187; Fergus Kerr, ‘Balthasar 

and metaphysics,’ in The Cambridge Companion to Hans Urs von Balthasar, eds. Edward T. Oakes 

and David Moss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 225. 
123 Lyra Pitstick, Christ’s Descent into Hell: John Paul II, Joseph Ratzinger, and Hans Urs von Balthasar 

on the Theology of Holy Saturday (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 

2016), xii. 
124 This certainly explains why Barron, somewhat rarely for a non-specialist student of von 

Balthasar, displays knowledge not only of the theological aesthetics, but of the theo-drama and 

theo-logic as well. As the theologian Oliver Davies remarks, this is no small feat. See Oliver 

Davies, ‘The theological aesthetics,’ in The Cambridge Companion to Hans Urs von Balthasar, eds. 

Edward T. Oakes and David Moss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 131. 
125 In this respect, Barron mirrors Greeley, who, dismissive of most modern theologians, 

nonetheless recognized von Balthasar and Maritain as authorities on transcendental beauty. 

Greeley, The Catholic Imagination, 169; Greeley, The Religious Imagination, 14-16. 
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treated them equally, instead of giving priority to von Balthasar, his theology 

would become somewhat inconsistent. For example, Barron would struggle to 

explain how Neo-Thomists like Maritain, whose understanding of God he 

considers deficient, can talk authoritatively about aesthetics, given that the 

former is the theological basis for the latter. It is important to mention this 

because Barron’s interest in Maritain’s aesthetics appears to be a recent 

phenomenon, articulated in-depth for the first time in 2016, and may foreshadow 

a future change of thinking.126 

Regarding postmodernism, Barron’s assessment once again concurs with the 

magisterial spirit of Vatican II. Several Catholics, notably Newman, have indeed 

influenced postmodernism; postmodernism has likewise influenced mainstream 

Catholic theology, generating, among other things, new explanations and 

strategies of conversion.127 As a result of his unsystematic approach, however, 

Barron fails to integrate convincingly his postmodern discussion with his 

Thomistic theology. This is somewhat problematic, since two key tenets of 

Thomism are realism and reason, two concepts that postmodernists almost 

always interpret in a non-Thomistic fashion, and which a few deny altogether.128 

Citing Newman does not help to clarify the matter since Newman was 

unsympathetic to Aquinas and did not have an extensive knowledge of his 

works.129 It would help if Barron clarified, therefore, which postmodern persons 

                                                           
126 Barron, ‘On Art and the Beauty of God.’ 
127 Dulles, The Craft of Theology, 5-10, 53-68. 
128 This is not to say that dialogue between these two philosophies is impossible. Already, 

particularly in fields of epistemology, postmodernists and Thomists have found common 

ground. The point is that Barron does not point out this common ground in the context of his 

own thought. For a general approach to this question, see J.A. DiNoia, ‘American Catholic 

Theology at Century’s End: Postconciliar, Post-modern, and Post-Thomistic,’ The Thomist 54 

(1990): 499-518. A more concrete – and startling – example is Rosalind Smith Edman, ‘Feminism, 

Postmodernism and Thomism Confront Questions of Gender,’ in Postmodernism and Christian 

Philosophy, ed. Roman Theodore Ciapalo (Washington, D.C.: American Maritain 

Association/The Catholic University of America Press, 1997), 97-106. 
129 Newman’s ignorance of Aquinas, rare in the Tridentine era, should not be overlooked. On 

one of the rare occasions he did quote him, for example, he attributed to him a passage from St. 

Alphonsus Ligouri. Probably his bitter feud with Cardinal Manning, an aggressively Neo-
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and ideas he supports and explained why they do not contradict his realist 

theology. It would be beneficial, too, if he stated openly that Newman was 

ambivalent about Thomism and explain why. Furthermore, Barron does not 

seem to realize that his discussion of prejudice raises certain problems for 

evangelism. For if all communication and reception of ideas contains an element 

of bias, his efforts to proclaim Church teaching pure and simple, completely free 

from ideology, becomes impossible. Lest he contradict himself, therefore, Barron 

ought to specify precisely what he means by ‘bias’ and whether it can interfere 

even with the communication and reception of orthodoxy. This is important 

because such ambiguities, if left unresolved, have the potential to detract from 

his otherwise fascinating views on transcendental beauty and therefore hinder 

the persuasive power of Word on Fire. 

 

3. The Liturgy 

Its Privilege of Place in the Tradition 

The Mass, in Barron’s view, has a privileged place in Catholic Tradition. He 

believes that it is “the practice that most clearly defines the uniquely Christian 

way of being in the world,” a primary means of drawing people into the Church 

and keeping them active once inside.130 He cites Sacrosanctum Concilium, Vatican 

II’s constitution on the liturgy, to support this: “The liturgy is the summit toward 

which the activity of the Church is directed…. The aim and object of apostolic 

works is that all who are made sons of God by faith and baptism should come 

together to praise God in the midst of His Church, to take part in the sacrifice, 

                                                           
Thomist fellow convert who considered Newman a closet modernist, influenced his aversion to 

scholasticism. Further discussion is provided in Newsome, Convert Cardinals, 290; Frederick 

Copleston, A History of Philosophy: Volume VIII: Bentham to Russell (London: Burns and Oates 

Limited, 1966), 513.  
130 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 145. 
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and to eat the Lord's supper.”131 For this reason, he is eager to discuss its 

theological and evangelical importance at length.  

Barron explores the subject in two ways. On the one hand, recognizing that the 

liturgy has developed over time, he wants to highlight its spiritual benefits in a 

general sense, rather than focus on a single rite. His 2016 introduction to Dietrich 

von Hildebrand’s Liturgy and Personality embodies this spirit. “First published in 

1933, at the height of the ‘liturgical movement’ in Europe and America,” Barron 

states, “this splendid text functions as a fine interpretive key to Sacrosanctum 

Concilium, the Vatican II document on the liturgy.”132 It does not bother Barron 

that von Hildebrand discussed only the Tridentine Mass in this book since he 

believes that the Catholic principles he highlights hold true for any valid rite. 

Above all, Barron praises von Hildebrand for stressing that “the primary purpose 

of the liturgy is…to give proper praise to God.”133 “The Liturgy is penetrated 

more than anything else by the spirit of true reverence,” noted von Hildebrand; 

“It is deeply permeated by the fear of God, by the cum timore et tremore (with fear 

and trembling).”134 Everything in the liturgy – scripture readings, vestments, 

kneeling, the Blessed Sacrament – help to reinforce this goal.135  Together, they 

make an authentic relationship with God possible. A “derivative effect” of this 

liturgical theocentrism, von Hildebrand concludes to Barron’s delight, is a 

deepening of personality, a natural consequence of grounding oneself in God and 

the Tradition of his Church.136  

                                                           
131 Sacrosanctum Concilium, 10. 
132 Robert Barron, foreword to Dietrich von Hildebrand, Liturgy and Personality (Steubenville, 

OH: The Hildebrand Project, 2016), xvii. 
133 Ibid., xv-xvi. 
134 Von Hildebrand, Liturgy and Personality, 39. 
135 See, for example, von Hildebrand, Liturgy and Personality, 62. Curiously, von Hildebrand did 

not discuss in this book his aesthetic and theological commitment to the Gregorian chant. For this 

fascinating aspect of his theology, see von Hildebrand, Trojan Horse, 233; Alice von Hildebrand, 

The Soul of a Lion, 41-43. 
136 Barron, foreword to Liturgy and Personality, xv.  
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On the other hand, Barron often talks about the beauty of the Novus Ordo 

specifically. He does this not only because it is the ordinary form of the Western 

Rite, the service that most Catholics and potential converts have access to, but 

because influential conservative critics deem it responsible for the 

aforementioned decay of Catholic piety.137 Von Hildebrand himself thought this, 

which is why he criticized the post-conciliar liturgical reforms that paved the way 

for the Novus Ordo even before their full implementation: “The new liturgy 

actually threatens to frustrate the confrontation with Christ, for it discourages 

reverence in the face of mystery, precludes awe, and all but extinguishes a sense 

of sacredness.”138 Numerous others whom Barron greatly admires – J.R.R. 

Tolkien, Christopher Dawson, Evelyn Waugh, Graham Greene – likewise 

dismissed the post-conciliar liturgical reforms that undergird the Novus Ordo as 

insipid and spiritually corrosive.139 Barron finds this opposition troubling given 

that the Council Fathers sanctioned the post-conciliar reforms and Pope Paul VI 

stated in 1969 that the Novus Ordo is “an acceptable offering to our Father in 

heaven.”140 In Barron’s mind, because the Church has adopted the Novus Ordo as 

its ordinary form of sacramental worship, Catholics ought to welcome it as such. 

In particular, he thinks that they ought to appreciate its theological symbolism 

on its own terms rather than judge it by a Tridentine standard to which it will 

always fall short. 

                                                           
137 Recall that the Eastern Catholic Churches have their own rites, meaning that the Novus Ordo 

plays little if any role in their liturgical life. 
138 Dietrich von Hildebrand, ‘The Case for the Latin Mass,’ TRIUMPH, October 1966, accessed 15 

July 2019, https://unavoce.org/resources/the-case-of-the-latin-mass/. 
139 Birzer, Sanctifying Myth, 49; Birzer, Sanctifying the World, 262; Waugh, foreword to Sword of 

Honour, xxxiv; Joseph Pearce, Literary Converts: Spiritual Inspiration in a World of Unbelief (San 

Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2006), 356. On Barron’s respect for Dawson as a convert and a 

historian, see Barron, Catholicism, 131, 174. On Barron’s respect for Graham Greene, see Barron, 

‘Evangelizing the Nones’; Barron, ‘Thomas Merton, Spiritual Master,’ 01:45ff. His respect of 

Tolkien was noted in Chapter Two, 132; his appreciation for Waugh is detailed in a later section 

of this chapter. 
140 Pope Paul VI, Missale Romanum, 3 April 1969. The views of the Council Fathers are reflected 

in Sacrosanctum Concilium. 
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He demonstrates this conviction by justifying in unusual detail the theological 

significance and aesthetic wonder of the Novus Ordo in his book Exploring Catholic 

Theology.141 Starting at the very beginning, Barron remarks that the opening 

procession, celebrant’s Sign of the Cross, and Trinitarian invocation reaffirm the 

priority of God. “The Christian self is claimed, positioned, named by another,” 

Barron writes, consciously echoing St. Paul in Galatians 2:20; “The priest, 

ministers, and people signal that they are not self-disposing, not in control of 

their lives. They stand, instead, within God, and what they are about to do will 

be done under the aegis of God.”142 In doing this, Barron writes, the Novus Ordo 

invalidates attempts to subjectivize the Mass or to conceive of it only in 

materialistic terms.143 

The next part of the service that Barron explores is the Kyrie eleison. Barron ties 

the prayer to the story of blind Bartimaeus, who in Mark 10:47 cries out to Jesus: 

“Lord Jesus Christ, save me” (Uie David Iesou, eleison me).144 Barron remarks that 

“in the symbolic language of the Bible, blindness is evocative of sin, the inability 

to see the world aright, because of an alienation from God.”145 Conscious that he 

could not cure his ailment, Bartimaeus implored Jesus to help him. Seeing 

Bartimaeus’s faith, Jesus healed him, a miraculous act that inspired him to follow 

Jesus in gratitude (Mark 10:52). Repeating this cry at each liturgy, Barron 

contends, reminds Catholics of their need for redemption, that only God can heal 

them of Original Sin. Such a reminder is especially important in today’s society, 

                                                           
141 Barron’s other extensive discussion of the liturgy, The Mass, a 145-minute DVD series, was 

released in late 2018 and thus lies outside the scope of this study. See The Mass, DVD, written 

and hosted by Robert Barron (Skokie, Il: Word on Fire Catholic Ministries, 2018). 
142 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 146. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Ibid., 147. 
145 Ibid. 
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he writes, in which anthropologies “based upon schemes of perfectibility” are 

commonplace.146 

Following this is the Gloria in Excelsis, “one of the most beautiful prayers in the 

liturgical tradition.”147 Although Barron affirms that, “in a sense, the whole of 

Christian theology is developed in the course of the Gloria,” he focuses on the 

opening lines: “Glory to God in the highest and peace to his people on earth.”148 

It forges a link, he thinks, between worship and morality by implying that the 

first facilitates the second. Having established that they are present to worship 

God, Catholics now remind themselves that their worship has wider 

implications. “When Christ is unambiguously at the center of one’s life, then all 

the elements that constitute the self – mind, will, imagination, passion, sexuality 

– tend to fall into an ordered pattern.”149 When large numbers of people live in 

this manner, the Gloria implies, society is transformed into “an authentic and 

beautiful communio” of kind and considerate persons.150 Likewise, the prayer 

suggests, neglect of God carries with it profound moral consequences.  

The next aspect of the liturgy that Barron looks at is the “opening up of the 

Biblical world.”151 It commences with readings from the Old Testament, the 

epistles, and the Gospels, the purpose of which, in Barron’s eyes, is to immerse 

believers in “the manner of thought, action, and behavior characteristic of the 

great characters of biblical revelation, including and especially that mysterious 

central figure of God.”152 Through these readings, believers learn, among other 

things, who God is, how to commune with him, and how to live uprightly. 

                                                           
146 Ibid., 148. He mentions in particular ideologies of “the Nietzschean superman” and “the 

Sartrean self-creating existentialist.” 
147 Ibid., 149. 
148 Ibid. Here Barron uses a modern translation. An older rendition is “Glory to God in the 

highest and peace to people of good will.” 
149 Ibid. 
150 Ibid. 
151 Ibid., 150. 
152 Ibid., 151. 
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Because they situate Revelation in space and time, Barron continues, these 

readings are especially useful in counteracting unorthodox understandings of 

Revelation, Rahner’s Christian Rationalism specifically.153 After the readings 

comes the homily, which highlights the readings’ underlying themes and applies 

them to a contemporary context. Then comes the Creed, the moment in which 

the congregation assents to the truth of all that has been said: “Having been 

immersed in the biblical world, the people are then encouraged to declare their 

commitment in it [sic]. They do so by reciting the Nicene Creed, a tightly 

structured, doctrinal summary of the essentials of the scriptural narrative.”154 

The Offertory, which occurs after the Creed, marks the beginning of the Liturgy 

of the Eucharist. Curiously, Barron does not refer to it by its post-conciliar name, 

the Preparation of the Gifts. The transition from Creed to Offertory is important, 

Barron thinks, because in the Eucharist Christ is present in a “substantial,” 

“qualitatively different” way than in the Liturgy of the Word.155 “We might say 

that the [L]iturgy of the Eucharist focuses and fully expresses what is inchoately 

present in the first part of the Mass.”156 Several congregants bring forth gifts of 

bread, wine, water, and money. The priest then blesses the bread with the words: 

“Blessed are you, Lord God of all creation, for through your goodness, we have 

this bread to offer, which earth has given and human hands have made.”157 The 

wine is then mixed with water and offered in a similar manner. Barron points out 

                                                           
153 See Chapter Two, 151ff, for a definition of this theology.  
154 Note that Catholics, following Vatican II, may also recite the Apostles Creed. From the 

standpoint of both doctrine and Tradition, however, the Nicene Creed is more apt, since it 

testifies to the fullness of the faith and has been in constant use since the fourth century. Barron, 

Exploring Catholic Theology, 152.  
155 Ibid., 153. “Though Vatican II placed a renewed stress on the liturgy of the Word, it would 

not be correct to say that the two principal sections of the Mass are coequal in importance. For 

at the heart of the liturgy of the Eucharist is the realization of the ‘substantial’ presence of Jesus 

Christ, a presence that is qualitatively different than those realized in the gathering of the 

people, the person of the priest, or the proclamation of the Scriptures…. And thus, in accord 

with the central argument of this article, the Christian self will be most richly on display in this 

portion of the liturgy.” Barron cites Sacrosanctum Concilium 7 in support of his conclusion. 
156 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 153. 
157 Ibid. 
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that the Offertory has its origins in the Berakah prayer of the ancient Israelites, 

which thanked God for the gift of creation. “In the context of the Mass, the bread 

and wine speak behind themselves and represent the whole of what God has 

given in making the world.”158 The Offertory thus encourages participants to 

reflect upon the Catholic doctrine of creation, that God transcends his creation 

and brought it into being ex nihilo.  

The next part of the Mass, the Eucharistic sacrifice, is the “high point” of the 

service.159 Having already expressed his belief in the Real Presence elsewhere, 

Barron focuses on the secondary, symbolic meaning of the Eucharist, namely the 

law of the gift.160 “A principle centrally on display throughout the Bible and the 

tradition of the church,” the law of the gift holds that “one’s being increases and 

is enhanced in the measure that one gives it away.”161 Most clearly, he states, this 

principle is expressed in the “pithy formula” of Jesus: “Those who find their life 

will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will find it” (Matt 10:39).162 

Earlier in the Mass, the congregation offered the fruits of creation to God. Now 

God returns these gifts “infinitely enhanced” with sacramental grace, 

transformed into his Body and Blood.163 This law, Barron writes, is yet another 

proof of ipsum esse subsistens, that God, unlike pagan deities, does not need 

creation to sustain him.164 This law also implies that God is love itself, for such 

generous self-giving precludes any trace of selfishness or immorality.165 It is for 

this reason, Barron continues, that the congregation then sings the Our Father, 

                                                           
158 Ibid. 
159 Ibid., 155. 
160 Barron, Catholicism, 172-194. 
161 A poetic instance of this, Barron writes, is in 1 Kings 7-24. In the midst of a great drought, 

God tells Elijah that a widow of Zarephath will supply him with food. He finds her and asks for 

food; she replies that there is only enough to make one more meal for herself and her son. Elijah 

implores her to trust in God that they will not starve. She does, and God thus mystically 

prevents the food stores from running out. 
162 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 156. 
163 Ibid. 
164 Ibid., 154. 
165 Ibid., 156. 
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since it is by now obvious that the coming of God’s kingdom is a good thing. This 

part of the Mass culminates with the reception of communion, during which 

believers approach and receive Christ in the Eucharist. 

The final part of the Mass is the Sending, which consists of the priest uttering a 

closing prayer, blessing the people, and dismissing them with the missio: “The 

Mass is ended; go in peace to love and to serve the Lord.”166 Excluding the 

Eucharistic prayer, Barron considers these words “the most sacred of the liturgy” 

because, like the Gloria, they highlight the law of the gift: having been spiritually 

recharged by Christ, the congregation now have the strength and responsibility 

to live and share their faith with others.167 “Like the dove sent forth from Noah’s 

ark,” he concludes, “the liturgical person is meant to convey to the wider society 

the form of life realized in the liturgical space.”168 

Evaluation of Barron’s Liturgical Theology 

Barron’s exposition of the Novus Ordo, both in its emphases and theological 

content, largely concurs with the Magisterium. The General Instruction of the 

Roman Missal, like Barron, draws heavily upon Sacrosanctum Concilium; singles 

out the Gloria as an especially venerable prayer; notes the importance of scripture 

readings and the homily for the cultivation of piety; highlights the fact that the 

Creed is a necessary assent to these Scriptures; and, finally, points out the 

centrality of the Eucharist.169 The Catechism of the Catholic Church affirms many of 

the same things more briefly.170 Barron’s extensive use of Scripture to explain and 

justify the liturgy, moreover, mirrors mainstream post-conciliar scholarship. 

Edward Sri, for instance, in A Biblical Walk Through the Mass, likewise points out 

                                                           
166 Ibid., 157. 
167 Ibid. 
168 Ibid., 158. 
169 General Instruction of the Roman Missal, 3rd ed., 2002, 2, 53, 55, 65, 67, 72. 
170 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1322-1419. 
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that the Creed summarizes the truths of Scripture and that the Eucharistic prayer 

has its origins in the Hebrew berakah.171 

Nonetheless, some variation does exist. For example, neither the Catechism nor 

the Missal emphasizes the sanctity of the missio to the extent that Barron does.172 

Likewise, while citing Bartimaeus in the context of the Kyrie is not uncommon, 

numerous Catholic scholars judge the Canaanite woman’s statement in Matthew 

15:22 to be the closest parallel: “Have mercy on me, Lord.”173 Barron also does 

not highlight the fact that the Kyrie is a communal petition through which 

believers pray for mercy on behalf of creation and other people as well as 

themselves.174 Extremely strange is his lack of defense for or even mention of the 

Sign of Peace (pax), one of the most controversial aspects of today’s Mass, which 

Pope Paul VI mandated for all present in 1970, one year after the Novus Ordo 

came into effect.175 For although the Sign of Peace is a recognized part of the 

Tradition, falling out of liturgical use in the 1200s and then being revived in a 

limited form for clergy in the Tridentine era, many conservative Catholics think 

that allowing everyone to make it encourages an atmosphere of superficial 

                                                           
171 Edward Sri, A Biblical Walk Through the Mass: Understanding What We Say and Do in the Liturgy 

(West Chester, PA: Ascension Press, 2011), 71, 93. 
172 Indeed, compared to Barron, their statements are quite minimalist and give no indication that 

they are the second-most sacred words of the liturgy: “The concluding rites consist of…the 

dismissal of the people by the deacon or the priest, so that each might go out to do good works, 

praising and blessing God.” General Instruction of the Roman Missal, 90. “Holy Mass [is so called] 

because the liturgy in which the mystery of salvation is accomplished concludes with the 

sending forth (missio) of the faithful, so that they may fulfil God’s will in their daily lives.” 

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1332.  
173 See, for instance, Gerard Moore, ‘The Petitionary Nature of the Mass,’ The Australasian 

Catholic Record 86, no. 3 (July 2009): 320. Others, like Sri, highlight the influence of other 

petitions for help in Scripture: Psalm 51:1-4, Matthew 9:27, Matthew 20:30-31, Luke 17:13, and 

Matthew 17:15. See Sri, A Biblical Walk Through the Mass, 37, 39-40. 
174 Sri, A Biblical Walk Through the Mass, 40; Thomas Howard, If Your Mind Wanders at Mass (San 

Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2001), 56.  
175 For further information, consult Michael P. Foley, ‘The Whence and Whither of the Kiss of 

Peace in the Roman Rite,’ in The Fullness of Divine Worship: The Sacred Liturgy and its Renewal, ed. 

Uwe Michael Lang (Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2018), 118.  
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conviviality inimical to true reverence.176 Finally, Barron’s using the term 

‘Offertory’ to describe the Preparation of the Gifts is curious, as it is an old-

fashioned, pre-Vatican II word nowadays associated with theological 

conservatism – especially critiques of the Novus Ordo.177  

Although Barron’s interpretations of the missio and Kyrie are a little 

unconventional, these issues are also relatively minor and uncontroversial, and 

thus are not likely to affect his ministry seriously. Because of the contested nature 

of the Sign of Peace, however, Barron’s neglect of it is a surprising omission in 

his otherwise fresh, engaging exposition of the Novus Ordo. His use of the old-

fashioned term Offertory, moreover, introduces an element of inconsistency into 

his liturgical theology, since those who favor this term over the Preparation of 

the Gifts tend to be critics of the Novus Ordo. In fact, when viewed in light of 

Barron’s apparent ambivalence toward the People of God image of the Church, 

one could argue that his use of the term Offertory infers that he does not fully 

appreciate every valid post-Vatican II reform.  

A more substantial weakness is Barron’s silence regarding the opposition of so 

many spiritual masters – von Hildebrand, Waugh, and Tolkien, to note three of 

the most prominent – to the post-Vatican II liturgical reforms in the first place. 

Barron considers these people representatives and exemplars of the faith, people 

deeply grounded in the Tradition. For them to oppose the post-conciliar liturgy 

with such conviction, therefore, could be interpreted as evidence that there is 

                                                           
176 A theological description of the pax is found in the General Instruction of the Roman Missal, 82. 

One famous critic of the 1970 reform was the actor and convert Sir Alec Guinness, who situated 

it in his much broader critique of the Novus Ordo: “The banality and vulgarity of the translations 

[of the Novus Ordo] which have ousted the sonorous Latin and little Greek are of supermarket 

quality which is quite unacceptable. Hand-shaking and embarrassed smiles or smirks have 

replaced the older courtesies. Kneeling is out, queueing is in, and the general tone is rather like 

a BBC radio broadcast for tiny tots.” Alec Guinness, Blessings in Disguise (London: Hamish 

Hamilton, 1985), 45. A concise theological critique along these same lines is contained in 

Cekada, Work of Human Hands, 359-360, 379. 
177 For example, Cekada, Work of Human Hands, 279-290. 
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indeed something wrong with it. In not confronting this issue head-on, Barron’s 

theology once again becomes a little inconsistent, the consequences of which are 

twofold. Firstly and most obviously, Barron’s citing of von Hildebrand to 

illustrate the spiritual principles of the Novus Ordo becomes problematic, for 

although one may apply the principles of Liturgy and Personality to any valid rite, 

von Hildebrand believed that the post-conciliar reforms that undergird the Novus 

Ordo are invalid. As Barron is almost certainly aware of von Hildebrand’s 

criticisms, his silence on this point is puzzling.178 Secondly, by siding with the 

post-conciliar papacy, which introduced the Novus Ordo, without explaining the 

spiritual masters’ concerns, Barron puts into question the credibility of both as 

convincing representatives of Catholicism. After all, depending on the 

predilections of his audience, people may read this apparent conflict either as 

proof of the post-conciliar papacy’s deviation from Tradition or as evidence that 

spiritual masters are not necessarily reliable guardians and interpreters of it. Both 

are inimical to the spirit of Barron’s ministry, which draws upon both spiritual 

masters and the post-conciliar papacy to explain and justify the faith. Especially 

when considered in light of earlier inconsistencies, these shortcomings have the 

potential to detract from his otherwise profound discussion and therefore hinder 

somewhat the persuasive power of his ministry. 

 

4. Extra-Liturgical Devotions 

Pilgrimages and Processions 

Although Barron gives the liturgy priority of place in the Tradition, he does not 

restrict himself to it. In fact, he stresses that extra-liturgical devotions are integral 

                                                           
178 It is extremely unlikely, after all, that Barron is unaware of von Hildebrand’s views given 

Barron’s knowledge of von Hildebrand and also his popularity in traditionalist circles in the 

United States and elsewhere. 
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to Catholic identity as well.179 Two that are closely tied to the liturgy and yet 

distinct from it are pilgrimages and processions. Both catechize through 

movement, Barron writes, the physical exertion of which invites believers to 

contemplate what it means to follow Christ.180 In pilgrimages especially, the effort 

can be a form of penance, each step of the journey symbolizing the desire to avoid 

sin and strive for righteousness.181 To be sure, Barron does not expect today’s 

Catholics to endure the hardships of their medieval forebears, who risked 

“disease, robbery, even death” to see holy places and relics, often traveling for 

months on end.182 He is adamant, however, that some effort is required to gain 

spiritual benefit.  

This benefit, he writes, includes a deeper appreciation of the faith, especially its 

more controversial aspects like relics.183 His reverence for the teeth of St. 

Ambrose, for instance, arose after he visited Ambrose’s tomb in Milan and 

marveled at their “size and solidity,” which reminded him of the Saint’s reputed 

ability to read without moving his lips.184 Barron also believes that pilgrimages 

forge a sense of community among believers that overcomes ideological 

divisions and raises Catholics’ espirit de corps.185 He suggests a number of easily-

accessible pilgrimage sites for Americans, including Gethsemani Abbey in 

                                                           
179 Barron, Catholicism, 278-279; Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 193. 
180 Barron, Catholicism, 259-260. 
181 Ibid. Barron regards Lough Derg as a case in point. A hallowed Irish pilgrimage site, it 

emphasizes repentance through physical exertion, inviting believers over a three-day period to 

fast, walk barefoot, crawl on their knees over beds of stone, refuse sleep, and participate in all-

night vigils. 
182 Barron, The Strangest Way, 57. 
183 Ibid., 57-59. 
184 Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on Catholic Relics,’ 01:00ff. Recall that in the ancient world one read 

aloud, not silently – a factor that made Ambrose a novelty. Augustine notes this remarkable fact 

in his Confessions. See Augustine, Confessions, Book 6, Chapter 3. 
185 Barron, The Strangest Way, 59. Barron highlights John Paul II’s visit to Denver, where so many 

people – youths in particular – gathered to greet him that their cheers visibly buffeted the papal 

helicopter. This atmosphere, rivaling any rock concert, is instrumental, thinks Barron, in 

keeping young people engaged in and enthusiastic about the Church. For further discussion of 

this event, see George Weigel, Witness to Hope: The Biography of Pope John Paul II (New York: 

HarperCollins, 1996), 680. 
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Kentucky, the Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico, the Catholic Shrine 

of the Immaculate Conception in Atlanta, and the National Shrine in Washington; 

he also considers traveling to see the pope when he visits the United States a 

worthy pilgrimage.186 His views on processions are basically the same as his 

views on pilgrimages, the only major difference being his commitment to quality 

over quantity, Barron emphasizing that the most modest candle-lit march is no 

less sacred than a gargantuan Corpus Christi parade.187 

Fasting 

Fasting, in Barron’s opinion, also serves as an aid to piety and a means of 

repentance.188 He finds its social implications particularly fascinating. The 

infamous Friday fast of the Tridentine era was at times excessive, he notes, which 

is why he does not openly criticize Church leaders for permitting it to pass 

“largely into oblivion” after Pope Paul VI made it voluntary in 1966.189 Still, 

Barron cannot help noticing that when the fast was mandatory Catholics had a 

much stronger sense of community, for the avoidance of meat was a “public act 

that identified them as a unique social group [and established] a clear line of 

demarcation between themselves and others.”190 Complaining that the very idea 

of fasting nowadays seems ludicrous and barbaric to many believers, Barron 

laments that since Paul VI reformed the laws of abstinence and fasting “the 

capacity of the Catholic community to define itself and speak a challenging word 

to the culture – even in a simple way – [has been] seriously compromised.”191  

                                                           
186 Barron, The Strangest Way, 59. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Ibid., 63-66.  
189 Ibid., 64. Paul VI, Paenitemini, 17 February 1966. For further information, consult Code of 

Canon Law (1983), 1250-1251; ‘Pastoral Statement on Penance and Abstinence,’ National 

Conference of Catholic Bishops, 18 November 1966, accessed 15 July 2019, 

http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/liturgical-year/lent/us-bishops-pastoral-statement-

on-penance-and-abstinence.cfm. 
190 Barron, The Strangest Way, 64. 
191 Ibid., 65. 
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Curiously, Barron’s analysis is not very constructive. Nor, apart from his 

discourse on the Friday fast, is it very comprehensive. He certainly implies that 

he supports existing fasts and wants American Catholics to take them seriously. 

He does not, however, discuss their theological significance in any detail; nor 

does he advocate a revival of the Friday fast he praises so much. Instead, as when 

he declared Luther and Calvin nominalists without a substantial argument, he 

seems to expect his audience to puzzle out the significance of contemporary fasts 

on their own and embrace them accordingly. 

Personal Prayer 

Barron wants believers to take the Catholic approach to prayer seriously, too. 

While not denying the efficacy of extemporaneous prayer, Barron remarks that 

Catholicism encourages structured prayer, convinced that certain gestures, 

postures, movements, and words aid the spiritual life.192 Interestingly for a 

Catholic, he uses hesychasm as an example. “In the Hesychast movement…great 

stress is placed upon the act of breathing while reciting the mantra-like ‘Jesus 

prayer.’ This is an adaptation of the words of the publican in Jesus’ parable: ‘Lord 

Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me a sinner.’”193 One is encouraged to 

inhale during the first part of the prayer, as this symbolizes the entry of the Holy 

Spirit into one’s heart. In the second part of the prayer one exhales, which 

symbolizes the expulsion and rejection of sin. “This double movement,” writes 

Barron, “is thus a sort of cleansing process” that, because of its repetitiveness, 

becomes an automatic reminder of one’s responsibilities. Barron’s own 

grandmother exemplified this process, he writes, for she was said to have uttered 

this prayer without thinking whenever she sat down.194 

                                                           
192 Ibid., 54. 
193 Ibid. 
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Holy Hour is another example. As the name suggests, this practice involves 

spending an hour in prayer, most often in the early morning, in Eucharistic 

Adoration before the Blessed Sacrament. Although it has medieval antecedents, 

today’s practice has its origin in the private revelations of St. Maria Mary 

Alacoque, who from 1673 to 1675 received three visions of Christ that inspired 

her to pray for an hour each week before the Blessed Sacrament for the souls of 

the “cold and indifferent multitude.”195 Wildly popular, it became a defining 

devotion in the Tridentine Church, which promoted it as a means of 

contemplation as well as penitence.196 The efficacy of this devotion, Barron 

contends, lies in its physically situating believers before Christ, which helps them 

to contemplate the profundity of the Incarnation, Resurrection, and Real 

Presence.197 One only need look at the vast number of spiritual masters devoted 

to the practice – Jacques Maritain, Edith Stein, Cardinal Wotyła, G.K. Chesterton, 

Fulton Sheen, Thomas Aquinas, Cardinal Newman, Dorothy Day, Cardinal 

Bernardin, and Teilhard de Chardin – to perceive its effectiveness, Barron says.198 

Despite his citing of Teilhard, a poor representative of Catholic Tradition, 

Barron’s point is clear: Holy Hour grounds believers in God and lays the 

foundations for a fruitful spiritual life.199 This explains why Barron himself, 

                                                           
195 Emile Bougaud, Life of St. Maria Mary Alacoque, trans. ‘A Visitandine of Baltimore’ (New 

York, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benzinger Brothers, 1890), 169. On its medieval origins, see Richard 

McBrien, ‘Perpetual eucharistic adoration,’ National Catholic Reporter, 8 September 2009, 

accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/essays-theology/perpetual-eucharistic-

adoration. 
196 Sheen, Treasure in Clay, 197-198. In fact, St. Alphonsus Ligouri once stated that “of all 

devotions, that of adoring Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament is the greatest after the sacraments, 

the one dearest to God and the one most helpful to us.” Alphonsus Ligouri, Visite al SS. 

Sacramento e a Maria Santissima (Avellino, Italy: 2000), 295. Cited in Sri, A Biblical Walk Through 

the Mass, 11.  
197 Barron, ‘Bishop Barron comments on Eucharistic Adoration.’ 
198 In fact, Fulton Sheen was so devoted to the practice that he passed away during it. See 

Reeves, America’s Bishop, 360. 
199 See Chapter Two for criticism of Teilhard, whose evolutionary philosophy deviates from, and 

often flatly contradicts, key Catholic teachings (e.g., the omnipotence of God).  
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regardless of his busy schedule, undertakes a Holy Hour at the beginning of each 

day.200 

A third example of personal prayer is the Rosary, popular since the late Middle 

Ages.201 Once again, Barron comments on the physicality of the practice, 

endorsing the Indian Jesuit and psychotherapist Anthony de Mello’s statement 

that just touching rosary beads put him in a spiritual frame of mind.202 Barron 

finds the rhythm of the Rosary fascinating: “For me,” Barron continues, “the most 

striking quality of the rosary prayer is its deliberate pace, the way it, despite 

ourselves, slows us down.”203 No matter how fast one chants, reciting all five 

decades takes time. As in hesychasm, this “almost hypnotic repetition” of prayer 

heightens one’s spiritual awareness.204 Barron believes this repetition to be 

especially useful for taming the “monkey mind” of modern people, which 

“dances and darts from preoccupation to preoccupation,” unable to dwell on 

anything profoundly spiritual.205 In particular, the Rosary reminds believers of 

the inevitability of death and judgment, since the most common prayer, “the Hail 

Mary, is, among other things, a memento mori” that ends with the petition, “Holy 

Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death.”206 

Hence the longstanding practice of wrapping rosary beads around the deceased’s 

fingers at a wake, Barron concludes.207 Significantly, many of Barron’s spiritual 

                                                           
200 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 141. 
201 Franz Michel Williams, The Rosary: Its History and Meaning, trans. Edwin Kaiser (New York: 

Benziger Brothers, 1953), 43ff. 
202 Barron, Eucharist, 55. For primary source material, consult Anthony de Mello, The Way to 

Love: The Last Meditations of Anthony de Mello (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 9. 
203 Barron, The Strangest Way, 55. 
204 Ibid. Emphasis in original. 
205 Ibid. ‘Monkey mind’ is properly a Buddhist term that Barron has adopted for his own 

purposes. To see how Buddhists commonly use the term, consult Cheng Wei-an, Taming the 

Money Mind: A Guide to Pure Land Practice, trans. Suddhisukha (New York: Sutra Translation 

Committee of the U.S. and Canada, 2000). 
206 Barron, The Strangest Way, 56. 
207 Ibid. 
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masters revered the Rosary, most notably Pope Leo XIII, who wrote twelve 

encyclicals in support of it.208 

Finally, Barron defends the longstanding tradition of testifying to the faith 

through dress. Fittingly given his discussion of the Rosary, he starts with 

wearable objects like crucifixes, medals, and pins. Partly their value is 

catechetical, he thinks: “In our largely secularized culture, the carrying… [of] a 

crucifix or medal around one’s neck or a religious pin worn on one’s clothing can 

serve…as a public witness.”209 For example, the mere sight of a crucifix may 

remind a lapsed Catholic walking by of his or her responsibility to God. The chief 

purpose of devotional objects, however, Barron continues, is that of private 

witness, to remind wearers of their duty to God. “In the course of the day, when 

beset by a dozen worries and distractions, a believer can simply touch that 

symbol and thereby effect [a] gathering of the soul.”210 This is especially so if a 

priest has blessed the item, for then it officially becomes a vehicle of holiness, 

though curiously Barron does not mention this.211 

Barron then discusses ecclesial dress, specifically the “distinctive clothing” of 

priests, monks, and nuns.212 Once again, he highlights its evangelical usefulness: 

because religious clothing is eye-catching, it helps to keep God and the Church 

in public view.213 Yet Barron is more concerned with its spiritual benefits. 

                                                           
208 See Leo XIII, Supremi Apostolates, 1 September 1883; Superiore Anno, 30 August 1884; Quod 

Auctoritate, 22 December 1885; Vi è Ben Noto, 20 September 1887; Octobri Mense, 22 September 

1891; Magnae Dei Matris, 8 September 1892; Laetitae Sanctae, 8 September 1893; Lucunda Semper, 8 

September 1894; Aduitricem, 5 September 1895; Pidentem Piumque Animum, 20 September 1896; 

Augustissimae Virginis Mariae, 12 September 1897; Diuturni Temporis, 5 September 1898.  
209 Barron, The Strangest Way, 60. 
210 Ibid. 
211 For further information, consult Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1667, 1671-1672. 
212 Barron, The Strangest Way, 61. 
213 Ibid. He cites the experience of Benedict Groeschel, C.F.R., a psychologist and priest who 

ministered in the Bronx, in support of this. Hoping, Barron writes, to “provoke surprise,” 

Groeschel usually dressed in his Franciscan habit, complete with a cincture, lengthy hood, and 

scapular. He had no qualms about people raising their eyebrows at him since it enabled him to 

proclaim Christ simply by wandering around in public. 
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Remarkably, he uses the autobiography of Matthew Fox, the former Dominican 

turned New Age devotee, to illustrate this point. One of Fox’s most vivid 

memories of his novitiate, Barron writes, was when he put on his Dominican 

habit for the first time. “We took off our black suit coats and were frocked in a 

shiny new white Dominican habit that smelled of something so unique to itself 

that I have no words for it even today.”214 Like de Mello touching his rosary 

beads, the very act of dressing was for Fox a spiritual experience. This is because, 

Barron declares, it symbolized in a very “sensual, anti-Cartesian” way the 

responsibility of religious life, that he, an aspiring friar, was about to “put on Jesus 

both inside and out.”215 Given the emphasis of Vatican II on the People of God, 

Barron remarks that a wholesale return to Tridentine habits is neither practical 

nor desirable.216 He does think, however, that Catholic priests, nuns, and monks 

ought not to dress in mufti, convinced that this contributes to the malaise of the 

contemporary Church.217 

Evaluation of Barron’s View of Extra-Liturgical Devotions 

Barron’s discourse on personal devotions is a little eclectic. In his discussion of 

hesychasm, for example, Barron steps outside the bounds of Catholic Tradition, 

for although the practice has pre-schism patristic origins, the version that Barron 

promotes is Eastern Orthodox.218 Arising two centuries after the Great Schism, 

this style of hesychasm is deeply rooted in Orthodox views of theosis and the 

essence/energies distinction in God – interpretations that the Catholic Church has 

long regarded with suspicion.219 It is true that since Vatican II, and especially the 

pontificate of John Paul II, the Catholic Church has been more open to Orthodox 

                                                           
214 Matthew Fox, Confessions: The Making of a Post-Denominational Priest (San Francisco: Harper 

Collins, 1996), 18. 
215 Barron, The Strangest Way, 61. Emphasis in original. 
216 Ibid. 
217 Ibid.  
218 Timothy Ware, The Orthodox Church, 4th ed. (London: Penguin Books, 1997), 62-65. 
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theology.220 It is likewise true that several Eastern Catholic Churches, having 

entered into communion with the pope after the Great Schism, practice this form 

of hesychasm.221 But Barron does not mention the Eastern Catholic Churches or 

the fact that they inherited their style of hesychasm from the Orthodox, and thus 

gives the impression that it is a classic devotion of the Latin Church, no different 

from Holy Hour or the Rosary. In doing this, Barron blurs the distinction between 

Catholic and non-Catholic. As Word on Fire aims to communicate Catholicism 

specifically, rather than Christianity in general, this aspect of Barron’s thought is 

somewhat incongruous. It is also a little perilous in that it seems to confirm the 

idea that Barron’s unsystematic evangelical style, though advantageous in many 

respects, at times causes him to misconstrue or communicate certain topics 

poorly.  

In addition, Barron’s sympathy for Tridentine devotions shows that, despite his 

loyalty to the post-conciliar papacy, his theology does not seem to be entirely 

concordant with it. In fact, at times, one could interpret his comments as an 

implicit criticism of certain papal reforms. Fasting offers a good example of this. 

On the one hand, Barron lauds the spiritual benefits of the Friday fast, a defining 

devotion during the Tridentine era, and laments the malaise that ensued after 

Pope Paul VI “muted” it by making it voluntary.222 On the other hand, he has 

little positive to say about Paul VI’s reform of the laws of fasting and abstinence 

and even less to say about those fasts that the papacy still does consider to be 

mandatory for those healthy enough to do them, such as the Lenten fast. All this 

gives the impression that Barron views the post-Vatican II papacy as at least 

partly responsible for this aspect of the post-conciliar troubles, in addition to 

                                                           
220 For an illustration of John Paul II’s respect for Eastern Christianity, see John Paul II, Orientale 
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extremist aggiornamento. The implications of this for his theology are profound, 

for while his disagreement probably does not rise to the level of heterodoxy, since 

these are practices rather than dogmas, Barron is clearly uncomfortable with 

some valid post-Vatican II reforms. For this reason, he appears to contradict, at 

least in this specific instance, one of his key premises: that the post-conciliar 

troubles occurred largely because people deviated from the magisterial spirit of 

Vatican II and that a return to its teachings is guaranteed to revitalize the faithful. 

These points of contention should not, of course, obscure the positive aspects of 

Barron’s discussion. He is correct, after all, to point out the catechetical and 

spiritual benefits of distinctive dress and wearable objects. For example, Alec 

Guinness, when filming Father Brown (1954) in France, remarked that, although 

he was not actually a priest and could not speak French, his clerical garments 

endeared him to the local populace.223 Barron’s comments on the spiritual 

benefits of structured prayer are also apt. Cardinal Bernardin, the man who 

ordained Barron, is a case in point.224 For many years, Bernardin, influenced by 

the wider culture, dedicated himself primarily to social justice. One day, several 

priests rebuked him for this, stating that, as a cardinal, he should concern himself 

above all with the spiritual life. Humbled, Bernardin began a Holy Hour 

discipline that reminded him of the priority of Christ. In later life specifically, he 

believed that the spiritual energy he gained from this practice was what gave him 

the strength to endure both cancer and the false allegation of sexual abuse.225 

These examples suggest that American Catholicism really would benefit 

evangelically and spiritually from a reembracing of clerical dress, devotional 

objects, and structured prayer. Once again, Barron’s creative, vibrant tone 

enhances the discussion by portraying these aspects of the Tradition at their best. 
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5. Art and Architecture 

Ecclesial Architecture 

Barron is an enthusiast for ecclesial architecture, which he discusses at length in 

Heaven in Stone and Glass, his theological guide to Western Europe’s Gothic 

cathedrals. The genius of these cathedrals, in his opinion, lies in their ability to 

“teach the faith and focus the journey of the spirit” in a “delightfully indirect 

manner.”226 Believing that “the beauties of this universe were but a foretaste and 

shadow of the Beauty that created them,” medieval architects imbued every piece 

of Gothic architecture with evangelical purpose.227 The narthex, for example, is 

deliberately darkened to the point where, especially if it is a sunny day outside, 

it is difficult to enter the cathedral without stumbling.228 In Barron’s opinion, this 

disorientation reminds visitors that they, like Bartimaeus, are blind sinners in 

need of God’s help. 

The interior of the cathedral shows how this help is made possible. It is no 

coincidence, Barron continues, that a Gothic cathedral gets lighter as one walks 

into the nave. He points out how Gothic architects, making extensive use of flying 

buttresses, cut enormous windows into the stone in order to flood the interior 

with light.229 They did this because for many Christians light is “the perfect 

symbol for the alluring, creating, omnipresent but finally elusive God,” a sensual 

reflection of his warmth and love.230  To walk from the narthex into the nave is 

thus for Barron a pilgrimage in and of itself: “Having stumbled in, the pilgrim 

                                                           
226 Barron, Heaven in Stone and Glass, 11.  
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now sees [the glory of God].”231 No less importantly, the bright nave reaffirms 

Barron’s ecclesiology by implying that “as long as we sinners stay in the confines 

of the church, we will make our way to the Light.”232  

Light also enables believers to see the verticality of Gothic cathedrals. “Once our 

eyes adjust and the interior becomes visible, our heads are wrenched almost 

automatically up, because every major line in the building is vertical, shooting 

skyward like an arrow.”233 The architects did this, Barron notes, returning to the 

subject of Chapter Two, to remind visitors that “God is not the world,” that 

although earthly things can testify to God, they are too ontologically small to 

contain or be identified with the divine essence.234 Barron regards this 

“staggering verticality” as a medieval rendition of St. Augustine’s interrogation 

of the elements: “The sea and the deeps…the things that creep…the winds that 

blow…the heavens, the sun, the moon and the stars…are not the God whom you 

seek; look higher.”235  

The cruciform nature and eastward focus of Gothic cathedrals also receives 

mention. Barron thinks that it is significant that the floorplan of these cathedrals 

resembles a cross, with the narthex at the bottom and the altar at the top.236 By 

giving visitors a clear view of the altar upon entering, this cruciform design 

affirms that the Eucharist is the source and summit of the Christian life.237 Both 

this and the eastward focus of medieval cathedrals testify to the importance of 

the Incarnation, the priest’s celebration of morning Mass before the risen sun 

symbolizing that Christ, too, is risen and is truly present in the Eucharist.238 This 

has the reverse character of making the setting sun and subsequent darkness 
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symbols of death and evil. For this reason, Barron says, the western façades of 

Gothic cathedrals are heavily fortified: they show that the Church is “like a wall 

or a shield against the powers of darkness.”239  

Barron is aware that his passion for the Gothic might seem overly exclusive to 

some people. He thus makes clear that “I am neither recommending that we start 

constructing imitation Gothic churches nor claiming that the Gothic is the 

premier or privileged style for ecclesial building.”240 Instead, he hopes to recover 

the spirit of Catholic architecture that made Gothic buildings possible in the first 

place. He views this spirit in the same way that he views the development of 

doctrine: although it develops over time, because it is centered on Christ, it 

retains its essential integrity. The metaphors of light and darkness, for example, 

have deep roots in Catholic architecture; Barron holds that it was only a lack of 

knowledge about flying buttresses that prevented earlier Romanesque architects 

from creating the darkened-entrance, bright-interior dichotomy of their Gothic 

counterparts.241 To penalize them for this is absurd, which is no doubt why 

Barron lauds those aspects of Romanesque architecture that he does admire.242 

This holds for other styles of Catholic architecture, too.243  

The only style of architecture that Barron rejects on principle appears to be the 

utilitarian, minimalist, and sanitized modernist style discussed at the beginning 

of this chapter, embodied in his mind by the Sainte Marie de La Tourette convent 

in France. For in discarding so much traditional Catholic symbolism, he thinks, 

particularly the vibrant interplay between light and darkness, this style cannot 
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adequately capture the transcendental beauty of the faith. The consequences of 

this for evangelism are almost uniformly negative, Barron concludes, for it 

obstructs the Church’s ability to engage both the wider culture and its own 

adherents.  

Ecclesial Art 

Barron has great reverence for devotional art. He praises Catholic artists 

frequently; in his latest television series, he even declared Michelangelo, the 

painter of the Sistine Chapel’s ceiling, one of the pivotal players of the faith.244 

His ministry abounds with references to art, Catholicism featuring 121 images of 

frescoes, mosaics, statues, oil-paintings, and photographs (including the one on 

the front cover). He contends that artistic pieces are conduits through which God 

talks to his people and communicates divine grace, and through which the 

Church teaches piety and sound doctrine.245  

Although unwilling to reject anything traditional, Barron nevertheless seems to 

favor some art forms over others. First among these are rose windows, which 

feature on both the title pages of Heaven in Stone and Glass and Catholicism.246 

Barron highlights the “enchanting power” of these windows, citing the 

nineteenth-century architect Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, a prominent 

figure in the Neo-Gothic Revival, as evidence.247 When Viollet-le-Duc visited 

Notre-Dame as a child, the northern rose window so captivated him that he cried 

out, “Listen, Mama, it is the rose that is singing!”248 A century and a half later, 

Barron “personally testif[ies]” to the truth of this remark.249 “When I was a 

student in Paris, I was drawn, almost compulsively, to gaze upon the same rose 
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that entranced the young Viollet-le-Duc. I would stand before the window, in a 

kind of aesthetic arrest, for twenty or thirty minutes and always felt refreshed 

and enlivened after the experience.”250 The symmetry, the patterns, the colors; the 

visual portrayal of hallowed stories from Scripture and Church history; the 

wonder when one realizes the sheer effort it took to get every detail right, and 

then to install the window without breaking it; the awe-inspiring feeling when 

one thinks how many believers throughout history have contemplated this 

treasure, perhaps standing in this very spot – all this, Barron exclaims, generates 

“an aesthetic energy” that elevates the soul and orientates it toward the 

transcendent.251 In addition, the two-faced nature of rose windows, which appear 

“drab” from the outside, once again reinforces a key truth of Catholic 

ecclesiology: if one wishes to see the glory of God, one ought to enter the 

Church.252 

Another fascination of Barron’s is the tilma of Our Lady of Guadalupe, which he 

seems to regard as one of the most evangelically potent artworks in existence.253 

A prominent New World relic, he judges it to be both a symbol of the universality 

of the faith and a testament to the wonders of Hispanic Catholicism.254 Initially, 

most Mesoamericans viewed Catholicism with suspicion on account of its ties to 

Spanish colonialism. This changed on 9 December 1531, he notes, when a native 

man named Juan Diego, a recent convert on his way to morning Mass, received 

a vision. “He heard a burst of birdsong and turned to see where it was coming 

from. What he saw took his breath away, for standing before him was a woman 

clothed in celestial light.”255 Announcing herself as the ‘Mother of the Most High 
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God,’ she requested that Diego ask the bishop – an immigrant Spaniard – to 

construct a temple there in her honor. Diego obeyed, but the bishop, while 

sympathetic, sought confirmation from the Virgin Mary herself. So Diego 

returned to the Virgin, who supernaturally embroidered Diego’s tilma with an 

“extraordinary…image of the woman [Mary herself] clothed in light.”256 Diego 

brought this image back to the bishop and his assistants, who, awe-struck, knelt 

down in reverence. The bishop subsequently built the temple, which still stands 

to this day. 

The apparition is not simply a pious fiction, Barron stresses; the bishop and his 

assistants had good reason to believe it. On the one hand, the tilma is an aesthetic 

wonder. Even now, after five hundred years, the tilma is in good condition and 

its colors are remarkably vivid; moreover, it is unknown how the colors got onto 

the cloth, since scientific analysis “has revealed [that] no known pigmentation 

was involved and that no underdrawing is discernible.”257 These extraordinary 

facts persuade Barron that the tilma is of supernatural origin.258 On the other 

hand, because he judges it to be an authentic sign from God, the tilma has great 

spiritual significance for Barron. In his opinion, it is not arbitrary that Mary 

depicts herself as a mestiza, that the cincture she wears is an Aztec sign of 

pregnancy, and that her name, ‘Guadalupe,’ likely stems from the indigenous 

Nuatl term coatlaxopeuh (“the one who crushes the serpent”) – a clear reference to 

Genesis 3:15.259 According to Barron, these things underscore the universality of 
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the Gospel message, that Catholicism exists for and is adaptable to all cultures 

and peoples.260 

For this reason, Barron affirms the centrality of the tilma for the New 

Evangelization. “What no one, even the most stubborn skeptic, can dispute is that 

within ten years of the apparition to Juan Diego almost the entire Mexican nation 

– nine million people – converted to Christianity. That amounts to approximately 

three thousand people per day for ten years, a mini-Pentecost every day for a 

decade.”261 Time, he believes, has not dimmed its appeal, for the shrine of Our 

Lady of Guadalupe currently ranks as the most popular pilgrimage site in the 

Americas, attracting millions of penitents each year.262 This in itself makes it a 

profound spiritual center for American Catholics. Because of its ties to Hispanic 

Catholicism, however, Barron judges the tilma to be particularly crucial for 

retaining the loyalty of Hispanic believers and re-evangelizing those who have 

drifted away.263  

Evaluation of Barron’s Views on Ecclesial Architecture and Art 

Barron’s discourse on art and architecture is without a doubt one of the most 

persuasive of his ministry. His clarity and enthusiasm portray these aspects of 

the Tradition in an exciting, attractive manner and therefore offer Catholics 

affected by the post-conciliar malaise a means of reconnecting with the faith of 

their forebears; his clarity and enthusiasm also give those outside the Church a 

glimpse of its beauty. The fact that Barron grounds himself firmly in the Tradition 

lends weight to his discourse, as it gives this part of his theology a consistency 
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lacking in much post-conciliar theology and even previously discussed aspects 

of his own thought. His exemplars – Gothic cathedrals, the tilma – are well known 

and respected even by many non-Catholics, which ensures a wide and 

sympathetic audience for his ideas.264  

Nonetheless, Barron’s analysis does have one notable shortcoming: it is 

somewhat Eurocentric. Although he reveres the tilma and occasionally displays 

affection for other non-European artworks and buildings in his ministry, Barron 

largely restricts himself to European exemplars, French ones in particular.265 This 

makes sense given Barron’s personal ties to France, Catholicism’s long history in 

Europe, and the fact that most American Catholics, himself included, are of 

European descent.266 Nowadays, however, most Catholics no longer live in the 

West or practice a self-consciously European-style Catholicism.267 In America, 

non-European immigrants, notably Hispanics, constitute an increasingly large 

demographic of the Catholic Church. Barron is correct in saying that an 

appreciation of the tilma will help cater to this demographic. After all, even some 

Protestant evangelists have recognized the advantages of integrating Our Lady 

of Guadalupe into their Spanish-speaking ministries.268 Even so, an exclusive 

focus on the tilma is clearly insufficient, since numerous Hispanics abandon 
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Catholicism each day for Protestant denominations that do not reverence it.269 

Barron has yet to deal with or indeed properly acknowledge this problem. In 

addition, a narrow focus on Hispanic concerns, however vital, means that Word 

on Fire caters little for other immigrant groups in the American Church: Asians, 

Africans, Eastern Europeans, Pacific Islanders, and non-Hispanic Latinos.270 

Their numbers are not insignificant: the Archdiocese of San Francisco, to cite but 

one example, “provides formal pastoral services” to twenty-three immigrant 

groups; in addition to English and Spanish, worship regularly takes place in 

“Tagalog, Vietnamese, Chinese, Korean, Tongan, Samoan, Polish, Burmese, 

Aramaic, Croatian, Portuguese, Arabic, and many other tongues.”271  

Apart from the obvious evangelical problems that Barron’s European focus 

might create in the foreseeable future, it is a little inconsistent with the magisterial 

spirit of Vatican II, which has emphasized global outreach via accommodated 

preaching.272 Pope John Paul II, for instance, was well-known for his appreciation 

of non-Western European expressions of the faith.273 It also contrasts sharply with 

the multicultural focus of many New Evangelization scholars. Marcel Dumais, 
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O.M.I., is a case in point. As a theologian and evangelist who divides his time 

between the Anglophone and Francophone worlds, he knows from experience 

the essential role of culture in making the Gospel understood and accepted. 

Hence his insistence that “Evangelization has to be adapted to every country, to 

every cultural milieu, and to every person.”274 As Barron displays no animus 

toward such accommodated preaching, it is likely that his Eurocentrism here is 

an unintended result of his unsystematic approach to evangelization. In 

consequence, it provides further evidence to show that Barron’s approach, while 

advantageous in many respects, occasionally does not do full justice to the goals 

of the New Evangelization. 

 

6. Catholic Literature and Music 

The Wonders of Catholic Literature 

Catholic literature is among the most dynamic means of evangelization, for it 

possesses a long and illustrious history of communicating the truths of faith even 

to hardened non-believers. In the Tridentine era especially, literature was a 

primary means by which the Church attracted converts and engaged with the 

wider culture.275 According to Barron, the evangelical power of Catholic literature 

stems from its ability to integrate religious themes into vibrant, heartfelt, and 

well-written stories. He stresses the last point: like Maritain and Merton, he 

believes that “a bad Catholic book is still a bad book.”276 The greatest Catholic 
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authors do not rise to fame, in his opinion, simply because they are devout, but 

because they are devout persons who understand how to give glory to God 

through the written word.277   

Sometimes these stories are explicitly religious, Dante’s Divine Comedy being a 

good example. Barron considers this fictional journey through Hell, Purgatory, 

and Paradise one of the most remarkable pieces of literature ever written.278 

Theologically sound and delightfully imaginative, Barron promotes it as a 

Catholic reply to the Iliad and the Aeneid, an epic that takes readers on a spiritual 

journey in a way that few books, excepting those of Scripture, ever have.279 In 

fact, he seems to endorse T.S. Eliot’s conviction that Dante is one of the two titans 

of Western literature, the other being William Shakespeare.280 While appreciative 

of the Divine Comedy in its entirety, Barron thinks that the confrontation with 

Satan at the end of the Inferno is particularly moving.281 Initially terrified, Dante 

soon realizes that he is in no danger, that Satan is deceptively weak. “[Satan] is 

enormous,” Barron paraphrases, “but he is powerless, stuck in ice that rises to his 

waist. He flaps his enormous wings, but they take him nowhere and only succeed 

in making the world around him colder.”282 This self-mortification, Barron 

believes, “splendidly exemplifies” St. Augustine’s definition of sin as “caved in 

on oneself” (incurvatus in se).283 In “a sort of gross mockery” of the Trinity, Barron 

continues, Satan has three faces – a symbol of his desire to supplant God. Yet all 

six eyes are weeping, which underscores the fact that “sin is a sad, depressing, 
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soul-shrinking business.”284 This sober image of Satan and evil, Barron concludes, 

poetically echoes magisterial teaching, and serves as a strong tonic against the 

modern world’s romanticizing of Satan as a dashing renegade or freedom 

fighter.285 For this reason, Barron often cites Dante in his discussions of sin, 

judgment, and the afterlife. 

A more contemporary story that Barron draws upon is Evelyn Waugh’s 

Brideshead Revisited.286 Frequently judged one of the greatest English-language 

novels ever written, Brideshead Revisited was Waugh’s first explicitly Catholic 

novel.287 Its protagonist is Charles Ryder, an agnostic, war-weary army officer 

who, in the twilight of the Second World War, is posted near Brideshead, the 

ornate mansion of an eccentric recusant family whom he used to know. The novel 

describes Ryder’s renewed relations with these recusants and their faith. The key 

to understanding the story, Barron contends, is that Brideshead symbolizes the 

Church and its ornateness the transcendental beauty of the Tradition.288 

Evangelization, tellingly, begins with the latter, Ryder exploring the mansion 

repeatedly and at length to revel in its treasures, which banish his malaise and 

enrich his soul.289 This bliss gives him the strength to endure the recusants, who 
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initially seem bizarre and slightly mad, almost completely disconnected from 

modern society and its ideas. The longer Ryder remains at Brideshead, however, 

the more their lifestyle attracts him. He comes to realize that, far from stifling 

them, Brideshead shields them from the chaos of modernity and thus makes 

possible a fulfilling life. Craving that same security, Ryder eventually decides to 

convert: “Finally, at the very close of the story, we learn that Charles the erstwhile 

agnostic, had come to embrace the coherent philosophical system of Catholicism 

and to worship the Eucharistic Lord who was enshrined in the beautiful chapel 

at Brideshead. Many years after entering that chapel as a mere aesthete,” Barron 

remarks, “he knelt down in it as a believer.”290 Barron sees this story both as a 

vindication of his theology of transcendental beauty and an effective means of 

popularizing it. 

Flannery O’Connor is a strong American Catholic influence on Barron. He adores 

her “gothic imagination,” “biblical sensibility,” and “unnerving and grace-filled” 

plots.291 Whereas Waugh’s focus is primarily ecclesiological, O’Connor’s is 

primarily Christological, concerned with communicating the disarming power of 

Christ. In Barron’s opinion, the short story ‘A Good Man is Hard to Find’ 

exemplifies her outlook. It is a somewhat disturbing tale about a family who 

crash their car on a rural road and, by happenstance, recognize a wanted 

criminal, ‘The Misfit,’ walking by. To protect his identity, The Misfit begins to 

execute them in the adjacent woods. Soon only the grandmother is left. 

Distraught, she asks him, “’Do you ever pray?’”292 In stilted English, The Misfit 

reveals that he is a lapsed believer who laments his loss of faith. “’I wasn’t there 

                                                           
probing its shadows, tracing its lingering echoes, rejoicing in all its clustered feats of daring and 

invention, I felt a whole new system of nerves alive within me, as though the water that spurted 
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so I can’t say He [Jesus] didn’t [rise from the dead],’ The Misfit said. ‘I wisht I had 

of been there,’ he said, hitting the ground with his fist. ‘It ain’t right I wasn’t there 

because if I had of been there I would of known.’”293 This matters to him because, 

if the Gospels are true, then “Jesus…[has] thrown everything off balance. If He 

did what He said, then it’s nothing for you to do but thow away everything and 

follow Him.”294 If he did not, The Misfit continues, life has no meaning apart from 

the ephemeral pleasure of “killing somebody or burning down his house or 

doing some other meanness to him.”295 This response terrifies the grandmother 

because it shows that The Misfit has tried prayer and found it wanting, that his 

nihilism is not just irreligious but anti-religious. The story ends with The Misfit 

killing the grandmother and continuing on his way, having found no inner peace. 

The moral of the story, Barron thinks, is that salvation comes through faith. Had 

The Misfit grasped this as a child, he could have become a saint.296 If he repented, 

he could still become a saint. Yet The Misfit, like Dante’s Satan, is caved in on 

himself, unable to accept something that he suspects is true, but that he cannot 

fully understand or prove. This weakness leads him to kill the grandmother 

despite her pleas, thus keeping his soul in a state of mortal sin.297 Barron therefore 

cites this story, not only to warn against sin but to highlight the generosity of 

salvation, that no one who surrenders to Christ is beyond redemption. 

Sometimes Barron utilizes stories in which Catholicism does not feature 

explicitly or does so only fleetingly. In some ways, Barron considers these stories 

a more powerful means of evangelization since they are more likely to appeal to 

persons ambivalent toward ‘preachy’ literature. James Joyce is a case in point. 

Although Barron acknowledges Joyce’s strained relations with the Church, he 
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believes that Catholicism permeates the Irishman’s works: “Though he claimed 

to have repudiated the Church of his birth and baptism, Joyce remained, almost 

despite himself, irredeemably Catholic, and the imagery, doctrine, narratives, 

and liturgical rituals of Catholicism can be seen as the structuring elements in his 

fiction.”298 Barron reads A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, for instance, as a 

creative retelling of the Fall. The protagonist, Stephen Daedalus, is a studious 

young man who, tempted by new ideas and lustful thoughts, starts frequenting 

Dublin’s brothels. One day he hears a fire and brimstone sermon that shames him 

for such conduct in the same way that Adam and Eve felt ashamed after eating 

the forbidden fruit.299 Unlike Adam and Eve, however, he is not banished and 

begins following the liturgical calendar in an “almost obsessive” manner to blot 

out his indiscretions.300 Stephen’s innocence, however, has already been lost; 

attempts to regain it are futile. Just as Adam and Eve turned their backs on Eden 

and faced their new world head-on, Barron thinks that Stephen ought to embrace 

his “newfound freedom and responsibility and…purge it of its egotism.”301 His 

failure to do this, Barron believes, explains why his inner struggles intensify to 

the point where he hates and repudiates God: he comes to believe, not unlike the 

New Atheists, that God, by asking him to conform to impossible standards, is 

inherently tyrannical and masochistic. Only when Daedalus sees a pretty girl on 

Sandymount strand, a sight that catches him “in aesthetic arrest,” does he find 

peace.302 This is because in that girl he glimpses the transcendent, which 

persuades him not only that God exists, but that God is a “nurturing power” to 

be loved rather than feared.303 As this concurs with his belief in ipsum esse 
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subsistens, Barron lauds Joyce as a valuable ally in the fight against the New 

Atheist image of God as a puritanical tyrant. 

Finally, Barron makes extensive use of non-fiction, particularly memoirs, to show 

the beauty of faith. The most important by far is Merton’s The Seven Storey 

Mountain. Barron promotes this book as a fitting introduction to Catholic 

spirituality, for it is replete with reflections on Catholic Tradition. He especially 

likes that it is well-written, a veritable mine of wise and memorable quotes. When 

describing Catholic humanism in Catholicism, for example, Barron utilizes a 

dialogue from The Seven Storey Mountain: “In the midst of [Merton and his friend 

Bob Lax’s] lively exchange, Lax suddenly asked, ‘Tom, what do you want out of 

life?’ Merton replied, ‘Well, I suppose I want to be a good Catholic,’ and Lax 

countered, ‘No, No, that’s not enough. You should want to be a saint.’”304 Barron 

considers Merton’s mystical description of Gethsemani Abbey, symbolic for all 

monasticism, no less profound: “What Merton found at Gethsemani took his 

breath away, for he later wrote that he discovered there ‘the still point around 

which the whole country revolves without knowing it.’”305 Just as Waugh 

believed that Merton’s autobiography would inspire the youth of the 1940s and 

1950s to serve God, so too does Barron think that The Seven Storey Mountain could 

inspire the youth of the second millennium to take religion seriously.306 

Another favorite memoir of Barron’s is St. Thérèse of Lisieux’s The Story of a Soul. 

“I will confess that when I first read The Story of a Soul I was not particularly 
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impressed,” Barron concedes, as he saw in its “girlish spiritual enthusiasms 

evidence of neuroses and repressions.”307 Over time, however, Barron perceived 

just how many spiritual masters admired this book, not least Merton and von 

Balthasar.308 In consequence, he read it again as a doctoral student, whereupon 

he concluded that Thérèse really was a profound spiritual figure. Particularly 

moving, in his mind, was the account of Thérèse’s physical suffering at the end 

of her life, which caused her to doubt the God to whom she had dedicated her 

life. Barron asserts that her courage to believe in spite of her unbelief has 

traditionally “won over” even “the most skeptical readers,” which in his 

judgment makes The Story of a Soul extremely important for dialogue with non-

believers.309 

Music: Food for the Soul 

Music, according to Barron, is another effective means of engaging with non-

Catholics. He believes, like Plato and Pythagoras, in the objective beauty of 

music, that good music is not created ex nihilo but echoes transcendental 

harmonies woven into the fabric of reality – harmonies that humans are uniquely 

attuned to.310 Because Barron believes that these harmonies touch the human soul 

“maybe more directly than almost anything,” and can therefore enable even 

hardened non-believers to feel the presence of the transcendent, he judges music 

to be a crucial feature of the New Evangelization.311 

It is helpful to divide Barron’s discourse on music into two parts, the liturgical 

and the general. Wanting to highlight the glory of liturgical music first and 
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foremost, Barron contends that one can glimpse God in “the soaring melodies of 

the Gregorian chant, the Masses of Mozart, and the motets of Palestrina.”312 

Because of this, most of Barron’s television programs frequently employ 

liturgical music – the Gregorian chant especially – when displaying hallowed 

places, people, and practices. There is also an identity aspect to liturgical music, 

Barron stating that communal singing during the Mass symbolizes the unity of 

the faithful. In his own words, communal singing “ought not to be seen as 

secondary or merely decorative, for it gives expression to the harmonizing of the 

many. Just as the tribes that stream up the holy mountain do not lose their 

individuality as they gather to worship in common, so the participants of the 

Mass do not surrender their distinctiveness when they sing together.”313 

Barron also draws upon general (i.e. non-liturgical) music. Sometimes he 

expresses appreciation for classical music like Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.314 

More often he explores the religious undertones of Western popular music. “To 

me, rock and roll has always been religious,” he writes; “There’s something about 

the primal quality of rock…that [has a] kind of religious power.”315 He cites as 

evidence Bruce Springsteen’s ‘Hungry Heart,’ which he thinks echoes the 

argument from desire, and U2’s ‘I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For,’ 

which he thinks describes the modern quest for God.316 Barron’s favorite 

musician by far is Bob Dylan, the 1960s counterculture icon turned non-

denominational Christian who in 2016 received the Nobel Prize in Literature.317 

“I discovered Bob Dylan right around the same time I discovered Thomas 

Aquinas and Thomas Merton…. I’m kind of an obsessive guy, so with Aquinas 
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and Merton I went all the way, and with Dylan I started going all the way.”318 

Although he admired Dylan’s lyrical poetry and his unique voice, Barron found 

the singer’s overt religiosity especially captivating. “The Old Testament prophet 

is the right rubric for Bob Dylan. He’s Biblical…above all…. He’s the one, perhaps 

more than anyone else in pop music, who brings the Biblical worldview into our 

time.”319 Like Isaiah and Jeremiah, Dylan goes against the contemporary tide of 

unbelief by proclaiming the need to repent in order to avoid sin and judgment 

and, more optimistically, to enjoy the glory of heaven. Barron’s devotion to Dylan 

is such that he even prays the singer’s lyrics during Holy Hour: “One of his later 

songs, called ‘I’m Trying to Get to Heaven Before They Close the Door,’ has 

stayed with me. Often when I’m in prayer in my chapel I’ll look up at the 

tabernacle and say, ‘I’m just trying to get to Heaven before they close the 

door.’”320  

While not sidelining Barron’s theological passion for Dylan and other artists, the 

role of pop music in his ministry appears to be largely evangelical. In his opinion, 

the nihilist spirit of much contemporary pop – preoccupied with sex, drugs, 

violence, and existential angst – has a bad influence on society and deeply offends 

Catholic sensibilities.321 By emphasizing faith-friendly pop music, therefore, 

Barron counters the counterculture by compelling nihilist fans to question their 

anti-religious assumptions; he also shows Catholics how to engage better with 

the wider culture. Barron is adamant that this strategy bears fruit, and cites as 

evidence a nineteen-year-old atheist who became a catechumen after hearing 
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Barron’s spiritual interpretation of Dylan’s songs.322 “If I was citing only Catholic 

saints,” Barron stresses, “I might never have gotten that young man’s 

attention.”323 Naturally, he does not think that Dylan, a non-Catholic, proclaims 

the faith in all its fullness.324 By capturing the attention of the wider culture, 

however, Dylan provides Barron with a means of conversing fruitfully about 

Christianity with modern persons, youths in particular.325 

Evaluation of Barron’s Views on Literature and Music 

The most notable aspect of this section, as in the last, is its fidelity to Vatican II. 

Sacrosanctum Concilium makes clear that “the musical tradition of the universal 

Church is a treasure of inestimable value, greater even than that of any other art” 

because of its connection to the liturgy; Gaudium et Spes highlights the “great 

importance” of literature to the Church.326 In his address to artists in 1965, Pope 

Paul VI praised Catholic “poets and literary men…, musicians, [and] men 

devoted to the theatre and the cinema” as “guardians of beauty in the world” 

whose works are integral to evangelization.327 “The Church needs you and turns 

to you,” he concluded; “do not refuse to put your talents at the service of divine 

truth.”328 In 1999, Pope John Paul II reiterated this support in his Letter to Artists.329 

In fact, John Paul II’s habit of frequently citing Christian litterateurs in his 

writings is remarkably similar to Barron’s, albeit less detailed.330 Barron’s praise 

of classical liturgical music, moreover, is strongly evocative of Pope Benedict 

XVI, himself a musician, who believes that Christian music bears witness to “the 
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intimate depths of God’s life.”331 Like Barron, Benedict XVI dwells on Mozart, 

remarking that his music is “by no means just entertainment; it contains [within 

it] the whole tragedy of human existence.”332 Most astonishing is Barron’s 

concordance with Pope Francis on the benefits of religiously themed pop music, 

for Francis released the first papal rock album just a few years after Barron made 

his first comments about Dylan.333  

Nonetheless, there are some minor shortcomings in Barron’s discussion. To 

describe the agnostic Joyce as “irredeemably Catholic,” for example, is a little 

incongruous, for Joyce was in fact an apostate.334 This is not to deny, of course, 

that Joyce gave valuable insights into the human condition and even the Catholic 

faith. But for Barron cite him as a Catholic authority akin to O’Connor or Waugh 

is factually incorrect and somewhat puzzling from an evangelical perspective, for 

if Joyce himself did not believe in the theological observations of Ulysses, it seems 

strange to ask others to do so. Regarding Waugh, Barron does not comment on 

the fact, crucial to a deeper understanding of the novel, that Brideshead Revisited 

is a celebration of the Tridentine Church specifically.335 While this by no means 

invalidates Barron’s use of Waugh to communicate the transcendental beauty of 

Catholic Tradition, the fact remains that, as far as Waugh was concerned, the 

post-conciliar Church that Barron supports is a poor conveyer of both. Given that 

Waugh’s traditionalism, like that of von Hildebrand, is well-known, it is probable 
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that at least some people – conservative Catholics, especially – will notice this 

inconsistency.  

In other words, Barron shows once again that, while his discussions of spiritual 

masters are pertinent and educational, they occasionally do not do full justice to 

the key principles of his ministry, in this case, the notion that the post-conciliar 

Church is a valid and worthy guardian of Catholic Tradition. 

Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrates the importance of Tradition in Barron’s ministry. 

Tradition, he thinks, has great theological significance in that it bequeaths a 

wealth of resources to help Catholics commune with God, live piously, and 

uphold orthodoxy. Its focus on transcendental beauty helps believers to 

understand and value the reasoned theology described in Chapters Two and 

Three; it also serves as a foundation of and segue to Barron’s Christian 

humanism, the subject of the next chapter. Tradition is evangelically useful, too, 

as its astonishing variety caters to literally anyone, non-believers included. 

This chapter highlights once again two overarching themes of Barron’s ministry. 

On the one hand, Barron broadly succeeds in proclaiming the faith in a creative 

yet orthodox manner. His confidence in and enthusiasm for the Tradition is 

captivating, a factor that distinguishes Word on Fire from the malaise of the 

contemporary Church and makes it a rallying point both for committed Catholics 

wanting to preserve the faith and interested non-believers wanting to learn more 

about it. Barron’s tactful overtures to fashionable trends – in this case, 

postmodernism – ensures that even hardened non-believers are more likely to 

give Catholicism a fair hearing. His unwavering conviction that extremist 

aggiornamento and poor implementation are largely to blame for the neglect of 

Tradition in recent years, moreover, offers a powerful defense of the 
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Magisterium, which establishes Word on Fire as a force for stability against 

ideologues of all shades. 

On the other hand, Barron’s discussion, unsystematic in nature, occasionally 

lacks consistency and accuracy. Hesychasm is a case in point, for Barron 

misleadingly portrays this Orthodox method of prayer as if it were a Latin Rite 

Catholic one. Two other notable examples are his employing of von Hildebrand, 

who was ambivalent about post-conciliar liturgical reforms, to justify the Novus 

Ordo and his citing of Waugh to highlight the Church’s perennial role as a 

communicator of Tradition and transcendental beauty, when in fact Waugh 

considered the post-Vatican II Church a poor communicator of these truths. Most 

startling is Barron’s tacit admission that the post-conciliar papacy has allowed 

certain beneficial practices to fall by the wayside – an allegation that, if true, is 

inconsistent with his fundamental conviction that authentic Church teaching is 

in no way to blame for the post-conciliar troubles. As the Magisterium, Catholics 

loyal to it, and Catholics who dissent from it all have strong views on this subject, 

Barron’s seemingly fluctuating position could have negative effects for Word on 

Fire – a possibility further outlined in Chapter Six. Before one can offer a full 

analysis, however, it is necessary to outline the last major facet of Barron’s 

theology, namely his Christian humanism. 
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Chapter Five: Christianity: “The Greatest Humanism that 

has ever Appeared.” 

 

Having demonstrated the benevolent nature of God, the fundamental goodness 

and necessity of the Church, and the beauty and wisdom of the Tradition, Barron 

now seeks to demonstrate the integrity of Catholic humanism. The last-

mentioned is, in a sense, a practical reflection of these previous points, Barron 

illustrating how a Catholic who loves God, partakes of Christ’s Body and Blood, 

and embraces the Tradition can enrich both society and his or her own life. Barron 

talks of this subject with some urgency, as he believes that Western society, 

especially since the 1960s, has embraced a superficial kind of secularism hostile 

to Catholicism and incapable of upholding human dignity – so much so that he 

considers the rise of anti-religious dystopias to be a distinct possibility in the near 

future. 

Barron begins by discussing common allegations used to discredit Catholic 

morality, the origin and development of the militant anti-religious secularism 

that underpins these allegations, and the corrosive effect that this secularism is 

having on American life, which he believes replicates on a smaller scale the 

brutalities of the French and Russian Revolutions. He then proposes Catholic 

humanism as a substitute, arguing that, contrary to popular belief, it is an 

excellent guarantor of human flourishing. On the one hand, he thinks that it 

provides a good, objective ethical system for society and private life. Among the 

ways he defends this contention is by referring back to the metaphysics of 

Chapter Two: he remarks that God, being love itself, would never mandate a 

moral code that violates human dignity. On the other hand, Barron stresses that 

Catholic humanism is concerned with the next world as well, and dwells in 
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particular on the doctrine of theosis to prove that Catholicism offers the best 

humanism conceivable. 

 

1. Western Stereotypes of Catholic Morality as Unnatural and Immoral 

Allegation One: The Catholic Church is an Enemy of Democracy and Reason 

Few things distress Barron more than the allegation that Catholicism is bigoted 

and opposed to freedom of thought. Chapter Three highlighted the negative 

consequences of contemporary anti-Catholicism for the Church’s reputation. To 

demonstrate its effects for Catholic humanism, only one more example need be 

noted: the 2009 film Agora, which Barron regards as a particularly egregious 

instance of anti-Catholic prejudice. The film dramatizes the life and death of 

Hypatia, a Neoplatonist philosopher and mathematician whom a group of 

Christians murdered and mutilated in Alexandria in 415. According to Barron, 

non-Catholics have long cited Hypatia’s murder as evidence of Catholicism’s 

antipathy to science, women, philosophy, and democratic pluralism.1 Edward 

Gibbon in his “deeply anti-Christian” The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, for 

instance, portrays St. Cyril of Alexandria as a Machiavellian cleric who, envious 

of Hypatia’s fame, permitted a rumor to spread that she was interfering in 

Church affairs.2 This offended many Christians, the more zealous of whom 

decided to teach this pagan woman a lesson: “On a fatal day, in the holy season 

of Lent, Hypatia was torn from her chariot, stripped naked, dragged to the 

church, and inhumanly butchered by…a troop of savage and merciless fanatics: 

her flesh was scraped from her bones with sharp oyster-shells, and her quivering 

limbs were delivered to the flames.”3 Centuries later, Barron notes, Carl Sagan’s 

                                                           
1 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 17.  
2 Edward Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire: Volume Five (London: Everyman’s 

Library, 1994), Chapter XLVII. 
3 Ibid.  
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best-selling Cosmos approaches its climax with a “melodramatic rehearsal” of 

Gibbon’s narrative: “Because she was a symbol of learning and science, which 

were largely identified by the early Church with paganism,… [a Christian mob] 

dragged her from her chariot, tore off her clothes, and, armed with abalone shells, 

flayed her flesh from her bones. Her remains were burned, her works 

obliterated.”4 Insinuating that Christians are inextricably opposed to anyone and 

anything that challenges dogma, Gibbon and Sagan also blamed Christian mobs 

for the destruction of the Library of Alexandria around the same time.5  

Barron critiques the director of Agora, Alejandro Amenábar, for uncritically 

echoing this biased reading of history by blending the story of Hypatia with that 

of the library’s destruction to present “Hypatia as a saint of secular rationalism 

who desperately gathers scrolls from the library before it is invaded by hysterical 

Christians and who goes nobly to her death, defending reason and science 

against the avatars of religious superstition.”6  

Drawing upon the work of David Bentley Hart, Barron critiques this thesis as 

historically baseless. He points out that the library had burned down centuries 

beforehand and that the allegation that Christians were responsible for it appears 

to have originated with Gibbon.7 Barron admits that a group of Christians did 

burn down a pagan temple built upon the foundations of the old library around 

                                                           
4 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 17. For primary source material, consult Carl Sagan, Cosmos (New 

York: Ballantine Books, 1985), 278-279. 
5 Edward Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire: Volume Three (London: Everyman’s 

Library, 1993), XXVIII; Sagan, Cosmos, 278-279. For further discussion of the importance of the 

Library of Alexandria in the ancient world, and also its broader legacy, consult Roy MacLeod, 

ed., The Library of Alexandria: Centre of Learning in the Ancient World (London: I.B. Tauris, 2004). 
6 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 17. For Amenábar in his own words, consult Scott Holleran, 

‘Interview: Alejandro Amenabar on Agora (2009),’ Scott Holleran website, 18 April 2012, 

accessed 15 July 2019, http://scottholleran.com/history/interview-alejandro-amenabar-on-agora/. 
7 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 18; David Bentley Hart, Atheist Delusions: The Christian Revolution and 

its Fashionable Enemies (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2009), 36-39. Hart remarks 

that the troops of Julius Caesar razed the library c. 40 B.C. Although rebuilt shortly after, Hart 

continues, it seems to have burned down again in 272 A.D, and by 390, a generation before 

Hypatia’s murder, “it was certainly no longer in existence.” 
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this time, but that this was retribution “in response to pagan defilements of 

Christian houses of worship.”8 Moreover, Barron notes that Hypatia’s murder 

was political rather than religious, collateral damage in a fierce power struggle 

between Alexandria’s civil and spiritual authorities, and that her popularity in 

Christian intellectual circles proves this.9 Of course, Barron does not excuse the 

conduct of those Christians implicated in her murder or the pagan temple’s 

destruction.10 But to use their sins to tarnish Catholicism as a whole is, from his 

point of view, disingenuous and absurd.11 

This is all the more so because Amenábar’s anti-Catholic vitriol, in Barron’s 

opinion, actually surpasses his predecessors. During the alleged Christian 

sacking of Alexandria, Barron complains, the camera pans across the city from a 

great height in a fashion that gives looting Christians the attributes of “scurrying 

cockroaches.”12 After the carnage, he continues, the film depicts these blood-

soaked vandals piling up the mutilated bodies of their victims in a manner 

reminiscent of the Nazis at Auschwitz. “The not-so-subtle implication” of these 

scenes, Barron concludes in dismay, “is that Christians are dangerous types, 

threats to civilization, and that they should, like pests, be eliminated.”13 It does 

not matter to Barron that the film, beset with distribution problems, remains 

somewhat obscure.14 The fact that it was made at all testifies, he thinks, to the 

widespread belief among moderns that Catholics are narrow-minded, 

authoritarian fanatics. Already, as pointed out in earlier chapters, Barron believes 

                                                           
8 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 18. Here Barron departs from Hart, who does not note any 

destruction of temples on the part of Christians in 415. See Hart, Atheist Delusions, 43-44. 
9 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 18-19. He states that Origen, Augustine, and Ambrose were friends 

of Hypatia and that many of her students and colleagues were Christian. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., 19. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Barry Joran, Alejandro Amenábar (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2012), 235-246; 

Dona Kercher, Latin Hitchcock: How Almodóvar, Amenábar, De la Iglesia, Del Toro, and Campanella 

Became Notorious (Colombia: Colombia University Press, 2015), 226. 
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that this attitude has hindered evangelization by sowing discord among the 

faithful and souring the relationship between the Church and the wider culture. 

If left unchecked, he hypothesizes darkly, it might even “incite violence” against 

Catholics in the near future.15  

Allegation Two: The Catholic Church is a Vehicle of Sexual Repression  

The allegation that the Church manifests a negative attitude toward sex is, in 

Barron’s opinion, one of the most notorious charges against Catholicism. “For 

many, Catholic Christianity is anti-humanist, a system characterized by an array 

of laws controlling self-expression, especially in the area of sexuality.”16 Partly 

these negative attitudes are a result of the sex abuse crisis, critics lambasting the 

Church for hypocrisy and unrealistic standards. Yet the modern trend toward 

sexual autonomy and gender pluralism has also played a role, Barron says, in 

generating attitudes toward sex and gender issues contrary to Church teaching.17 

Because the Church is vocal in its criticism of these “hot-button” topics many 

assume – or deliberately insinuate – that Catholics are malevolent bigots.18  

When Barron wrote an article questioning the ethics of the athlete Bruce Jenner’s 

transgender transformation into Caitlyn Jenner, for example, many accused him 

of “fomenting ‘hatred’ against Jenner and against the transgender community.”19 

When Barron and other Catholics sought to debate the moral ramifications of 

homosexual marriage, he reports that many people dismissed them as “bigots 

animated by an irrational prejudice.”20 When Barron wrote an article for CNN 

defending priestly celibacy in the wake of the sex abuse crisis, approximately 98% 

                                                           
15 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 19. 
16 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 184. 
17 Robert Barron, ‘Dave Rubin, The Pelvic Issues, and Larry David,’ Word on Fire, 1 February 

2017, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/dave-rubin-the-

pelvic-issues-and-larry-david/5384/.   
18 Ibid. 
19 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 207. For Jenner’s own words, consult Caitlyn Jenner, The Secrets of 

My Life (New York: Grand Central Publishing, 2017). 
20 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 205.  
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of the responses were “sharply negative.”21 When the Magisterium rebuked the 

American Leadership Conference of Women Religious in the early 2000s for 

promoting “radical feminist themes,” Barron remarks that a “diatribe” ensued in 

which the media excoriated the Church as a warren of patriarchy that treats its 

nuns like a “dirty cheap labor force.”22  

Allegation Three: Catholic Theodicy is Inherently Immoral 

It dismays Barron that numerous people, including some believers, consider 

Catholic theodicy to be unethical as well. Almost always their concerns center on 

the conundrum of how a supposedly loving God could create and sustain such a 

cruel world. After all, if God is infinite love, Barron paraphrases critics as saying, 

he would not have allowed “the specter of Hiroshima, the killing fields of 

Cambodia, the hundreds of thousands murdered in the Rwanda massacres,… 

and the horrors of Auschwitz-Bierkenau [sic].”23 Nor would he have built a world 

in which a myriad of diseases and natural disasters claim the lives of innumerable 

people – often the most vulnerable and devout members of society – each year.24  

These critics, Barron continues, find the morality of Catholic teaching about the 

afterlife no less objectionable. “Time and time again I encounter from both 

believers and non-believers, a fierce objection to the doctrine of hell. In its most 

radical form, it runs something like this: how could a God who is described as 

infinitely good…send people to a place of everlasting torment?”25 He quotes a 

punchline of the atheist comedian George Carlin, a former Catholic, to illustrate 

                                                           
21 Barron, ‘Everyone Hates Celibacy!’ It seems that some negative responses were from other 

Christian denominations that permit married clergy. Barron insinuates that many if not most, 

however, were from “radical secularists.” 
22 Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on The Vatican Investigation of Nuns,’ YouTube, 9 July 2009, 

0:26ff, 01:40, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buDXNhKvnV0. Barron 

took particular issue with the Chicago Sun-Tribune’s Carol Marin, possibly because hers was the 

first “diatribe” that he read. 
23 Barron, Catholicism, 78. 
24 Ibid., 78-79; Robert Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 231-232. 
25 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 213. 
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this point: “’For one mortal sin (usually having to do with sex), God will 

condemn you to a place where you will suffer forever in unbearable pain...but 

yet...he looooves [sic] you!’”26 These opponents also deride the doctrine of 

purgatory, Barron notes, as a medieval invention designed to terrify the faithful 

into paying for expensive indulgences and intercessions.27 Even the Catholic 

doctrine of heaven has not escaped criticism, he complains, Marx and Freud 

having persuaded millions that heaven is at best a pious fiction designed to 

console those dismayed at the injustice of the world and, at worst, a means of 

perpetuating it.28 In Barron’s opinion, these critiques, because they popularize the 

notion that God savors evil and probably created it, have raised yet another 

obstacle to evangelization.29 

Evaluation of Barron’s Analysis 

All three allegations that Barron highlights are apt. He occasionally errs in points 

of detail, as when he stated that Agora accuses Christians of burning down the 

Library of Alexandria, when in fact it accuses them of burning down a daughter 

library.30 Nonetheless, his general argument has merit. Regarding the first 

allegation, it is telling that Hypatia’s recent biographer, the historian Edward J. 

Watts, agrees that Agora is a “historically dubious” film that pillories 

Christianity.31 Regarding the second allegation, Barron is correct to say that the 

                                                           
26 Cited in ibid.  
27 Barron, Catholicism, 258. 
28 Ibid., 250. For further discussion on the negative influence of Freud and Marx, see Barron, 

Thomas Aquinas, 159-160; Barron, Word on Fire, 19. 
29 Barron, Catholicism, 250, 258; Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 213. 
30 Some criticize Amenábar for not emphasizing that the destroyed library was not the Library 

of Alexandria. But at no point did the film call the destroyed library by this name or mention 

the Library of Alexandria at all. While Barron’s assumption is understandable, therefore, it is 

quite unjustified. For further information, see Steven D. Greydanus, ‘Agora: An Atheist Sets the 

Record Straight,’ National Catholic Register, 28 May 2010, accessed 15 July 2019, 

http://www.ncregister.com/blog/steven-greydanus/agora_an_atheist_sets_the_record_straight.    
31 Edward J. Watts, Hypatia: The Life and Legend of an Ancient Philosopher (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2017), 146. Curiously, Hypatia’s other recent biographer, the Egyptologist 

Charlotte Booth, offers no judgment on Agora. Charlotte Booth, Hypatia: Mathematician, 

Philosopher, Myth (Stroud: Fonthill Media Limited, 2017). 
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wider culture is extremely hostile to Catholic sexual teaching and the apparent 

inability of believers to live up to its standards. For example, Marcel Dumais, the 

New Evangelization scholar noted in the last chapter, laments that “In the eyes 

of many of our contemporaries, the church does not appear to be a place for a 

spiritual life. The principal image that Catholicism reflects in society – and even 

for many Catholics – is of an institution…of moral codes.”32 In fact, even Dawkins 

wonders whether the Church has been “unfairly demonized” in this respect.33 

Finally, regarding the third allegation, it is true that numerous people loathe 

Catholic theodicy. In 2015, for instance, Stephen Fry derided the Catholic claim 

that God is good by pointing out that he created and sustains “insects whose 

whole lifecycle is to burrow into the eyes of children and make them blind.”34 

Such injustice, he declared, proves that God “is quite clearly a maniac, an utter 

maniac” – a factor that makes it absurd to “spend our life on our knees thanking 

him” for the so-called gift of creation.35 In a famous debate with Tony Blair, 

Christopher Hitchens railed against the concept of eternal judgment, stating that 

it leads to “a celestial dictatorship, a kind of divine North Korea” in which one 

must continually grovel before the Great Leader to avoid the fires of hell.36  

Despite the timeliness of his exemplars, however, Barron’s unsystematic style 

sometimes causes him to neglect other key ethical objections to Catholicism. This 

is not to say, of course, that Barron must deal with every objection ever uttered, 

                                                           
32 Dumais, After Emmaus: Biblical Models for the New Evangelization, 55. 
33 Dawkins, The God Delusion, 316. 
34 Stephen Fry, interview by Gay Byrne, ‘Stephen Fry on God | The Meaning of Life | RTÉ One,’ 

YouTube, 1 February 2015, 01:15ff, accessed 16 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

suvkwNYSQo. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Remarks contained in Christopher Hitchens and Tony Blair, ‘Be it Resolved, Religion is a 

Force for Good in the World,’ public debate, Roy Thomson Hall, Toronto, Canada, 26 

November 2010, accessed 15 July 2019, http://hitchensdebates.blogspot.co.nz/2010/11/hitchens-

vs-blair-roy-thomson-hall.html. Lawrence Krauss, the famous physicist and increasingly 

prominent New Atheist, argued along similar lines when he declared God “a Saddam Hussein 

in the sky.” See Lawrence Krauss, ‘Reason Rally 2016: Speak Up for Reason,’ interview by Ray 

Comfort, 4 June 2016, accessed 15 July 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ31aMxZKYk. 
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only that his silence on some of the most important detracts somewhat from the 

cogency of his analysis. For example, numerous moderns detest the crucifixion. 

“If God wanted to forgive our sins,” Dawkins exclaims in The God Delusion, “why 

not just forgive them, without having himself tortured or executed in 

payment?”37 Surely an all-loving, all-powerful God, he argues, could have found 

a kinder means of expressing his benevolence.38 The atheist documentary The God 

Who Wasn’t There takes this a step further in that it regards the gory 

cinematography of Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ as evidence that 

Catholicism is inherently masochistic.39 Given that the Magisterium has ruled 

that God could have saved humankind by some others means had he willed it, 

these objections are significant.40 All this matters because Barron himself 

frequently dwells on the violence of the crucifixion without attempting to explain 

why God chose this method of salvation.41 Certainly, his lack of 

comprehensiveness does not negate his otherwise apt discussion. It does 

reinforce the fact, however, that Barron’s evangelical style, in spite of its many 

beneficial aspects, has certain downsides. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
37 Dawkins, The God Delusion, 253. 
38 Ibid. 
39 The God Who Wasn’t There (2005). While its analysis of The Passion of the Christ has merit, the 

film does not make clear that Gibson is a traditionalist Catholic whose theology does not reflect 

that of the post-conciliar Church.  
40 Ott, Fundamentals of Catholic Dogma, 177. 
41 See, for example, Catholicism, 45-47; Barron, The Priority of Christ, front cover. The Church 

teaches that sinful humans are responsible for Christ’s death. God did not demand that Jesus 

die. Rather, Jesus, utterly virtuous, accepted his unjust death willingly, which is why he was 

able to take the sins of the world upon himself and overcome them. See Nostra Aetate, 4; 

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 598. 
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2. Secular Humanism: A Western Attempt to Supersede Christianity 

The Origins of Secularism in the West 

Curiously considering the importance of secularism’s origins to Barron’s overall 

discourse, his analysis of it is extremely sparse, scattered haphazardly 

throughout his works. This makes a comprehensive rendition of his views 

difficult. He seems to argue that disillusionment with Christianity and religion 

more generally has fueled support for militant anti-religious secularism in recent 

years. As briefly recorded in Chapter Two, Barron traces the origins of secularism 

– the formal separation of civil and religious authorities – to the sundering of 

Europe following the Protestant Reformation.42 On his reading, the Reformation 

provoked bitter conflict between Christian groups, who tended to view everyone 

except themselves as heretics, and also between emerging nation states, which 

tended to promote the version of Christianity most beneficial to them 

politically.43 This conflict culminated in the seventeenth-century wars of religion, 

Catholics, Magisterial Protestants, and Radical Protestants seeking to strengthen 

and expand their spheres of influence. 

The sheer destruction of these wars, Barron argues, mortified “almost all of the 

philosophers and social theorists of the modern period,” who began looking for 

“a means of controlling religious violence.”44 Concluding that only a pluralist, 

tolerant public sphere would enable everybody to practice their preferred faith 

freely and in peace, many thinkers felt that secularism was the most logical 

solution.45 In Barron’s judgment, the United States, founded during the Age of 

Enlightenment, is an embodiment of this secularist aspiration.46 It acknowledges 

                                                           
42 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 136; Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 263. 
43 For further discussion, consult Brad S. Gregory, Salvation at Stake: Christian Martyrdom in Early 

Modern Europe (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001), 78-82. 
44 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 136. See also Barron, Arguing Religion, 28-29. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 227-228. 
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the importance of religion in human affairs; the First Amendment of its 

Constitution guarantees religious freedom for all and its Declaration of 

Independence affirms that human rights are of supernatural origin.47 Yet the 

United States has never had an official state religion, as the Founding Fathers 

thought that this might spark religious antagonism.48 Over time, countries 

throughout the West saw wisdom in this secularist framework and either 

adopted it in full or made their confessional states as nonobtrusive as possible by 

relaxing or abolishing restrictions on religious minorities. 

The Rise of Militant Anti-Religious Secularism 

The militant anti-religious secularism of the modern West – or ‘militant 

secularism’ for brevity – is far more hostile to religion than the classical 

secularism of the Founding Fathers.49 As a popular movement, Barron traces its 

origin to the French Revolution, whose extremist elements dismissed Christianity 

as scientifically false, mentally oppressive, and politically reactionary, and 

created the atheistic Cult of Reason and, later, the deist Cult of the Supreme Being 

to replace it.50 These revolutionaries were particularly ill-disposed toward the 

                                                           
47 Ibid. The First Amendment reads: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” The Declaration reads: “We hold these 

truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator 

with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 

Happiness.” Stephen Brennan, ed., The U.S. Constitution and Related Documents (New York: 

Skyhorse Publishing Inc., 2012), 140, 91. 
48 This is not to deny that in the past the government and the wider public have favored certain 

religions (Christianity in particular) and even certain denominations (Protestantism in 

particular). The fact remains, however, that America is officially a secular state. 
49 Remember that even Thomas Paine, the most radical Founding Father, who agitated against 

revealed religion, nonetheless believed passionately in religious tolerance. See Thomas Paine, 

The Age of Reason (London: Watts, 1912), 119. 
50 Robert Barron, ‘A Secular Apocalypse,’ Word on Fire, 25 November 2009, accessed 15 July 

2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/a-secular-apocalypse/367/. Some 

revolutionary factions like the Dantonists were more conciliatory toward the Church. But their 

influence steadily declined as the Hérbertists and Jacobins gained popularity, and especially 

after the latter launched the Reign of Terror. See Rosemary H.T. O’Kane, The Revolutionary Reign 

of Terror: The Role of Violence in Political Change (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Pub., 1991), 79. The 

shift from state-sponsored atheism to state-sponsored deism was due to the belief of some 

Jacobins, notably Robespierre, that some kind of religious belief was necessary for social 
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Catholic Church, Barron citing Denis Diderot’s famous statement that “men will 

not be free until the last king is strangled on the entrails of the last priest” as an 

“extreme but very clear expression of this point of view.”51 According to Barron, 

this sentiment explains the anti-religious climax of the revolution: once they had 

seized power, revolutionaries could not resist using it to attack Catholicism by 

undermining its spiritual authorities, desecrating its holy places and objects, 

ridiculing and persecuting its members, and even abolishing its calendar.52 

Although the situation in France eventually stabilized, Barron believes that the 

French Revolution’s anti-religious undertones have had an enormous influence 

on the modern world.53 Here he is thinking especially of Marxism, whose 

namesake, an admirer of the Jacobins, rejected religious feeling – including deism 

– as an opiate of the oppressed and organized religion as an instrument of 

oppression.54 In the twentieth century, Barron laments, Marxists seized control of 

large parts of the globe and repeated the horrors of the French Revolution on a 

grander scale. In the Soviet Union, for example, the government “launched a 

systematic attack” on the Orthodox Church and other religious institutions.55 

                                                           
cohesion and public morality. Because it proclaims a God who does not interfere in his creation, 

which lessens the possibility of the supernatural obstructing the free use of reason and science, 

deism seemed like the best option. Tellingly, this subtlety was lost on the average citizen, who 

tended to view the two cults as identically atheistic. For further discussion, see Jonathan Smyth, 

Robespierre and the Festival of the Supreme Being: The search for a republican morality (Manchester: 

Manchester Unity Press, 2016), 11-13, 2. 
51 Robert Barron, ‘Hercules, N.T. Wright, and the Modern Meta-Narrative,’ Word on Fire, 29 

July 2014, accessed 15 July 2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/hercules-nt-

wright-and-the-modern-meta-narrative/4459/.  
52 Ibid. 
53 As MacIntyre notes, even Kant saw it as a vindication of his political opinions. MacIntyre, 

After Virtue, 37. 
54 For a comprehensive overview of Marx’s view of religion, consult Delos Banning McKown, 

The Classic Marxist Critiques of Religion: Marx, Engels, Lenin, Kautsky (The Hague: Martinus 

Nijhoff, 1975), 6-60. For Marx’s admiration for the Jacobins, consult Karl Marx, ‘Communism, 

Revolution, and a Free Poland,’ 22 February 1848, Marxist Internet Archive, accessed 15 July 

2019, https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1848/02/22a.htm. 
55 Robert Barron, ‘A Tale of Two Hitchens,’ Word on Fire, 2 September 2010, accessed 15 July 

2019, https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/a-tale-of-two-hitchens/383/. Barron is not 

wrong, though one must remember that over time the Soviet Union became more tolerant of 

religious believers who posed no overt political threat to the state. Further information is 
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“Priests and nuns were, in great numbers, put to death or arrested, and the few 

that were allowed to live were consistently harassed, mocked, and humiliated.”56 

“Constantly pilloried as ‘unscientific’ and ‘backward,’” religion was “strictly 

disallowed in the education system,” Barron remarks, the government having 

deemed any and all religious instruction “a form of child abuse.”57  

Although the Soviet Union has since collapsed, Barron holds that its brand of 

militant secularism remains influential in the Western world.58 He does not 

explain why. Given his ambivalence toward modern-day academia, however, he 

probably agrees with Greeley that the sympathy of many Western academics for 

communist ideals has blinded the average person to the true extent of Marxist 

tyranny.59 Until Barron makes his views clear, however, this will remain 

speculation. What he does say is that the New Atheism is a “tragic repeat of the 

Soviet program.”60 He draws upon the work of Peter Hitchens, a Trotskyist 

turned conservative Christian, to demonstrate this, paraphrasing him thus: “All 

of the ‘new’ atheists call for the elimination of religion as something poisonous; 

they all characterize it as ‘pre-scientific’ and ‘superstitious;’ and in perhaps the 

most damning parallel, they, to a person, describe religious education as a species 

of child abuse.”61 Certainly, the Soviets were more violent in their attempts to 

eradicate religion. Yet Barron notes that the New Atheists, too, believing that 

“might makes right,” are less and less accepting of religion even in the private 

                                                           
contained in Michael Bourdeaux, Opium of the People: The Christian Religion in the U.S.S.R. 

(London: Faber and Faber, 1965), 61-67. 
56 Barron, ‘A Tale of Two Hitchens.’ 
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Greeley, Religion as Poetry, 7. On Barron’s ambivalence toward modern academia, see pages 

93-94, 178. 
60 Barron, ‘A Tale of Two Hitchens.’ 
61 Ibid. For primary source material, consult Hitchens, The Rage Against God, 164-192. 
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sphere, and have fostered a hostile attitude toward religion that could easily 

morph into violent persecution in the near future.62 

How Militant Secularism Laid the Foundations for Modern Secular Humanism 

According to Barron, secular humanism has two philosophical underpinnings: 

moral relativism and atomized individualism. Both have their origin in militant 

secularism. Moral relativism is a logical consequence of militant secularism’s 

rejection of the supernatural, Barron thinks, which reduces morality to a purely 

human affair in which individual persons decide for themselves what is and is 

not permissible.63 More serious and social-minded militant secularists, of course, 

seek to raise ethical discussion above the level of mere opinion by grounding 

morality in rational principles and respected institutions.64 The French 

Revolution’s Declaration of the Rights of Man is a good instance of this, for 

although it was ostensibly drafted in the presence of the Supreme Being, it 

affirms inalienable rights under the rubric of the nation state, not the 

supernatural.65 

Increasingly, however, Barron notes, this corporatist version of secular 

humanism is giving way to a more individualist, openly relativist one. He 

                                                           
62 Ibid. Richard Dawkins is a good example of this. When Bill Maher asked him how secularists 
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highlights two causes for this, the philosophical and the sociological. The first is 

by far the most crucial, Barron remarking that Nietzscheanism and Gnosticism 

pervade the wider culture. By Nietzscheanism, Barron means the tendency of 

modern people, especially since the 1960s, to dismiss any external restraint that 

clashes with their subjective desires, regardless of how this might negatively 

impact themselves or society.66 The only absolutes they seem to acknowledge are 

those of freedom and toleration, the notion that people ought to be able to do 

whatever they like as long as they do not directly hurt others.67 By Gnosticism, 

Barron refers specifically to the modern tendency to treat the body as a mere tool 

of and template for the spirit. Transgender persons, for instance, believing that 

only “the mind or the will…is the ‘real me,’” invoke the principle of absolute 

freedom and tolerance to alter their biological makeup in accordance with their 

preferred gender designation.68 Again, Barron notes, such persons, convinced of 

the inherent veracity of their subjective desires, often do not think about the 

wider consequences of their actions.69 

Barron contends that the changing demographics of the United States have 

reinforced this trend. “[Modern] Americans,” he remarks, “are wary of dogmas 

precisely because we live in such an ethnically, culturally, and religiously diverse 

society.”70 In this pluralist environment, to affirm a moral truth apart from the 

principle of absolute freedom and tolerance is almost guaranteed to offend some 

people. Therefore an increasing number of Americans, seeking to avoid conflict, 
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prefer to endorse a minimalist code of ethics that allows every law-abiding 

citizen to live according to his or her own lights. Barron regards Justice Anthony 

Kennedy’s definition of liberty in Obergefell v. Hodges as archetypal in this regard: 

“At the heart of liberty is the right to define one’s own concept of existence, of 

meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life.”71 Under the guise of 

the libertarianism noted in Chapter Three, this attitude has even affected 

American religion, Barron contends, which is why Buddhism, largely nontheistic 

and ambivalent about proselytization outside its established heartlands, is 

frequently treated with more respect than Christianity these days.72  

Evaluation of Barron’s Analysis of Secular Humanism 

A striking factor of Barron’s discourse is its concordance with influential trends 

in contemporary Catholic scholarship. Several well-known Catholic scholars – 

Brad. S. Gregory, Charles Taylor, Fulton Sheen, Eamon Duffy, and Michael J. 

Buckley, to name but a few – agree with him that the Reformation and the Wars 

of Religion played a crucial role in the birth of modern secularism.73 Many 

concur, too, in that they distinguish between classical and militant secularism 
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and view only the former as compatible with Catholicism.74 His assessment of 

contemporary individualism in particular resonates with Gaudium et Spes, which 

laments that this phenomenon obstructs “true brotherhood” between peoples, 

and with Fulton Sheen, his great evangelical predecessor, who commented that 

the deconstruction of corporatist ethics after the 1960s has made things difficult 

for the Church and especially for Catholic evangelism.75  

In addition to being thoroughly Catholic, Barron’s analysis is largely accurate, 

and thus provides a solid grounding for his critique highlighted in the next 

section. For while other scholars might not share his pessimistic interpretations, 

they tend to concur with him on a factual level. “Historians of the period 

commonly agree,” for instance, that “in the late stages of the Thirty Years’ War, 

political leaders had lost their religious zeal and ceased to contest religion as a 

political affair.”76 Even those who challenge the notion that this war ushered in a 

new secular order nevertheless concede that it boosted support for secularist 

ideas.77 Many scholars also agree with Barron that the French Revolution marked 

the birth of a new militant anti-religious secularism on the world stage.78 And of 
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course there is an almost unanimous consensus regarding the anti-religious spirit 

of twentieth-century Marxist regimes.79 Finally, numerous commentators, 

including the German-American sociologist Amitai Etzioni, note an increasingly 

“strong sense of entitlement [and] weak sense of obligation to the local and 

national community” on the part of many Westerners, especially since the 

1960s.80  

On the subject of the New Atheism, however, Barron’s analysis falls short in some 

respects. He seems to take it for granted that Hitchens’s conflation of Soviet and 

New Atheist secularism is correct; for this reason, he neither subjects it to critical 

assessment nor provides supporting evidence. This is problematic, for while 

Hitchens is an insightful commentator on religion and politics, he is a somewhat 

controversial journalist who stresses that he is in no way an expert on such 

matters.81 It would help Barron’s case, therefore, if he quoted a learned thinker 

who agrees with Hitchens, for example, the Catholic philosopher and priest 
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Andrew Pinsent.82 Furthermore, Barron’s rendition of Hitchens is quite vague 

and neglects to mention – as Hitchens repeatedly does – that the overwhelming 

majority of New Atheists are not consciously emulating the Soviets.83 This might 

give some Word on Fire viewers the impression that the New Atheists consider 

themselves the intellectual heirs of Lenin and Stalin – an accusation that is at best 

misleading and at worst defamatory.84 Given that Barron has a sizeable non-

Catholic support base, some of whom are non-believers, and tends to shun 

mudslinging tactics as disingenuous and self-defeating, such an omission has the 

potential to detract from his otherwise well-argued main point.  

 

3. Barron’s Catholic Critique of Secular Humanism 

Classical Secularism is an Effective Guardian of Objective Ethics 

Barron wants to make clear at the outset that he has no animus against classical 

secularism, only militant secularism and the humanism it promotes. This is 

because classical secularism, in acknowledging the importance of religion in 

human affairs, threatens neither public morality nor Catholicism. It thus 

harmonizes with Vatican II, which, affirming the modern separation of religious 

and civil authority, nonetheless stated that “the religious acts whereby men, in 

private and in public and out of a sense of personal conviction, direct their lives 
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to God transcend by their very nature the order of terrestrial and temporal affairs. 

Government therefore ought indeed to take account of the religious life of the 

citizenry and show it favor.”85 As a result, Barron thinks, classical secularism 

makes possible a degree of concordance between the wider culture and the 

Church, as it gives Catholics the freedom to worship without hindrance and non-

believers the freedom to see the fruits of Catholic life and join the Church if they 

so wish.86 

Once again, Barron cites the United States as an example. While not denying the 

fragmenting influence of Calvinism and Hobbesianism on American society, 

Barron believes that its classical secularist basis ensured that, up until the 1960s, 

a broad moral consensus existed in America.87 At least in public, he argues, 

almost all people rejected moral relativism and concurred with Catholics on the 

hot-button issues; many also affirmed political views sympathetic to Catholic 

social teaching.88 “This is one reason why,” Barron thinks, “Archbishop Fulton 

Sheen could find such a wide and appreciative audience among Protestants and 

Jews [from the late 1920s to the late 1950s], even as he laid out fundamentally 

Catholic perspectives on morality.”89 Those who were not appreciative, Barron 

continues, usually criticized the Church, not because they denied objective 

morality, but because they faulted Catholics for allegedly deviating from it.90 

According to Barron, this widespread belief in objective ethics, even though it 

turned some against the Church, allowed Catholics to subsist in “a fairly benign 
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relationship with the environing culture” from Vatican I to Vatican II, a factor 

that contributed enormously to its popularity and rapid growth.91  

Militant Secularism is an Ineffective Guardian of Objective Ethics 

The root problem of militant secularism, in Barron’s eyes, is that it does not 

acknowledge that objective morality, to be objective, must have a transcendental 

foundation.92 In consequence, it makes the mistake of juxtaposing religion and 

morality, of assuming that the abolition of the former will not undercut the latter. 

Barron deems the Jefferson Bible a case in point, for its author, the president 

Thomas Jefferson, literally cut out passages that referred to the supernatural, 

leaving only Jesus’s ethical teaching intact.93 Believing moral principles to be self-

evident to rational persons, Barron writes, militant secularists take them for 

granted and presume that their favored vehicle of progress – the nation state, the 

party, natural science, democracy – will preserve them.94  

Such assumptions, in Barron’s mind, are unwarranted. For despite the elegant 

wording of the Declaration of the Rights of Man, Barron argues that it is not at all 

obvious that universal human rights exist. If they did, he contends, the greatest 

philosophers of the ancient world would not, for quite valid reasons, have 

rejected the notion as “ridiculous.”95 After all, these thinkers could see that 

humans were “radically unequal in practically every category of existence.”96 In 

their minds, this state of affairs made inequality natural and therefore 

permissible.97 Hence Plato’s insistence on strict class divisions, Aristotle’s 
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conviction that some people are born to be slaves, and Cato the Elder’s belief that 

men are entitled to dominate women: they all believed that only a select group 

had the physical and intellectual capabilities to participate fully in and rule 

society.98  

According to Barron, Westerners believe in the existence of inalienable rights 

only because Christianity says so.99 In his opinion, it was Christ who 

unequivocally established liberty, equality, and fraternity as moral imperatives 

and the Church that grounded these ideas in Western society.100 This alone 

explains for Barron why Thomas Jefferson, the primary author of the Declaration 

of Independence, could have endorsed political ideas so at odds with reality and 

the wisdom of the ancients: “Jefferson knew as surely as Aristotle that human 

beings are radically unequal...but he also knew something from his Christian 

heritage that Aristotle couldn’t possibly have known, namely, that all people are 

indeed equally the children of God.”101 Jefferson himself was a deist. But he 

recognized the moral worth of Christianity and thus phrased the Declaration in 

a way that would safeguard it.  

In rejecting the supernatural, therefore, secular humanism unwittingly 

repudiates inalienable rights.102 This is why, Barron says, societies that succeed in 

exorcising their religious roots quickly devolve into misery and bloodshed. 

Having no inbuilt way of controlling Nietzschean urges, people scorn ethical 

codes and the transcendental consequences of breaking them. As a result, 
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selfishness and arrogance become widespread, people caring less and less for 

those around them. The most powerful establish themselves as Übermenschen 

who regard their subjective ideals as the only ‘objective’ truths and enforce them 

through raw power, by relentlessly persecuting opponents.103 Barron justifies his 

analysis by pointing out that the twentieth century’s most insidious totalitarian 

states – “Hitler’s Germany, Stalin’s Russia, Mao’s China, Pol Pot’s Cambodia, and 

Castro’s Cuba” – were all militantly anti-religious.104  

How Militant Secularism is Eroding America’s Moral Fabric 

Barron does not believe, like some conservative commentators, that America is 

already a militant secular state.105 He does, however, lament that the growing 

influence of militant secularism, especially among youths and liberals, has 

largely corroded the old moral consensus in a fashion that poses a grave threat 

to society.106 Fittingly for a former rector, he cites college campuses as an example. 

He remarks that a creeping relativism has undermined the ability of many 

students and professors to debate ethics maturely. There is an “almost complete 

lack of what we would classically call ‘argument’” in today’s universities, he 

remarks, “that is, [the ability to] listen to the opponent’s point of view, offer 

alternative scenarios, marshal evidence, use their reason to analyze and draw 

conclusions.”107 Instead, deeming criticism of secular humanism a violation of the 

principle of absolute freedom and tolerance, these people flatly refuse to listen to 

alternative viewpoints. The meeker respond by creating ‘safe spaces’ in which 
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criticism of others’ personal beliefs is not permitted – something that, in Barron’s 

mind, makes a mockery of higher education.108 The more assertive, responding 

with violence, have created an atmosphere in which social conservatives “are 

regularly bullied and shouted down and attacked and, in some cases, really 

physically assaulted.”109 One incident that especially caught Barron’s ire, though 

it technically lies outside the scope of this thesis, was the recent pillorying of 

Professor Bret Weinstein at Evergreen State College in 2017.110 To raise racial 

awareness, the university asked white people to avoid campus for a day. 

Weinstein politely refused, stating that, as a Jew, he considered this policy of 

racial exclusion “alarming.”111 Student activists reacted by branding Weinstein a 

racist, barring him from university grounds, and threatening him and his family 

with physical harm.112  

This wanton attitude toward ethics, Barron complains, has spread to the political 

sphere too. At the outset, it is essential to note that Barron eschews party politics 

and does not affiliate either himself or Word on Fire with a particular political 

group.113 Yet he does feel compelled on occasion, as an American citizen and a 

clergyman, to provide Catholic commentaries on politics, almost all of which rail 

against the rise of militant secularism. Notably, he accuses the leadership of the 

Democratic Party, which from the late 1800s up until the late 1960s had been 

sympathetic to Catholic humanism, of uncritically embracing secular 
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humanism.114 For example, Barron accuses former president Barack Obama of 

misinterpreting the spirit of the Constitution when he said that America must 

abjure moral absolutes because its Constitution endorses a political system in 

which successive administrations can have different conceptions of ethics.115 In 

true modern vein, Obama also implies that any claim to absolute truth apart from 

the principle of absolute freedom and tolerance invariably leads to oppression.116 

These errors, Barron writes, explain the Democrats’ libertarian stance on moral 

issues like abortion and LGBT rights. 

Barron’s views on these hot button issues are discussed in the next section. Here 

one need only say that he regards the Democratic Party’s wholesale acceptance 

of secular humanism as enormously damaging to the national fabric. In his mind, 

it has turned politics into a moral struggle in which secular humanists 

enthusiastically vote Democrat in order to dismantle the last vestiges of Christian 

influence and believers in traditional morality vote for the other major party, the 

Republicans, in a desperate attempt to stop them – regardless of other issues 

involved.117 For this reason, Barron complains, both sides have become 
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increasingly entrenched, unwilling to listen seriously to their opponents’ point of 

view.118 He regards Andrew Greeley, a liberal Democrat, as a case in point. 

“Perhaps our greatest disagreement,” Barron recalls, “had to do with what I took 

to be Andy’s completely uncritical embrace of the Democratic Party. I used to kid 

him that if the Democrats ran Attila the Hun for mayor of Chicago, Andy would 

have voted for him.”119 In Barron’s opinion, Greeley’s partisan politics skewed 

his judgment on moral issues, a factor that caused him to disregard, among other 

things, “some of the very real negative consequences of the sexual revolution.”120     

As on college campuses, Barron believes that this division has ushered in a new 

era of violence in political life. Symbolic of this trend, in his view, was the liberal 

comedian Kathy Griffin’s 2017 protest against the newly elected President 

Donald Trump, in which she posted photos online pretending to have 

decapitated the Republican leader.121 Barron was appalled. Commenting that it 

was eerily reminiscent of ISIL’s execution of dissidents in the Middle East, he 

stated: “It was reprehensible how anyone would think that imitating the most 

barbarous people on the planet right now...would be a legitimate form of social 

protest.”122 So too does he critique Trump for promoting policies that seem to be 

designed more to antagonize Democrats than to uphold an objective moral code. 

In 2018, for instance, Barron declared the decision to separate the children of 
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illegal immigrants from their parents “an unconscionable violation of human 

dignity and a disgrace upon our nation.”123 

How this Erosion Relates to Hot-Button Issues Specifically 

The hot-button issues, Barron argues, represent the apex of secular humanist 

influence in America.124 It dismays him that, like Greeley, numerous Americans 

disregard or flatly deny the negative effects of Nietzscheanism on sexual 

concerns and family life. In 2012, for instance, Barron read the feminist journalist 

Hanna Rosin’s article in The Atlantic that extolled the hookup culture as proof of 

the “unbelievable gains” of feminism in recent years.125 Women no longer have 

to sacrifice pleasure for the sake of marriage or career, she notes; instead, they are 

free to indulge in “temporary relationships” devoid of irksome commitments.126 

While admitting that these relationships have caused some women pain, Rosin 

emphasizes that there is “no retreat” from the hookup culture, for it is so “bound 

up with everything that’s fabulous about being a young woman in 2012 – the 

freedom, the confidence, the knowledge that you can always depend on 

yourself.”127  
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Rosin’s optimism disturbs Barron. Having read the psychologist Leonard Sax’s 

Why Gender Matters and the novelist Tom Wolfe’s I am Charlotte Simmons, Barron 

knows that there is “a veritable army of young women suffering from depression 

and anxiety” because of the hookup culture.128 For them, Barron comments sadly, 

temporary relationships have generated feelings of “deep frustration and 

humiliation” that cause many to take harmful drugs.129 Barron contends that 

Rosin’s preoccupation with absolute freedom prevents her from taking this 

evidence seriously.130 Nowhere does she ponder objectively the purpose and 

meaning of sex and stable monogamous relationships, he complains; she simply 

declares that women have a right to indulge in the first and avoid the second.131 

This shallowness, in Barron’s mind, does nothing to alleviate the negative 

consequences of the hookup culture, a state of affairs that guarantees that more 

young women will “wind up in Dr. Sax’s office suffering from a deep sadness of 

the heart.”132 

Closely tied to the hookup culture, Barron continues, is what he deems 

modernity’s callousness toward the unborn. All too often, he remarks, secular 

humanists promote abortion as a human right, arguing that because fetuses are 

mere “lump[s] of tissue” and because prospective mothers are sovereign over 

their own bodies, the latter are free to terminate the former if they so wish.133 

Adhering to the Catholic belief that “human life must be respected and protected 
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absolutely from the moment of conception,” Barron has no sympathy with this 

‘Gnostic’ logic and lambasts abortion as a kind of murder.134  

Like other forms of grievous bodily harm, Barron thinks that abortion has a 

devastating effect on public morals. He considers the infamous 2015 Planned 

Parenthood undercover videos, which depict two abortionists “bantering 

cheerfully” about the sale of aborted infants’ body parts, incontrovertible proof 

of this.135 “While they slurp wine in elegant restaurants,” Barron exclaims, the 

doctors discuss how prospective buyers appreciate “’less crunchy’” methods of 

abortion that leave the inner organs intact.136 After highlighting that the regular 

‘crunchy’ method involves “skull-crushing and dismemberment by knife,” he 

dwells on the “bone-chilling[ly]” banal reason behind the sale: one of the doctors 

wanted a new Lamborghini.137 Stressing that even born babies are not safe, 

Barron dwells upon a “deeply disturbing” incident in 2006 in which a young 

woman, heavily medicated, unwillingly gave birth in an American abortion clinic 

because the doctor was late.138 A clinic employee, knowing that she did not want 

the baby, threw it into a nearby dumpster and informed the doctor when he 

arrived that the issue had been resolved.139 Having spent so long terminating 

unwanted fetuses, neither seemed to think it morally wrong to terminate an 

unwanted baby as well. This desensitization, Barron writes, which he compares 
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to that of concentration camp guards, is extremely alarming, incontrovertible 

proof that abortion spawns a culture of death inimical to human dignity.140  

In a less drastic manner, Barron laments a growing ambivalence toward children 

even within the bounds of marriage. In 2013, for example, Time Magazine featured 

a cover story entitled ‘The Childfree Life.’141 It noted that many heterosexual 

couples today are choosing to forgo having children for the sake of their careers, 

because they are unwilling to settle down, or because it might cost too much 

money. Invoking the principle of absolute freedom and tolerance, these couples 

ask their child-centric neighbors to respect their decision and even to shed 

assumptions that equate womanhood with motherhood and families with 

children.  

Judging the childfree life to be but another symptom of Nietzscheanism, Barron 

cannot bring himself to do this. “What particularly struck me” reading the article, 

he says, “was that none of the people interviewed ever moved outside of the 

ambit of his or her private desire.”142 Always their reasons boiled down to their 

wanting “a relationship and a career without the crushing encumbrance of 

annoying, expensive, and demanding children.”143 The moral consequences of 

this are drastic, Barron states, as having children is a time-honored means by 

which adults realize that “our lives are not about us.”144 To forgo this experience, 

therefore, in Barron’s eyes, is to encourage a culture of immaturity, selfishness, 

and insensitivity.145 He also thinks that it spawns neuroses, as numerous women 
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end up seeking psychological treatment to feel normal about not reproducing; 

some, he notes, have even developed a pathological fear of babies.146 

Finally, Barron highlights the moral ambiguity of the LGBT movement. He 

concedes that the gay rights movement has moral undertones, for it began as a 

movement to counteract the very real oppression of homosexuals in the West 

before the 1960s.147 Barron agrees in principle with its central demand – the right 

of homosexuals to live openly and without fear – because he believes that it is 

beneficial to “come out of the closet,” not only because “repression, deception, 

and morbid self-reproach are never good things,” but because it proves that the 

average homosexual is not “some strange and shadowy ‘other,’ but someone I 

know to be a decent human being.”148  

Nonetheless, the Nietzscheanism and Gnosticism of the broader LGBT 

movement bothers him. He sees the first reflected in the long-term campaign, 

victorious in 2015, to legalize homosexual marriage in the United States. In his 

mind, to change something as foundational as the definition of marriage, and 

therefore of the family, is a grave matter. At the very least, he thinks, a serious 

debate should have been held to explore the potentially negative consequences 

for individuals, families, communities, and society.149 He accuses gay rights 

activists of refusing to have this debate, of assuming that their subjective desires 

represented the only legitimate moral point of view.150  

The end result of this assumption, Barron complains, was mob intimidation. He 

notes, for instance, that activists made extensive use of strategically organized 
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poll results and allegations of bigotry against opponents in order to trick the 

latter into thinking that they were a fringe minority.151 The sheer aggressiveness 

of this strategy, Barron writes, means that “not inconsiderable number of 

Catholics [in America] feel beleaguered and more than a little afraid.”152 In fact, 

its success has been such that Barron does not consider it feasible for American 

Catholics to debate the ruling on gay marriage at this time, as this will only make 

the militant secularist attacks upon the Church all the more fierce.153 As 

mentioned earlier, Barron sees the second aspect, Gnosticism, reflected in the 

transgender movement. Although not yet as untouchable as homosexual 

marriage, Barron thinks that it is becoming increasingly so, as its advocates 

utilize the same tactics of intimidation and defamation against opponents.154 As 

with the other examples quoted above, Barron thinks that this violence is 

enormously detrimental to the moral fabric of America and especially the ability 

of the Church to interact fruitfully with the wider culture. 

Evaluation of This Section 

The first thing to note about Barron’s critique is that it is thoroughly grounded in 

Catholic Tradition. From at least the time of the French Revolution, the 

Magisterium has emphasized the moral bankruptcy of secular humanism and 

stated unequivocally that Christianity is the best defense for human dignity.155 

Lumen Gentium, for instance, declared in 1964 that the “ominous doctrine which 

attempts to build a society with no regard whatever for religion, and which 

attacks and destroys the religious liberty of its citizens, is rightly to be rejected.”156 
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A year later, Gaudium et Spes, after repudiating once again the pretensions of 

modern atheism, stated that “the recognition of God is in no way hostile to man's 

dignity, since this dignity is rooted and perfected in God.”157  Numerous Catholic 

spiritual masters, theologians, and commentators have loyally upheld these 

teachings since then. In the Tridentine era, Fulton Sheen, Jacques Maritain, 

Christopher Dawson, Douglas Hyde, and Henri de Lubac, to note only a few 

well-known figures, argued that secular humanism is inherently immoral and 

unstable, a poor substitute for Christianity.158 In the post-conciliar era, Dietrich 

von Hildebrand, Ross Douthat, Archbishop Chaput, and Cardinals Sarah, Dulles, 

Dolan, Pell, and Ratzinger, among others, have reiterated this.159 

In fact, regarding the hot-button issues, Barron’s critique is almost identical to 

that of the contemporary hierarchy and its key supporters. Chaput, for example, 

sharing Barron’s aversion to the cheapening of sexual relations, laments that 

“modesty, virginity, celibacy, sexual restraint: These words are dust magnets in 

today’s vocabulary.”160 He also notes, as Barron does, the Gnostic elements of 

today’s transgender movement, which treats the body as “little more than 

animated modelling clay.”161 More broadly, both the Magisterium and the 

American hierarchy decry legalized abortion as a gross violation of human 
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dignity.162 Finally, many hierarchs share Barron’s concern at the aggressiveness 

of the secular humanists, their apparent inability to tolerate the Catholic point of 

view. Cardinal George, for instance, believed that if present trends continue, 

Catholics will face violent persecution in the foreseeable future.163 

This Catholic assessment of the wider culture, while somewhat grim, is largely 

accurate. Of course, there are some minor inconsistencies in Barron’s 

presentation of it. His lauding of the pre-1960s moral consensus in America, for 

example, does not take into sufficient account the numerous injustices of this era. 

After all, while on occasion he has criticized prejudice toward women and racial 

and sexual minorities prior to the 1960s, he does not adequately explain how such 

prejudice was possible under an ostensibly pro-Christian moral system and why 

it persisted for so long.164 Barron also appears to exaggerate the extent of this 

consensus, as many if not most non-Catholic Americans in this era never fully 

accepted the Catholic positions on divorce, contraception, and celibacy, as 

Chapter One points out.165 Thirdly, Barron’s assertion that Nazi Germany was 

militantly atheistic requires justification, for while some Nazis were aggressively 

anti-religious, the Nazi movement appropriated pagan symbols and counted 

among its members significant numbers of occult devotees.166 The status of 
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Christianity under the Third Reich is particularly contentious, as several experts 

argue that the Nazis placated rather than persecuted the Christian majority, and 

actively supported those Christian groups sympathetic to National Socialism.167 

Finally, Barron’s use of Jefferson is somewhat contradictory, for while he 

promotes the former president as a champion of classical secularism, he 

considers the Jefferson Bible to be a keystone text of militant secularism. These 

discrepancies are further evidence that Barron’s unsystematic style, however 

vibrant and dynamic, can occasionally have a negative effect on the accuracy and 

consistency of his ministry.  

Nonetheless, despite these historical discrepancies, Barron’s assessment has 

merit. After all, the inability of secular humanism to justify inalienable rights has 

alarmed many non-Catholic scholars as well, many of whom use arguments 

similar to Barron’s.168 In her classic 1951 study on the origins of totalitarianism, 

for instance, the philosopher Hannah Arendt remarked that universal human 

rights are an Enlightenment invention, neither persuasive nor binding, and cites 

the struggles of persecuted minorities under twentieth-century totalitarian 

regimes as evidence: “The Rights of Man…were supposed to be independent of 

all governments; but it turned out that the moment human beings lacked their 

own government and had to fall back upon their minimal rights, no authority 

was left to protect them and no institution was willing to guarantee them.”169 In 
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1986, George Grant, a leading Canadian political philosopher, reiterated this 

point when he argued that inalienable rights primarily stem from the Christian 

assumption that each human, made in the image and likeness of God, is 

deserving of dignity.170 In 2010, the historian Samuel Moyn even contended that 

Christians like Jacques Maritain provided much of the serious philosophical 

support for natural rights in modern times, as secular thinkers contradicted one 

other too much to propose a coherent framework.171  In 2014, the legal scholar 

Eric Posner stated that universal human rights are a “hopelessly ambiguous” 

Enlightenment fiction ill-equipped to uphold human dignity in the twenty-first 

century.172 Most recently, in 2018, the political scientist John Mearsheimer judged 

secular humanist claims to be empirically unfounded, for anthropology shows 

that extreme individualism is not conducive to human flourishing and history 

reveals that so-called inalienable rights are an Enlightenment fabrication.173 

Even Barron’s most controversial points – the Democratic Party’s complicity in 

the secular humanist project and the imminent threat of anti-Catholic persecution 

– are well-documented. The first may be impolitic to say given the controversial 

nature of American politics, particularly since the election of President Trump, 

but it is undoubtedly true. On some issues, like ecological awareness, modern-

day Democrats and Catholics can find common ground.174 On the whole, 
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however, the relativism of the Democratic program, notably its wholehearted 

commitment to LGBT and abortion rights, is averse to Church teaching. Hence 

the dramatic decline in Catholic support for the Democrats in recent years.175  

Barron’s second point, persecution, also has a basis in fact. Especially since 

Obergefell, Catholics have indeed been under pressure – both legal and social – to 

conform to secular humanist standards. As the Protestant scholar Michael J. 

McClymond puts it, “Life as a practicing Catholic involves difficulties and 

disadvantages that are increasingly apparent” in countries like America, where 

militant secular activists demand that Catholic hospitals perform abortions and 

transgender surgeries, Catholic adoption agencies provide children to gay 

couples, Catholic universities welcome students who live and/or propagate an 

LGBT lifestyle, and Catholic employers supply their employees with 

contraception.176 To recite Richard Rorty’s perceptive insight, American Catholics 

may even lose the right to free speech in the near future: 

Pope Benedict XVI has complained that it is becoming very difficult for the 

Church to say what it believes. Very soon [for example]…one will not be 

able to affirm that homosexuality constitutes…an objective disorder in the 

structure of human existence. The pope’s prediction may well come true. 

Where I come from, on the campus of my university [Stanford], it is already 
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the case that to condemn homosexuality…would be regarded as an 

outrageous display of vicious intolerance. So the pope is justified in fearing 

that the pressure of outraged public opinion may force the Church…in[to] 

silence.177 

In highlighting the moral bankruptcy of secular humanism with such accuracy, 

Barron hopes to make it easier for Catholics – and presumably other people of 

good will – to challenge it. In this respect, even when discussing the darkest of 

subjects, the spirit of Barron’s ministry remains optimistic, for while other 

Catholics loyal to the Magisterium are embracing the Benedict Option, stoically 

disconnecting from a secular society that they regard as too corrupt for reform, 

Barron contends that not all modern persons are beyond persuasion; all Catholics 

need to do, he thinks, is engage with them in an effective manner.178 This 

optimism is in line with Gaudium et Spes, which considers a proper 

communication of Church teaching to be essential for curbing secular humanist 

ideas.179 

In part, Barron has done this by pointing out, from a Catholic point of view, the 

weak foundations and hypocrisy of secular humanism. Barron expects this 

strategy to persuade at least some non-believers to question their anti-religious 

prejudices. Mostly, however, he expects the profundity of Catholic humanism to 

convince them. The rest of this chapter therefore analyses Barron’s interpretation 

and portrayal of this humanism, which in his mind engages all three 

transcendentals, and proposes a grounding for human flourishing far more 

reliable – and awe-inspiring – than that of militant secularism. 
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4. How Catholic Humanism Safeguards Human Dignity 

It Recognizes the Reality of Sin 

As paradoxical as it might seem, Barron notes, one of Catholic humanism’s 

greatest assets is its sober appraisal of the human condition. In contrast to the 

optimism of so much secular humanist discourse, which assumes that people are 

inherently good, Catholicism teaches that human beings are by nature sinful, 

prone to vices like pride and greed.180 Although he does not interpret Genesis 3 

literally or make any concentrated attempt to ground its narrative in history, 

Barron attributes this sinfulness to the Fall.181 When God created humanity, 

Barron states, he placed the first humans – whom Scripture calls Adam and Eve 

– in the Garden of Eden, which is symbolic of everything conducive to human 

flourishing.182 In return, God asked only that Adam and Eve refrain from 

partaking of the tree of knowledge of good and evil – in other words, to leave 

moral questions up to him. For a time, Adam and Eve did this, and as a result, 

were happy and impeccably moral.183 Then, one day, Satan tempted humans into 

disobeying God. Cunningly, Barron notes, Satan did this by appealing to their 

vanity, by persuading them that if they ate from the tree, they too could become 

gods, and that the only reason God had kept this truth from them was because 

he wanted to monopolize power for himself.184  

It was this doubting of God, Barron writes, that tainted humanity with Original 

Sin. For having repudiated the source of all virtue, humans could only exert their 

new-found independence through vice. Thus, when God asked Adam and Eve 

why they had disobeyed him, they tried to deny culpability by blaming Satan or 
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each other. These egregious actions, Barron implies, compelled God to banish 

humanity from Eden, as vice is incompatible with human flourishing.185 And 

although God has always attempted to “lure us out of these hopeless attitudes 

and [back] into a stance of friendship,” Scripture and Tradition witness to the 

tendency of humans to repeat “the errant moves of our first parents, grasping 

and hiding, trying to manipulate God or trying to run from him.”186 Over time, 

Barron laments, this sinfulness has built a world in which “hatred, racism, 

sexism, violence, oppression, [and] imperialism…dominate.”187 Even the most 

remarkable humans, Barron stresses, are not immune to sin, as David’s duplicity 

in 2 Samuel 11, touched on in Chapter Two, illustrates well.188  

It is this sober appraisal of the human condition, Barron records, that allowed 

Catholics to see the “dangerous potential” of secular humanism long before it 

fully took root in the West.189 In 2009, for instance, he commended Monsignor 

Robert Hugh Benson for accurately predicting in his 1907 novel The Lord of the 

World the dehumanizing effects of militant secularism a decade before the 

October Revolution ushered in the twentieth century’s first totalitarian regime.190 

Although somewhat “melodramatic” and based in the West rather than the East, 

The Lord of the World rightly predicted that militant secularists would target 

religious beliefs and institutions, especially Catholicism, as obstacles to 

progress.191 Benson also foresaw that secular humanists would try to replace or 

erase the human desire for God through an idolization of scientific progress and 

human capabilities.192 For Barron, Benson’s prophecies are a powerful challenge 
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to those who think that the doctrine of Original Sin is an irrelevant, unjust 

Catholic invention.193 

It Trusts in God to Mandate Morality 

Although it acknowledges the importance of sin, notes Barron, Catholic 

humanism is by no means fatalistic and grim. This is because, returning to the 

subject of Chapter Two, Catholicism proclaims a God of absolute love. In 

Barron’s judgment, this guarantees the integrity of Catholic morality since a 

loving deity would never teach anything antithetical to human flourishing.194 

Barron therefore spends a great deal of time demonstrating how even the most 

controversial aspects of Catholic morality can benefit individuals and society. 

Perceiving that many modern people are “instinctually put off by a religion that 

leads with laws, rules, and prohibitions,” Barron prefers not to dwell on theory.195 

His few theoretical discussions about Catholic morality thus tend to be short, 

sometimes unimaginative assessments of what others – notably Jesus – have 

already said on the subject.  

His discussion of the Sermon on the Mount in Catholicism is a case in point. He 

begins by noting that Jesus’s first word in the sermon, ‘Blessed,’ which in the 

original Greek translates colloquially as ‘happy,’ is not arbitrary (Matt 5:3).196 In 

Barron’s mind, it signifies at the outset that, far from constricting the human 

spirit, the beatitudes offer “a pattern of life that promises, quite simply, to make 

us happy.”197 The beatitudes do this, contends Barron, by emphasizing that 

happiness is found in God and in the spiritual life. When Jesus says, “Blessed are 

the merciful, for they will be shown mercy” (Matt 5:7), Barron stresses that Jesus 
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is not asking believers to discard justice. Rather, he is asking listeners to 

acknowledge that mercy is not a human construct, but part of the “physics” of 

the spiritual order, without which society could not function.198 When Jesus says, 

“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God” (Matt 5:9), 

Barron thinks that Jesus is highlighting that morality is a thoroughly objective 

enterprise: “Someone who has ordered himself fundamentally toward God is, 

ipso facto, a peacemaker, for he will necessarily channel the metaphysical energy 

that draws things and people together.”199   

Barron insists that the most perplexing beatitudes follow this logic. He laments 

that the first beatitude, “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom 

of heaven” (Matt 5:3), is often viewed as a celebration of economic poverty.200 In 

reality, Barron notes, Jesus is talking about spiritual humbleness, an 

acknowledgment that material wealth is not synonymous with happiness, that 

God alone can satisfy the human spirit.201 “Might I suggest a somewhat variant 

rendition: how blessed are you if you are not attached to material things, if you 

have not placed the goods wealth can buy at the center of your concern?”202 

Likewise, the next beatitude, “Blessed are they who mourn, for they will be 

comforted” (Matt 5:4), is not an invitation to “masochism,” but a recognition that 

sensuous pleasure alone cannot satisfy a person.203 Finally, Barron contends that 

“Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the land” (Matt 5:5) and “Blessed are 

they who are persecuted for the sake of righteousness, for theirs is the kingdom 

of heaven” (Matt 5:3) do not advocate passivity in the face of injustice. On the 

contrary, they highlight that power and honor are not synonymous with 
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happiness and therefore ought to be treated with cool detachment.204 To illustrate 

this, Barron proposes a modern rendition: “How lucky are you if you are not 

attached to [worldly] honor and hence are able to follow the will of God even 

when that path involves being ignored, dishonored, and...persecuted.”205  

Of course, Catholic morality is not reducible to the beatitudes. As the Body of 

Christ, Barron believes that the Church plays an indispensable role in the moral 

life, both as a guardian of souls and a cultivator of virtue. Its sacraments and 

sacramentals, for example, by warding off evil and dispensing divine grace, are 

designed to give Catholics the strength and peace of mind to live uprightly.206 

The Mass, focused on God, accomplishes the same goal as the beatitudes, as it 

reminds Catholics that God is the guarantor of human flourishing.207 Church 

Tradition, moreover, having gained deeper insight into ethical matters since the 

time of Christ, has developed more numerous and complex guidelines for living 

the Christian life.208 Even so, Barron believes that the Sermon on the Mount is 

useful as a concise and relatively benign reflection of the spirit of Catholic 

humanism. Hence its prominence in his ministry compared to, for instance, the 

highly contentious moral encyclicals of recent popes or the dense discourses of 

established moral theologians.209 This is not to say that he does not respect or 
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draw upon the last two resources, only that he recognizes that non-Catholics and 

disaffected believers may not view them with as much interest or sympathy as 

they do the words of Jesus Christ. 

The Spiritual Masters as Tangible Proof that Christian Humanism Works 

More often, Barron dwells on concrete examples of Catholic humanism at work 

in recent history. On the one hand, he does this to appeal to empirically-minded 

moderns ambivalent toward abstract moralizing. On the other hand, returning 

to the subject of Chapter Four, he wants to impress upon his audience the beauty 

of Catholic humanism. After all, having grown up in an atmosphere of superficial 

Nietzscheanism, hearing primarily or even only negative things about the 

Church, many modern people, Barron thinks, will be awe-struck by the sheer 

generosity and tenacity of Catholic spiritual masters.210 Although he cites 

numerous examples throughout his works, four are especially important to him: 

Thomas Merton, Dorothy Day, Dietrich von Hildebrand, and Karol Wojtyła. 

Despite vast differences in personality, vocation, and life’s work, Barron holds 

that these people shared a common love of God that inspired them to make a 

positive difference in the world. 

Barron considers Merton one of the most remarkable Catholic moral theologians 

of the last century. This is because, having read Gilson thoroughly, Merton 

perceived even before he entered religious life that all created things, because 

they rely entirely upon God for their existence, share an underlying metaphysical 

unity.211 The implications of this unity became clear when, as a veteran monk, he 

found himself standing at a crowded intersection in Louisville, Kentucky, in 

1958. “I was suddenly overwhelmed with the realization that I loved all these 
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people,” Merton recalled, “that they were mine and I theirs, that we could not be 

alien to one another even though we were total strangers.”212 Barron argues that 

it was this Thomistic epiphany, not political radicalism or Buddhist sympathies, 

that lay at the heart of Merton’s 1960s peace activism.213 Merton recognized that 

the Fall had fractured the metaphysical unity of creation and that Christ, through 

his death and resurrection, is in the process of restoring it – a state of affairs that 

renders unnecessary conflict an anathema to the Gospel message.214 This gave 

him the impetus to protest, often against mainstream Catholic opinion and the 

judgment of his own abbot, against the Vietnam War and for black civil rights. It 

also spurred him to undertake a sustained dialogue with non-Catholic religions 

and Christian denominations, again to fierce criticism from some of his 

coreligionists. While Barron may not agree with everything that Merton did and 

said, the Trappist’s God-centered humanism deeply impresses him, not least 

because Merton proclaimed it in the 1960s, the decade in which Nietzscheanism 

gained sway. “I am persuaded…that Merton’s meditations” are a precious 

addition to the Tradition, he concludes, because they show that Catholic 

metaphysics has a “distinctive and compelling social theory – one of forgiveness 

and non-violence.”215 

Barron praises Dorothy Day as a foremost advocate of Catholic social teaching. 

Born in poverty-stricken New York in 1897, Day became a revolutionary socialist 

at an early age, whereupon she embraced a bohemian lifestyle and rejected 

organized religion as a tool of oppression. At the age of twenty-one, she had an 
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abortion, a harrowing event that prompted her to ponder the meaning of life.216 

She developed an interest in mysticism and, when she got pregnant again, 

decided to keep the baby despite the unwillingness of the father to provide for 

it.217 During the pregnancy, she developed an interest in Catholicism, and 

converted shortly after giving birth, a decision that permanently alienated her 

from the child’s father. A zealous convert, Barron remarks that Day frequently 

attended Mass, prayed the Rosary, went on retreats, and assisted at 

Benediction.218 In 1955, she became a Benedictine oblate. 

Barron stresses that Day’s conversion, which shocked her leftist friends, 

intensified her already strong love for the poor and caused her to break with 

atheistic communism. In 1933, she co-founded the Catholic Worker Movement 

with Peter Maurin, a French day-laborer and social thinker, which proposed a 

Catholic alternative to Marxist militarism. In the midst of the Depression, Day 

produced a newspaper that explained encyclicals like Rerum Novarum in a 

straightforward manner and helped to found hundreds of hospitality houses to 

feed and shelter the destitute, all of which operated on the principles of Christian 

love.219 It was harsh work that involved much toil and travel. Nonetheless, Barron 

remarks, Day’s work paid off, and “today there are...houses [of hospitality] all 

over the country and indeed around the world.”220 Barron’s respect for Day is 

such that, when Pope Francis in 2015 declared her one of the “great Americans” 

of history, Barron enthusiastically concurred.221 
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Barron lauds Dietrich von Hildebrand as one of the bravest opponents of tyranny 

in modern times. Born in 1889, von Hildebrand was a passionate 

phenomenologist of the Munich tendency, which stressed realism and the 

empirical investigation of phenomena. Early on in his studies, he recognized that 

Western morality, built upon a Christian faith that fewer and fewer people 

believed in, had become highly unstable, and dedicated his life to reestablishing 

it on an objective basis.222 In 1914, he converted to Catholicism because he deemed 

it the most robust defender of objective moral (and aesthetic) values in all of 

Europe.223 Von Hildebrand committed himself wholeheartedly to the faith; his 

loyalty to the papacy, practice of daily communion, and willingness to talk about 

God in academic settings stunned and, at times, offended his academic 

colleagues and non-Catholic friends.224  

Von Hildebrand’s eccentricity proved valuable when the Nazis assumed power 

in 1933. Whereas many German Christians supported the Nazis or remained 

silent out of fear, von Hildebrand was a vocal opponent; at one point Hitler called 

him his “number one enemy.”225 According to Barron, von Hildebrand opposed 

Nazism because he regarded its “anti-Semitism, crude nationalism, cruelty, and 

indifference to human dignity…as a repudiation of an entire range of objective 

values.”226 Although the Gestapo menaced him and his family throughout the 

1930s and early 1940s, forcing them to flee to Austria, France, and America in 

quick succession, von Hildebrand refused to moderate his tone. In fighting so 

hard against “the most vicious ideology of the last century,” von Hildebrand, in 

Barron’s view, became one of the “truly great personalities” of his age.227 
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Barron praises Karol Wojtyła, Pope John Paul II, for similar reasons. He points 

out that Wojtyła “came of age at one of the darkest moments of the twentieth 

century,” during which he experienced the cruelty of both left and right-wing 

totalitarianism firsthand.228 Barron stresses that Wojtyła’s faith was as 

indomitable as von Hildebrand’s. As a seminarian during the Nazi occupation, 

he displayed “heroic courage” by protesting the Nazis’ denigration of Polish 

culture.229 As a young priest in the Polish People’s Republic, he risked “severe 

punishment” by objecting to the communists’ denigration of Catholicism and 

human rights.230 As Archbishop of Kraców, he continued to agitate for human 

dignity even though he knew full well that “every phone [was] tapped; every 

room bugged; his every movement tracked.”231 When the 1978 conclave elected 

him pope, he used this opportunity to preach this same message to an 

international audience.232 

Barron highlights in particular John Paul’s 1979 pastoral visit to Poland where, 

“in the presence of hundreds of thousands of people and the entire Polish 

Communist government,” he spoke of liberty, free speech, and God.233 The 

speech appalled party officials, as the pope’s bluntness was a drastic departure 

from the appeasing tone of his post-conciliar predecessors.234 The majority-

Catholic crowd, however, was overjoyed. For fifteen minutes, Barron notes, 
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people voiced their opposition to the government by chanting: “We want God; 

we want God; we want God.”235 In his judgment, this event helped undermine 

the PPR’s already fractured foundations. Within a decade it collapsed, largely 

non-violently, a devout Catholic, Lech Wałęsa, leading the struggle; not long 

after, the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact regimes collapsed as well. This 

result, which as a child Barron would never have believed possible, combined 

with the pope’s other “heroic” endeavors, persuades Barron that during his 

lifetime John Paul II was “the single most eloquent and persistent voice for 

human rights on the world stage.”236  

Anticipating Two Objections 

Having demonstrated to his satisfaction that Catholic humanism makes sense 

and works in practice, Barron anticipates two objections. The first is the problem 

of evil, both moral and physical.237 While Barron admits the profundity of the 

topic, stating that questions of suffering “constitute, to my mind, the only really 

serious challenges to the proposition that there is a God,” he contends that 

Catholicism has a reasonable answer.238 It starts, once again, with the realization 

that God is love, unable to will something bad, and thus “can never be construed 

as the ‘cause’ of evil.”239 Rather, Barron says, God permits evil in his creation as a 

consequence of free will. Adam and Eve are good examples of this. It pained God 

that they partook of the forbidden fruit. Yet as free beings made in the image and 

likeness of God, it was their mistake to make; to have denied them this choice 

would have reduced them to mere automatons. According to Barron, God treats 

all humans with this same dignity, which is why God tolerates even the most 
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awful of human actions.240 But this in no way means that he approves of or is 

complacent toward evil. 

Indeed, Barron writes, in his wisdom, God sometimes uses evil in order to bring 

about a greater good. “As the popular adage has it: God can write straight with 

crooked lines.”241 Barron regards the Book of Job, the story of a righteous man 

afflicted by a cruel string of hardships, as inspirational in this regard. Perceiving 

that the conventional Jewish explanation for suffering – that it is punishment for 

wrongdoing – does not apply in his case, Job asks God to justify himself. In 

response, notes Barron, “in one of the most dramatic scenes in the Bible,” God 

speaks to Job in a whirlwind and takes him on a tour of the cosmos, during which 

he asks him a penetrating series of questions like “Where were you when I 

founded the earth?” and “Who determined its size; do you know?” (Job 38:4-5).242 

“The overall point of God’s speech,” Barron says, “seems to be this: the suffering 

of any one person [or group of people] must be seen within the context of the 

infinitely subtle working out of God’s purposes throughout the whole of space 

and time.”243 In other words, Barron argues that however much a specific instance 

of evil might call into question God’s goodness, in the grand scheme of things, it 

nonetheless plays a crucial, beneficial role in the salvation of humankind. To help 

his audience comprehend this point fully, he encourages them to view reality like 

a pointillist painting, whose individual dots are intelligible only when viewed at 

a distance.244 

Drawing upon the Anglican theologian and physicist John Polkinghorne’s notion 

of free process, Barron applies the above analysis to nature as well.245 “The same 
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God who allows free will to have its way,” Barron states, “with both good and 

bad consequences, permits the processes of nature to unfold according to their 

own rhythms, even when this results in states of affairs that are, from our 

perspective, both good and evil.”246 On this reading, therefore, the devastating 

1755 Lisbon earthquake that caused several Europeans to doubt God was not a 

result of divine wrath, but of plate tectonics.247 Though it might seem evil from a 

human point of view, the movement of plate tectonics is, in fact, essential for the 

regulation of the global thermostat. Likewise diseases such as cancer that cut 

short the lives of millions each year. To humans, such diseases appear evil. And 

yet, Barron stresses, without genetic mutations – of which cancer is but one 

variant – evolution could not happen, in which case neither humanity nor any 

other living organism could exist.248 Barron does not make clear how this 

seemingly naturalist view of physical evil, in which God does not really interfere 

with natural phenomena, relates back to the Book of Job, which suggests that God 

subtly influences the rhythms of his creation – natural calamities included – to 

bring about a greater good. Nonetheless, his general point is clear: using natural 

calamities to discredit God and Christian humanism is woefully misguided. 

Barron also applies this free-will argument to the issue of hell and purgatory. In 

contrast to some modernist theologians, Barron does not deny or downplay the 

existence of hell.249 However, in concordance with the post-conciliar 
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Magisterium, Barron emphasizes that it is a state of being, not a physical place.250 

Nowadays, Barron notes, although it sometimes uses spatial language for poetic 

effect, the Magisterium teaches that God does not banish sinners anywhere in 

particular after death; they live, as all humans will, in the presence of the 

divine.251 And whereas heaven is a metaphor for the blissful state of having freely 

accepted God’s love, hell is a metaphor for the state of having freely rejected it.252 

Barron emphasizes that to deny God in his presence is painful, a supernatural 

version of the disorientating soreness that comes from looking directly into the 

sun after having spent an extended period underground.253 Hence the traditional 

Catholic descriptions of hell as a fiery inferno or an icy pit of despair.254  

Thus, in Barron’s opinion, to condemn hell as a product of divine wrath is 

theological nonsense, since God’s love shines even upon the most egregious of 

sinners.255 “If there are any human beings in hell,” therefore, “they are there 

because they absolutely insist on it.”256 He supports this contention with C.S. 

Lewis’s famous metaphor that “the door to hell is always locked from the 

inside.”257  
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Although he spends far less time discussing it, Barron stresses that the 

aforementioned exposition applies to purgatory as well. It too, he writes, is a state 

of being rather than a place; it too is the result of free will.258 For while everyone 

who accepts God’s gift is welcome in heaven, some people die without having 

repented of their past sins or do so still nurturing evil thoughts.259 Lest this hinder 

their friendship with God, they are compelled to undergo a purifying process 

after death designed to help them reach their full potential.260 Anticipating 

objections from Protestant readers, Barron concludes by stating that purgatory is 

not a medieval fabrication, but a hallowed teaching of Scripture, and cites 2 

Maccabees 12:44-46 as evidence.261 

Barron’s emphasis on divine love prompts him to hope with von Balthasar that 

hell is empty, that God in his mercy will find a way to save everybody after death. 

He regards this hope as a Catholic duty for three reasons: 1) the Mass contains 

prayers for the souls of the dead; 2) Christ made a special effort in the Gospels to 

reach out to hardened sinners; and 3) only God knows the truth inside each 

person’s heart, which means that Catholics “can’t declare with utter certitude 

that anyone – even Judas, even Hitler – has chosen definitively to lock the door 

against the divine love.”262 It is important to note that this is Barron’s and von 

Balthasar’s theological opinion, not the official teaching of the Catholic Church.263 

Yet it is not, as some conservative Catholics allege, a new version of the heresy of 

universalism (apokatastasis) condemned around the time of the Fifth Ecumenical 
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Council, for neither Barron nor von Balthasar declares as dogma that everybody 

will be saved.264 Rather, recognizing God’s absolute goodness, they consider it 

reasonable to hope that God will find a way to accomplish this.265 As Cardinal 

Dulles remarks, this opinion, while “adventurous,” is not heretical because “it 

does not contradict any ecumenical councils or definitions of the faith” and “can 

be reconciled with everything in Scripture.”266 For this reason, Barron’s 

comments are entirely permissible and, in light of John Paul II and Benedict XVI’s 

warm relations with von Balthasar and Francis’s emphasis on mercy, quite 

appropriate. In fact, John Paul II could be said to have provided for this position 

when he stated in 1999: “Eternal damnation remains a possibility, but we are not 

granted, without special divine revelation, the knowledge of whether or which 

human beings are effectively involved in it.”267 

The second major objection that Barron wants to dispel is the Church’s reputation 

for harshness. Once again, Barron thinks, critics have misunderstood or 

intentionally caricatured the faith, for while the Church, as Christ’s 
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representative in this world, has a responsibility to teach Christian morals and 

reprimand those who do not adhere to them, as Christ’s Body it also must reflect 

the love of God. In consequence, Barron writes, like the father of the Prodigal 

Son, it is willing to forgive anyone who sincerely repents of his or her sins, 

regardless of what those may be or how many times he or she has squandered 

this forgiveness in the past. One of his favorite examples of this is General Paul 

Tibbets Jr., the Catholic who piloted the aircraft that dropped the nuclear bomb 

on Hiroshima on the 6th August 1945, killing approximately 130,000 people, most 

of whom were civilians.268 Barron deems this event an egregious sin, “completely 

unjustifiable” from a Catholic perspective, the kind of wanton violence Merton 

criticized in the 1960s.269 Yet Barron stresses that if Tibbets had sincerely repented 

of this sin to a priest, he would have received total and immediate absolution.270 

Thus, Barron concludes, while “the Church is extreme in its [moral] 

demand[s]…it’s also extreme in its mercy.”271 

Evaluation of Barron’s Explication of Catholic Humanism 

Barron’s discussion adheres closely to the magisterial spirit of Vatican II. Some 

aspects are, of course, classically Catholic. His emphasis on Original Sin is 

justified, for instance, in that it has been an integral part of Church teaching since 

apostolic times, and was reiterated in Vatican II documents like Gaudium et 
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Spes.272 So too do the beliefs that God permits evil to bring about a greater good 

and provides the only certain basis for morality have deep roots in Catholic 

history.273 Finally, influential Catholics in both the Tridentine and post-conciliar 

eras have highlighted the prescience of The Lord of the Word, most recently Popes 

Benedict and Francis.274 

Barron’s tactful use of Scripture to illustrate the positive features of Catholic 

humanism, in contrast, is thoroughly post-conciliar, a movement away from the 

negative ‘thou shalt not’ approach so common in the Tridentine Church, as well 

as its somewhat legalistic emphasis on canon law.275 So too is his strategy for 

explaining the difficult issues more post-conciliar than Tridentine. In his 

willingness to discuss hell, for instance, Barron echoes Pope Francis, who has 

talked about hell “more frequently than any other pope in recent memory.”276 

Likewise, by describing hell as a state rather than a place and suggesting that all 

may be saved from it, Barron affiliates himself with an increasingly influential 

movement in post-conciliar theology that, while legitimate, has little in common 

with the fire and brimstone rhetoric of the Tridentine era.277 Finally, three of 

Barron’s four spiritual masters – Merton, Day, and Wojtyła – are thoroughly post-

conciliar, for while they all came of age before the Council, all three acquiesced 
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in and were inspired by it. The one exception, of course, is von Hildebrand, who 

accepted the Council but sometimes opposed valid post-conciliar teachings. Still, 

given that this opposition in no way invalidates his moral accomplishments, his 

inclusion here does not really affect the integrity of Barron’s discourse. 

What does weaken Barron’s discussion in some respects is his vagueness. When 

the post-conciliar Magisterium, building upon Pope Pius XII’s interest in modern 

biblical criticism, emphasized that aspects of Genesis might benefit from an 

allegorical interpretation, for example, it nevertheless stressed that the Fall was a 

real event that took place “at the beginning of the history of man.”278 This claim to 

historicity is crucial in that it enables the post-conciliar Magisterium to maintain 

continuity with the dogmatic statements of earlier popes and establish the 

doctrine of Original Sin as a historical fact.279 In contrast, Barron makes no 

attempt to ground the Fall in history, and therefore risks turning Genesis 3 into 

an allegory. In consequence, Barron cannot be said to have explained when and 

how Original Sin affected humanity.280 For this reason, his utterances on the 

subject are inconsistent with those of the Magisterium. Moreover, they are also a 

little problematic from an evangelical perspective, for the Catholic Church’s 

claim that Original Sin and many other dogmas are grounded in history 

fascinates many modern people.281 By not discussing the relationship of the Fall 

to history, therefore, Barron seems to have missed a good opportunity to engage 
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with the concerns of the wider culture. At worst, his silence could be interpreted 

as evidence against magisterial teaching, as proof that the Fall has no basis in 

history.  

Another problematic aspect of Barron’s discussion is his seemingly contradictory 

account of physical evil. His main point, certainly, is justified from a magisterial 

perspective, since the Catechism states that, while God could have created the 

world already perfect, “with infinite wisdom and goodness God freely willed to 

create a world ‘in a state of journeying’ towards its ultimate perfection.”282 

Because the world is not yet perfect, natural calamities sometimes occur.283 Yet 

the Catechism also teaches that the suffering that such calamities bring pales in 

comparison to the glory of a dynamic creation and that divine providence is 

forever at work in it.284 This harmonizes with Barron’s interpretation of Job 38, 

which suggests that God, through methods incomprehensible to ordinary 

humans, has a divine plan for creation that uses physical evil to bring about a 

greater good. Barron’s rendition of the free process argument, however, at times 

gives the impression that natural calamities are solely the product of chance and 

necessity, totally unconnected to divine providence. In so doing, it does not 

complement magisterial teaching, his interpretation of Job, or his ipsum esse 

subsistens theology, which affirms that God is present in all things.  

This is not to say, of course, that this materialist tone reflects Barron’s true views 

or that free process theology is necessarily antithetical to Catholic teaching. In 

fact, one could commend his attempt to integrate Polkinghorne’s thought into his 

work as a reflection of the conciliar principles of ecumenism and aggiornamento. 

As with his attempt to prove the concordance between the theologies of Aquinas 

and Teilhard, however, Barron’s presentation of free process theology is 
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somewhat unclear. In consequence, it could be said to detract from the positive 

features of his theology and ministry. 

 

5.  Theosis, Heaven, and the Destiny of Humanity 

Catholic Humanism is More than a System of Ethics 

As much as Barron lauds the societal benefits of Catholic humanism, he stresses 

that it is not reducible to them. This is because Christ was not a mere moral 

philosopher like Confucius; his ministry was more than “a series of ethical 

recommendations that constituted a balanced way of being in the world.”285 

Christ taught that this earthly existence was but a prelude to the next and that 

one’s ethical conduct and willingness to follow him would decide whether one 

spent it in hell or heaven (Matt 23:15, 23:33; John 6:47).286 In Barron’s mind, this 

establishes heaven as the end goal of the Catholic faith: “Everything else that we 

have talked about – God, Jesus, the church, the sacraments, Mary, the Liturgy, 

the saints – is meant to conduce to heaven.”287 As with hell, Barron views heaven 

as a state of being of the saved, the condition of living in total harmony with God, 

having freely accepted his love, not simply a place for them to go. 

According to Barron, it is impossible to grasp fully the majesty of heaven in this 

life. He notes that there are some metaphors from the Bible and Tradition that 

speak “some truth” about it: “the banquet, the wedding feast, the wine of the 

kingdom, life, light, peace, the Father’s house, paradise, the heavenly Jerusalem, 

eternal rest, and refreshment.”288 Nevertheless, he believes that “the reality itself 

lies beyond all our imagining, since it is equivalent to the very life of God, that 
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which ‘no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived.’”289 All 

one can establish with certainty, in Barron’s view, from these elusive metaphors 

and the notion of ipsum esse subsistens is that “what God finally desires for us 

human beings is participation in his own Trinitarian life, which is to say, the life 

of love. Heaven is love in the fullest sense, love completed…. Heaven is the 

fulfillment of the deepest longing of the human heart.”290  

The promise of eternal life in God, Barron contends, adds a whole new dimension 

to Catholic humanism. For participation in the Trinitarian life is only possible if 

God gifts divinity to his followers. By this, Barron does not mean that humans 

will become gods by nature, for this would compromise the majesty of God and 

contradict Thomistic metaphysics.291 Rather, he believes that humans will become 

gods by stature – ‘created gods,’ so to speak.292 Affirming the Incarnation, 

Catholics know that God has the capacity to blend the human and the divine 

without harming the integrity of either. Yet few believers – and even fewer non-

believers – know about the promise of divinization or theosis, and those who do 

often have not fully perceived its implications.293 Hence Barron’s emphasis on it 

at the very beginning of Catholicism: 

The Incarnation tells us the most important truth about ourselves: we are 

destined for divinization. The church fathers never tired of repeating this 

phrase as a short summary of Christian belief: Deus fit homo ut homo fieret 

Deus (God became human so that humans might become God). God 

condescended to enter into flesh so that our flesh might partake of the 

divine life, that we might participate in the love that holds the Father, Son, 
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and Holy Spirit in communion... We are called not simply to moral 

perfection or artistic self-expression or economic liberation but to what the 

Eastern fathers called theiosis [sic], transformation into God.294 

By means of this transformation, humans are purged of all corruption and attain 

the fullness of their human identity in God. Thus for Barron, Catholic humanism 

is not simply the best guarantor of objective morality; it is the loftiest humanism 

possible. “Christianity is the greatest humanism that has ever appeared, indeed 

that could ever appear. No philosophical or political or religious program in 

history – neither Greek nor Renaissance nor Marxist humanism – has ever made 

a claim about human destiny as extravagant as Christianity’s.”295 Furthermore, 

because Catholicism embraces the doctrine of the Incarnation in all its fullness, 

Barron believes that Catholic humanism alone represents this Christian vision in 

all its glory.296    

The Saints as Tangible Proof of Divinization 

Once again, Barron provides examples to demonstrate the truth of his theology. 

For although he concedes that nobody in this world has fully experienced theosis, 

Barron holds that the saints are so close to God that one can see Trinitarian 

participation at work in them.297 Throughout his ministry, Barron has talked 

about many saints. This section will highlight four whom he holds in particularly 

high regard: Katharine Drexel, Edith Stein, Thérèse of Lisieux, and Mother Teresa 

of Calcutta.298  

Katherine Drexel was born into a wealthy American banking family in 1858. 

Barron remarks that her childhood was “idyllic,” spent in an expensive 
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Philadelphia mansion and the finest hotels of Europe.299 She had a rather strict 

Catholic upbringing, her parents drilling into their children “the conviction...that 

their wealth had been entrusted to them [by God] and was destined, therefore, to 

be used for the common good.”300 In 1879, soon after coming of age, Drexel’s 

parents died and left her an enormous fortune and the reputation of the family 

to uphold. This made her very unhappy, for she was interested above all in 

religious life; worldly goods and aristocratic social functions repelled her. Seeing 

her discomfort, the local bishop asked if she would like to donate her unwanted 

money to the Catholic Indian Mission. Drexel consented and became a generous 

patron. 

Yet Drexel, writes Barron, remained dissatisfied. Seeking to allay her malaise, she 

traveled to Europe to visit Pope Leo XIII. During their conversation, she lamented 

that, despite her money, there were not enough missionaries to catechize Native 

Americans. Leo replied simply: “You should be that missionary.”301 The pope’s 

words distressed her so much that she fled the Vatican in tears. After all, though 

ambivalent about her wealth, the thought of giving up such financial security 

frightened her. Eventually, however, Drexel saw the wisdom of the pope’s 

words. She donated everything to the Church and entered religious life, founding 

the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament for Indians and Colored People in 1891.302 

Placing the Eucharist and the needy at the center of her life, Drexel’s spiritual 

difficulties faded. Indeed, Barron remarks, she developed an energy that 

astonished her contemporaries. For thirty-four years she traveled widely 

founding schools, hospitals, and institutes, including the first African-American 

Catholic university. In 1935, she had a heart attack and was ordered by her doctor 

not to travel. Significantly, given her frenzied reaction to Leo years before, she 
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accepted the doctor’s advice calmly and became a contemplative, “spend[ing] 

hours every day and night before the Blessed Sacrament, praying for the success 

of her order.”303 She died in 1955, as content “’as a child nestling in its mother’s 

arms.’”304 The contrast between the unhappy heiress who fled the pope and the 

serene nun who gracefully retreated to her cell fascinates Barron, since it suggests 

that closeness to God had not only made Drexel a moral person but a deeper, 

more integrated personality as well.305  

The next saint, Thérèse of Lisieux, was born in 1873 in France. While not as 

wealthy as Drexel, Thérèse’s early childhood was “arcadian,” her loving family 

insulating her from many of the world’s hardships.306 All this changed after her 

mother died, her older sister left home to enter a convent, and she became the 

target of bullies at school. Feeling herself bereft of support, Thérèse had some 

kind of nervous breakdown in which she began regularly crying, shivering, 

screaming, and collapsing in pain.307 By 1883, Barron notes, she was bedridden 

and “utterly debilitated.”308  

This changed when, one day, she gazed at a statue of the Virgin Mary in her room 

and noticed the statue’s smile. The Virgin’s bliss touched Thérèse to the depths 

of her soul and apparently cured her of her ailments almost immediately. Barron 

regards this event as significant, not only because it is yet another example of 

transcendental beauty in action, but because it suggests that her ‘sickness’ was 

probably narcissism, an unwillingness to recognize that not everything revolved 

around her.309 This is why she got better after looking at something outside 

herself, in this case, the Virgin’s smile. In line with the arrest-elect-mission 
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paradigm, this healing event intensified Thérèse’s religiosity and generated 

within her a yearning for religious life. At fifteen years of age, she was too young; 

her father and the local bishop asked her to wait. Desiring to serve God, Thérèse 

refused, and appealed to Pope Leo XIII himself, who, perceiving her sincerity, 

said, “’Go...go...you will enter Carmel if God wills it.’”310 Following this powerful 

declaration, the local bishop permitted Thérèse to enter a local Carmelite convent. 

Until her death from consumption nine years later, in 1897, she lived a simple life 

in Carmel. According to Barron, as a nun, she displayed “elevated prudence,” 

comprehending that the primary vocation of every Christian is to love God.311 In 

her last days, tormented by illness and sudden agnostic doubts, Thérèse clung to 

this conviction and believed in spite of her unbelief that God exists and is worthy 

of worship. As with Drexel, the contrast between the sulky, self-absorbed child 

and the stoic nun who trusted God over her own mind fascinates Barron, who 

speculates that the change is best explained by divine grace. 

Edith Stein was born in Imperial Germany, in 1891, into circumstances vastly 

different from those of Drexel and Thérèse. A lower-middle-class Jew with a 

prodigious intellect, Stein rejected religion at an early age and displayed a 

marked interest in logic. At university, she studied phenomenology; her doctoral 

research analyzed “empathy or fellow feeling, how one can enter into another’s 

appropriation experience” from a Husserlian perspective.312 Her doctoral years 

were immensely stressful, not least owing to male chauvinism, and culminated 

in “a state of veritable despair.”313 In 1917, hearing that a colleague, Adolf 

Reinach, had been killed in action on the Western Front, she felt compelled to 

postpone her work to pay condolences to his widow. “She [Stein] expected to 

find the young woman devastated, but instead she found her sad but 
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fundamentally at peace. Her serenity, Edith learned, was the product of the 

woman’s Christian faith.”314 Stein began to wonder whether there was some 

substance to religion after all. Not long afterward, she read St. Teresa of Ávila’s 

autobiography and concluded that Catholicism was true.315 Although she never 

said what exactly persuaded her, it is probable that the transcendental beauty of 

Catholicism, which transcends the rational faculty, liberated Stein from her 

overtaxed intellect. 

On January 1, 1922, Stein was received into the Church. She wanted to join a 

religious community immediately but, being a recent convert, was advised to 

wait. She thus found employment in a Dominican academy, though by this time 

she had lost interest in academia and preferred instead to spend hours at a time 

in silent adoration before the Blessed Sacrament.316 In 1933, Stein was finally able 

to enter a Carmelite convent. She fitted in well and in 1938 took final vows. 

Kristallnacht took place the same year, an event that prompted her superiors to 

dispatch her to Holland for her own protection. In 1940, the Nazis conquered 

Holland and, in 1942, arrested all Jewish Catholics. When the policemen arrived, 

most of the sisters were terrified. Stein, in contrast, remained calm, remarking to 

a fellow Jewish convert: “’Come, Rosa, we’re going to our people.’”317 She was 

herded into a cattle car on its way to Auschwitz. On the way, Stein’s tranquility 

in the midst of the other prisoners’ despair and fear was notable, as was her 

sympathy for them.318 Upon reaching Auschwitz the authorities selected Stein for 

immediate execution and killed her on August 9th, 1942. Barron is adamant that 

her courage, which even her fellow sisters could not replicate, was “not ordinary 
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courage but courage elevated and transfigured through love” of Christ.319 In 

other words, shedding the loneliness and despair of her youth, Stein fully 

embraced her relationship with Christ and the hope that it promises – a factor 

that enabled her to retain her humanity in the most inhuman of circumstances. 

The fourth saint, Mother Teresa, was born Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu in Serbia, 

1910. At an early age, she felt called to religious life. Inspired by stories of the 

Indian missions, at the age of eighteen Bojaxhiu joined the Loreto Sisters and 

became Sister Teresa. She traveled to India in 1929, the poverty of which appalled 

her. At first, teaching at a boarding school, she was relatively isolated from it. 

Then she was sent to a poorer quarter where, “for the next several years,” she 

“worked at a furious pace, teaching, administering a variety of institutions, and 

caring for the sick.”320 Overworked and overstressed, Teresa had a nervous 

breakdown. 

In the midst of her suffering, Barron writes, she had a religious experience in 

which God called her “to serve ‘the poorest of the poor.’”321 After a few years of 

prayer and discernment, she received permission to leave the Loreto Sisters and 

found her own community, the Missionaries of Charity. These missionaries 

sought not to catechize the poor from without, as the Loreto Sisters often did, but 

to become the poor “physically and psychologically” in order to interact with 

them on equal terms.322 Physically and spiritually, this existence took its toll on 

Teresa, whose feet became “gnarled” from too much walking and whose 

relationship to God became so strained that she was no longer sure that he 

existed.323 Yet she and her sisters persevered, since “essential to the[ir] lives...was 

a complete and simple trust in God’s providence.”324 For this reason, no amount 
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of work was too much for them, Teresa once remarking: “If there are poor on the 

moon, we shall go there too.”325 By the time of her death in 1997, the Missionaries 

of Charity had spread and become famous across the globe. For Barron, Teresa’s 

indomitable work ethic and stoic refusal to surrender to atheistic doubts, clearly 

at odds with the nervous fatigue of her youth, is but further proof of the 

transformative power of Christ.326 

Divinization and the Diffusion of the Hot-Button Issues 

Barron thinks that the glory of theosis, evident in the lives of the aforementioned 

saints, puts some commonplace criticisms of Catholic humanism into 

perspective, and conclusively disproves others. Of the latter, Barron returns to 

the contention that Catholicism, through its alleged belief in a vengeful God, 

denigrates human accomplishments and stifles human freedom. Clearly, this 

cannot be the case, Barron writes, if God desires everyone – hardened sinners 

especially – to enter heaven and partake of his divinity.327 Of the former, Barron 

focuses on objections to particular moral rules, his conviction being that once one 

recognizes the glory of theosis, any temporal sacrifice for the faith becomes 

acceptable. He uses women’s ordination as an example. This “famously 

complicated issue,” in his mind, arose because many people forgot the promise 

of theosis and started to think of Catholicism in worldly terms.328 Some became 

obsessed with worldly authority specifically and began interpreting the Church’s 

all-male priesthood as evidence of patriarchy, a refusal to let women participate 

fully in the Christian life.329 Barron regards this view as problematic because 
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“power for [Catholics] is not primarily an institutional matter, as though unless 

and until I get institutional power I’m not really powerful.”330 Returning to the 

subject of Chapter Two, Barron states that, in the Catholic Church, true power is 

synonymous with God, which means that the most powerful Catholics are not 

those who attain a certain office but those who grow close to God and allow his 

grace to divinize them.331 Because women are as equally capable of achieving this 

as men, the question of the priesthood’s contribution to gender inequality 

becomes moot in Barron’s eyes.  

Perceiving once again that a purely theoretical argument might not persuade his 

audience, he cites two examples. The first is 1800s France. In this century, he 

stresses, the influence of the French clergy was considerably lower than that of 

two contemporary women saints, Thérèse of Lisieux and Bernadette of 

Lourdes.332 The former’s autobiography has inspired numerous spiritual masters, 

popes and famous theologians included; the apparitions that the latter witnessed 

were pivotal in establishing Lourdes as a leading Catholic pilgrimage site and 

popularizing the 1854 dogma of the Immaculate Conception. The second 

example is the aforementioned discussion on Drexel, Thérèse, Stein, and Teresa. 

All these women were utterly dedicated to their vocations, Barron notes, and 

were not afraid to challenge – and even overrule – particular churchmen when 

necessary. Believing it vital to reconcile Aquinas with modern phenomenology, 

Stein defied the Neo-Thomist orthodoxy of Garrigou-Lagrange and others, which 

claimed that the philosophia perennis was already perfect; in order to enter 

religious life, the fifteen-year-old Thérèse, discarding the advice of her bishop to 

wait, audaciously blurted out her dream to Pope Leo XIII without permission; in 

setting up the Sisters of Charity, Teresa not only ignored the Archbishop of 

Calcutta’s advice to remain with the Loreto Sisters, but fervently debated – and 
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ultimately disproved – his assumption that hers would be just another 

Europeanized women’s order; finally, in her persistence to enter religious life, 

Drexel forcefully overruled the concerns of the Archbishop of Omaha, who felt 

she could accomplish more good as a wealthy layperson.333 “Look first for that 

power,” Barron tells the women in his audience; like these inspirational women, 

“you can start being a saint today. Nothing stopping you. Man or woman, child, 

anyone can be a saint.”334 

Evaluation of this Section 

Barron’s emphasis on divinization is among the most captivating facets of his 

theology. First articulated in New Testament passages like John 1:14 and 2 Peter 

1:4, theosis has deep roots in Catholic history; almost all influential Church 

Fathers and several prominent medieval theologians proclaimed it, albeit not 

always using the precise phrase that Barron quotes.335 In the late medieval and 
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Tridentine eras, however, this teaching faded from public view. Curiously, 

Barron does not explain why – even though the probable reason strengthens his 

overall theology. For as Scott Hahn’s foreword to one recent study points out, it 

was the nominalist denial of the ontological bond between Creator and creature 

that first undermined the patristic-medieval consensus on divinization in the 

West.336 The disruptive influence of the Protestant Reformation, nominalist in 

spirit, led to further neglect, Hahn continues, as the Council of Trent was too 

preoccupied with debates over justification to reassert theosis.337 To be sure, the 

Tridentine Church never abandoned or even considered abandoning this 

teaching. Yet it rarely mentioned theosis explicitly, preferring instead phrases like 

“the sons of God” and the “heirs of eternal salvation” to explain heavenly 

existence – language that, while faithful to the Gospel (Titus 3:7; Rom 8:19), does 

not fully capture the glory of theosis.338 It is for this reason that theosis is commonly 

seen as an Eastern Christian belief, since Eastern Orthodoxy and Eastern 

Catholicism have maintained this teaching in full since the patristic era; the 
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former even formally declared it as dogma at the Fifth Council of Constantinople 

in 1341-1351.339 

It was not until after Vatican II that Catholicism truly reembraced theosis. “In his 

goodness and wisdom,” Dei Verbum records, God decided that, “through Christ, 

the Word made flesh, man might in the Holy Spirit have access to the Father and 

come to share in the divine nature.”340 This turnaround was the result of 

ecumenism and ressourcement, Catholic theologians perceiving that theosis was 

both a hallowed Catholic doctrine and a means of building bridges between East 

and West. Also influential was the dynamism of Pope John Paul II, who as the 

first Slav pope had a particularly strong desire for reunion with the Orthodox 

Churches.341 For this reason, he stressed theosis in dialogue with them and 

reaffirmed its dogmatic weight in the Catechism of the Catholic Church.342 In 

contrast, his successor, Benedict XVI, who is slightly more ambivalent about 

ecumenism and non-Catholic ideas, focuses less on theosis, and has upheld it only 
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in passing and almost always in less authoritative formats.343 Francis, for his part, 

has said almost nothing on the subject, which is curious given his own interest in 

the East and openness to non-Catholic ideas.344  

Barron’s notion of theosis, therefore, while identical to that of John Paul II, serves 

a different purpose in his theology. He does not see it as a means of reunifying 

with the East. Rather, he regards the doctrine as a means of enriching the faith of 

Catholics and impressing upon non-Catholics the sheer generosity and splendor 

of God. Thus, theosis can be said to represent the pinnacle of Barron’s theology, 

as all of his previous discussions – the ontological bond between Creator and 

creature, the spiritual union between God and his people in the Body of Christ, 

the transcendental beauty of being grasped by divine love – converge on the 

doctrine of divinization and assume a new profundity. No less importantly, 

theosis also highlights the originality of Barron’s thought, since few other 

American Catholic figures and evangelization programs place as much emphasis 

on the doctrine as do Barron and Word on Fire.  

Even so, Barron’s discussion is not without its shortcomings. Firstly, and most 

obviously, in not touching on the history of theosis even in his scholarly 

publications, Barron misses a valuable opportunity to reinforce the Thomistic 

conclusions of Chapter Two by highlighting once again the pitfalls of 

nominalism. As he knows Scott Hahn personally and is familiar with his 
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writings, it is highly unlikely that Barron is unaware of the view that attributes 

the decline of theosis theology to the rise of nominalist philosophy.345 Thus, while 

Barron’s failure to discuss this does not invalidate his good points, it does 

provide further evidence to show that his unsystematic approach, though 

advantageous in many respects, has sometimes prevented him from tying 

together certain aspects of his theology as well as he could have done. 

Secondly, Barron’s employing of theosis to deflect allegations against the Church, 

while audacious, is occasionally strained, as he sometimes treats it like an 

irrefutable trump card. In his response to women’s ordination, for example, he 

spoke for less than two minutes, neither providing alternative arguments nor 

engaging sufficiently with those of his opponents; he simply declared that 

because theosis is available to women, the main argument for women’s ordination 

– gender equality – is rendered obsolete. Certainly, this line of thought does help 

to disprove the claim, common among radical feminists, that Catholicism looks 

upon women as inferior beings.346 Yet this hardly exhausts the arguments for 

women’s ordination, which include a recognition that some women feel called to 

clerical life and a very real demand for new priests. In not engaging with these 

views, assuming apriori that divinization disproves them, Barron risks alienating 

the more liberal members of his audience and trivializing the doctrine of theosis 

by reducing it to a mere ‘proof text’ for apologetics – not unlike what the Neo-

Thomists did to Aquinas. As these possible consequences are inimical to the aims 

of Word on Fire, it would benefit Barron to be more careful in his use of theosis in 

apologetics, to utilize the doctrine more as an aid to argument than a substitute 
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for it. Still, it merits repeating that these weaknesses, while real, do not invalidate 

the many positive aspects of his discussion. 

Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrates the importance that Barron attributes to moral 

questions. His first key assertion is that the West is in a state of moral decay. 

Stigmatizing religion as a source of repression and social discord, many modern 

people oppose its influence in public life and, increasingly, private life as well. 

They propose secular humanism as a replacement, arguing that inalienable rights 

are self-evident to reasonable people and that a non-religious morality is the best 

means of ensuring harmony between different social groups. Barron contends 

that, while some secular humanists have good intentions, their ethical system is 

fundamentally unstable because human rights are not in fact self-evident. 

Moreover, he continues, secular humanism’s minimalist view of morality breeds 

a relativistic individualism corrosive to the rights that it claims to uphold. He 

cites abortion as a particularly disturbing example of this, for it not only 

encourages a callous attitude toward the unborn but has spawned a culture of 

death in which the sale of unborn babies’ body parts and even the killing of 

newborns is not unheard of. So far, he argues, the vestiges of Christian law have 

insulated the West from the full force of moral relativism. Unless reversed in the 

near future, however, he suspects that the militant secularist project will 

transform the West into an unethical satrapy like the Soviet Union that fiercely 

persecutes those who uphold objective ethics. 

Barron’s second key assertion is that Catholic humanism, contrary to popular 

opinion, is conducive to human flourishing. On the one hand, it offers a robustly 

objective morality for both the public and private spheres, which Barron defends 

in four ways. Firstly, returning to the notion of ipsum esse subsistens, Barron 

asserts that because God, as love itself, would never mandate immorality, his 

moral teachings are by definition conducive to human flourishing. Secondly, he 
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argues, one can see the beauty of Catholic morality in the Sermon on the Mount, 

which straightforwardly teaches one how to be happy in this life and the next. 

Thirdly, Barron continues, one can see the fruits of Catholic ethics in the moral 

accomplishments of spiritual masters like John Paul II. Finally, Barron explains 

the controversial issues of moral and physical evil by arguing that the former is 

the result of free will and the latter of free process. On the other hand, focusing 

on the next life, Barron considers the gift of divinization proof that Catholicism 

professes the greatest conceivable humanism. To demonstrate this, Barron 

provides examples of saints like Edith Stein whose personalities became more 

integrated and mature the closer they got to God. In addition, he adds, theosis 

conclusively disproves popular allegations against Catholicism, for example, that 

Catholicism is bigoted toward women. 

In terms of analysis, one can see the same two trends highlighted in earlier 

chapters at work in Barron’s discourse. On the positive side, Barron succeeds in 

communicating Church teaching in a vibrant and largely orthodox manner. His 

critique of militant secularism and affirmation of Catholic humanism’s 

objectivity and inherent goodness, for instance, mirror the judgment of the 

Magisterium and influential prelates. His discussion of theosis, in contrast, is 

highly original, Barron proclaiming this doctrine with more enthusiasm many if 

not most prominent Catholics, including most post-conciliar popes. This 

emphasis on theosis, therefore, ranks among the most captivating aspects of 

Barron’s theology, for it establishes him conclusively as an original Catholic 

thinker and adds an audacious element to Word on Fire that many other 

ministries lack. Particularly remarkable is his emphasis on concrete exemplars 

that explain and heighten his theoretical discussions.  

Yet Barron’s exposition, once again, suffers at times from a lack of clarity and 

poor argumentation. By implying that the New Atheists are conscious supporters 

of the Soviet Union, for example, Barron’s comments on this point are misleading 
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and, if viewed in an unsympathetic light, defamatory. His somewhat materialist 

account of physical evil, based upon non-Catholic sources, does not do full justice 

to magisterial teaching; it also seems to contradict his own understanding of 

ipsum esse subsistens. Finally, by sometimes using theosis as an irrefutable trump 

card against disaffected Catholics, Barron risks trivializing the doctrine and, at 

worst, turning it into a mere ‘proof text’ for apologetic arguments. Certainly, 

these points – and those not repeated here – are relatively minor. Yet they do 

detract from his main point and, in so doing, lessen the theological cogency and 

persuasive power of his ministry. This is especially so when these shortcomings 

are added to those pointed out in earlier chapters. What this means for Barron’s 

overall ministry is a profound question, and will be dealt with in the next chapter, 

which provides an overall evaluation of Barron and Word on Fire.  
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Chapter Six: Evaluation of Barron and Word on Fire 

 

The first chapter of this thesis highlighted the enormous challenges facing the 

Catholic Church in America and Western Europe today. It demonstrated that 

Western culture since the Enlightenment, and especially since the 1960s, has 

embraced positivist, Nietzschean, and Gnostic ideas (to use Barron’s 

terminology) hostile to Catholicism and that the two Vatican Councils were the 

Church’s response to these trends. Vatican I sought refuge in centralization, 

authority, and theological and philosophical insularity. This assertive stance was 

highly successful in many respects, as it bolstered the faith of many Catholics and 

prompted a considerable number of disillusioned moderns to convert. Yet the 

strictness of the Tridentine Church, which sometimes stifled intellectual 

curiosity, proclaimed dubious philosophical ideas as absolute truth, undermined 

the authority of local bishops, and assumed a condescending view of other 

religions and Christian denominations, alienated many non-believers and even 

some Catholics.1  

Vatican II sought to address these concerns by discarding or de-emphasizing 

outdated traditions and ideas, allowing for a greater plurality of belief and 

expression within the Church, and encouraging a less antagonistic attitude 

toward those persons and ideas outside it. The Council Fathers expected these 

reforms to spur evangelism and enliven parish life. Instead, the reforms sowed 

controversy; many conservative believers balked at their apparent extremism 

and many progressives complained that they were too timid. Persons in both 

camps agitated against the Magisterium and, sowing dissension and discord, 

substantially undermined the credibility of Catholicism and the institutional 
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Church. As a result, many Catholics left the Church and those who remained 

often became less committed. For these reasons, beginning in 1975, post-conciliar 

pontiffs have stressed the need for a New Evangelization to reverse these 

negative trends and realize the fruits of Vatican II. In 2004, Pope John Paul II 

asked Cardinal George, the “lion of the American Church,” what he was doing 

to further the New Evangelization in his country.2 George perceived that the 

American Church was not doing enough and appointed Barron, then a seminary 

professor who operated a small outreach program in his spare time, to rectify this 

situation. 

The last four chapters have charted the main contours of Barron’s theology and 

ministry and offered preliminary assessments of his significance for the New 

Evangelization. Drawing upon this knowledge, and reciting relevant source 

material for clarity, this chapter offers a comprehensive and conclusive analysis. 

It assesses, firstly, whether Barron’s theology is internally coherent and faithful 

to the magisterial spirit of Vatican II that the New Evangelization exists to 

proclaim. Part of this analysis centers upon an issue noted in the introduction: 

the on-going controversy over the magisterial spirit of Vatican II, and whether 

this term is even appropriate. Next, it analyzes the persuasive power of his 

ministry by asking whether Word on Fire has succeeded in rallying the faithful 

and reaching out to non-believers and disaffected Catholics. Finally, the chapter 

ponders the future of Word on Fire, paying specific attention to Barron’s desire 

to transform it from a national ministry into an international movement akin to 

Opus Dei.  
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1. A Theological Assessment of Barron 

Barron’s Understanding of God is Thoroughly Catholic and Post-Conciliar 

From a dogmatic standpoint, Barron’s discourses on God and metaphysics are 

almost always congruent with Church teaching. In essence, this is because Barron 

stresses that Catholic intellectual life, especially in today’s agnostic age, must 

remain God-centered. As he states in the conclusion to Catholicism, “Finally, what 

the church is about, what councils, theologies, pastoral programs, and liturgies 

are about is God.”3 In saying this, Barron reaffirms two integral Catholic 

teachings, emphasized at and since Vatican II: 1) the Church exists to proclaim 

God and bring everyone into fellowship with him; and 2) Christ is the touchstone 

for all authentic human thought and action.4  

One can see these teachings expressed in Barron’s theological and philosophical 

discourses on God. The first teaching, by far the most important, centers on the 

notion that Christ is God incarnate and therefore has priority in all aspects of 

Catholic thought and life, theology in particular. As he states in the introduction 

to Catholicism, “I stand with Blessed John Henry Newman who said that the great 

principle of Catholicism is the enfleshment of God…. ‘The Word became flesh 

and made his dwelling among us’ (Jn 1:14): that is the Catholic thing.”5 In saying 

this, Barron echoes both the documents of Vatican II and those of the post-

conciliar pontiffs, both of which have been enthusiastically Christocentric.  

In particular, one can detect the influence of John Paul II, the reigning pontiff at 

the time of Barron’s theological formation and ordination to the priesthood, and 

also the indirect mandate to further the New Evangelization in America. In his 

first encyclical, published when Barron was an undergraduate, he made clear 

                                                           
3 Barron, Catholicism, 278. 
4 See Dei Verbum, 1; John XIII, Gaudet Mater Ecclesia, 4; Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 1-2, 15; John 

Paul II, Redemptor Hominis, 1-2; John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, 44; Francis, Evangelii Gaudium, 

10, 36. 
5 Barron, Catholicism, 1. Emphasis in original. 
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that Christ “is the centre of the universe and of history” and that the Incarnation 

must remain “the first fundamental truth” for Catholics.6 As scholars of Vatican 

II and the New Evangelization have made clear, the Christocentric tone of this 

encyclical was a constant feature of John Paul II’s pontificate – one that showed 

itself most clearly in his discourses on the New Evangelization.7 For this reason, 

Barron’s Christocentric approach does justice not only to the magisterial spirit of 

the Council, but to the initiative that the Magisterium developed, especially 

under John Paul II, to imbue both the Church and the wider culture with it.   

Barron highlights, firstly, the salvific significance of Christ, stating that it was 

through Christ’s death and Resurrection that God liberated humankind from sin 

and made possible a better life in both this world and the next.8 “As he hung from 

the cross, he became sin, as Saint Paul would later put it, and bearing the full 

weight of that disorder…drowned all the sins of the world in the infinite ocean 

of the divine mercy.”9 This is, of course, a central Catholic dogma, reiterated most 

notably in Gaudium et Spes and the Catechism of the Catholic Church.10 In addition, 

Barron thinks that the Incarnation reveals key truths about God. Chief among 

these is the affirmation that God is love itself, Barron reasoning that only love 

itself would condescend to enter into “this compromised and tear-stained human 

condition of ours.”11 Significantly, this idea is attested in Scripture (John 3:16) and 

in magisterial documents like the Catechism of the Catholic Church, the last of 

which quotes a passage from St. Gregory of Nyssa that uses language similar to 

Barron’s: “Did [the effects of sin] not move God to descend to human nature and 

visit it, since humanity was in so miserable and unhappy a state?”12 This 

                                                           
6 John Paul II, Redemptor Hominis, 1-2. This teaching is also found in Gaudium et Spes, 45. 
7 Martens, ‘The Reform of the Roman Curia at the Service of the New Evangelization,’ 200; 

Burke, ‘The New Evangelization and Canon Law,’ 11. 
8 Barron, Catholicism, 31. 
9 Ibid. Emphasis in original. 
10 Gaudium et Spes, 2; Catechism of the Catholic Church, 619-620. 
11 Barron, Catholicism, 1. 
12 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 457-458. 
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argument also has special relevance in light of Pope Benedict XVI’s Deus Caritas 

est and Pope Francis’s focus on God’s mercy.13 

This Christocentric stance underscores Barron’s desire to demonstrate the 

reliability of the Gospels, the character and actions of Jesus in particular. Often, 

he employs rational arguments aimed at both Catholics and non-Catholics. His 

discussion of Mark 10:32 is a good instance of this; Barron points out that in the 

Old Testament the two standard reactions to God are awe and fear.14 The fact that 

people followed Jesus in awe and fear even when he was doing mundane tasks, 

Barron contends, demonstrates that, regardless of what modern skeptics might 

think, many contemporaries of Jesus judged him to be the God of Israel.15 

Barron’s focus on this somewhat obscure passage is quite original. His 

methodology, however, is deeply Catholic, as Divino Afflante Spiritu, the most 

comprehensive magisterial statement on biblical exegesis, stresses the need for a 

careful, fresh analysis of scriptural texts and authors in order to illustrate better 

the truth of the Gospel.16  

One can see Barron’s fidelity to the Magisterium, too, in his willingness to draw 

upon orthodox exegetes like Brant Pitre and theologians like Joseph Ratzinger to 

show that the Gospels are not mere hearsay but reliable eyewitness accounts.17 

After all, as Divino Afflante Spiritu and Dei Verbum make clear, because there is no 

conflict between faith and reason, Catholics can and ought to make faithful use 

                                                           
13 Benedict XVI, Deus Caritas est, 1; Francis, The Name of God is Mercy, passim; Francis, 

Misericordiae Vultus, 11 April 2015, 1-2. 
14 Barron, Catholicism, 14-15. The scriptural passage in full reads: “They were on the way, going 

up to Jerusalem, and Jesus went ahead of them. They were amazed, and those who followed 

were afraid.” 
15 Ibid., 15. 
16 Pius XII, Divino Afflante Spiritu, 30 September 1943, 33. 
17 For his support of Pitre, consult Barron, afterword to The Case for Jesus: The Biblical and 

Historical Evidence for Christ, 199-202; Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 90-91. For his support of 

Benedict XVI, whom he praises for approaching the Gospels as true accounts of Jesus’s life 

rather than as miscellaneous ancient documents to be dissected and questioned, see Barron, 

Vibrant Paradoxes, 88-91. 
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of exegetical, archaeological, and historical research to defend the integrity of 

Scripture.18 Also indicative of Barron’s loyalty to the Magisterium is his 

uncompromising criticism of Catholic scholars whose exegeses run contrary to 

it. For example, Barron’s objection to Schillebeeckx’s subjectivist reading of the 

Resurrection aligns with the more historical reading of the Magisterium and also 

the Magisterium’s concerns about this aspect of Schillebeeckx’s theology.19 

Finally, Barron’s declaration that Ratzinger’s Jesus of Nazareth represents the ideal 

of Catholic biblical scholarship is quite orthodox, for while the biography itself is 

not a work of the Magisterium, it is faithful to the magisterial spirit of Vatican 

II.20 

It is worth noting that Barron tends to interpret the whole of Scripture through a 

Christocentric lens. Sometimes these exegeses are directed primarily toward 

believers, to remind them that all books of Scripture remain relevant, that all 

testify to Christ and complement the Gospels. Barron’s chief work of biblical 

exegesis, for example, is 2 Samuel, his contribution to the Brazos Theological 

Commentary Series. At the outset of this commentary, he makes clear the links 

between David and Jesus, that the accomplishments and aspirations of the 

former, particularly the prophecy that one of his descendants would reign 

forever, are fulfilled in the latter, that David in many ways is “the most 

compelling  anticipation of Jesus” in the Old Testament.21 Likewise, when 

discussing the Fall, Barron reads God’s words to the serpent in Genesis 3:15 – “I 

will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring and 

hers; he will strike your head, and you will strike his heal” – as an anticipation of 

Mary’s giving birth to Jesus, the God-man who would challenge and ultimately 

                                                           
18 Pius XII, Divino Afflante Spiritu, 27-28, 38-40; Dei Verbum, 23. 
19 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 638-644. For the Magisterium’s ambivalence toward aspects of 

Schillebeeckx’s Christology, consult Šeper, Letter to Father E. Schillebeeckx, 20 November 1980; 

Šeper, Letter to Father E. Schillebeeckx, 13 June 1984. 
20 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 90-91. 
21 Barron, 2 Samuel, xx. 
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overcome Satan.22 This method of exegesis, of course, is grounded in Catholic 

Tradition, Dei Verbum affirming that “God, the inspirer and author of both 

Testaments, wisely arranged that the New Testament be hidden in the Old and 

the Old be made manifest in the New.”23 Genesis 3:15, significantly, is among the 

best examples of this since “the overwhelming majority of Catholic scholars,” in 

addition to numerous Church Fathers and popes, agree with Barron that this 

passage is a protoevangelium, an anticipation of the Virgin Birth and the 

Resurrection.24 

At other times, Barron’s Christocentric reading of Scripture assumes a more 

apologetic character, his discussion of Old Testament violence being a case in 

point. He concurs with the New Atheists, for example, who highlight that God’s 

ordering Saul to slaughter the Amalekites in 1 Samuel 15:3 is morally troubling.25 

Yet he stresses that one cannot understand the Old Testament fully without 

Christ, the epistemic key of Christianity.26 Thus, Barron notes, if aspects of the 

Old Testament contradict the spirit of the Gospels, it becomes necessary to 

reinterpret them in an appropriate manner, most often allegorically.27 In the 

aforementioned passage, for instance, Barron suggests that the human author of 

1 Samuel was speaking poetically rather than literally, that the slaughter of the 

Amalekites is symbolic of the need to give no quarter to sin.28 In itself, this 

method of exegesis is licit, for the Church Fathers frequently interpreted 

problematic passages in this way and the contemporary Magisterium states that 

                                                           
22 Barron does not elaborate much on this belief. Nonetheless, he clearly affirms it in Barron, 

‘The McCarrick Mess.’ 
23 Dei Verbum, 16. 
24 George W. Shea, ‘The Protoevangelium in the Light of the Magisterium,’ Marian Studies 12, 

no. 9 (January 1961): 80-81. 
25 Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on Violence in the Bible,’ 01:32ff. 
26 Ibid., 03:15ff. 
27 Ibid., 05:11ff. 
28 Ibid., 06:20ff. 
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the “violence and immorality” of some Old Testament stories are not compatible 

with Christ, the “hermeneutical key” of the faith.29  

At the same time, Barron’s overwhelming reliance upon allegory to explain Old 

Testament violence is not entirely congruent with the post-conciliar 

Magisterium, which still maintains the historicity of many if not most violent 

passages.30 As a result, the Magisterium frequently approaches the issue in 

historical terms, by stressing that Old Testament violence occurred in a historical 

context that today’s Church seeks neither to emulate nor condone.31 Still, it is 

worth mentioning that this emphasis on allegory is the only significant point 

upon which Barron’s interpretation of Scripture differs from the post-conciliar 

Magisterium and that this difference never rises to the level of heterodoxy. At 

most, one could say that it is evangelically and theologically ill-advised, for in 

allegorizing so much of Scripture, Barron sometimes undermines the traditional 

Catholic justification for beliefs that he upholds. His allegorizing of Genesis 3 is 

a good instance of this, for by not grounding the story of the Fall in history, 

Barron offers no satisfactory explanation as to when and how Original Sin 

affected humanity. In all other matters, however, his views on Scripture align 

closely with those of Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium. 

Barron’s Thomism also takes inspiration from Vatican II and the post-conciliar 

Magisterium, as both have lauded the profundity and prescience of Aquinas’s 

thought, which retains its status as the philosophia perennis.32 One can see Barron’s 

fidelity to the Council in his rejection of Neo-Thomism, a product of the 

Tridentine Church, whose proponents were frequently unappreciative of Vatican 

                                                           
29 Benedict XVI, Verbum Domini, 30 September 2010, 42. For further discussion of the Church 

Fathers’ use of allegory, consult Michael Graves, ed., Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church 

(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2017), xxvii. 
30 Benedict XVI, Verbum Domini, 42. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Optatam Totius, 16; Gravissimum Educationis, 10; Paul VI, Lumen Ecclesiae, 23; John Paul II, Fides 

et Ratio, 43ff.  
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II reforms and a Christological reading of Aquinas’s writings.33 Although he 

praises some Neo-Thomists in certain contexts, notably Jacques Maritain on 

beauty, Barron’s Thomism is ultimately grounded in Pope John XXIII’s call for 

ressourcement and aggiornamento. The first explains Barron’s fascination with 

Aquinas’s life and lesser-known works, the intellectual milieu in which he wrote, 

and the more modern Thomism of the Nouvelle Théologie.34 This call to 

ressourcement has enabled Barron to discard the Tridentine myth that Aquinas 

was primarily a philosopher who articulated a comprehensive rational defense 

of theism and to embrace the more dynamic – and accurate – portrait of Aquinas 

as a mystical theologian and an exegete who also dealt with philosophical 

themes.35 The second explains Barron’s desire to present this ressourcement 

reading of Aquinas in a manner captivating to modern persons; it also reflects his 

willingness, as a Thomist, to draw upon other philosophical traditions, notably 

phenomenology and non-Aristotelian ancient philosophy.36 

This is not to say that Barron regards Thomism as seriously deficient in any way. 

On the contrary, he is one with Pope John Paul II in commending “the enduring 

originality and thought of Saint Thomas Aquinas,” who “recognized that 

nature…could contribute to the understanding of divine Revelation.”37 Barron 

takes a special interest in Aquinas’s arguments from motion and being to 

demonstrate not only the existence of a Creator but that this Creator is 

                                                           
33 Barron, De Potentia, x. On the ambivalence of some Neo-Thomists toward Vatican II, see John 

Saward, ‘”Strange Immoderation of the Things of God”: Deification and Mystical Union in Neo-

Thomism,’ in Called to be the Children of God: The Catholic Theology of Human Deification, eds. 

David Vincent Meconi and Carl E. Olson (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2016), 179. 
34 Barron, Thomas Aquinas: Spiritual Master, passim. 
35 For further information, see Barron, De Potentia, x. See also Bernanos’s generalized critique of 

Tridentine Catholic theology in Bernanos, The Diary of a Country Priest, 27. 
36 Aside from its “robust objectivism,” Barron’s interest in phenomenology stems from his 

respect for great Catholic phenomenologists like Edith Stein, Dietrich von Hildebrand, and 

Karol Wojtyła. See Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 115ff. The influence of the Greeks is most 

evident in Barron’s understanding of music and ethics. See Barron, ‘Ask Fr. Barron: What 

impact does music make on our piety’; Barron, Seeds of the Word, 149-150. 
37 John Paul II, Fides et Ratio, 43. For Barron’s views, see Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 75; Barron, 

Bridging the Great Divide, 87-104. 
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transcendent and utterly good.38 He makes a strong case for both, though his 

presentations occasionally lack the comprehensiveness and clarity of Thomist 

masters like Étienne Gilson. In utilizing the quinque viae, Barron once again 

displays his fidelity to the Magisterium, which in 1992 declared that “starting 

from movement, becoming, contingency, and the world's order and beauty, one 

can come to a knowledge of God as the origin and the end of the universe.”39 Yet 

Barron believes that other arguments are useful too, notably Augustine’s 

argument from desire. In the Tridentine era, this kind of eclecticism was 

somewhat uncommon and even taboo, as many Neo-Thomists deemed non-

Thomistic proofs inferior to the quinque viae and those few who endorsed them 

tended to distance themselves from Aquinas.40 Non-Thomistic arguments, 

however, have undergone a renaissance since Vatican II in both mainstream 

theology and the Vatican. Pope Benedict XVI, for example, is a strong proponent 

of the argument from desire and has made no secret of his personal ambivalence 

toward Thomistic logic.41 So too has interplay between Thomism and non-

Thomistic systems become more common since Vatican II, a good example being 

                                                           
38 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 75-84. 
39 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 37.  
40 It was not uncommon in the Tridentine era, for example, for Tridentine theologians to ignore 

or comment negatively on Anselm’s ontological proof. See Gilson, The Christian Philosophy of St. 

Thomas Aquinas, 54ff. Indeed, according to one Benedictine theologian, Anselm’s argument is 

not even philosophical and therefore offers no positive evidence for God’s existence. See A. 

Stolz, ‘Anselm’s Theology in the Proslogion,’ in J. Hick and A.C. McGill, eds., The Many-Faced 

Argument: Recent Studies on the Ontological Argument for the Existence of God (Macmillian: 

London, 1968), 202. Further information about the profound and often overlooked differences 

between Neo-Thomists and other Catholic thinkers in this era is provided in Birzer, Sanctifying 

the World, xii, 66-69. 
41 For Benedict’s interest in the argument from desire, see Benedict XVI, ‘General Audience,’ 7 

November 2012, accessed 16 July 2019, http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-

xvi/en/audiences/2012/documents/hf_ben-xvi_aud_20121107.html. Regarding the ontological 

argument, in their variant ways, Rahner, von Balthasar, and de Lubac, among others, have 

taken it seriously. See Ian Logan, Reading Anselm’s Proslogion: The History of Anselm’s Argument 

and its Significance Today (Oxford: Ashgate, 2009), 176. 
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Pope John Paul II’s creative blending of Thomism with insights from modern 

phenomenology.42 

Occasionally, such eclecticism raises problems. Barron’s materialistic rendition of 

the free process defense to explain how a loving God could permit physical evil, 

for example, at times appears to be inconsistent with his ipsum esse subsistens 

philosophy and the Catholic understanding of divine providence.43 In addition, 

by emphasizing Christ and the Thomistic Creator God, whom one can easily 

identify as the Father, Barron at times neglects the third person of the Trinity. 

This is not to say that he never talks about the Holy Spirit.44 But he does mention 

it infrequently and only rarely in the context of Trinitarian theology. This is 

problematic given that the Magisterium since Vatican II has stressed the essential 

role that the Holy Spirit plays in the Church, not least in the New 

Evangelization.45 It is likely that these contradictions and omissions, rather than 

demonstrating heterodoxy or lack of knowledge on Barron’s part, stem from the 

demands of his ministry, which compel him to move unsystematically from topic 

to topic with only minimal time for research and editing. In consequence, these 

shortcomings are properly the subject of the evangelization section and do not 

detract from his orthodox understanding of God and metaphysics. 

Barron’s Ecclesiology is Thoroughly Catholic but Somewhat Un-Conciliar 

In grounding his ecclesiology in God, Barron’s understanding of the Church is 

deeply Catholic. Like the Catechism of the Catholic Church, he begins by noting that 

the term ekklesia stems from the verb ek-kalein, ‘to call out from.’46 “When 

                                                           
42 For further discussion, consult McCool, The Neo-Thomists, 157. 
43 Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 232-233. This issue is discussed at length in Chapter Five, 373-374ff; 

it is also mentioned later in this chapter. 
44 See, for instance, Barron, Word on Fire, 2-3. 
45 For the Holy Spirit’s pivotal role in evangelization, see Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 75; John 

Paul II, Redemptoris Missio, 21, 24; Francis, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 115-117. For post-conciliar 

teaching on the importance of the Holy Spirit more generally, see John Paul II, Dominum et 

vivificantem. 
46 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 751; Barron, Catholicism, 148. 
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examining the ekklesia, therefore,” he remarks, “we should ask three questions: 

Who does the calling? What is one being called from? And what is one being 

called to?”47 In answering the first question, Barron states that it is Christ who 

does the calling since he established the Church as a reliable means by which to 

draw believers to himself and proclaim the Gospel to all peoples. Although 

worded differently, this is an accurate rendition of the first paragraphs of Lumen 

Gentium and, indeed, the spirit of magisterial teaching from apostolic times to the 

present day.48  

According to Barron, the organic link between Christ and the Church justifies the 

Magisterium’s capacity – and right – to teach infallibly on matters of faith and 

morals. After all, he contends, because Christ is forever at work within the 

Church as its head and spiritual guide, it therefore has a transcendental aspect, 

meaning that one cannot view it as just another human organization.49 Rather, 

one ought to view the Church as an extension of Christ’s power. To illustrate this 

point, Barron uses St. Paul’s metaphor of the Body of Christ: “The Church is the 

body of Jesus, an organism composed of interdependent cells, molecules, and 

organs. Christ is the head of the mystical body made up of everyone across space 

and time who has ever been grafted onto him through baptism.”50  This metaphor 

has deep roots in Scripture and Tradition; in the modern age, both the documents 

of Vatican II and the Catechism of the Catholic Church have made use of it.51 This 

intimate link between Christ and the Church influences Barron’s belief, justified 

by Lumen Gentium, that while individual Catholics can sin, and while their sins 

                                                           
47 Barron, Catholicism, 148. 
48 Lumen Gentium, 1, 4. For other post-conciliar affirmations of this, consult Catechism of the 

Catholic Church, 874; John Paul II, Redemptoris Missio. For an example of an earlier magisterial 

affirmation along these lines, consult Pius XII, Mystici Corporis Christi, 31, 61. For evidence of 

this teaching in apostolic times, see Matthew 16:18; Matthew 28:19-20; Ephesians 4:11-13. 
49 Barron, Catholicism, 143. 
50 Ibid., 143-144. For Paul in his own words, see Romans 12:3-8. 
51 See, for example, Catechism of the Catholic Church, 752; Lumen Gentium, 8, 32-33; Sacrosanctum 

Concilium, 59; Presbyterorum Ordinis, 2. 
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can damage the Church’s reputation, the Church itself remains “indefectibly 

holy.”52 

This image of the Church in large part explains Barron emphasis on hierarchy. 

He argues that just as the body of an animal will function only if orders from the 

brain are transmitted clearly via nerves to the relevant subsidiary members, so 

too, he believes, can the Body of Christ function only if it has a single head to 

issue orders (the Magisterium) and a central nervous system to relay them 

accurately to the wider faithful (the hierarchy).53 The chief figure of the 

Magisterium, he continues, is the pope, who as the successor to St. Peter receives 

a unique supernatural charism (Matt 16:18-20) that allows him to speak infallibly 

on matters of faith and morals.54 Perceiving that modern people are often 

skeptical of this charism, which they think spawns tyranny, Barron emphasizes 

that, while some popes have indeed misused their authority in the past, this 

authority is nonetheless integral to the health of the Church.55 After all, in times 

of theological discord, when even the college of bishops is undecided, it is crucial 

to have a visible office through which Christ can speak infallibly. Instead of 

regarding the pope as an absolutist, unaccountable monarch, therefore, Barron 

encourages his audience to think of him as a baseball umpire, a reliable authority 

who intervenes only in times of crisis and steps back as soon as it has been 

resolved.56 Given that Barron has just emphasized the ontological uniqueness of 

the Church, his analogies are a little incongruous, for they ask people to focus on 

the similarity between the Body of Christ and contingent beings. Nonetheless, by 

affirming the importance of hierarchical authority and the complementary role 

of the papacy, Barron once again displays his fidelity to Vatican II and the post-

                                                           
52 Lumen Gentium, 39. See also Barron, Catholicism, 162. 
53 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 198ff. 
54 Barron, Catholicism, 169. 
55 Ibid., 170. 
56 Ibid. 
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conciliar Magisterium, which have consciously tried to distance themselves from 

the papal monarchy rhetoric of earlier ages.57 

Barron’s answer to the second question, what Christ is calling people from, 

highlights the purpose of the Church. He notes that Christianity is above all a 

salvation religion, that Christ came to earth and instituted the Church to rescue 

people from Satan and Original Sin, which together have wrought untold havoc 

on humankind.58 The Church does this in two ways, Barron says, the dogmatic 

and the sacramental. The former maintains a spirit of right belief among the 

faithful. This is crucial, Barron writes, because however important good works 

are, Christianity is not reducible to them; faith – what one believes – is important 

as well.59 This belief, integral to Catholicism, explains the essential role of the 

Magisterium and the danger of the post-conciliar troubles that undermine 

people’s confidence in it.60 The second way the Church rescues people from sin 

is by means of the sacraments. Returning to the Body of Christ metaphor, and 

alluding also to Pope Francis’s description of the Church as a field hospital, 

Barron remarks that divine grace is the lifeblood of the Church and that the 

sacraments are designed to transmit this lifeblood to all its members.61 Of the 

Seven Sacraments, Barron places emphasis on baptism and the Eucharist above 

all, as the first formally grafts one onto Christ’s Body and the second provides a 

recurrent stream of sacramental grace.62 In this respect, Barron concurs once 

again with the magisterial spirit of Vatican II, which similarly dwells on these 

                                                           
57 See Lumen Gentium, 18-23; Presbyterorum Ordinis, 2-3; Dei Verbum, 10; Christus Dominus, 4; 

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 880-897. For Vatican II’s desire to move away from the 

authoritarianism of earlier eras, see Pope Paul VI’s comments in Insegnamenti di Paolo VI, vol. 1, 

167, cited and trans. in Alberigo, History of Vatican II, vol. 3, 35. For examples of such 

monarchical rhetoric, consult Pastor Aeternus; Boniface XIII, Unam Sanctam, 18 November 1302; 

Gregory VII, Dictatus Papae, 1090. 
58 Barron, Catholicism, 148-149.  
59 Barron, Seeds of the Word, 229-231. 
60 For further discussion, consult Dei Verbum, 10. 
61 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 199; Barron, Vibrant Paradoxes, 24-27. 
62 Barron, Catholicism, 144; Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 199. 
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sacraments.63 Finally, the third question, what Christ is calling people to, is 

theosis, implicit in the Body of Christ metaphor, but which is properly the subject 

of the humanism section. 

While Barron’s ecclesiology is entirely orthodox, however, it does not do full 

justice to the magisterial spirit of Vatican II. The latter, to be sure, does make use 

of Body of Christ language and, since Francis’s pontificate, the field hospital 

analogy.64 Yet Vatican II documents also describe the Church as the Temple of 

the Holy Spirit, the Bride of Christ, and, most importantly, the People of God.65 

As numerous scholars of Vatican II and the New Evangelization have pointed 

out, the plethora of images demonstrates the importance of all to Catholic 

ecclesiology. More specifically, it shows that Catholic ecclesiology ought to read 

each one in light of the others, that the Tridentine emphasis on a single image, 

whether that be the societas perfecta or the Body of Christ, is no longer 

appropriate.66 It is clear that Barron’s ecclesiology falls short of this ideal. At 

                                                           
63 Lumen Gentium, for example, mentions baptism twenty times and the Eucharist sixteen times. 

In contrast, it mentions confirmation and holy orders only three times, matrimony twice, and 

penance and extreme unction once. See Lumen Gentium, 3, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 

31, 32, 33, 42, 44, 45, 50, 64. For further evidence of the special importance of baptism, see 

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1213. For further evidence of the crucial nature of the Eucharist, 

see John Paul II, Ecclesia de Eucharistia, 17 April 2003, 1. For theological discussion, see Aloys 

Grillmeier, ‘Dogmatic Constitution on the Church: The People of God,’ in Commentary on the 

Documents of Vatican II, vol. 1, ed. Herbert Vorgrimler, trans. Kevin Smyth (London: Burns & 

Oates, 1969), 179. 
64 These are the Vatican II documents that refer to the Church as the Body of Christ: Lumen 

Gentium, 8; Sacrosanctum Concilium, 59; Ad Gentes, 7; Presbyterorum Ordinis, 1; Apostolicam 

Actuositatem, 2; Perfectae Caritatis, 1; Christus Dominus, 1; Unitatis Redintegratio, 2; Orientalium 

Ecclesiarum, 2. For Pope Francis’s field hospital reference, see Francis, ‘Homily of His Holiness 

Pope Francis,’ 4 October 2015. 
65 These are the documents that describe the Church in one or more of these ways: Dei Verbum, 8-

23; Lumen Gentium, 9-18; Sacrosanctum Concilium, 7; Gaudium et Spes, 3; Gravissimum Educationis, 

8; Nostra Aetate, 4; Dignitatis Humanae, 12; Ad Gentes, 7; Presbyterorum Ordinis, 1; Apostolicam 

Actuositatem, 1; Optatam Totius, 2; Perfectae Caritatis, 7; Christus Dominus, 22-23; Unitatis 

Redintegratio, 3. For further discussion of the People of God label, see Dulles, Models of the Church, 

30, 53. 
66 Schnackenburg and Dupont, ‘The Church as the People of God,’ 119; Rymarz, ‘The New 

Evangelization in an Ecclesiological Context,’ 774; Mörsdorf, ‘Decree on the Bishops’ Pastoral 

Office in the Church,’ 199; Grillmeier, ‘Dogmatic Constitution on the Church: The Mystery of 

the Church,’ 143, 154; Klostermann, ‘Dogmatic Constitution on the Church: The Laity,’ 233. 
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times, Barron uses these other metaphors, but almost never in the context of his 

core ecclesiology. His view of the People of God, for example, is restricted mainly 

to pastoral concerns, and occasionally blames this definition for inadvertently 

diminishing the role of the priesthood in today’s church.67 This attitude is a far 

cry from the insistence of many scholars of Vatican II on the centrality of this 

image to Church life, as a corrective to what the Council Fathers considered the 

excesses of the Tridentine focus on a hierarchical reading of the Mystical Body 

image.68 This aspect of Barron’s ecclesiology, therefore, is more Tridentine than 

post-conciliar, for it was after Vatican I, and especially during the pontificate of 

Pius XII, that the Mystical Body became the dominant image of the Church.69 His 

attempt to portray it as the key Vatican II description of the Church, moreover, is 

quite unconvincing, not least because he ignores the centrality of the People of 

God image.70 

Likewise, Barron’s emphasis on the indefectible holiness of the Church is more 

Tridentine than post-conciliar, for while Lumen Gentium does affirm this teaching, 

neither it nor any other conciliar document emphasizes it. Above all, this is 

because many influential Catholics at and since Vatican II have faulted 

triumphalist rhetoric for contributing to the somewhat overbearing and 

conceited milieu of the Tridentine Church.71 In addition, a focus on ecclesial 

indefectibility does not fit in easily with the post-conciliar Magisterium’s desire 

                                                           
67 See, for instance, Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 227-228. 
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from Vatican Councils I & II; 111; Hahnenberg, ‘The Mystical Body of Christ and Communion 
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to apologize for the historic sins of individual Catholics and the institutional 

Church. In fact, in light of the sex abuse crisis, the public might interpret Barron’s 

preoccupation with this dogma as an attempt to deny responsibility for the 

contemporary sins of some Catholics. The evangelical consequences of this will 

be discussed later. Suffice it to say here that this aspect of Barron’s ecclesiology, 

while Catholic, once again appears to be more Tridentine than post-conciliar. 

Barron’s Understanding of Tradition is Largely Catholic and Sometimes Un-

Conciliar 

Barron’s faith in the Tradition is deeply Catholic. In affirming that Tradition has 

the same dogmatic weight as Scripture, Barron agrees with Dei Verbum, which 

states that both sources of doctrine “are to be accepted and venerated with the 

same sense of loyalty and reverence.”72 In highlighting the evangelical potential 

of Tradition, moreover, that its transcendental beauty has the capacity to inspire 

the faithful and attract non-believers, Barron is in harmony with the magisterial 

spirit of Vatican II.73 This is most evident in Barron’s use of the concept, for the 

Tridentine Church stressed transcendental truth above all; it was not until after 

Vatican II that theologians were encouraged to develop a comprehensive 

understanding of transcendental beauty.74 It is telling that Barron draws heavily 

upon the works of von Balthasar, the most influential proponent of 

transcendental beauty in modern times, Maritain, its most famous proponent in 

the Tridentine era, and Greeley, who declared it integral to the Catholic 

imagination.  

Yet one can also detect the direct influence of the post-conciliar Magisterium on 

this aspect of Barron’s theology. By explaining the rhythms of the Mass in such 

detail, Barron echoes Vatican II’s desire that all Catholics should understand and 

                                                           
72 Dei Verbum, 9. See also Catechism of the Catholic Church, 80ff. 
73 Barron, Exploring Catholic Theology, 200.  
74 Von Balthasar, The Glory of the Lord, 9. 
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appreciate its symbolism.75 Barron also echoes the Magisterium in describing the 

liturgy, and especially the Eucharist, as the mystical center of the Church’s life.76 

And of course, his belief that the Novus Ordo is both valid and spiritually 

efficacious in its present form mirrors the current thinking of recent pontiffs.77 It 

is notable that all other sources of beauty that Barron highlights also harmonize 

with the magisterial spirit of Vatican II. Gaudium et Spes, Paul VI’s ‘Address to 

Artists,’ and John Paul II’s Letter to Artists, for instance, like Barron, remark upon 

the essential catechetical and evangelical role that Catholic literature, art, music, 

and architecture play in Church life.78 Like Barron, Sacrosanctum Concilium 

expresses a particular reverence for music, albeit because of its liturgical 

connections rather than its ability to affect the soul, and also a reminder that the 

veneration of saints and their relics is right and just.79  

Barron’s discussion of extra-liturgical devotions, however, is often more 

Tridentine than post-conciliar – so much so that he implicitly criticizes the post-

conciliar papacy on certain issues. The Friday fast is a good example. Barron is 

justified in lamenting the virtual disappearance of this practice since the 1960s, 

for neither Vatican II nor the post-conciliar Magisterium abolished it.80 Pope Paul 

VI did, however, de-emphasize it shortly after the Council by making it 

voluntary.81 Barron’s apparent nostalgia for the era in which it was a sin to eat 

meat on Fridays, therefore, seems to run contrary to the views of the 

                                                           
75 Sacrosanctum Concilium, 49-56. 
76 Ibid., 7, 10. See also John Paul II, Spiritus et Sponsa, 4 December 2003, 3. 
77 Benedict XVI, Summorum Pontificum, 17 July 2007, Article 1. 
78 Gaudium et Spes, 62; Paul VI, ‘Address of Pope Paul VI to Artists’; John Paul II, Letter to Artists, 

3. 
79 Sacrosanctum Concilium, 12, 111. 
80 See Paul VI, Paenitemini, Chapter 3; Code of Canon Law (1983), 1250-1251. 
81 Paul VI, Paenitemini, Chapter 3. 
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contemporary papacy.82 In fact, the wording of his discussion suggests that it is 

at fault for allowing this hallowed practice to fall into disuse in the first place.83  

His views on clerical dress reflect a similar tension. Once again, Barron is justified 

in saying that priests should wear clerical attire at least in public, for both the 

1983 Code of Canon Law and the American hierarchy agree that it is theologically 

appropriate.84 Since Vatican II, however, the definition of clerical dress has been 

widened. Although pride of place is given to those traditional forms that Barron 

focuses on exclusively – black suits, cassocks, and habits – any garb that 

distinguishes and upholds the dignity of the clergy is acceptable; all that is 

required is for a local bishops’ council to approve it formally.85 Furthermore, the 

post-conciliar Church does not punish those who neglect this rule with anything 

like the severity that the Tridentine Church did, which suggests that it is not as 

integral to Catholic life as Barron asserts.86 Thus, Barron’s insistence on 

traditional garb, and especially his inference that complacent Church leaders are 

responsible for the trend toward mufti, does not harmonize with the views of the 

post-conciliar papacy. It is likely that Barron, who strives for orthodoxy, does not 

intend to criticize Church leaders. The fact is, however, that while his beliefs on 

these points are thoroughly Catholic, they are not very post-conciliar. 

In fact, on at least two points – hesychasm and Tridentine spiritual masters – 

Barron gravely misrepresents the Tradition. Regarding the first, is true that many 

Eastern Catholic Churches practice hesychasm and that Popes John Paul II and 

                                                           
82 Barron, The Strangest Way, 64-65. Note that ‘magisterial spirit’ refers here, as elsewhere, to the 

basic views of the post-conciliar Magisterium. It in no way suggests that particular fasting 

practices rise to the level of magisterial teaching. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Code of Canon Law (1983), 284-285; USSCB, ‘Canon 284 – Clerical Garb,’ 18 November 1998.  
85 Code of Canon Law (1983), 284. 
86 According to the 1917 Code of Canon Law, for instance, a cleric who is formally rebuked for 

wearing mufti has exactly one month to return to ecclesial dress. If he does not, he is either 

suspended or, in some cases, stripped of his office altogether. See Code of Canon Law (1917), 

2379. 
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Francis have displayed great affection for Eastern Christian spirituality.87 The 

hesychast practice that Barron endorses, however, is Eastern Orthodox. If he 

acknowledged this fact, it would not matter so much; indeed, one could argue 

that he is furthering Vatican II’s desire for greater dialogue with the East.88 Yet 

Barron portrays hesychasm as if it were an established Catholic Latin Rite 

practice, and does not mention Eastern Catholicism or Orthodoxy at all.89 As a 

result, Barron’s statement is historically inaccurate and runs contrary to Vatican 

II’s acknowledgment that the spiritual heritage of the East, while equal to that of 

the West, is unique and ought to be distinguished from it.90 As the non-Catholic 

origins of hesychasm are common knowledge, Barron’s judgment here is 

puzzling. So too is his extensive discussion of Tridentine spiritual masters like 

von Hildebrand and Waugh, for while these Catholics revered the Tradition, they 

considered aspects of Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium to be at odds 

with it.91 In not mentioning this, Barron not only misrepresents these men but 

also gives reason to think that Vatican II did in fact represent a rupture with 

Tradition. For these reasons, one can argue that Barron does not do full justice 

here either to the magisterial spirit of Vatican II or to his own theology. 

Barron’s Christian Humanism is Robustly Catholic and Post-Conciliar 

In highlighting the dangers of secular humanism, Barron’s theology closely 

aligns with the rulings of Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium, as well 

as with the judgments of numerous influential hierarchs and theologians. This is 

because, despite the less confrontational attitude of the Magisterium toward 

modernity since Vatican II, it nonetheless condemns modern ideologies that 

                                                           
87 John Paul II, Orientale Lumen; Hannah Brockhaus, ‘”I am close to you,’ Francis tells Ukrainian 

Catholics in Rome,’ Crux, 29 January 2019, accessed 16 July 2019, 
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89 Barron, The Strangest Way, 54ff. 
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91 Von Hildebrand, ‘The Case for the Latin Mass’; Waugh, foreword to Sword of Honour, xxxiv. 
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threaten the Church and violate human dignity.92 Chief among these is Marxism, 

which recent pontiffs, like Barron, have critiqued to varying degrees as tyrannical 

and anti-religious.93 Also significant is Vatican II’s and the post-conciliar 

Magisterium’s distress at the growth of individualism and relativism. Vatican II, 

because it closed before the troubling nature of the 1960s counterculture fully 

manifested itself, touched on these issues only in the broadest of terms. It 

affirmed, for instance, that individualist and anti-religious ideologies have no 

certain basis for morality and therefore cannot safeguard the dignity of the 

human person.94 The post-conciliar Magisterium, having seen the negative 

consequences of this culture, has been much more specific. John Paul II’s Veritatis 

Splendor, for instance, provided a comprehensive overview of contemporary 

moral relativism that stressed that “taken to its extreme consequences,… 

[nihilistic] individualism leads to a denial of the very idea of human nature.”95 

Tellingly, the rulings of both Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium are, 

like Barron, unwavering in their criticism of abortion, which they have deemed 

a kind of murder, one of the worst aspects of the modern mentality.96 

Barron’s understanding of the temporal benefits of Catholic humanism, likewise, 

is thoroughly Catholic and post-conciliar. His comments on the benefits of 

classical secularism, for instance, are in line with Vatican II thinking. For it was 

at this Council that the Magisterium formally made its peace with classical 

secularism by pointing out that the principle of religious tolerance, far from 

encouraging moral relativism and the heresy of Americanism, in fact safeguards 

                                                           
92 The most crucial passages are Lumen Gentium, 36; Gaudium et Spes, 31; Apostolicam 
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the integrity of the Church and facilitates evangelism in pluralist contexts.97 Since 

Vatican II, moreover, the Magisterium has echoed Barron in saying that God, 

because he founded and revealed an objective moral order, is the best guarantor 

of human dignity. As Gaudium et Spes puts it, “The Church holds that the 

recognition of God is in no way hostile to man’s dignity, since this dignity is 

rooted and perfected in God.”98 Although individual Catholics have sometimes 

failed in their moral duties, the Magisterium states that the basic principles of 

Catholic morality remain just. Like Barron, recent popes have drawn upon 

spiritual masters like Day and Merton to demonstrate this, arguing that their 

moral accomplishments were the result of their fervent love of God.99 

In terms of specific teachings, Barron tries to avoid focusing on controversial 

issues like contraception, though he does of course affirm and defend them when 

necessary. Instead, stressing the holistic character of Catholic moral theology in 

its entirety, he argues that its rules and regulations exist, in the end, to make 

people happy.100 On this matter, Barron reflects the thinking of Pope Francis, who 

has emphasized the positive aspects of the faith, that Catholicism is more than a 

set of invasive rules for the regulation of sexual conduct.101 In fact, Barron’s 

rephrasing of the beatitudes into modern idiom mirrors Pope Francis, who has 

used this tactic on multiple occasions to illustrate better the joy that he thinks lies 

at the heart of the Gospel.102 At the same time, in upholding controversial 

teachings when necessary, Barron also reflects the tenacity of Popes Paul VI, John 

Paul II, and Benedict XVI, who tried to stress the positive, but whose pontificates 
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were overshadowed by the need to defend unpopular Catholic teachings.103 

Finally, and no less significantly, Barron replicates the measured tone of these 

last three popes, for whereas Tridentine pontiffs were frequently scathing in their 

condemnation of critics, their post-conciliar counterparts, like Barron, tend to 

criticize ideas rather than people and almost always shun incendiary language.104 

Barron’s exposition on hell is a good instance of this, as he defends hell not by 

dwelling on the depravity of humankind as some Tridentine theologians were 

wont to do, but by situating hell in terms of God’s love.105 It was because God 

loved humanity that he gave humankind free will, Barron notes, and it was 

humankind’s abuse of that freedom that made hell a possibility after death.106 He 

remarks that, contrary to popular opinion, the Church teaches that all humans 

reside with God after death, where they bask in the divine glory.107 Just as 

sunlight disorientates and burns those who have lived underground for a long 

time, so too does God’s love torment those who have denied it for so long. Such, 

Barron writes, is the tragedy of hell. Significantly, this argument aligns with that 

of the post-conciliar Magisterium, which stresses that hell is a state of being that 

has its origins in the abuse of free will.108 So too does Barron’s Balthasarian hope 

that hell is empty find justification in post-conciliar teaching, for although it is 

                                                           
103 For further discussion of Barron’s willingness to uphold traditional teachings when 
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not Catholic dogma, John Paul II accommodated this teaching in 1999, which 

helps to explain its growing popularity in Catholic theological circles.109 

Barron’s attempt to explain the existence of evil is more ambiguous. His 

attribution of moral evil to the Fall aligns with magisterial teaching.110 Yet his 

ministry makes no attempt to ground this event in history. This is problematic 

since a non-historical reading encourages an allegorical interpretation of Genesis 

3 that does not adequately explain how Original Sin arose and infected 

humankind. It also does not do justice to the Magisterium, which for this very 

reason has always stressed that the Fall was an actual historical event.111 Probably 

Barron’s omission here is not evidence of heterodoxy, merely a reluctance to enter 

into the controversy over creationism and evolution or another unintended 

consequence of his unsystematic style – or a combination of the two. Regardless, 

his omission somewhat weakens the integrity of his discourse, especially when 

assessed alongside his understanding of physical evil. After all, Barron 

sometimes explains the latter by means of a rather materialistic rendition of 

Polkinghorne’s free process defense, which gives the impression that divine 

providence plays no role in natural calamities.112 Although Barron only infers this 

notion, it introduces a non-Catholic element into his theology that is inconsistent 

with the Catholic teaching that God, who is mystically at work in every aspect of 

his creation, can use even natural calamities to bring about a greater good.113 It is 

also inconsistent with Barron’s own belief in this teaching, reflected most clearly 

in his ipsum esse subsistens theology and in his analysis of the Book of Job.114 The 

evangelical consequences of these shortcomings are the subject of a later section. 
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Suffice it to say here that Barron’s statements on these topics, because they were 

uttered unsystematically, do not always do full justice to the magisterial spirit of 

Vatican II, the Catholic faith more generally, or his own theology. 

Yet these are the only points on which Barron deviates somewhat from Catholic 

moral teaching; in all other aspects, he is rigorously orthodox. In fact, when 

discussing theosis Barron actually expresses magisterial teaching with more 

emphasis and enthusiasm than many if not most Catholics, including most post-

conciliar pontiffs. Barron uses this dogma to show that the benefits of Catholic 

humanism are not limited to this world, that those who believe in Christ will 

receive eternal life in heaven after death.115 There they will not only bask in the 

glory of the Lord, Barron writes, but will be invited to partake of the Trinitarian 

life itself, to become sharers in the divine nature.116 Barron thinks that this 

promise of theosis proves that Christianity represents the best conceivable 

humanism.117 Barron’s highlighting of this dogma is deeply post-conciliar, for it 

fell into obscurity in the Tridentine era and only came to the fore again after 

Vatican II and especially during the pontificate of John Paul II.118 The post-

conciliar troubles, however, have hindered its syndication. As a result, many 

Catholics are still unaware of theosis and those who are often do not emphasize 

the doctrine; even some recent popes have said very little about it. In this respect, 

therefore, Barron can be said to embody this aspect of Church teaching extremely 

well.  
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Barron’s Analysis of the Post-Conciliar Troubles is Magisterial but Poorly 

Argued 

Although this thesis has pointed out several shortcomings in Barron’s theology, 

it is worth remembering that, in the context of the disharmony in today’s Church, 

they are relatively minor. After all, although Barron sometimes fails to do full 

justice to the magisterial spirit of the Council, the fact remains that he always tries 

to uphold it. To comprehend this point fully, it is necessary to recall the sense in 

which the thesis has employed the term ‘magisterial spirit.’ As noted in the 

introduction, this thesis has prioritized the magisterial reception of Vatican II 

over the theological one. It did so because the various papal, synodal, and curial 

acts of the Magisterium, while colored by the personal judgments of those 

Church leaders involved in their development, nevertheless represent the official 

teachings of the Catholic Church – a factor that imbues them with a degree of 

integrity. In contrast, the theological reception of Vatican II is designed to assist 

in the understanding and actualization of these official teachings, and has in 

many cases devolved into an unorthodox critique or misrepresentation of them. 

Hence the insistence that this thesis, which takes Barron rather than the 

development of Vatican II as its subject, focus on the teachings of the 

Magisterium, only mentioning theological interpretations as they pertain to a 

deeper understanding of such teachings or of Barron himself. 

Having explored in great detail Barron’s loyalty to the Magisterium, one can even 

consider this decision fitting. One sees this loyalty reflected, first of all, in his 

refusal to challenge explicitly the Magisterium or even the non-magisterial 

statements of recent pontiffs within the context of his ministry; it is also evident 

in his fierce criticism of Catholics with ideological agendas who either repudiate 

magisterial teaching or interpret it in a heterodox manner.119 This level of fidelity 
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distinguishes Barron from most American Catholics, including many 

theologians, who blatantly dissent from the Magisterium on one or more issues 

that they regard as theologically false and/or evangelically ill-advised. For 

example, even Greeley, one of Barron’s dearest friends, rejected the bans on 

artificial birth control and female ordination.120 More than most American 

Catholics, therefore, Barron fulfills Vatican II’s mandate that Catholic theology 

and evangelism should adhere always to “a proper presentation of the Church’s 

teaching.”121  

In particular, Barron’s absolute faith in the Magisterium informs his belief that 

the post-conciliar troubles are not the fault of Vatican II or the post-conciliar 

Magisterium, that the changing times, poor implementation, and other factors 

are to blame. Barron’s argument here is entirely orthodox, recent pontiffs having 

repeatedly endorsed it.122 One also finds this conviction expressed in the writings 

of many of the Council Fathers and periti who were most supportive of the 

conciliar program, and thus among the most dismayed by the post-conciliar 

troubles. In 1968, for instance, the year of the eruption of the controversy over 

Humanae Vitae, Congar avowed that “The council was not responsible for either 

the current problems or the new attitudes. It is unjust and even stupid to attribute 

to the council the difficulties that we are having today, or even the disquiet and 

pain about matters of faith.”123 

However, Barron sometimes seems to belie this view by implying that at least 

some problems stem directly from the reforms of Vatican II and the post-conciliar 

papacy. At times, it seems that he does not intend to do this, for his opinions are 
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frequently inferred, unclear, and undeveloped. His apparent reticence about the 

post-conciliar papacy’s alteration of clerical attire and fasting laws, which has its 

origin in the reforming spirit of Vatican II, notably that of aggiornamento, is a good 

instance of this.124 On the one hand, he by no means openly critiques Vatican II 

or the post-conciliar papacy for deemphasizing these parts of the Tradition. On 

the other hand, though, he clearly feels that they have been deemphasized by 

someone and that this is lamentable – a scenario that implicates the post-conciliar 

papacy and, by one remove, the Council that provided justification for the 

changes. At other times, Barron seems to implicate the magisterial spirit of 

Vatican II in a more direct manner; his ambivalence toward the image of the 

Church as the People of God is a case in point.125 In general, Barron neglects this 

image in order to focus on the Mystical Body of Christ; when he does mention it, 

he occasionally states that it has contributed to the erosion of authority in the 

Church. Given the centrality of the People of God image to Vatican II’s 

ecclesiology, Barron’s deviation here is more serious than his inferred critiques. 

It is crucial to remember, however, that both, because they conflict with his claim 

that the Magisterium is in no way responsible for the post-conciliar troubles, 

introduce an element of inconsistency into his thought. 

It is this overriding inconsistency, and not occasional theological or editorial 

shortcomings on his elucidation of particular issues, that represents the most 

significant weakness in Barron’s thought. This is because Barron grounds his 

theology in the conviction that the conciliar reforms are valid and, when 

implemented properly, wholly positive.126 Thus, any deviation from this line, 

however implicit or vague, seems to challenge his interpretation of this aspect of 

Vatican II. Because Barron’s understanding of this point happens to align with 
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that of the post-conciliar Magisterium and with that of influential post-conciliar 

theologians like Congar, his inconsistency does not complement the integrity 

either of his own theology or that of the Council.  

As a result, Barron’s views here, far from transcending the bitter debates about 

the validity and meaning of the Council from the 1960s to the present day, 

actually give credence to them. In other words, Barron’s theology, articulated in 

its present form, is unlikely ‘to bridge the great divide’ between the liberals and 

conservatives who think it is both necessary and permissible to deviate from the 

Magisterium’s interpretation of the Council, and even to deny that it has the right 

to offer an authoritative reading.  

The root cause of this failure, ironically, is the dearth of engagement with the 

theological reception of Vatican II. After all, Barron does not merely prioritize the 

views of the Magisterium over those of dissenting theologians for pragmatic 

reasons, as did this thesis. Nor did he do so solely because he wishes to 

emphasize the positive aspects of the Council. On the contrary, for the most part, 

he proceeds as if Vatican II was nothing but positive, as if any doubts raised about 

it or the post-conciliar Magisterium’s interpretation of it signify nothing more 

than a failure to comprehend its true spirit.  

Significantly, this lack of engagement is most evident whenever Barron tries to 

explain why theologians are so divided in their interpretations of the Council. In 

his essay ‘Yves Congar and the Meaning of Vatican II,’ for instance, Barron 

reflects upon the divisions that arose among theologians after the Council, using 

as a guide Congar’s well-known My Journal of the Council.127 The book itself is a 

profound testament to the problems associated with interpreting Vatican II, some 

of which have been highlighted throughout the thesis: the enormous 

controversies between the traditionalist minority and the reformist majority; the 
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ambiguities among the reformers themselves, especially the diverging programs 

of the ressourcement and aggiornamento wings of the Nouvelle Théologie; and the 

ambiguities that found their way into the conciliar documents and post-conciliar 

Church at large as a result of such conflicts.  

Barron, however, does not concede in this article that Vatican II was problematic 

in any way. Instead, by focusing on the influence of the Nouvelle Théologie, he first 

implies that the traditionalist minority – that is to say, the principal group reticent 

toward the Council itself – was numerically insignificant and relatively isolated. 

In doing so, he gives the impression that, while the participants of Vatican II were 

by no means united on all points, they developed a clear program that stressed 

the desirability and necessity of aggiornamento and ressourcement, and how these 

terms were to be understood properly. With this as a base, he then defends his 

main point: because of the clarity of the Vatican II program, the post-conciliar 

divisions must be the result of some of the aggiornamento theologians, including 

Congar, deviating from it in one or more respects.  

An even more significant example, specifically dedicated to the right 

interpretation of Vatican II, was a lecture Barron gave in 2013 at St. Procopius 

Abbey in Illinois. To do this, Barron took Gaudium et Spes, one of the most 

controversial conciliar texts, as a guide. Speaking to an audience of erudite 

Benedictines, Barron admits, in unusual detail, the scale of the controversy over 

Gaudium et Spes, that thinkers associated with both wings of the Nouvelle Théologie 

considered it theologically problematic. He focuses on two, Ratzinger and 

Rahner, remarking that they condemned parts of it as “Pelagian.”128 He even 

concedes that the document is lengthy at times structurally disjointed, and that 

this can contribute to misinterpretations.129 Although he notes this only in 

                                                           
128 Robert Barron, ‘Gaudium et Spes: The Right Reading of Vatican II by Fr. Robert Barron,’ 
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passing, it is an astonishing admission that deviates significantly from almost 

everything else that he has ever said about the Council – a factor that perhaps 

explains why the lecture is accessible neither on Barron’s YouTube channel nor 

on the Word on Fire website, but rather only on the YouTube channel of the 

Benedictine abbey at which he spoke.  

Even given this mild, qualified concession, however, the rest of the lecture is 

designed to defend the theological integrity of Gaudium et Spes and Vatican II in 

general. On the one hand, Barron justifies the structural shortcomings by 

stressing that Gaudium et Spes was the drawn-out product of a committee – which 

even at the best of times “is not a formula for powerful writing” – that was 

understandably more concerned with content than style.130 He also emphasizes 

that the ruminative quality of the documents, so at odds with the concise 

language of earlier Councils, startled many critics.131 For these reasons, he avers, 

very few have actually read the document properly.132 Furthermore, owing to the 

poor implementation of the Council, few of those who have read it possess the 

theological expertise necessary to understand its wisdom.133 With these three 

points, Barron effectively undercuts most theological criticism ever directed at 

Gaudium et Spes and, by implication, at Vatican II. Significantly, he also 

downplays, almost to the point of dismissal, the importance of the one minor 

weakness that he does acknowledge in this particular document, namely that of 

style. 

On the other hand, Barron attempts to diffuse the theological criticism that he 

does regard as valid, namely that of the Nouvelle Théologie. To do this, Barron 

dwells on the fact that Gaudium et Spes is a pastoral, not dogmatic, constitution.134 
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According to him, in attributing this label to the constitution, the Council Fathers 

signaled that the teachings of Gaudium et Spes, however much they are concerned 

with doctrine, are primarily of a pastoral character. In other words, while 

everything in the document is an authoritative reflection of the magisterial spirit 

of the Council, some points are not beyond legitimate debate because they are 

not concerned with faith and morals. This is significant because it enables Barron 

to portray the critiques of the Nouvelle Théologie as legitimate discussions, offered 

in good faith, about certain specific passages of Gaudium et Spes, not its 

underlying theology. This is despite the fact, of course, that at the beginning of 

the lecture he openly stated that Ratzinger and Rahner, among others, did 

critique some aspects of its underlying theology.  

Nevertheless, having asserted the concordance of these great theologians with 

the underlying theology of Gaudium et Spes, Barron then proceeds to explain, in 

great detail, how it is concordant with both Catholic Tradition and the other 

documents of Vatican II; he also challenges the notion that it is a ‘liberal’ 

document by highlighting that it provided the basis for much of John Paul II’s 

conservative social positions.135 Indeed, by the end of the talk, Barron is avowing 

that most of the key features of Catholic theology that he emphasizes in his own 

ministry – for example, God as the ground of all being and therefore the ground 

of all freedom – are present in Gaudium et Spes.  

Once again, it ought to be stressed that Barron’s portrayal of Vatican II is quite in 

line with his fidelity to the Council, and also laudable from the perspective of 

magisterial teaching. This is especially the case with respect to the New 

Evangelization, which stresses the positive nature of Vatican II, that it ought to 

be a source of unity rather than dissent. Yet the weaknesses of Barron’s 

arguments in defense of this point are as evident as they are grave. After all, the 
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inconsistencies noted throughout this thesis demonstrate that Barron is not 

entirely satisfied with Vatican II, that he regards some valid conciliar and post-

conciliar reforms as ill-advised. Thus, it is somewhat disingenuous to proceed for 

the most part as if there are no major theological tensions in the conciliar 

documents and subsequent magisterial proclamations based upon them, as if 

every misreading is attributable to a poor implementation of the Council or, 

much less commonly, understandable stylistic problems in some parts of some 

texts. A key consequence of this approach, of course, is that his discourse on the 

Council is extremely unconvincing, for it conflicts with both his personal views 

and empirical facts. To demonstrate this, one only need to focus on the many 

dubious statements that he advances in order to defend it, of which his 

contradictory account of Ratzinger’s and Rahner’s relationship to Gaudium et Spes 

is a paramount example. 

In the interests of scholarly integrity, therefore, it would benefit Barron to engage 

seriously with the various hermeneutics of Vatican II that highlight the Council’s 

ambiguous character. Theologically speaking, it should not be a particularly 

onerous task. After all, although he is eager to transcend ideological divisions, 

Barron seems to align quite comfortably with the version of the hermeneutic of 

continuity propounded by Benedict XVI. One can see this allegiance manifested 

in any number of ways. Especially crucial, however, are these three: 1) his 

evaluation of Vatican II as an act of keen ressourcement and sensible aggiornamento, 

and thus an elegant third way between Tridentine stagnation and untrammeled 

modernization; 2) his belief that the aggiornamento wing of the Nouvelle Théologie, 

with its insistence on relevance, frequently adopted the last-mentioned scenario 

and thus cannot be relied upon to implement the Council fully; and 3) his belief 

that the ressourcement wing of the Nouvelle Théologie, having committed itself to 

the third way, is a reliable agent of the implementation. The most evident proof 

of all three, of course, is his constant recourse to John Paul II and Benedict XVI as 
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worthy pontiffs and key thinkers, as well as his indebtedness to other 

ressourcement theologians like von Balthasar.  

Yet it is also on display in other areas. For example, although he often criticizes 

aggiornamento thinkers, including, in an honorable manner, those whom he 

greatly respects (e.g., Congar) and those whom he has befriended (e.g., Greeley), 

he almost never critiques their ressourcement counterparts.136 Indeed, he often 

grounds his theology on their works, most notably with respect to biblical 

exegesis, in which he draws extensively upon Benedict XVI, and transcendental 

beauty, in which he draws extensively upon von Balthasar. Finally, Barron has 

already affiliated himself with this tendency by supporting publications 

associated with it. His 2017 chapter on Optatam Totius for The Reception of Vatican 

II is a case in point, for the book’s introduction clearly states: “We have assembled 

contributors from a variety of contemporary schools of thought and perspectives. 

They are united by a shared commitment to Vatican II as a ‘renewal within 

Tradition’ rather than a rupture with previously defined doctrine.”137 A little 

later, after defining the hermeneutics of discontinuity and continuity, the 

introduction repeats: “In the present volume, our contributors are committed to 

the latter hermeneutic.”138 With these points in mind, a serious, sustained 

engagement with the hermeneutics of Vatican II is quite feasible. 

As for the principal theological argument against this course of action, namely 

that it might undermine Barron’s orthodoxy in some way, it must be emphasized 

that an acknowledgment of the ambiguities of Vatican II does not irrevocably 

lead to heterodoxy. In many cases, owing to its commitment to the clarification 

of conciliar teachings, it can actually strengthen one’s personal faith and one’s 

theology – as well as the comprehension and implementation of the magisterial 
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spirit of the Council. Furthermore, and perhaps most significantly, the somewhat 

open-ended character of both Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium has 

made such engagement a necessity. Regarding the former, as noted in Chapter 

One, Vatican II’s commitment to aggiornamento and ressourcement caused it to 

reject the legalistic and aggressive tone of Trent and Vatican I. Thus, rather than 

outline a set of propositions to which Catholics had to adhere, it encouraged 

prayerful reflection on the faith in general, and offered certain guidelines as to 

how one can do this successfully. And rather than offer stern, blanket 

condemnations of the wider culture and non-Catholic religious groups, it 

emphasized the importance of dialogue, that there are points of contact as well 

as difference, and that in many respects, appealing to the former is more 

evangelically advantageous. Because of this open-ended approach, the meaning 

of Vatican II documents is not always clear-cut. Hence the desirability and the 

need for a theological reading, pursued in loyalty to the Magisterium, in order to 

clarify what Vatican II taught and why. 

The position of the post-conciliar Magisterium on the matter, of course, has only 

confirmed this point. At the end of the Council, Pope Paul VI did not, like his 

predecessor at Trent, seek to control the interpretation of the Council in its 

entirety by establishing a Congregation of the Council to implement the conciliar 

decrees properly and by forbidding any non-curial commentaries on them. 

Instead, Paul VI simply promulgated the documents of Vatican II and ordered 

them to be translated and disseminated as much as possible. As several scholars 

of Vatican II have noted, by not claiming that “the Holy See and Roman Curia” 

have “a strict monopoly on the interpretation of the council texts,” Paul VI 

effectively relinquished the idea.139 To be sure, under the more conservative 

pontificates of John Paul II and Benedict XVI, the pope and Curia sought to exert 
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greater control over the interpretation of texts, notably at the Second 

Extraordinary General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops in 1985. Yet this fell far 

short of the establishment of a monopoly, whether for the Holy See and Roman 

Curia (i.e., the Tridentine status quo) or for the Ordinary Magisterium in general 

(i.e., the Holy See and Roman Curia plus the episcopacy). Proof of this is seen in 

the fact that the episcopacy, Curia, and papacy continue to disagree about certain 

aspects of the Council to this day, but nevertheless usually do not regard one 

another as egregious heretics. The best example of this, of course, is John Paul II 

and Cardinal Ratzinger: despite their affinity for one another, both personal and 

intellectual, they diverged on key points like religious pluralism and ecumenism, 

often drawing upon Vatican II to support their respective positions.140 Hence, 

once again, the desirability and the need for a faithful theological reading of 

Vatican II in order to clarify its meaning. 

It is for these very reasons that serious discussion of the complexity of Vatican II, 

and even the occasional haziness of the conciliar reforms and those post-conciliar 

teachings built upon them, is not the exclusive preserve of fringe sedevacantists 

and extremist liberals, but of a considerable number of popes, cardinals, bishops, 

priests, theologians, and other Catholic notables in good standing with the 

Magisterium as well. Cardinal Dulles, for example, whom Barron regards as a 

brilliant theologian and an asset to the New Evangelization, stated in his 

autobiography that “while many of the conciliar and post-conciliar reforms were 

no doubt prudent and necessary accommodations to the times, they did not all 

strike me as improvements.”141 Another evangelization-oriented cardinal whom 

Barron respects, Robert Sarah, highlights in particular some weaknesses in the 

Novus Ordo Missae that he thinks negatively affect piety.142 Many of Barron’s 
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spiritual masters – Waugh, von Hildebrand, Tolkien, Dawson, Greene – have 

expressed similar concerns.143 Perhaps most interestingly, even Barron’s own 

mentor, Cardinal George, integrated the hermeneutic of continuity into his 

reflections on the New Evangelization.144 In light of such testimony, Barron’s 

insistence, without sufficient evidence, that Vatican II and the post-conciliar 

Magisterium are not the least bit responsible for the post-conciliar troubles is 

somewhat problematic. 

The close link between evangelization and the hermeneutics of Vatican II, 

moreover, is not arbitrary. For if the teachings of the Council are not 

straightforward, and if the New Evangelization has been charged with their 

actualization, theological clarification ought to be an imperative element in 

ministries dedicated to the New Evangelization. It is therefore not surprising that 

some figures involved in the initiative have already highlighted that, even at the 

best of times, the magisterial reading is not exhaustive, which makes a theological 

reading quite apt. Cardinal Wuerl is but one well-known example of this: “The 

magisterium, the Church’s teaching office, does not assert that in its proclamation 

of the faith it has exhausted every development, nuance, or application of the 

faith in the circumstances of our day.”145 Instead, it offers “sure guidance” to 

Catholics seeking to be loyal to Christ, which in the context of the New 
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Evangelization means everyone involved in the clarification and dissemination 

of Church teaching.146 

In fact, one could argue that any ministry that neglects this point is in a sense 

incomplete, no matter how popular it has become. This is because, first of all, it 

leaves unanswered the most profound questions that many Catholics have about 

the Council, and by implication the faith in general. For this reason, it seems 

improbable that such a ministry could ever satisfactorily renew the Church, for a 

‘personal touch,’ the need to convince every individual Catholic of the worth of 

the Council, is central to the New Evangelization. In the words of John Paul II, 

writing in Tertio Millennio Adveniente: “The best preparation for the new 

millennium, therefore, can only be expressed in a renewed commitment to apply, 

as faithfully as possible, the teachings of Vatican II to the life of every individual and 

of the whole Church.”147  

Because of its inability to unite the faithful in this manner, it seems unlikely that 

such a ministry could ever engage with the wider culture as fruitfully as the 

formulators of the New Evangelization have envisaged. As Paul VI stated in 

Evangelii Nuntiandi, “The Second Vatican Council states clearly and 

emphatically” that “the sign of unity among all Christians [is] the way and 

instrument of evangelization,” since “the division among Christians…impedes 

the very work of Christ.”148 Although he was clearly speaking about the divisions 

between different denominations, it seems that the division among Catholics, by 

far the largest church, as a result of the post-conciliar troubles, is no less 

scandalous. 

Of course, all this does not negate the many remarkable features of Barron’s 

theology or the many achievements of Word on Fire. It does, however, establish 
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that his ministry has theological shortcomings that affect the cogency of his 

ministry, and thus his ability to actualize the New Evangelization. Given the 

importance that the American Church has attributed to Barron and his ministry, 

these theological shortcomings, while by no means egregious, are nonetheless 

serious.  

In consequence, it seems that the best way for Barron to clarify his theology, and 

thereby strengthen his ministry, would be to undertake a critical analysis of these 

alleged ambiguities and frankly discuss his findings via Word on Fire. At best, 

he might find, as do many proponents of the hermeneutic of continuity, that the 

alleged shortcomings of certain conciliar and post-conciliar reforms are 

misunderstandings or even fabrications, and challenge those who propound 

them. At worst, he might realize that Vatican II has been problematic in some 

respects and alter his theology accordingly. In both cases, key inconsistencies in 

Barron’s thinking would disappear, a factor that would strengthen his theology 

significantly. Naturally, the enormous support that Barron has garnered by 

portraying conciliar teaching as generally bereft of ambiguity makes it unlikely 

that he would ever undertake such a study even if he wanted to do so. From a 

purely intellectual point of view, however, Barron’s theology would benefit 

greatly from such a study, since his current views on the origins of the post-

conciliar troubles are quite strained and increasingly untenable. 

Barron’s Understanding of the New Evangelization, while Faithful to Church 

Teaching, is not Always Conducive to its Propagation 

In light of this review of the main facets of Barron’s theology, his overall 

understanding of the New Evangelization becomes clear. In terms of content, 

Barron’s main theological ideas are concordant with those of the Magisterium, 

and especially with those of John Paul II and Benedict XVI. This concordance is 

most evident with regard to Christocentrism. Every major document of the New 

Evangelization – by Paul VI, John Paul II, Benedict XVI, and Francis – stresses the 
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significance of Christ.149 Moreover, as the theologian Tracey Rowland remarks in 

a recent book about the New Evangelization, the belief that theology and 

evangelization must always ground itself in Christ, even when pursuing 

aggiornamento, was a hallmark of the pontificates of John Paul II and Benedict 

XVI.150 Thus, Barron’s unwavering commitment to ‘the priority of Christ,’ in 

addition to highlighting his orthodox Christology, demonstrates his profound 

understanding of the theological underpinnings of the New Evangelization – a 

fact that Rowland herself notes.151 

The other pillars of his theology are likewise concordant with the Magisterium’s 

explication of the New Evangelization. By giving prominence to transcendental 

beauty, Baron fulfills the desire of the postconciliar papacy to pursue fresh, 

vibrant ways of spreading the Gospel, and is also apt in light of John Paul II’s and 

Benedict XVI’s affinity for the theological aesthetics of von Balthasar.152 Barron’s 

Christian humanism, centered in Christ and hostile to the militant atheistic 

humanism rampant in the West today, is also faithful to Church teaching on the 

matter, and once again bears a special resemblance to the teachings of John Paul 

II and Benedict XVI. Barron’s belief that the Church, owing to its proximity to 

Christ, is integral to salvation, and therefore to evangelization, complements the 

Magisterium’s view of the Church’s role in the New Evangelization as well.153 As 

Cardinal Wuerl notes, in the key texts of the initiative, “the Church” emerges as 

the “font of the New Evangelization,” the vehicle through which people are 
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brought to and sustained in the faith.154 Finally, Barron’s belief that Vatican II is 

not to blame for the post-conciliar troubles, and therefore can contribute to a 

renewal of the Church, echoes magisterial teaching, which constantly highlights 

the integrity of the Council and draws upon it to assist in the understanding of 

the New Evangelization.155  

To be sure, when closely examined, certain discrepancies emerge between 

Barron’s theology and that of the Magisterium. As already stated, however, these 

points are not always major, and ought not to overshadow Barron’s remarkable 

loyalty to Catholic orthodoxy. At the same time, in the context of evangelization, 

loyalty to the cause is not enough; in order for the enterprise to succeed, a 

persuasive articulation of it is central as well. In this respect, it is clear that Barron 

falls short, because the intellectual framework with which he defends the 

integrity of Vatican II, the touchstone of the New Evangelization, is inadequate 

to the task. In other words, by not engaging with the hermeneutics of Vatican II, 

Barron’s theology is ill-equipped to renew the Church internally in every respect, 

because it cannot satisfy all the objections of those within the Church who have 

doubts about it. Furthermore, since the hermeneutics are critical for a clarification 

of the many ambiguities of Vatican II, Barron’s theology is ill-equipped to 

comprehend the conciliar teachings in their entirety. As a result, Barron’s 

understanding of the New Evangelization, while orthodox, is not in every respect 

conducive to its actualization.  
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2. An Evangelical Assessment of Barron 

Barron’s Word on Fire Ministry Successfully Answers Vatican II’s Call for 

Evangelism 

A notable feature of Vatican II was its emphasis on evangelization. In his 

introductory address to the Council Fathers, Pope John XXIII stressed that 

Vatican II had not been convened to reform the deposit of faith, but to defend 

and communicate it better to modern people using modern means.156 A key 

means of achieving this, he and the Council Fathers decided, was to include the 

whole Church in missionary work, to make evangelization “a basic duty of the 

People of God,” which is why each conciliar decree – to bishops, to priests, to 

religious, and to laypeople – reaffirms the importance of evangelization both for 

one’s own salvation and that of others.157 As a result of the post-conciliar troubles, 

this teaching faltered somewhat in the decades after Vatican II. Hence the 

Magisterium’s call for a New Evangelization so that, “in this time of uncertainty 

and confusion,” Catholics “may accomplish this task [of evangelization] with 

ever increasing love, zeal, and joy.”158 Significantly, all post-conciliar popes have 

reiterated the need for this New Evangelization.159 By founding Word on Fire on 

his own initiative, therefore, and choosing to write easy-to-read books about the 

faith even as a professor at Mundelein, Barron has upheld this key evangelical 

principle well. 

In addition, to ensure that the Gospel reaches everybody and makes sense to 

them, both Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium have stressed the need 

for technological and cultural sophistication among evangelists. Vatican II’s Inter 
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Mirifica suggests that evangelists should use every available avenue – including 

“the press, movies, television and the like” – to engage with “the whole of human 

society.”160 In 1992, the Pontifical Council for Social Communications offered a 

firmer view: “Along with traditional means such as witness of life, catechetics, 

personal contact, popular piety, the liturgy and similar celebrations, the use of 

media is now essential in evangelization and catechesis.”161 By communicating 

the faith through books, newspapers, homilies, lecture tours, study programs, 

radio, the internet, television, and film, Barron’s ministry well embodies this 

aspect of the New Evangelization. In fact, it would be no exaggeration to say that 

few if any contemporary Catholic ministries in the world are as dynamic as Word 

on Fire and that almost no other influential Catholic theologians and prelates 

have utilized the new media as successfully as Barron. Owing to the low cost and 

enormous reach of the internet, Word on Fire, in addition to possessing its own 

well-organized and attractive website, is well represented on YouTube, 

Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter, four of the most frequented sites in the world. 

Perhaps the best illustration of Barron’s global reach is Pope Francis’s 

exclamation upon meeting him in person for the first time in 2015: “Ah, the great 

preacher, who makes the airwaves tremble!”162  

Regarding cultural sensitivity, Vatican II and the post-conciliar Magisterium 

make clear that evangelists ought to take into account the worldview of their 

audience. As Gaudium et Spes puts it, “From the beginning of her history [the 

Church] has learned to express the message of Christ…to the grasp of all as well 

as to the needs of the learned.”163 This can involve using the ideas and 

terminology of reigning philosophies to express the Gospel, as Aquinas did with 

Aristotle; ‘baptizing’ aspects of previous religions in order to make the transition 
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to Christianity easier, as Sts. Gregory the Great and Augustine of Canterbury did 

in Anglo-Saxon England; or simply ensuring that Catholics do not unnecessarily 

antagonize the local culture through ignorance or lack of tact, as French 

missionaries often did in Imperial China. “This accommodated preaching of the 

revealed word,” Gaudium et Spes continues, “ought to remain the law of all 

evangelization.”164 One can interpret Barron’s friendly and gentle demeanor as a 

reflection of this principle, for he knows that many people in the West, including 

Catholics, have little tolerance for stringent, haughty, self-righteous clergymen.165 

Most notable in this regard is his tendency to sit and smile a lot in videos, his 

propensity to converse with rather than talk down to his audience, and his 

avoidance of incendiary language even when responding to rude YouTube 

comments.  

One can see this principle at work, too, in Barron’s efforts to reach out to the 

wider culture by providing Catholic commentaries on recent books, films, 

television series, and events. For the most part, he is able to find in these things 

the “seeds of the word” – a phrase he likely adopted from Pope Paul VI’s Evangelii 

Nuntiandi and/or Vatican II’s Ad Gentes – which symbolize the connections that 

make possible a dialogue between Catholicism and modern culture.166 Bob Dylan 

is a good example of this, as Barron shows how one can find God even in the 

lyrics of one of the great counterculture icons of the 1960s.167 When he cannot find 

such seeds, as when he reviewed Agora, Barron uses the subject under discussion 

to highlight the negative aspects of modernity and the ways in which Catholicism 

can help to correct them.168 This sensitivity to culture is also evident in Word on 

Fire’s decision to translate many of its articles into Spanish, for although 
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mandatory Spanish classes are now common in American seminaries, many 

American Catholic ministries still do not provide resources for monoglot 

Hispanic migrants.169 

Above all, Barron’s attentiveness to culture is reflected in his vibrancy, his desire 

to present Church teaching in a fresh, engaging way. Perceiving that modern 

persons are often averse to dense and lengthy theological expositions, Barron’s 

most syndicated videos and articles tend to be short and to the point; even his 

academic works are concise and contain minimal academic jargon.170 When 

discussing difficult concepts, he frequently employs analogies and or/stories to 

assist his audience in understanding them and to show how they relate to the 

lives of ordinary persons. In his exposition on transubstantiation, for instance, 

Barron cites two anecdotal tales: Aquinas’s perpetual weeping during the 

Eucharistic sacrifice and Flannery O’Connor’s fiery declaration that if the 

Eucharist is only a symbol, “I say to hell with it.”171 The persons and events of 

these stories make them memorable, as some people might find it hard to imagine 

the erudite Aquinas in tears or the sickly, introverted O’Connor forcefully 

asserting herself. They are also theologically orthodox, for while they do not 

touch on the complex theology of the doctrine, they illustrate in a creative manner 

what it means to believe in the Real Presence and why it is so important. For these 

reasons, they are likely to generate more interest in and sympathy for the doctrine 

among the general public than a dense theological treatise. In every aspect of his 

ministry, Barron strives for such vibrancy, so much so that it has become 

something of a trademark of Word on Fire. 
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The vast number of supporters for Barron and Word on Fire shows just how 

successful his ministry has been. The formal backing that he has received from 

the hierarchy alone is astonishing. It was Cardinal George, one of the most 

influential American prelates of his generation, who first recognized the potential 

of Word on Fire, which before 2004 was quite obscure, to be a spearhead for the 

New Evangelization in America.172 He patronized Word on Fire and encouraged 

Barron to become a full-time evangelist; he also wrote a warm foreword to The 

Priority of Christ, Barron’s greatest theological work.173 Other influential prelates 

who explicitly support Word on Fire include Archbishop Chaput of Philadelphia, 

who wrote an approving foreword to Exploring Catholic Theology, and Cardinal 

Dolan of New York, who wrote an equally approving foreword to Seeds of the 

Word.174 It is likely, too, that Barron’s rather surprising elevation to the episcopate 

and, given his age, his unprecedented appointment as chair of the USCCB’s 

Committee on Evangelization and Catechesis is a reflection, respectively, of the 

Vatican’s and the American hierarchy’s support for him.175 This suggests that, 

regardless of his occasional theological and evangelical slips, the leaders of the 

Catholic Church regard Barron as a competent thinker vital to the success of the 

New Evangelization. 

No doubt Barron’s widespread popularity among the laity and non-Catholics 

contributes to this hierarchical support. After all, as Peter Kreeft notes in his 

foreword to Vibrant Paradoxes, Barron is the first American Catholic evangelist 

since Fulton Sheen to gain significant traction in the wider culture.176 It is notable 

that even when his influence was limited largely to the Archdiocese of Chicago, 

laypeople were eager to listen to Barron and aid him in any way they could. 
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When Barron announced his desire to begin a small-time radio ministry, for 

example, Chicago laypeople raised $50,000 to get him fifteen minutes of 

airtime.177 Later, when he asked the faithful for $3,000,000 to produce the 

CATHOLICISM series that would propel him to national fame, laypeople 

throughout the country provided almost all the funds.178 Although exact 

numbers are difficult to calculate, laypeople almost certainly constitute the 

largest demographic of Word on Fire, as illustrated by Barron’s constant release 

of new study materials for Catholics wanting to learn more about their faith and 

also the fact that he has more YouTube subscribers than America, Commonweal, 

and National Catholic Reporter combined.179 Clearly, a large number of laypeople, 

like their bishops, have faith in Barron as a competent thinker and a leader of the 

New Evangelization. 

Lastly and perhaps most remarkably, Barron is building a favorable reputation 

among non-Catholics. A considerable number of non-Catholics, of course, 

notably hardened atheists and conservative Protestants, have criticized Barron 

on occasion.180 Nonetheless, Barron’s tactful approach to evangelization, as well 

as his erudite persona, are having a positive effect on others. For example, 

Brandon Vogt, the Content Director of Word on Fire, notes that several atheists 

found Barron’s responses on The Rubin Report quite impressive.181 One of these 

was Dave Rubin himself, who reached out to Barron at the request of many of his 

Twitter followers and, despite their disagreement over almost every subject 

discussed, treated the newly consecrated bishop with a “stream of respect and 
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appreciation.”182 Barron also seems to have built a support base among 

Protestants. It is notable, for instance, that the ecumenical Claremont Center for 

Reason, Religion, and Public Affairs invited Barron in 2018 to hold an all-day 

dialogue with William Lane Craig, and that Craig viewed this as desirable. This 

shows that at least some influential Protestants consider Barron to be a worthy 

spokesman for the Catholic Church, even the Catholic equivalent of “the most 

effective” evangelical Protestant apologist in America.183  

Despite its Success, Word on Fire Has Several Weaknesses 

The sheer success of Barron and his ministry, while remarkable, does not eclipse 

the latter’s weaknesses. The previous chapters have highlighted several instances 

in which Barron’s evangelical style does not do full justice to Vatican II and 

occasionally undermines or contradicts the Catholic point of view. It is true that 

many of the highlighted shortcomings are quite minor, a matter of poor wording 

or insufficient discussion. Because Barron repeats these mistakes again and again, 

however, they end up having a ‘snowball effect’ on his ministry in that they 

become more serious as time goes on. His tendency to utter unsubstantiated 

statements is a case in point. To note but a few examples, to call Scotus a 

nominalist is misleading; to say that Agora blames Christians for burning down 

the Library of Alexandria is factually incorrect; to call the contemporary German 

Bundestag the Reichstag repeatedly is misinformed and, given the latter’s 

association with certain painful episodes in German history, quite tactless; to call 

James Joyce “irredeemably Catholic” when he was in fact a confirmed unbeliever 

is puzzling; to imply that the New Atheists are consciously emulating the Soviets 

is misrepresentative and somewhat unfair given that most of them are confirmed 

anti-communists.184 In at least one case – his assertion that Bart Ehrman denied 
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the historicity of the Resurrection in How Jesus Became God – Barron’s comments 

have sparked controversy, Ehrman accusing Barron of not reading the book 

properly, of reviewing it only to launch condescending “cheap shots” against 

scholars who challenge his “fundamentalist views.”185 Considering that Ehrman 

is a noteworthy exegete whom many non-believers respect, and also Barron’s 

desire to portray himself as amiable and theologically competent, this criticism is 

significant. It shows that these unsubstantiated statements really do detract 

somewhat from Barron’s otherwise successful ministry. 

Furthermore, Barron’s responses, especially in interviews, are sometimes 

inadequate and even careless. His response to the question of women’s 

ordination, noted in Chapter Four, is a good instance of this.186 Incorrectly 

assuming that the only significant argument in favor of women’s ordination is 

that of power dynamics, Barron’s two-minute response was wholly concerned 

with rebutting this one point. In sum, he contended that women should not 

concern themselves with ecclesial authority because they, like Catholic men, have 

the potential to become saints, whose spiritual power transcends that of ordinary 

hierarchs. Although Barron’s argument has some merit, his minimalist response 

did not do full justice to magisterial teaching on this subject and gave the 

impression that he does not respect advocates of women’s ordination enough to 

dialogue with them properly. In other interviews, Barron’s friendly demeanor 

and preoccupation with dialogue occasionally appear overly sanctimonious or 

divorced from reality, especially in times of tragedy, as is pointed out later in this 

section. 
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In light of Evangelii Nuntiandi’s insistence that evangelist-theologians should 

engage in “tireless” research and present Church teaching with “care and tact,” 

Barron’s shortcomings here are fairly serious.187 At best, they detract from and 

occasionally obscure his main points; at worst, they damage his reputation as an 

erudite theologian and his ministry as a reliable source of Catholic apologetics. 

Significantly, several Catholics have already pointed this out. In 2008, the 

theologian William L. Portier, while supportive of Barron, commented on the 

weakness of his historical expositions, which are written in a manner that 

suggests that ideas alone drive history, that events like the Reformation occurred 

in isolation from economic and sociological factors.188 He also criticized Barron 

for portraying progressive theologians like Rahner unfairly and phrasing his 

views on the priesthood and religious orders in such a way that he seemed to 

belie Vatican II’s call to universal holiness.189 In light of Barron’s ambivalence 

toward the People of God metaphor, this latter point has some basis in reality. 

All the others, however, are misunderstandings of his views – 

misunderstandings for which Barron’s unsystematic approach appears to be 

responsible. Two years later, Grant Gallicho, the associate editor of Commonweal, 

criticized Barron for caricaturing another journalist’s article about why Catholics 

are leaving the Church and dismissing the reasoning of these ex-believers with 

insufficient sympathy.190 It is true that Barron says that one is never justified in 

leaving the Church.191 Yet he does not seek to offend those who leave. The fact 

that Gallicho thinks he did shows that Barron’s efforts at amicability are not 

always successful. 
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In 2015, an article on OnePeterFive, a well-known American traditionalist 

website, excoriated Barron for his “smarmy” and “sanctimonious” interview 

following the 2015 Paris terrorist attacks, in which Islamic extremists murdered 

130 people over a two-day period.192 In the midst of this tragedy, the author 

argued, Catholics yearned for a robust pastoral statement from the newly 

consecrated bishop – not unlike those that Fulton Sheen used to give in the 

Tridentine era to those worried about communism.193 Yet Barron’s response, the 

article noted incredulously, “aroused no outrage, not even a wince of distaste.”194 

Instead, after reminiscing about how wonderful Paris was when he had studied 

there as a student, Barron vaguely noted the need for non-violence and solidarity 

with Muslims.195 Barron’s comments here, of course, are in line with several 

Catholic teachings that the contemporary papacy has stressed, including the 

tragedy of violence, the futility of hatred, the virtue of forgiveness, the dignity of 

refugees, the need to love one another, and the danger of scapegoating.196 But the 

impression he gave – that the Church is nonchalant about terrorism and more 

concerned with placating the perpetrators than comforting the victims – is not.197  

More recently, in 2018, the Catholic scholar Michael Sean Winters asserted that 

fame has made Barron increasingly crass, so much so that Word on Fire is 

nowadays more a money-making venture than a vehicle for the New 

Evangelization.198 To dismiss the work of Word on Fire completely is quite unfair, 

for it by and large proclaims contemporary magisterial teaching well; has the 
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support of the Vatican and the American hierarchy; and publishes most of its 

materials for free online. Nonetheless, the fact that a Catholic scholar would say 

this and that a well-known Catholic newspaper would publish it is strong 

evidence that some believers regard the tone of Barron’s ministry as 

unconvincing and increasingly superficial.  

Less drastically, in 2017 a priest writing for Crisis Magazine, while admitting 

Barron’s evangelical success, criticized him for his poor use of analogies.199 In 

particular, he faulted Barron’s statement that the Church’s losing battle against 

the 1960s counterculture is analogous to the Gallipoli Campaign of the First 

World War, in which Allied forces got bogged down in a bloody series of battles 

on the beaches of the Dardanelles and were eventually forced to retreat.200 This 

analogy, the author notes, is not helpful, not only because it is somewhat 

defeatist, but because it assumes a sharp division between ordinary Catholics and 

the wider culture that simply does not exist anymore, that the fortress mentality 

of the Tridentine era is still in vogue.201 The article itself comes to the wrong 

conclusion, for whatever this particular statement might suggest, Barron is well-

aware that secular humanist ideas have penetrated the Church.202 Nonetheless, it 

demonstrates that Barron’s analogies, however vivid, sometimes fail to convey 

his main point. 

At times, Barron’s unsystematic approach is also problematic. This is not to say, 

of course, that a systematic approach is indispensable, or even always favorable, 

to the New Evangelization. As Word on Fire itself has shown, a quick and concise 

response to the main issue of the day, whatever that might be, is an effective way 

to engage with the wider culture. At the same time, in order to avoid ambiguity, 
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a degree of systematization is advantageous in any setting. Given that the main 

goal of the New Evangelization is the clarification and conveyance of magisterial 

teaching to people who do not understand it, and in many cases actively agitate 

against it, one could argue that a degree of systematization is necessary for 

ministries like Word on Fire. By this is not meant, of course, that evangelists like 

Barron cannot succeed unless they publish a complete systematics, their own 

‘Summa Theologiae,’ so to speak. It does mean, however, that their views, 

regardless of the media through which they are expressed, ought to be set out in 

a logical manner so as to minimize ambiguity and confusion.  

Significantly, a number of commentators on the New Evangelization have 

already pointed this out, showing how it can benefit both internal and external 

evangelization. A good example of the former is Cardinal Wuerl, who believes 

that the first step to furthering the New Evangelization in the Catholic school 

system must be “an increased focus on deepening young people’s relationship 

with Jesus through intentional and systematic catechesis.”203 A good example of 

the latter is Leonard Sullivan, a seasoned street preacher from England. In a 

contribution to a notable book about the New Evangelization, Sullivan offered 

some pieces of advice to budding evangelists, especially those who wish to 

engage with the wider culture. The first point highlights the importance of a 

systematic knowledge of the faith: “First, do you know Catholic teaching 

accurately? I have met a lot of Catholics who thought they did but in fact held 

ideas that were not true to Catholic teaching.”204 The second point highlights the 

need for clarity in the communication of it: “Second, can you explain the teaching 

in a clear way, one which the listener can understand? Thinking over the ways in 
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which I have heard some Catholic teachers of children and adults trying to do 

this, I have seen some dismal results.”205  

One could argue, of course, that ministries heavily invested in social media ought 

to be excepted from the need to systematize their views because their target 

audience is often not interested in systematic discourses. In fact, in many cases, 

the engines of social media work against this approach, Twitter’s 280-character 

limit for each post being a case in point. As the New Evangelist commentator 

Greg Willits remarked when the limit was still 140 characters, “I’ve spent several 

years in media ministry…. But if someone asked, ‘Hey, what is Catholicism?’ I’d 

probably stammer and stumble like the next guy as I tried to fit two thousand 

years of teaching, history, theology, and witness into a 140-character tweetable 

answer.”206 

It is worth noting, however, that a degree of systematization is still possible, 

especially when one utilizes YouTube to its fullest extent. For example, Jackson 

Crawford is a prominent Old Norse specialist whose channel on YouTube 

attracts many modern-day Germanic pagans.207 Although Crawford is not pagan 

himself, he recognizes that these people look to him for guidance about their 

religious beliefs. Thus, he regularly posts videos explaining the myths and rituals 

of the ancient Germans, many of which are extraordinarily comprehensive. His 

analyses of the Eddas, the key literary sources for the subject, are cases in point: 

often he goes through each poem stanza by stanza, translating directly from the 

Old Norse and offering in-depth theological and philosophical commentary. 

Another example is the Catholic philosopher Gregory Sadler, an expert on St. 

Anselm, who operates a YouTube channel dedicated to the teaching of 

philosophy. Although not officially a Catholic channel, Sadler does focus on 
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philosophies sympathetic to the Catholic point of view, and is vocal in his 

dismissal of anti-religious thinkers like Bertrand Russell. His videos are also 

extraordinarily systematic: his section-by-section explication of Hegel’s 

Phenomenology of Spirit alone runs for well over a hundred hours.208 It should be 

noted that both Crawford and Sadler, like Barron, are very busy men: the former 

combines a full-time teaching position with numerous translation projects and 

the latter combines a part-time teaching position with the operation of a 

prominent philosophy foundation. In other words, Crawford and Sadler not only 

provide systematic instruction via social media, but manage to do so in their free 

time. Thus, it is dubious to say that because Word on Fire is an electronic-focused 

ministry it is unable to be systematic, for plenty of other spokespeople for various 

causes have successfully utilized electronic media in this manner. 

As noted throughout the thesis, Barron’s unsystematic approach, because it 

prevents him from clarifying aspects of his theology, sometimes lacks the “care 

and tact” that Paul VI considered central to the success of the New 

Evangelization.209 Indeed, it sometimes gives the impression that he either does 

not know magisterial teaching or has deviated from it in some fashion. His 

passionate discourses in defense of ornate art and architecture, for example, 

imply that minimalism and simplicity are in themselves foreign to Catholic 

Tradition – a statement that seems to deny the validity of Cistercian and 

Carthusian churches. His lack of discussion about the Holy Spirit does not reflect 

the post-conciliar Magisterium’s emphasis on the third person of the Trinity and 

makes his understanding of God a little lopsided. The general tone of his 

ministry, moreover, excepting his outreach to Hispanics, is somewhat 

Eurocentric, Barron talking very little about non-European, non-Latin Rite 
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reflections of the faith. The vast majority of spiritual masters, theologians, and 

philosophers he draws upon, for example, are Europeans or descendants of 

Europeans – a state of affairs that might imply that Barron is either unacquainted 

with or dismissive of non-European forms of Catholic spirituality. This is 

especially so given that, when Barron does talk about such things, his 

presentations are often flawed. Hesychasm is a case in point, his discussion 

erroneously implying that it is an established Latin Rite practice.  

To be sure, allegations that Barron is ignorant or heterodox are frequently 

overblown, and have been largely limited to Catholic traditionalist circles, the 

unkind tone and strawman tactics of which undermine and at times obscure their 

main arguments.210 Nevertheless, these critiques do highlight real problems in 

Barron’s ministry. Unless he clarifies his positions and makes an effort not to 

repeat them, it is likely that others will begin to voice similar criticisms in the near 

future and that his ministry will suffer in consequence. 

The Perils of Fame: The Case of Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen 

The above-mentioned weaknesses of Barron’s theology and evangelization place 

his rapid rise to fame in a new light. In particular, they throw into question the 

wisdom of Barron’s desire for more growth. So far this thesis has not focused on 

this aspiration, as Barron uttered it publicly for the first time in late 2017, which 

puts it just outside the temporal scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, because Barron 

is still active, and because the conclusions of this thesis are relevant to his 

ministry, it is worth speculating a little on the future of Word on Fire. In his book-

length interview with John Allen, Barron makes clear that, as a result of Word on 

Fire’s remarkable success, the time has come to transform it from a ministry into 

an international movement complete with mission houses, theological institutes, 
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a new edition of the Bible, and a special priestly order.211 Two of his inspirations 

are the personal prelature Opus Dei and the lay movement Communion and 

Liberation.212  

Already Barron has begun making preparations for this transition. For example, 

several of his aides, notably Brandon Vogt, have become evangelists in their own 

right, and write books and operate websites very similar to Barron’s.213 Barron 

himself founded the Word on Fire Institute in late 2018, an online theological 

school for the formation of new evangelists.214 Although unaccredited, it counts 

among its staff eight professors with advanced degrees (including Barron), 

publishes a relatively rigorous journal, and teaches equally rigorous courses 

fundamental to Barron’s thought: ‘How “Nones” can Misread the Bible,’ 

‘Imaginative Apologetics,’ ‘the Theology of Hans Urs von Balthasar,’ ‘Reaching 

the Indifferent,’ ‘Faith and Science,’ and so on.215 This is in addition, of course, to 

Barron’s and Word on Fire’s constant work on television, in print, and online, as 

well as Barron’s pastoral duties among the one million Catholics of the Santa 

Barbara Pastoral Region. 

This continued growth is in line with the aspirations of Vatican II and the New 

Evangelization. The former, after all, recognized and promoted international 

organizations that, mobilizing the laity, “evangelize and sanctify in a special 

way” and “infuse a Christian spirit into the temporal order.”216 Word on Fire 

certainly meets these requirements. Even Barron’s modeling the proposed Word 
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214 Word on Fire Institute website, accessed 16 July 2019, https://wordonfire.institute/. 
215 Ibid. 
216 Apostolicam Actuositatem, 20. 
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on Fire movement on Opus Dei is licit because, while the organization has its 

critics, it is an established personal prelature of the Church, Popes John Paul II 

and Francis having declared as saints its founder and second leader.217  

At the same time, from a practical point of view, more growth might exacerbate 

the tensions in Barron’s ministry. Here it is helpful to dwell on the experiences of 

Fulton Sheen, Barron’s great predecessor. Both men share a similar background 

in that they were talented theologians who felt duty-bound to leave academia in 

order to catechize the faithful and evangelize the wider culture. Like Barron, 

Sheen saw value in the new media – radio in the 1920s and 1930s and television 

in the 1940s and 1950s – and utilized it to the full, while still making extensive 

use of more traditional avenues like pulpit preaching, books, and pamphlets.218 

Also like Barron, Sheen became a national celebrity at a relatively early age and, 

as a result, was in 1951 appointed auxiliary bishop to an influential archdiocese 

(New York).219 Just as today’s hierarchy quickly appointed Barron head of the 

Committee on Evangelization and Catechization, the late-Tridentine hierarchy 

swiftly appointed Sheen national director of the Society for the Propagation of 

the Faith.220 Although vastly different in terms of style and content, Sheen’s Life 

is Worth Living television series, like Barron’s CATHOLICISM, conveyed the 

profundity of the faith to a largely non-Catholic public successfully and with 

flair.221 By the time Vatican II opened in 1961, Sheen was the leading evangelist 

                                                           
217 Curiously, the Vatican website no longer lists the apostolic constitution Ut Sit that 

established Opus Dei as the Church’s first and, to this date, only personal prelature. The full 

text, however, is provided by ETWN: John Paul II, Ut sit, 23 August 1982, accessed 16 July 2019, 

http://www.ewtn.com/library/curia/cbisutsi.htm. 
218 Reeves, America’s Bishop, 62-65, 78-82, 223-250, 374-380. 
219 Ibid., 218-220. It is notable that Pope Pius XII, who elevated Sheen to the episcopacy, was 

extraordinarily fond of Sheen and his ministry, so much so that, in contrast to his usual 

aristocratic demeanor, he always called Sheen by his first name. Ibid., 219. For further 

information about Pius XII’s aristocratic outlook, consult Plínio Corrêa de Oliveira, Nobility and 

Analogous Traditional Elites in the Allocutions of Pius XII: A Theme Illuminating American Social 

History (York, PA: Hamilton Press, 1993). 
220 In fact, Sheen’s appointment to this position took place even before he was formally 

consecrated. See Reeves, America’s Bishop, 211. 
221 Ibid., 227-230. 
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of the American Church and one of its most respected thinkers, whose audience 

numbered tens of millions worldwide. 

Following Vatican II, however, Sheen’s ministry faltered. Partly this was a result 

of the post-conciliar troubles, for Sheen had always stressed the doctrinal and 

canonical unity of the Church; as this seemed to fall apart, he became a lot less 

confident and therefore a lot less convincing. In this respect, Sheen and Barron 

diverge, for the latter has never allowed the post-conciliar troubles to debilitate 

his ministry. Yet there were also deeper structural issues that explain Sheen’s 

difficulties – issues that are of relevance to Word on Fire. During Sheen’s rise to 

fame, from the 1920s to the 1950s, his ministry emphasized intellectual quality 

and clearness of communication. For example, Sheen used to work for up to 

thirty hours preparing each twenty-minute episode of Life is Worth Living, 

making eight to ten drafts over the space of a week, which he submitted to 

ecclesial censors to highlight any theological ambiguities.222 He then translated 

the final draft into Italian and French, which he read out to persons fluent in these 

languages, to clarify the concepts in his mind.223 In addition to his electronic 

ministry, Sheen also produced a steady stream of academic-level publications in 

order to maintain his intellectual standing among both the public and 

professional scholars.224  

Following the height of his fame in the early 1960s, however, the quality of his 

ministry declined dramatically. On the one hand, this was because he had much 

less time for it. This was especially so after 1966, when Pope Paul VI, concerned 

that Sheen’s long-time feud with Cardinal Spellman was affecting the health of 

the archdiocese, appointed Sheen Bishop of Rochester, a diocese approximately 

                                                           
222 Ibid., 226. 
223 Ibid. 
224 The most important of these are Fulton J. Sheen, Philosophy of Science (Milwaukee: The Bruce 

Publishing Company, 1934); Fulton J. Sheen, The Mystical Body of Christ (Notre Dame: Ave 

Maria Press, 2015); Fulton J. Sheen, Preface to Religion (New York: P.J. Kennedy and Sons, 1946); 

Fulton J. Sheen, The Life of Christ (New York: Image Books/Doubleday, 2008). 
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350 miles away from New York City.225 Whereas in New York Sheen had been 

allowed to delegate pastoral duties and ecclesial administration in order to 

evangelize, in Rochester he had to deal with them personally. For a man whose 

last normal parish assignment had been in 1925, this was taxing work.226 On the 

other hand, despite these constraints, Sheen was determined to push his ministry 

to new heights. As soon as color television was available, for instance, he insisted 

on producing a new series of Life is Worth Living; he also insisted on publishing 

more books to explain the richness of the Vatican II reforms and to show that his 

pastoral responsibilities in Rochester in no way signaled his retirement from full-

time evangelization.227  

While his goals may have been laudable, they were not at all feasible, and to 

realize them he had to make sacrifices. No longer could he spare thirty hours to 

draft each television episode, let alone translate them into Italian and French; no 

longer could he keep up with contemporary scholarship or produce work to an 

academic standard; no longer could he find the time to answer more than a small 

percentage of the theological queries that people asked him either in person or 

via the post. In consequence, his ministry suffered on all fronts: the revamp of 

Life is Worth Living, full of awkward language and poorly explained ideas, “died 

quickly in syndication,” as did the majority of his books from the 1960s.228 The 

situation in Rochester, for its part, deteriorated so rapidly as a result of the post-

conciliar troubles that Sheen resigned after only three years. By the time of his 

death in 1979, despite rare public utterances, he had become somewhat reclusive 

                                                           
225 Reeves, America’s Bishop, 286-290. 
226 Ibid., 56. This assignment, moreover, was for only a few months, to make sure that Sheen, 

with his freshly awarded agrégé en Philosophie from Louvain, did not consider himself above 

pastoral work. 
227 Ibid., 285-286, 302. 
228 Ibid., 286. Regarding his books, there are several exceptions, for his autobiography (Treasure 

in Clay) and his discourse on the priesthood (A Priest is Not his Own) remain in print.  
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and disillusioned, his ministry largely reduced to a nostalgic memory in the 

minds of his aging supporters.229 

In light of these experiences, Barron’s call for more growth seems rather ominous, 

as his ministry displays some of the same weaknesses as Sheen’s. Since his 

elevation to the episcopate, for example, Barron notes that he has less time to 

evangelize, that he spends much of his day in traffic jams on his way to do 

pastoral work.230 This probably explains why in the four years since his episcopal 

ordination he has not published a single academic work, only collections of 

speeches and small essays, much of which are already available online, a short 

pastoral letter on the sex abuse crisis, and a book-length interview co-written 

with John Allen. It is almost certainly the reason why he has not elaborated upon 

the original scholarly contributions he made before the airing of CATHOLICISM, 

notably Radical Orthodoxy, a field in which he was once a Catholic pioneer. Nor 

has Barron elaborated upon his understanding of theosis, arguably the most 

fascinating aspect of his theology, a subject upon which he could easily become 

a Catholic authority if he expanded upon his views in an academic setting.  

It is true that Barron’s electronic ministry remains strong. Yet his YouTube 

videos, while vibrant and captivating, are frequently rehashes of what he has 

been saying for years; there is far less new content than there was ten years ago.231 

                                                           
229 Ibid., 328-360. 
230 Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 7. Barron asserted in 2017 that this lack of time does not 

bother him. Years earlier, however, Barron pointed out that unnecessarily delays irritate him, 

presumably because they detract from his missionary work: “As a Chicagoan, I find myself, 

unavoidably, in a lot of traffic jams, and nothing infuriates me more. You are stuck in place, 

usually behind a massive truck, and you have no idea when you will get where you want to 

be…. I hate waiting in doctors’ offices; I hate waiting in lines at the bank; I hate waiting for the 

lights to come back on when the electricity fails.” Barron, Bridging the Great Divide, 167. 
231 In late 2018, for example, Barron posted a video that criticized Stephen Hawking’s 

understanding of God. It is fascinating in and of itself; the comment section shows that it has 

generated favorable reviews. Yet the subject matter of the video – criticism of Hawking and, 

more broadly, criticism of the New Atheists – has been discussed at length in earlier videos as 

well as in Barron’s books. For the 2018 video, see Robert Barron, ‘Is Stephen Hawking Right 

About God?’ YouTube, 5 November 2018, accessed 16 July 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYXPIy3MzoM. For examples of earlier videos that touch 
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His CATHOLICISM: The Pivotal Players, for its part, does offer some new content, 

although many of the pivotal players are staples of Barron’s ministry; to write the 

scripts, he could easily have drawn upon his earlier videos and writings. Barron 

is, of course, justified in repeating himself on occasion since new persons discover 

his ministry constantly and the Church still faces the same problems it did when 

Word on Fire first started. Nonetheless, Barron gives the impression of repeating 

himself in part because he does not have the time to produce new material.  

Whether this means that Barron will suffer the same fate as Sheen is unknown. 

After all, Barron has already displayed more initiative than Sheen in confronting 

the post-conciliar troubles and more success in balancing his pastoral, 

administrative, and evangelical duties. In addition, Sheen was a man who 

preferred to work alone and whose ministry was a one-man show.232 In contrast, 

Barron has a dedicated support team who increasingly manage the logistics of 

Word on Fire and even help him to evangelize. Because Word on Fire is not 

wholly reliant upon its founder, therefore, Barron’s shortcomings might not 

undermine his ministry to the extent that Sheen’s did his.  It is possible, therefore, 

that Barron could expand Word on Fire in the near future without overstretching 

it. At the same time, evidence of strain does exist. If Barron does not rectify it, or 

at least acknowledge its existence, Word on Fire – and therefore the New 

Evangelization – could suffer. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has affirmed that Barron’s theology is largely magisterial and that 

his evangelical strategy is quite effective. One can see evidence of the first in 

Barron’s fidelity to Vatican II and the subsequent rulings of the Magisterium, and 

                                                           
on these same subjects, see Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on Stephen Hawking and Atheism,’ 

YouTube, 5 September 2010, accessed 16 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-

yx5WN4efo.; Robert Barron, ‘Bishop Barron on “The Theory of Everything,”’ YouTube, 8 

January 2015, accessed 16 July 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iob8WnNofWY. 
232 For further discussion of Sheen’s complex personality, see Reeves, America’s Bishop, 113-115. 
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also the enthusiastic support he has generated among the hierarchy and 

dedicated lay Catholics. One can see evidence of the success of his ministry, 

moreover, in the willingness of mainstream channels like PBS to air 

CATHOLICISM and well-known figures like Dave Rubin to interview Barron. 

Above all, one sees it reflected in the testimonies of numerous converts and 

reverts who credit Barron as a key influence in their turning or returning to the 

Church and in the spirit of respect with which even atheists like Rubin treat 

him.233 For this reason, it is undeniable that Barron is fulfilling Pope John Paul II’s 

mandate, relayed via Cardinal George, to evangelize the culture and that he is a 

positive force for the New Evangelization in America and elsewhere. 

At the same time, there is evidence that Barron and his ministry are somewhat 

overstretched. One sees this in the vague, incomplete, and unsubstantiated 

statements that litter Barron’s public utterances, which suggest undue haste and 

insufficient editing. This same spirit is reflected in his somewhat repetitive 

YouTube videos and his preference for writing short essays in place of the serious 

works of academic theology and philosophy of earlier years. Furthermore, 

aspects of his theology are somewhat contrary to the magisterial spirit of Vatican 

II and even to Catholicism itself, with one aspect in particular – his lack of 

engagement with the ambiguities of Vatican II – introducing a serious element of 

inconsistency into his thought. If Barron insists on expanding his ministry before 

overcoming these issues, or before even admitting that they exist, he could do 

considerable harm to Word on Fire and therefore to the New Evangelization.  

  

                                                           
233 On convert numbers, see Barron and Allen, To Light a Fire, 12. 
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Conclusion 

 

The aim of this thesis has been to analyze the theology and ministry of Bishop 

Robert Barron in light of the contemporary difficulties facing the Catholic Church 

in the West. As the main body of the text discusses these matters at length, only 

a quick summary is required here. To put it simply, this thesis contends that 

Barron’s theology is a direct response to many problems facing the Church today, 

that Barron not only affirms Catholic orthodoxy but promotes it as a balm for 

contemporary ills. Chapter Two explores how his orthodox understanding of 

God aims to overcome the slipshod evangelism and heterodox Christology 

widespread since the 1960s by stressing the intellectual depth of Catholic 

theology and philosophy. Chapter Three highlights how his mystical 

ecclesiology, by justifying the exigency of the Church, its structures of authority 

in particular, seeks to counter internal dissension and the caricatures of the wider 

culture. Chapter Four demonstrates how his reverence for Tradition, his 

insistence on its evangelical vitality and dogmatic weight, aims to overcome the 

malaise of many Catholics and make Catholicism attractive once again to modern 

people. Chapter Five points out that Barron regards Catholicism as the best 

bastion against moral relativism, which he accuses of wreaking havoc both inside 

and outside the Church, and promotes Catholic humanism, its doctrine of theosis 

especially, as a means of reinvigorating the faithful and improving Catholicism’s 

reputation. 

Owing to the paucity of studies about Barron in academic literature, this thesis 

has devoted much space to descriptions of Barron’s work. Yet the thesis has also 

striven to analyze his theology and ministry in light of Church teaching, 

particularly as it pertains to Vatican II and the New Evangelization. A key 

contention of this study is that Barron has largely succeeded in his goals. His 
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theology is vibrant, largely concordant with the magisterial spirit of Vatican II, 

and almost always in harmony with Catholic belief and practice more generally. 

His Word on Fire ministry, for its part, has successfully carried out the mandate 

of the New Evangelization: to communicate the faith dynamically to the wider 

culture, lapsed and disaffected believers, and Catholics loyal to the Magisterium. 

One can see the fruits of Barron’s achievement by looking at the support he has 

garnered among the laity and even in the wider culture – support that the 

American hierarchy and Pope Francis have acknowledged and praised.  

At the same time, the thesis contends that Barron’s unsystematic strategy, while 

beneficial in many respects, is not without its weaknesses. Above all, his 

tendency to discuss numerous topics in quick succession, which does not permit 

him much time for research and editing, occasionally prevents him from tying 

together the various facets of his theology to form a consistent whole. A 

prominent instance of this is his claim that a return to Vatican II teaching is the 

key to solving many of the Church’s ills, for on several subjects, notably 

ecclesiology, Barron distances himself from the Council. For example, Barron 

wrongly asserts that the Body of Christ metaphor, the dominant image that he 

uses to describe the Church, was also the image that Vatican II favored. In doing 

so, Barron neglects the image that Vatican II actually favored: the Church as the 

People of God.  

In addition, even when Barron does discuss certain matters consistently, his 

tendency to discuss them swiftly and without much detail sometimes causes him 

to utter inaccurate or dubious statements. Although such instances are usually 

minor in and of themselves, when assessed together, they highlight once again 

inconsistencies in Barron’s ministry, particularly his claim to be faithful to 

magisterial teaching while advancing ideas that are not in concordance with it. 

To cite but one example, Barron promotes Teilhard de Chardin as a mediator 
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between faith and reason even though the Frenchman’s views on both contradict 

his own theology and, in many respects, the teaching of the Magisterium.  

Having reiterated the subject matter and conclusions of the thesis, it is time now 

to talk about its significance. Firstly, as already noted, few academic works exist 

about Barron, none of which are comprehensive. This thesis, therefore, has 

sought to demonstrate that Barron is a person worthy of academic interest. Being 

a pioneer study, it has also sought to provide stimulating materials and 

conclusions that others might use to investigate him further.  

Secondly, this thesis hopes to have shown that knowledge of Barron is valuable 

for the study of American Catholicism. Sociologists in the vein of Andrew 

Greeley, for example, who debate the religiosity of Catholics in today’s secularist 

age, are likely to find the popularity of Word on Fire fascinating. Theologians 

studying the evolution of Catholic theology since Vatican II and scholars 

studying the history of American Catholic evangelism are likely to find Barron’s 

views fascinating as well. Indeed, because he is one of the American Church’s 

most influential, syndicated, and respected leaders, it is quite possible that 

Barron will – and should – feature in many future studies of contemporary 

American Catholicism. For the same reason, this thesis hopes to have shown that 

Barron is relevant to the study of religion in America more generally and may 

become more so in the near future. 

Thirdly, this thesis has sought to demonstrate that Barron is also relevant to more 

international fields of study. As the most famous proponent of Radical 

Orthodoxy in America, who integrates its ideas into the heart of his ministry, it 

would be advantageous for accounts of the movement to take note of him. 

Studies of theosis, which have become quite common in the contemporary 

Church, would also benefit from taking note of Barron, for this thesis shows that 

his interest in the doctrine surpasses that of many if not most Catholics. Finally, 

and perhaps most importantly, debates over Vatican II and its legacy remain 
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widespread in Catholic intellectual circles, notably in the West and in majority-

Catholic countries like Brazil. Although the critiques of Chapter Six still stand, 

one cannot deny that Barron’s theology and ministry are orientated toward this 

debate, that many Catholic hierarchs and laypeople appreciate his contributions, 

and that all this makes his viewpoint significant. 

Yet this thesis, in the end, was not written solely to contribute to a gap in the 

academic literature. Rather, it was written in large part to acknowledge the life 

and work of a man passionate about the Catholic faith and committed to sharing 

his interpretation of it with others – and who has had far more success than most 

other Catholic evangelists in the modern age, including Fulton Sheen. If the thesis 

has achieved this goal, it has been successful; if it happens to help other scholars 

by doing so, all the better.  
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List of Abbreviations 

Religious Orders 

 

B.V.M. – the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

C.F.J. – the Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph 

C.F.R. – the Community of the Franciscan Friars of the Renewal 

C.S.C. – the Congregation of the Holy Cross 

C.S.P. – the Missionary Society of Saint Paul the Apostle 

C.S.Sp. – the Congregation of the Holy Spirit 

O.C.S.O. – the Order of Cistercians of the Strict Observance 

O.M.I. – the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate 

O.P.  – the Order of Preachers 

O.S.A. – Order of St. Augustine 

O.S.B. – Order of St. Benedict 

P.F.J. – the Little Brothers of Jesus 

S.J. – the Society of Jesus 

S.M. – the Society of Mary 

 

Other 

RCIA – Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults 

USCCB – United States Conference of Catholic Bishops 
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